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Preface

The Drug Abuse Council, Inc., is a private, tax-exempt
foundation established in February 1972 to serve on a national
level as an independent source of needed research, public policy
evaluation and program guidance in the areas of drug use and
misuse. It is supported by the Ford Foundation, Commonwealth
Fund, Carnegie Corporation, Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation
and the Equitable Life Assurance Society of the U.S.
' Through its publications and other activities, the Council

provides non partisan, objectivz information and analysis and
serves as a resource for those organizations and individuals
searching for new, more effective approaches to nonmedical drug
use in our society. For a complete publications list, please refer to
the back of this report.

As drug use among the nation's youth increased during the past
decade and became commonplace in all social and economic
settings, a national concern for drug education increased accord-
ingly. Educators, school administrators, drug abuse researchers,
social welfare workers, public health officials, and legislators' all
pursued solutions to the growing problem. With so many
professionals looking for ways to halt drug abuse among young
people, it is curious that virtually no one asked the young people
themselves for advice. Adults in the various professions conceived
educational programs geared, it was thought, to the needs and
interests of youth, but prepared an I presented without youth
input. Earlier prognns tended to moralize and to rely more on
fear than on fact, whereas more recent programs attempted to
provide factual information and to avoid value judgments. In
either case, however, the goal was the same: to decrease drug
abuse among young people. They have not succeeded in that goal.

It was for this reason that the Drug Abuse Council, Inc. (DAC),
an independent source of funds for drug abuse research and

policy analysis, began to concern itself with the lack of youth
input into drug education programs. It had become sufficiently
clear that efforts to prevent youthful drug abuse were not going to
succeed unless young people themselves were permitted and
encouraged to participate actively in those efforts. With this
awareness came the idea for the High School Student Project on
Drug Abuse (HSSP).

STUDENTS SPEAK ON DRUGS 1
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RATIONALE

In retrospect, it seems most unfclunate that youth input into
drug education was so lacking. As predominant members of the
drug culture, young people represent an invaluable source of
practical drug knowledge. High school students are far more likely
than their teachers to be familiar with the appearance of various
illegal drugs, or to know the extent of drug abuse among their
peers.

Furthermore, young people constitute one of the largest

susceptible populations of illicit drug use and are the primary
consumers of drug education. It seems that an essential pre-
requisite to drug curriculum design would be the solicitation of
input from young people regarding their attitudes on drugs and
drug education. However, the belief of many educators that they
know a priori what is beet for their students may have led those
educators to assume student drug needs and attitudes, rather than
seek student input directly. DAC felt that this explained in part
why so many drug education programs have been unresponsive or
even irrelevant to student needs. DAC's idea was to encourada
youth input into drug education and to arrive at alternatives to
existing drug programs.

No doubt there were a number of approaches which would have
served this purpose. But from the outset, DAC was committed to
an approach which would permit youth-control of the project, at
least so far as was legally and practically feasible. It is important at
this point to distinguish between "youth-involvement" and
"youth-control." Youthinvolvement is increasingly evident in
education today, and is actually much the fashion, both in
educational theory and practice. For the HSSP, youth-involvement
would have meant that although young people were included,
adult-professionals could actually have administered and directed
the project. Although student attitudes and ideas would have been
sought for all aspects of the drug scene, the project would have
relied ultimately on adult decision-making.

Youth-control, on the other hand, would mean a project run as
totally as possible by young people. Not only would the HSSP
research the attitudes and opinions of young people, but it would

STUDENTS SPEAK ON DRUGS 3
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be designed, administered, and executed by young people. For
two reasons, DAC wanted youth-control for the HSSP. One was
the fact that youth control was something new in drug abuse
research. The innovative aspect of such an undertaking made it
more exciting. No one knew what the high school students could
do in the way of drug research when left solely to their own
devices, and DAC wanted to find out.

The other reason was the. likelihood that adult control would
significantly alter the results of the research. Young people react
differently to adults than to their peers, often saying what they
believe the adults want to hear. Furthermore, adults are often
unable to resist making decisions for young people, rephrasing
their language and drawing their own conclusions. ln short, it was
felt that the most honest and uninhibited student response could
be expected where students were free of adult control. Hence the
rationale was established for an innovative drug abuse research
project, aimed at youth and run by youth.

It is important to recognize how this initial decision for
youth-control would also significantly affect the project's out-
come from a technical standpoint. A study run by professionals
would probably be technically superior to a first attempt by high
school students inexperienced in research or scientific reporting.
As will be seen later in this report, many tea -lice' weaknesses
exist in the completed project which are a direct result of letting
the students run their own show.

In addition, there were certain practical considerations which
DAC had to confront immediately, once the decisior; for a

youth controlled project had been made. If the young people were
to control the HSSP, what would be DAC's role in the project?
How would the project L. administered and funded? DAC was
already familiar with a unique student consultant service cared the
High School Student Information Center (SIC), located in
Washington. SIC had been created in 1970 by high school students
for the purpose of helping other high school students to effect
nationwide high school reform. Relying upon pr:.ate foundation
funds to support SIC's efforts in that direction, the young
directors of SIC had previously contacted DAC seeking financing
for student research into drug education. For SIC, such a project
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was intended as part of its overall efforts to determine what
students want in the way of reformed high school education and
to develop a concept of what a public high school should be as the
ultimate object of reform.

After lengthy discussions with SIC directors, it was agreed that
the young people of SIC would serve as administrators of the
HSSP. They would solicit and evaluate grant proposals and select
the research teams, they would assist the local groups in getting
their investigations underway, they would provide liaison betweeu
DAC and the student researchers, and finally they would
coordinate a student conference to assemble findings. DAC would
assume a relatively passive role, funding the students directly and
then providing technical assistance when it was requested by the
students via SIC. By and large, the young people would do it all.

ORGANIZATION

To find interested young people, SIC designed and nationally
distributed a brochure announcing the HSSP in August 1972
(Appendix A). The brochure explained the rationale for a
drug-related student research project, suggested various areas of
investigation, and provided specifications for students wishing to
submit proposals for funding. Distribution was effected from a
mailing list composes of a national student council representative
list plus the names and addresses of young people who had
contacted either DAC or SIC in the past.

All resulting proposals were considered. Visits were made to
each of the potential project sites by members of SIC to facilitate
the selection process. On the basis of merit as well as geographic
and ethnic variables, nine student groups were finally selected and
funded with grants of up to $2,500 each. Money was awarded to
the young people directly, except where legal status required fiscal
agents for minors, and in those cases, the fiscal agents were
selected by the young people themselves. Although DAC respects
the established channels in the field of education, including the
various boards of education and school administrations, it wanted



to see what would happen if the student project were funded
independently of such channels. The nine participating groups
were:

1. Black Student Union of Boston, Inc.
Roxbury, Massachusetts

2. The United Clubs of Broward County, Inc.
Hollywood, Florida

3. Metro High School
St. Louis, Missouri

4. Wisconsin Student Union
Madison, Wisconsin

5. Student Research Teams of Wingate, Boys,
and Clara Barton Vocational High Schools
Brooklyn, New York

6. Chicanos Unidos and King Cobras
El Paso, Texas

7. Frederick Douglass United Community Center, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

8. Dayton Drug Project
Dayton, Ohio

9. Students Allied for Effectiie Community and
Education of San Francisco
San Francisco, California

All student research groups conducted three-month investiga-
tions of the drug education programs and formulated recommen-
dations for program modifications and new approaches. Surveys,
questionnaires, structured and informal interviews, discussions and
newsletters comprised the bulk of the students' research method-
ology. When the three-month research period had ended, the
students submitted reports of their findings and recommendations.
Student efforts were then coordinated by means of a High School
Student Conference held in Washington, D.C., in February 1973.
At that time, a structured information exchange took place,

'z
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structured information exchange took place,

culminating in the preparation of a joint statement of attitudes
and recommendations regarding drug abuse and drug education.
That statement is included as Appendix C.

GOALS

Although each of the student groups established its own goals,
suited to its own needs and interests and related to the drug scene
in its particular community, one may extrapolate certain universal
goals for the HSSP as a whole. First, the groups aimed to achieve
some worthwhile information gathering. Major issues for fact-
finding included: (1) the incidence of drug abuse among high
school students, (2) student attitudes on drug use and abuse, (3)
the nature of existing drug education programs, (4) the effective-
ness of those programs; and (5) students' perceptions of their drug
education needs. Using their newly acquired fund of information,
the students hoped to achieve t; ;ir second goal, formulating
constructive suggestions and recommendations to improve the
quality of drug education.

For a three-month pilot project, these goals were admittedly
ambitious. So, however, were the students who conceived them. In
several eases, the students were forced to recognize their limita-
tions in meeting these goals, due to lack of time, or to lack of
funds, or to lack of school or community cooperation, or to lack
of research experience. In all cases, however, the groups were able
to contribute toward these goals, sometimes with exceptional
success, as can be seen in the substance of their reports.

CONCLUSIONS

Since each of the student reports represents an individual and
separate research effort, one must be cautious when attempting to
extract any overall conclusions for the HSSP as a whole. There is
the possibility of over generalizing the findings of one or two of
the reports. There is also the danger of over simplifying the

I a)
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findings by disregarding conclusions which are divergent or which
do not conform to a general pattern. The student reports are by
no means so homogeneous that they can be said to produce any
unanimous conclusion regarding youthful drug abuse. In many
cases, the .differences in their findings are as significant as their
similarities; those differences will be discussed in the following
chapters containing the student reports.

At this point, however, it is fair to state that, although ao single
conclusion was reached by all the groups, certain themes do recur.
The student groups agree that there is widespread usage and
availability of illicit drugs, both on and off high school premises.
They all stress the inadequacy of existing drug education
programs, and their failure to affect student drug usage. They
repeatedly criticize the prevalence of a book knowledge or
subject matter orientation to school drug programs. As a more
human alternative for drug education programs, the groups suggest
the need for a personal I..roblems or social problems orientation.
Many of the groups emphasize the need for involvement of the
community at large, recognizing that drug abuse is too vast an
issue for the schools alone. And finally, there is a feeling among
several of 1!..2 groups that drug programs have been more
successful when there was direct peer participation, as in the case
of the Chicanos Unidos of El Paso.

ZIearly there is a persistent trend of thought here despite
variaLions from group to group. The students see a serious problem
in youthful drug abuse. For them, it is no academic problem
which can, like some problem in geometry, be appropriately
solved in an academic, didactic fashion. Drug abuse is a personal
problem and the students express the need for a personal, human
approach to it. Drug abuse is also a social problem, and the
students emphasize the need to approach it within the context of
societal influences and implications. Finally, drug abuse is an
extensive problem, and the students believe it is unrealistic to
place the full burden of drug education upon the schools, by and
large, their reports look to the community at large to recognize
the severity of the problem and to at last accept the responsibility
for alleviating it. And always they stress the importance of youth
helping youth.

6' THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL

LIMITATIONS AND LEARNING EXPERIENCE

Unfortunately, there were some serious limitation!
results produced by the HSSP, and it is important to r
that these limitations do exist, and why. No research
flawless, and DAC believes that there is often as much to
exami.iing where d project went wrong as by observinglhi
which it went right. As an innovative attempt at
controlled research, the HSSP was in many ways a pilot pr
experiment to see what the students could do. As such, if
inevitable difficulties regarding the technical aspects of
and data tabulation. Some of the technical difficult
foreseen by DAC in advance, but most were not anticip
became increasingly problematical as the HSSP progressed
most part, these difficulties were due to the uniquene
project itself. By attempting to identify and understa
difficulties, DAC has learned a great deal regarding
research. Therefore, the value of the HSSP as a learning e>
must not be overlooked in the critical comments that folk

Perhaps the major difficulty was the frequent lack
results. In a number of cases, the groups surveyed
attitudes but submitted incomplete survey results, n
difficult to interpret their findings in a meaningful v
students at Metro High School of SL. Louis, Missouri, stat
report, for example, that they had been unable to finish t
tabulation within the three month time period and there

submit a report lacking both survey results and reco
tions. Similarly, both the groups in San Francisco and it
Ohio, submitted incomplete data. All groups were of
extension in order to complete their tabulations, but
conference no further materials were submitted.

Another technical problem was the apparent lack of of
displayed by some of the groups, either in interpreti
reporting the results of their research. Since the sti..

searchers were not intended to be experts in the field of !
research, they can hardly be blamed for their subjecti
where it occurs, it does limit the credibility of the conclu
example, the group from Brooklyn, New York, credited thi
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LIMITATIONS AND LEARNING EXPERIENCE

Unfortunately, there were some serious limitations to the
results produced by the HSSP, and it is important to recognize
that these limitations do exist, and why. No research project is
flawless, and DAC believes that there is often as much to learn by
examining where a project went wrong as by observing the areas in

which it went right. As an innovative attempt at student-
controlled research, the HSSP was in many ways a pilot project, an
experiment to see what the students could do. As such, there were
inevitable difficulties regarding the technical aspects of research
and data tabulation. Some of the technical difficulties were
foreseen by DAC in advance, but most were not anticipated and
became increasingly problematical as the HSSP progressed. For the
most part, these difficulties were due to the uniqueness of the
project itself. By attempting to identify and understand those
difficulties, DAC has learned a great deal regarding student
research. Therefore, the value of the HSSP as a learning experience
must not be overlooked in the critical comments that follow.

Perhaps the major difficulty was the frequent lack of survey
results. In a number of cases, the groups surveyed student
attitudes but submitted incomplete survey results, making it
difficult to interpret their findings in a meaningful way. The
students at Metro High School of St. Louis, Missouri, stated in the
report, for example, that they had been unable to finish their data
tabulation within the three-month time period and therefore had
to submit a report lacking both survey results and recommenda-
tions. Similarly, both the groups in San Francisco and in Dayton,
Ohio, submitted incomplete data. All groups were offered an
extension in order to complete their tabulations, but after the
conference no further materials were submitted.

Another technical problem was the apparent lack of objectivity
displayed by some of the groups, either in interpreting or in
reporting the results of their research. Since the student re-
searchers were not intended to be experts in the field of statistical
research, they can hardly be blamed for their subjectivity; yet
where it occurs, it does limit the credibility of the conclusions; for
example, the group from Brooklyn, New York, credited the SPAR K
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teams (i.e., youth drug teams active in some Brooklyn high
schools) with the observed decrease in student drug abuse in
Brooklyn over the past two years. But while their data did
indicate a definitive decrease in drug usage, it did not indicate any
causal explanation. Since the students who carried out the
Brooklyn research were also representatives of the SPARK teams
in their high schools, it seems likely that their enthusiasm for the
SPARK program influenced their conclusion that the causal
connection existed.

Related to the problem of subjectivity was the tendency of
some groups to adopt a philosophical rather than a scientific
approach to the research. In the case of Dayton, Ohio, for
example, the students" report was primarily an essay on the social
implications of drug abuse. Although it presented a sensitive and
provocative analysis of the drug scene, it was essentially the
product of opinion, not of investigation.

Similarly, the students in Hollywood, Florida, stated their
philosophy at the outset of their report: since drug abuse is an
individual choice, the sole purpose of drug education should be to
present the factual drug information needed by young people in
order to make that choice intelligently. This is an interesting thesis,
but again a statement of opinion rather than a conclusion drawn
from research findings. As expressions of uncensored student
opinions on drug issues, such statements provided worthwhile
input into the HSSP. However, when incorporated as they often
were into the reports of surveys and other investigations, the
unverified opinions served to weaken the project results.

It should be pointed out that the kinds of technical difficulties
discussed above could have been avoided, and in this regard, the
HSSP provided valable learning experience for DAC. At the outset
of the project, DAC did foresee the need for some technical
assistance, particularly in the design of survey instruments. To
provide assistance in that area, DAC made available to the
students, via SIC, a professional survey instrument designed by
Pennsylvania State University for the evaluation of drug education
by high school students (Appendix B). This proved to be a valuable
aid to the student groups, and there were of course other instances

when DAC fulfilled specific student requ
tance.

It became clear toward completion of th
much more technical assistance was neede
requested or than DAC had provided. In
most important lessons of the project for
group wishing to sponsor student research)
must be made whereby technical assis
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nt groups, and there were of course other instances

when DAC fulfilled specific student requests for technical assis-
tance.

It became clear toward completion of the project, however, that
much more technical assistance was needed than the students had
requested or than DAC had provided. In this regard, one of the
most important lessons of the project for DAC (or for any other
group wishing to sponsor student research) was that some provision
must be made whereby technical assistance would be made
available to the students at all times. Accessibility to students as
well as availability of pertinent resource materials are important
factors to consider in establishing a system for providing technical
assistance.

One idea which seems appropriate was suggested by the
students themselves at the conference in February 1973. The
students suggested that in future youth projects, DAC arrange
liaison with local research specialists, either through university or
private agencies. Once the liaison was established, the students
could tap this local resource whenever the need arose, and perhaps
avoid the kinds of technical errors found in this first student
project.

Not only was the HSSP a learning experience in technical
matters, but in administrative matters as well. When DAC opted
for total youth-control of the HSSP, it also decided upon an
organizational structure for the project which later proved to be
unnecessarily cumbersome and inefficient. What was established
was a kind of middle-man arrangement, whereby SIC administered
the project and served as go-between for DAC and the student
groups. As suggested earlier, the reason for this arrangement was
to insure ar. all youth administration of the project. However,
when viewed in terms of efficiency, such a middle-man structure
probably handicapped the project considerably.

It produced a serious communication lag between DAC and the
students, because of the constant need to shunt information
through the middle organization. But most importantly, DAC was
not able to be of maximum assistance to the students, because it
had unwittingly removed itself from direct contact with the
progress and problems of the students. All of these difficulties, it
should be stressed, existed in spite of great effort on the parts of
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both DAC ant' SIC to keep the information flow constant and to
keep the operation running smoothly and swiftly.

In term., of administration, therefore, DAC learned that
wherever possible it should try to maintain at home administra
tion, fo; the HSSP demonstrated the importance of running a

youth research project in the simplest and most efficient way
possible. However, it should be clear that at home administration
need not preclude youth control of the project. The following
arrangement, for example, was suggested by the SIC director of
the HSSP. that DAC select and employ qualified high school aged
people as members of its own professional staff. These young staff
members would coordinate, direct, and administer any future
youth research. Such an arrangement would combine the effi
ciency of a coordinated at home administration with the original
concept of a youth-run study.

SIGNIFICANCE

Despite the admitted limitations and weaknesses of the student
project, the HSSP was a project of considerable signficance for all
those who are, or who purport to be, concerned with youthful
drug abuse and with efforts to affect drug abuse through
education. The HSSP was young people speaking out. And DAC
believes that professionals in the drug field, educators, and all
concerned individuals would benefit by hearing what they had to
say.

Of primary significance was the fact that the young people
themselves regarded youthful drug abuse as a serious and pressing
problem. It is not only in the minds of the unturned on
generation, of uptight parents and educators, that drug abuse is
cause for concern, but in the minds of the youngsters as well.
Furthermore, the students did not look upon teenage drug abuse
as a sowing of wild oats, as a fad that would disappear in due time,
akir to gold fish swallowing or piling into a telephone booth. For
them, it was a growing problem with serious social and personal
implications.

8 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL ki
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This is especially significant for those educators and school
administrators who have thus far refused to recognize or to admit
the seriousness of the problem, and therefore have taken no steps
to alleviate it. Can they continue to deny what the students
themselves accept and admit?

The HSSP was also significant as a mandate to educators for
urgent changes. in their approach to drug education. As the
consumers of drug education, the students were sensitive to the
human needs of a drug education program in a way that many
educators and curriculum specialists are not. The students in
Brooklyn, New York, put it most succinctly when they said. "We
believe that in today's society we must get away from strictly the
book and do more education in the practical areas. Things must be
dealt with on a more human level."

Group after group reiterated a similar desire to see drug
education turn away from its traditional concern with subject
matter and approach drug education from a student orientation at
last. Big Brother programs, student rap sessions, improved coun-
seling servicesrecommendations for programs of this sort demon-
strated the constant quest for the personal, the human, factor in
drug education. It was apparent from the HSSP that drug
programs which are not responsive to that human factor are not
going to have much effect on student drug usage.

Perhaps the greatest significance of the HSSP, howe% ar, lies in
the students' attempt to understand the social context within
which youthful drug abuse is flourishing in this nation. For the
students of Madison, Wisconsin, drug abuse appeared to be
directly related to young people's feeling of alienation, and their
desire to escape from alienation. In a similar vein, the Chicanos
Unidos pointed to the lack of positive alternatives for Mexican
American youths in El Paso, Texas, the lack of recreation facilities
and of employment oppoitunities appeared to be causally linked
to their glue sniffing. The student group in Dayton, Ohio, may
have phrased it best when they described "the feeling of
powerlessness that makes drugs seem the only way out."

Thus the HSSP has important implications that reach even
beyond the schools and school drug programs. The students were
able to penetrate the issue of drug abuse to perceive what many



educators have notthat drug abuse should not be dealt with as an
isolated issue at all. It is a symptom of far broader social ills, an
outgrowth of the frustrations of alienation and powerlessness
experienced by individuals adrift in a society which is already too
impersonal, too vast, too indifferent, and too complex, and which
is becoming increasingly more so.

The students of the HSSP were speaking, therefore, not only to

teachers and principals. They were sp
community of people, urging them to ackn
bility to their young people; to provid
positive alternatives; to involve them in
institutions which control their lives. Th
that that would be the sort of drug educati
difference. DAC can only hope that the peo
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f the HSSP were speaking, therefore, not only to

teachers and principals. They were speaking to the entire
community of people, urging them to acknowledge their responsi-
bility to their young people; to provide them with healthy,
positive alternatives; to involve them in the processes and the
institutions which control their lives. The students were saying
that that would be the sort of drug education which might make a
difference. DAC can only hope that the people will listen.
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Roston,
ssetehissetts

The Need for
Drug Education

I,...'t

The report of the Black Student Union of Boston, Inc.,
demonstrated an urgent need for instituting some form of drug
education in the Boston schools. In their original proposal for
funding, the students indicated that virtually nothing was done in
the way of drug education by the Boston public schools. Yet they
believed that drug abuse was growing in the inner city high
schools, and that there was actually widespread sale of illegal drugs
right an school premises. The students were especially concerned
with what they perceived as a lack of community awareness that a
school drug problem even existed.

In light of such a problem, the Black Student Union established
the following goals for its project: to generate community action,
and to do so by finding and publishing the facts on a host of
drug-related issues. Those issues were (1) the incidence of use and
sale of drugs on high school premises; (2) student attitudes toward
drug use; (3) the underlying reasons for student drug use; (4) the
amount of money spent by high school students on drugs, (5) an
evaluation of existing high school drug programs, and (6) school
policies regarding student drug users.

The methodology applied toward reaching those goals consisted
of administering student interviews and community question-
naires. Fifteen hundred students of diverse socio-economic back-
grounds were interviewed in all, including interviews with student
drug users. The community questionnaire was administered to
over 100 Boston area residents and was intended to research
general community attitudes regarding drugs and high school drug
use.

Findings confirmed the students' expectations. The conclusions
drawn were that drugs weiv used freely and openly, both on and
off high school premises, and that a wide range of illegal drugs
were sold inside the high schools. It was estimated that the average
student drug user spent approximately $7.00 per week on drugs.
Many of the students interviewed agreed that the schools were not
presently equipped to educate student drug users about drugs. Yet
the reasons generally given by the drug users for drug use were
pleasure or curiosity.

In light of these findings, the Black Student Union held a press
conference and recommended that the Boston School Committee

-..; 0
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establish a volunteer commission to develop a model drug
education program fof the city's schools. Money from the
Massachusetts State Lottery was a suggested source of funding. It
further recommended that the commission be comprised of
students, parents, teachers, administrators, educational planners, a
drug research and evaluation specialist, a drug education specialist,
and social service representatives. Finally the Black Student Union
briefly recommended an approach based on parental involvement
and guidance counseling.
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INTRODUCTION

In October 1972, The Drug Abuse Council selected the

Black Student Union of Boston, as one of the ten (10) student

organizations across the country, to undertake a pilot drug

research project.

The ten (10) student drug research projects were funded by the

Drug Abuse Council, Inc., to enable young people to research

in areas in which they could provide valuable input, in eval-

uating existing drug programs. as well as making recommen-

dations for either the improvement of those programs or the

development of new programs, on the community, school, and/or

government levels.

The Black Student Union of Boston, Inc., was funded by the

Drug Abuse Council in October 1972, to research,

" The Use and Availability of Drugs " within the city of

Boston high school campuses.

The research/study reviewed the following areas:

. the use of drugs on high school campuses;

the sale of drugs on high school campuses;

the general attitudes of high school students, towards
drugs and drug use;

the underlying reasons for drug use, among high school
students;

-3-

the amount of money spent by students on hi
campuses, to purchase drugs;

evaluation of size and nature of drugs, use
students;

evaluation of existing drug programs on hi

the handling of drug users, by school adz
counselors.

METHODS USED IN THE RESEARCH/STUDY

Research and data collection took various

. interviews with former students;

. interviews with parents and students;

a community opinion survey in selected sec

questionaires on the general topic of drug
education;

interviews with drug addicts, who attended
city of Boston.

The methodology was shaped with two (2) major

1. By croating conditions under which student

honestly report their illegal, (highly se

2. By creating conditions in which non-users

trouble to provide detailed, accurate info

which may not be central to their lives.

He at the Black Student Union appealed to the

for the solutions to these problems, said recr

students to formulate questionaires, that wou

spread cooperation from students.
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. the amount of money spent by students on high school
campuses, to purchase drugs;

. evaluation of size and nature of drugs, used by high school
students;

. evaluatior. of existing drug programs on high school campuses;

. the handling of drug users, by school administrators and
counselors.

METHODS USED IN THE RESEARCH/STUDY

Research and data collection took various forms:

. interviews with former students;

. interviews with parents and studonts;

. a community opinion survey in selected sections of the city;

. questionaires on the general topic of drugs and drug
education;

. interviews with drug addicts, who attended school in the
city of Boston.

The methodology was shaped with two (2) major concerns,

1. By creating conditions under which student drug users would

honestly report their illegal, (highly sensitive) activity.

2. By creating conditions in which non-users would take the

trouble to provide detailed, accurate information on a topic

which may not be central to their lives.

We at the Black Student Union appealed to the students themselves

for the solutions to these problems, and recruited fifteen (1S)

students to formulate questionaires, that would elicit wide-

spread cooperation from students.
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During October, November, and December, all research data

was gathered by fifteen (15) Boston high school students,

these students developed evaluation questionaires, which

were used to interview fifteen hundred (1500) high school

students, concerning the use and availability of drugs in

the city of Boston high school campuses.

The interviewing of high school students, generated detailed

information in the following areas:

. the variety of drugs used on high school campuses;

. the variety of drugs sold on high school campuses;

. students attitudes towards drugs;

. the general attitudes of high school counselors towards
drug users;

. amount of money spent to purchase drugs by high school
students;

Also during December, a research team of students developed

questionaires, for a community survey to research the general

attitudes of the community at large, concerning drugs and drug

use, on high school campuses, through-out the city.

The Community survey, also generated detaile.. information

from parents, non-students, teachers, educators, community

organizations, and drug addicts concerning the problem of

drugs in Boston schools.

The following report is a collaboration of all the testimonies,

interviews, questionaires, and statements given by concerned

students, teachers, former students, parents, educators, etc.

We at the Black Student Union, hope that this report can establish

a mechanism in which changes will be made to eliminate,

" The Use and Availability of Drugs within the city of Boston

schools. "

tat)
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FINDINGS
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FINDINGS

This report, which summarizes the results of the Drug

Research Project, of the Black Student Union of Boston,

is based upon the interviews, surveys, testimonies, and

questionaires, developed and administered by students

enrolled in high schools, throughout the city of Boston.

The following findings, are arranged under a number of

topics, these topicek were also developed by the staff

of the research project, to enable all persons reading

this report, to understand the complexity of the the

problem of drugs, and drug use, in the city of Boston

schools.

STUDENTS ATTITUDES TOWARDS DRUGS/ Questionaire results

The Drug Research Project, interviewed fifteen hundred

(1500) high school students, enrolled in Boston high

schools, concerning the general topic of drugs, these

students represented diverse social backgrounds, income

levels, religions, age groups, end educational levels.

The following is the general conclusions of the interviews,

in which students wore requested to answer multiple choice

questionaires, on the use and availability of drugs in their

particular schools.

question 1.

" How interested are you, in the general topic of drugs

and drug use. "
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. Students response to question f 1.

563 Students/or 37.5 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " they are very interested. "

462 students/or 30.8 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " they are fairly interested. "

181 students/or 13.1 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " they are only slightly interested. "

149 students/or 9.4 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " they are not at all interested. "

While 145 students/or 9.2 percent of the students interviewed,

declined to answer question f 1.

. question 4 2

" Which one group needs drug education most. "

. Students response to question 4 2.

636 students/or 42.4 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " grade school students."

211 students/or 14.1 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " junior high school students. "

400 students/or 26.6 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " high school students. "

152 students/or 10.13 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " teachers and counselors. "

-7-

. While 103 students/or 6.77 percent of the st

viewed, answered, " Parents "

. question 4 3.

" How valuable would a local telephone info

counseling service, be for you if it was

nights and weekends. "

. Students response to question I 3.

371 students/or 24.73 percent of the students

answered, " very valuable."

704 students/or 46.63 percent of the students

answered, " of some value."

425 students/or 28.64 percent of the students

answered, " of no value. "

. question f 4

" Concerning counselors in your school, whi

following statements do you agree with. "

a. You can go to a counselor about a dru
and be sure that he will not tell any
about the problem, except the people
help.

b. You can be sure, that if you go to a
in the school I attend, ho will not e
in getting you any typo of assisTiFce
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. While 103 students/or 6.77 percent of the students inter-
viewed, answered, " Parents "

. question S.

" How valuable would a local telephone information and

counseling service, be for you if it was operated

nights and weekends. "

. Students response to question I 3.

371 students/or 24.73 percent of the

answered, " very valuable."

704 students/or 46.63 percent of the

answered, " of some value."

42S students/or 28.64 percent of the

answered, " of no value. "

. question 4

students interviewed,

students interviewed,

students interviewed,

" Concerning counselors in your school, which of the

following statements do you agree with. "

a. You can go to a counselor about a drug problem,
and be sure that he will not tell anyone else
about the problem, except the people that can
help.

b. You can be sure, that if you go to a counselors
in the school I attend, he will not even help
in getting you any type of assistance.
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c. you can be pretty sure, that the counselors
will be interested in helping you with your
problem.

d. the counselors will probably know enough about
drugs, to help with the problem.

e. if the counselors cant help himself, he will
send you to someone who can.

f. none of the above.

. Students response to question f 4.

176 students/or 12.73 percent of the students interviewed,

agreed with statement "A" of question f 4.

219 students/or 14.70 percent of the students interviewed,

agreed with statement "B" of question t 4.

4S2 students/or 32.23 percent of the students interviewed,

agreed with statement "C" of question f 4.

223 students/or 14.24 percent of the students interviewed,

agreed with statement "D" of question f 4.

147 students/or 10.80 percent of the students interviewed,

agreed with statement "E" of question 0 4.

283 students/or 15.30 percent of the students interviewed,

agreed with statement " that none of the above could ex-

plain their counselors attitudes, towards students who

use drugs. (statement " F ")

16 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
`.k
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. question 0 5.

" Has your high school, provided you lei

in any way. "

. Students response to question 0 5.

766 students/or 61.06 percent of the studen

answered, " Not at all. "

314 students/or 20.53 percent of the studen

answered, " Yes, but not at all education

190 students/or 13.90 percent of the studen

answered, " Yes, but it only answered a f

ions, that I raised to ay satisfaction. "

45 students/or 3.00 percent of the students

answered, " Yes, the drug education progr

is very interesting program, and is very od

6S students/or 4.28 percent of the students

answered, " yos but it didnot give me at

savers, to any of the questions I asked. "

120 students/or 7.23 percent of the student

stated, " that none of the above statement

for their school. "

question f 6.

" On the average, how often have you

(reefer, grass, weed, hash) during

months. "

Jo
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. question 15.

" Has your high school, provided you with drug education

in any way. "

. Students response to question f S.

766 students/or 61.06 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Not at all. "

314 students/or 20.53 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Yes, but not at all educational. "

190 students/or 13.90 percent of the students interviewed,
answered, " Yes, but it only answered a few of the quest-

ions, that I raised to my satisfaction. "

4S students/or 3.00 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Yds, the drug education program in our school,

is very interesting program, and is very educational."

6S students/or 4.28 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " yes but it didnot give me satisfactory an-

swprs, to any of the questions I asked. "

120 students/or 7.23 percent of the students interviewed,
stated, " that none of the above statements, were applicable

for their school. "

question f 6.

" On the average, how often have you used marijuana

(reefer, grass, weed, hash) during the past three

months. "
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. Student response to question 6.

355 students/or 23.06 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Not at all. "

260 students/or 15.90 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " less than once a month. "

261 students/or 16.22 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Once or twice a month. "

164 students/or 13.94 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Once or twice a week."

225 students/or 15.24 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " 3 to 6 times per week."

235 students/or 15.65 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Every Day. "

. question 1 7.

" On the average, how often have you used alcohol (beer,

wine, liquor) during the past 3 months. "

. Student response to question / 7.

701 students/or 46.73 percent of the students interviewed,
answered, " Not at all. "

289 students/or 19.26 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Less than once a month. "

275 students/or 18.36 percent of the student

answered, " Once or twice a month. "

135 students/or 9.0 percent of the students

answered, " Once or twice per week. "

46 students/or 3.06 percent of the students

answered, " 3 to 6 times per week. "

64 students/or 4.26 percent of the students

answered, " Every Day,"

. question 8.

" On the average,,how often have you us

LSD, mescaline, psylocbin, DMT, STP,

(acid, mesc.) during the past 3 mont

. Student response to question 8.

1, 090 students/or 72.20 percent of the stud

answered, " Not at all. "

150 students/or 11.11 percent of the student

answered, " Less than once a month. "

109 students/or 6.79 percent of the students

answered, " Once or twice a month. "

96 students/or 6.20 percent of the students

answered, " Once or twice per week. "

55 students/or 3.60 percent of the students

answered, " 3 to 6 times per week. "

STUDV
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o uestion IP 6.

06 percent of the students interviewed,

at all. "

90 percent of the students interviewed,

than once a month. "

22 percent of the students interviewed,

or twice a month. "

94 percent of the students interviewed,

or twice a week."

24 percent of the students interviewed,

6 times per week."

65 percent of the students interviewed,

Day. "

e, how often have you used alcohol (beer,

during the past 3 months. "

to uestion I 7.

3 percent of the students interviewed,

at all. "

6 percent of the students interviewed,

than once a month. "

275 students/or 18.36 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Once or twice a month. "

135 students/or 9.0 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Once or twice per week. "

46 students/or 3.06 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " 3 to 6 times per week. "

64 students/or 4.26 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Every Day."

. question t 8.

" On the average, how often have you used pychedelics,

LSD, mescaline, psylocbin, DMT, STP, MDA, etc.

(acid, mesc.) during the past 3 months. "

. Student response to question I 8.

1, 090 students/or 72.20 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Not at all. "

150 students/or 11.11 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Less than once a month. "

109 students/or 6.79 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Once or twice a month. "

96 students/or 6.20 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Once or twice per week. "

SS students/or 3.60 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " 3 to 6 times per week. "

STUDENTS SPEAK ON DRUGS 17
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20 students/or 1.20 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Every Day. "

. guEstion f 9.

" On the average, how often have you used herion or

morphine in the past 3 months. "

. Student response to question f 9.

1,265 students/or 84.46 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Not at all. "

165 students/or 11.03 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Less than once a month. "

20 students/or 1.10 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Once or twice a month. "

IS students/or 1.00 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Once or twice per week. "

'S students/or .03 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " 3 to 6 times per week. "

15 students/or 1.00 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Every Day. "

25 students/or 1.10 percent of the students interviewed,

had " No comment " concerning the use of herion and mor-

phine.

18 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
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question f 10.

" On the average, how often have you used

paregoric to get " High " during the p

Student response to question f 10.

1,020 students/or 68.00 percent of the stu

answered, " Not at all. "

85 students/or 7.40 percent of the student

answered, " Loss than onto a month. "

73 students/ or 5.90 percent of the student

answered, " Once or twice a month. "

47 students/or 3.20 percent of the student

answered, " Once or twice per week. "

2U students/or 1.30 percent of the student

answered, " 3 to 6 tines por week. "

3 students/or .40 percent of the students

answered, " Every Day. "

252 students/or 16.8 percent of the studen

answered, " No comment " concerning the u
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question 0 10.

On the average, how often have you used codeino or

paregoric to get " High " during the past 3 months. "

Student response to question I 10.

1,020 students/or 68.00 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Not at all. "

8S students/or 7.40 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Less than once a month. "

73 students! or 5.90 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Once or twice a month. "

47 students/or 3.20 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " Once or twice per week. "

20 students/or 1.30 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " 3 to 6 times per week. "

3 students/or .40 percent of the students interviewed,

ans.lred, " Every Day. "

2S2 students/or 16.8 percent of the students interviewed,

answered, " No comment " concerning the use of codeino.

a
...? %.,



question 111.
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a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

B.

h.
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Which of the following, will you definitely not use

to get " High " in the forseeable future. "
(mark as many, as you will not use).

alcohol

glue, gasoline, cleaning fluid, etc.

marijuana, hasish, (grass, pot, weed, reefer).

Rsychedelics, (LSD, mescaline, psylocibin, DMT,

STP, MDA).

herion, morphine, (skag,smack,H)

codeine, opium.

amhetamines, (dexerine, speed, bennies, crystals,

uppers, dexies).

others

Student response to question 111.

280 students, of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

marked " A " as one of the products, that they would-

not use in the forseeable future.

1,367 students, of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

marked " B. "

350 students of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

marked " C. "

655 students, of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

marked " D. "

647 students, of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

marked " E. "

643 students, of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

marked " F. "

385 students,

marked " G.

683 students,

marked " H.

211 students,

marked " I

question 112.

-15-

of the fifteen hundred (1500)

of the fifteen hundred (1500)

of the fifteen hundred (1500)

" (other types of products)

" Where would you most prefer to have a dri

program. "

Student response to question f 12.

213 students,

answered, "

367 students,

answered, "

572 students,

answered, "

137 students,

answered, "

149 students,

answered, "

62 students,

answered, "

of the fifteen hundred (1500)

in compulsory school or class a.

of the fifteen hundred (1500) J

in optinal school or class ass

of the fifteen hundred (1500) 1

in regular classes. "

of the fifteen hundred (1500)

in informal, after school meet

of the fifteen hundred (1500)

in informal meetings, during s

of the fifteen hundred (1500)

no prefrence. "

STUDE
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Hawing, will you definitely not use

in the forseeable future. "
as you will not use).

cleaning fluid, etc.

sh, (grass, pot, weed, reefer).

(LSD, mescaline, psylocibin, UHT,

, (skag,smack,H)

exerine, speed, bennies, crystals,

question 111.

fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

ne of the products, that they would -

future.

ho fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

fifteen hundred (1501) interviewed,

411

385 students,

marked " G.

683 students,

marked " H.

211 students,

marked " I

-15-

of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,
t.

of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,
5,

of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

" (other types of products).

question I 12.

" Where would you most prefer to have a drug education

program. "

Student response to question I 12.

213 students,

answered, "

367 students,

answered, "

572 students,

answered, "

137 students,

answered, "

149 students,

answered, "

62 students,

answered, "

of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

in compulsory school or class assemblies. "

of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

in optinal school or class assemblies. "

of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

in regular classes. "

of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

in informal, after school meetings. "

of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

in informal meetings, during school time. "

of the fifteen hundred (1500) interviewed,

no prefrence. "
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question I 13.

" If you have used drugs before, or still use drugs,

which of the following, is your primary reason for

using them. "

Student response to question 13.

Of the fifteen hundred interviews with students, the follow-

ing their responses, to the above question.

824 students, answered, " Curiosity. "

1,026 students, answered, " for pleasure, fun or kicks. "

93 students, answered, " to be sociable. "

72 students, answered, " to escape preasure. "

68 students, answered, " to help study. "

61 students, answered, " for other reasons. "

question 114.

" If you used drugs before, or still ues drugs, what is

your primary source for the product. "

Student response to question 14

Of the fifteen hundred interviews with students, the follow-

ing, are their responses, to the above question.

457 students, answered, " friends ( other students). "

20 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
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326 students, answered, " friends (non st

259 students, answered, " contacts. "

78 students, answered, " family friends.

52 students, answered, " a store. "

102 students, answered, " other. "

question 115.

11

" Can students, in your school, buy drug

the high school campus. "

Student response to question 115.

1, 047 students, answered, " Yes. "

453 students, answered, " No. "

question I 16.

" Does any of your class mates, use drug

premises. "

Student response to question 116.

952 students, answered, " yes. "

438 students, answered, " no. "

110 students had no comment.
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326 students, answered, " friends (non students). "

259 students, answered, " contacts. "

78 students, answered, " family friends. "

52 students, answered, " a store. "

102 students, answered, " other. "

question 115.

" Can students, in your school, buy drugs easily on

the high school campus. "

Student response to question I 15.

1, 047 students, answered, " Yes. "

453 students, answered, " No. "

Question i 16.

" Does any of your class mates, use drugs on the school

premises. "

Student response to question 116.

9S2 students, answered, " yes. "

438 students, answered, " no. "

110 students had no comment.
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Question 117.

" Are students punished, for using drugs in your school."

Student response to question 117.

217 students, answered, " Yes, when they get caught. "

866 students, answered, " Yes. "

211 students, answered, " No. "

206 students had no comment.

question 118.

" In your opinion, do you feel tha students should be

punished for using drugs. "

Student response to question 118.

843 students answered, " No. "

213 students answered, " Yes. "

102 students .tated, that students that used drugs, should

bck helped not punished.

342 students had no comment.

question 2 19.

" In your opinion, is it easier to buy drugs, on or off

the high school campus. "

-19-

Student response to questicn I 19.

937 students answered, On the high scho

422 students answered, " Off the high sch

97 students answered, " both on and off.

44 students had no comment.

question I 20.

" Do you feel outside " Drug Programs "

Concern, First Inc., third nail, etc.,

to run, drug education programs, within

Student response to question 120.

932 students answered, " Yes. "

512 students answered, " No. "

56 students had no comment.

STUDEN
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Student response to question I 19.

comment.

, do you feel tha students should be

ng drugs. "

uestion I 18.

. " No. "

" Yes. "

that students that used drugs, should

937 students answered, ." On the high school campus. "

422 students answered, " Off the high school campus. "

97 students answered, " Both on and off. "

44 students had no comment.

question I 20.

" Do you feel outside " Drug Programs " such as, Project

Concern, First Inc., third nail, etc., should be allowed

to run, drug education programs, within your school. "

Student response to question I 20.

932 students answered, " Yes. "

512 students answered, " No. "

S6 students had no comment.

omment.
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COMMUNITY SURVEY

Also during December, a survey team of ten (10) students,

interviewed over, one hundred (100) Boston area residents,

concerning the general topic of drugs and drug education

in the city of Boston schools.

The following, are the general conclusions, of the concerns

and opinions which they articulated on the Boston school

system:

. Parents generally expressed dis-satisfaction with

the Boston school systems, existing drug education

programs.

. Parents with high school children in the school

system expressed the need for more comprehensive

drug education programs, for high school students.

. Parents generally felt students, administrators,

teachers and parents should be involved in the

decisionmaking role of choicing and/or developing

dreg education programs, within the schools.

. Parents felt that children/or young adults, should

not be punished for using drugs, rather they felt

that students should be helped.

. Parents also expressed the need for parental control,

and parental involvement, in educating their children

about drugs.

. Parents expressed the need for more " Teacher train-

ing " in the drug education area.

22 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL.
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Former students of The Boston School System

expressed the need, for Drug Education programs

developed and administered by students.

Also former students expressed the need, for the

development of drug programs, that would give stu-

dents credits, like any other subject., such as

math, english,algebra, etc.

. Former students also stated that " Drugs are very

easy to buy and use in most inner-city schools."

Teenage drug addicts, expressed the need, for the

legalization of marijuana and other drugs that show

" Very little or no harm to the body. "

Teenage drug addicts also stated that drugs can be

bought and sold in the school easily because, most

young people use drugs, and most young people are

in school., so all pushers have to do is go whore

the people are at. " In the schools. "

Most of the students interviewed (7S *) stated that

" Almost every typo drug, from marjuana, (grass reefer)

too herion (skag,H) can be purchased on the school

premises.

Students also expressed the need, for real life drug

education films, and materials.

(not just charts, graphs, and laws)
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CONCLUSION AND REMARKS

From the data gathered by students, from students enrolled
in the Boston school system, it is quite evident that drugs

are used quite freely and openly, on and off the high school
campuses in the city of Boston.

It is also obvious, that all types of drugs are sold on high
school campuses, (see question I IS).

Regarding the general attitudes of high school students

concerning drug and drug education, the general conclusion
of the research staff is, " Students showed a general

concern " about drugs and drug education, although many
students felt that schools are not equipped with the correct

educational tools needed to educate drug users about drugs.

On the issue of the reason for drug use among high school
students, the general attitudes of drug users and one time
users was, " I use drugs to get high and feel good " and
" I tried drugs out of curiosity. "

Concerning the amount of money spent by high school students
to purchase drugs, " the average sum of money spent by a

student drug user per week is approximately seven (7) dollars.

The information gathered by the staff of Student Drug Research
project is very real, we hope that the information compiled,
will enable parents, school administrators, teachers, educat-
ional planners, and the Boston school Committee to understand

the growth of the use of drugs within the Boston school
system.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The Drug Research Project of the Black Student Union

recommends the following steps, to attempt to control

and stop the drug traffic and drug use by high school

students;

a. A non-salaried commission be established by the

Boston School Committee, to develop a " Model

Drug Education Program " for the city of Boston

Elementary, Jr. High, and high schools.

The commission should have the following diverse

representation:

Students, parents, teachers, educators, school

administrators, educational planners, drug

education specialists, drug research and eval-

uation specialist, and social service organi-

zation representatives.

b. the development of strict rules and regulations

concerning the sale and use of drugs on school

premises.

c. more parent-counselor communications, concerning

changes in students attitudes and disposition, as

many times students can be monitored to see if they

are involved with known drug users.

d. more parent involvement

about the pitfalls, and

drugs,

e. More parental guidance

in talking to their children

medical hangups when using

in the home, concerning drugs
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4 Rejection of
Drug Education

Both the Black Student Union of Bosi
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Florida

Rejection of
Drug Education

Both the Black Student Union of Boston and the Youth Drug
Advisory Council of Broward County, Florida, were composed of
black inner-city youth. Both groups reported widespread use of
illegal drugs in the high schools which they investigated. In both
instances, the school systems appeared to offer virtually no drug
education. However, the Boston students concluded that the
schools ought to institute a drug education program immediately,
whereas the Florida students rejected the idea of drug education as
the remedy, stating that drug education was not the best way to
stop drug abuse.

As stated in their proposal for funding, the Florida students
were most disturbed by the fact that Broward County had not
utilizer; youth input in developing what the students referred to as
drug prevention programs. It was their goal, therefore, to
demonstrate the need for youth action to "resolve" drug
problems. They proposed to do so by finding the facts on the
following drug issues: (1) student drug attitudes; (2) causes of
increasing teenage drug use; (3) school drug programs designed to
provide help for drug users; and (4) school policies on stt:uent
drug users. Their final goal was to develop recommendations for
preventative methods of combating in-school drug abuse.

The students' first step toward accomplishing those goals was to
form the Youth Drug Advisory Council, for unlike the Black
Student Union of Boston, Inc., the Florida group was formed
specifically for the purpose of this project. Their methodology
consisted primarily of administering a student questionnaire. Five
thousand students participated in the questionnaire, and a random
sample of 1,307 was selected for tabulation.

On the basis of this survey, the Florida students concluded that
illegal drugs were widely sold and used in the schools, and that
outsiders were often pushing drugs on school premises. They
found that school administrators were not sensitive to alleviating
the drug problem in their schools. School counselors appeared to
be more concerned, but frequently did not know how to help drug
users. As regards the cause of drug abuse, the main reasons given
for drug abuse were "for fun" or "to escape pressure."

It is interesting that all of the above findings were highly
consistent with the findings of the Boston students. Yet Florida's
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conclusion regarding drug education was totally at odds with the
position taken in Boston. Instead of supporting drug education,
the Florida students recommended the formation of youth groups,
and the provision of youth centers for the groups. It was felt that
youth groups could influence drug attitudes through regularly-held
rap sessions, Big Brother programs, school drug programs, and the
like.

As for the schools' role, the students recommended that the
schools adopt a medical rather than an educatiomi approach. In
this regard, they suggested that full-time medical personnel be
made available in the high schools, and that they be capable of
dealing with a drug crisis. While the economic feasibility of such a
suggestion is subject to question, it does reveal the students'
expressed conviction that drug addicts should be treated as sick
people, not as criminals.

Before turning to the report itself, one should be aware that this
report contained several weak spots, at least from a technical
standpoint. The major problem in this regard was that the student
questionnaire was submitted to DAC without its first page. For
this reason, it appears here without questions 1-6.

The second technical problem was the lack of detailed data
tabulation. The students explained that they had been unable to
complete their data tabulation within the three-month time period
allotted for the project. Therefore, it should be understood that
the data presented in their report represents only a summary of
the actual findings.

The third weakness of the report is a disturbing self-
contradiction found in the recommendations. Although the
students generally emphasize the importance of traating addicts as
sick people, they did recommend punishment for in-school drug
abusers. No explanation was suggested for this apparent contra-
diction, and it is difficult to imagine why the students would
recommend punishment, considering their general regard for
efforts to help and rehabilitate drug abusers.
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A YOUTH IN ACTION PROJICT

A 1ZIORT OX MOS
ON IIMB SCHOOL Ce/FUSSS
131 SOUTH MAUD cow;

FLORIDA

Conducted Bys

SOUTH EDOUARD COMTE

TOOTH ADVISORY COMB

Pro/Awed Tors

STUDENT IMINITION
COMB - CONFIRMS

On CotOber 30, 1972, the United
Clubs of Brossard Cotmty.

of South flroward County Youth Drug Advisory Grad)

for a Drug Nesessoh Project. The
Project was designed to

to expand efforts to assist in
resolving problems in drug

Browatd Omartf through z211.2.lm and out of school.

posal, research effort was to be directed toward

tion regarding student 'USWs toward drags) discorer.

in dreg use among teenagers;
determine specific, programg

to provide halpbsg amovises
to users; and identity how .

drug users. Also, attempts will be made to oscura

ventative methods to combat drug alms on campuses.

The local Youth Drug Advisory °annuli le one of ten (10)

selected by the National Drug Abuse Council to conduct it

within schools. The local Council, presently, is made op

students. This project provided the vehicle needed to get

youth aotian started in South Brovardi a first for Broward

Z:moarob/rtudy evolved around the following ecstrols

sex

ethnic itbaltbky

Stade lyre

weekly Allowecoe

person selected to assist in personal problem solving

attendance in religious activities

person most used in obtaining drug inforsmtion
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`ACTION PROJNCT

ON rears
smolt CANPUSTS
MUD COtART,

FLORIDA

Prepared Tars

VAUNT 7)NORMTION
=TER COhlrARENCN

INTRODUCTION

On October 30, 1972, the United ClUbs of
Bromard County, Too. (sponsor group

of South Dromard County Youth Drug Athlete-y.0=241)
reoeivila grant of 42,500

for a Drug IlmearchProlect. The Project
me deatened to demxtetrato the used

to expand efforts to assist in resolving
problems in drug VA. and abuse in South

Broward Oomatrthrough:coNamtion in and cut o! sobool. As stated lathe pro-

posal, rmearch effort was to bo directed toward acquiring statistical informa-

tion regarding student attitude toward drugs; discover major causes of increase

in drug um among teenagers; determine ',mettle
programa wain schools designed

to provide helping erodes@ to users; and identify hoe school offisdUCDs deal with

drug users. Also, attempts will be sada to secure reommendatiorm regarding pre-

ventative methods to ombat drag abuse on campuses.

The local Youth Drug Advisory Counll is one of tan (10) student organisations

selected by the National Drug Ahem Council to conduct student research efforts

within schools. The local Council, presently, is made up of all bleak teenage

students. This project provided the vehicle needed to get affirmative black

youth action started in South Broward; a first for Broward County.

2:nesroWstsa7 evolved around the following tontrole t

ear

ethnic tamatit7

grade level

weakly 11.1011=041

person esleoted to assist in personal problem solving

attendance in religious activities

person moot used in obtaining drug information
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RELLOEOPIT

in developing the questionsire for this study the Council decided on a philosophy

needed to assure honest response by the participating students. "We are not at-

teapting to deter:dm who is using drugs or which school has the greatest pro-

blem". la our questionaire, ve used a popular hit by Jerry Butler, entitled

"Ain't Doderstending Mallow' to bring out our philosophy even deeper. Further

more, we believe that drug nee and abuse is an individual choice, therefore,

if one has to decide on to use or not to use drugs, he or she needs factual in-

formation. We need to know how much general useful information students have

about harmful drags. We believe that information provided by students can be noel

to develop ways and NSW to design educational and informational activities on

awns, provided that continued consideration and use of student ideas and mom-

mendations are properly obtained by school administrator..

=Ma= USED IN RISEARCWSICDT DEVILMENT

organised Advisory Council

. secured direct rapport from local Neighborhood Touth Corp. Program

acquired endoreements and support from

00
Of
00

superintendent of Public instruction
principals in macula to be eovered
persons designated in individual schools

to assist in disseminating questlouddrom

. concluded on schedule for conducting survey in each school
and collection of questioneires

. developed queeticualres
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provided each principal with survey cps
survey schedule

organised IN= for surrey tabulations

develop reports far Washington oordereaoe

The throe mouths allotted to implement this project

collate all that was hoped to be acoompliched. We

problem, for the following reasons:

thristams holidays caused a two (2)

more time was needed to identity and
interested enough to do the work

more funding is needed.

in spite of the aforementioned problems the Connell

students through vestdonaires. 1,307 students were

dam Bawls of student responses to study.

This report refloat* a summarisation of finding's of

based on qnutionaire responses of 1,307 students

master sheet showing the total response..

A more detailed report will be documented and fo

Abuse when time permits.



this it the Council decided on a pbiloavpbj

by the participating student's. "Wo are not at-

drugs or which school bail the greatest pro-

used a popular hit by Jerry Butler, entitled

bring out our philosophy even deeper. Anl.bar,

&mu is =Individual choice, therefore,

not to use drags, he or she needs faotnel in-

sects general used. information students have

that intonation prorldod by 'students can be used

educational and informational activities on

considoratica and use of student Maas and roma-

by school administrators.

DIVELCPMOIT

local Neighborhood Youth Corps Program

=worthy:as

of Public instrootion
ishoolo to be &veered

ted in individual schools
diseemintting questioneires

conducting 'survey In each school

IMPLINTNTTICII

Proves each principal dth survey goestionsiNM for roils" end hootimod

sus:-..7 schedule

organised Nam for surto. tabulations

develop reports fee Washington conferences

The three meths allotted to isplement this project vas not guff/dent to

cospletst all that was hoped to be soomplished. Ws =eider this to be *major

problem, for the following reasons

thristaas holidays causedatwo (2) meek delay

more time yes needed to identify and recruit tanagers

interested enough to do the mirk

more faunas is needed.

la spite of the aforementioned problems the Council was able to roach over 5,000

students through questionairse. 1,307 students were selected to anvils a ran-

dom sample of scud at responses to study.
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This report "fiesta a sumearisation of findings of the Drug desearoh Project

based spongiest/mai" "spouses of 1,307 students. Attached is a oopy of a

minter sheet staging the total response.

A more detailed report will be documented and ibrwerdad to the Miami Drug

Abu" shoo time permits.



T. *Jab of tho following people woad be tho
beat parson to inform you about drugs and
drug um?

a. Friends

b. Doctor

0. Law onforommairt officials

d. Psychologist working in a
drug treatment program

0. Cleave= or minister

f. Toachor or Onnoolor

g. Ex -drug users

h. Somoono oleo

The fallowing aro yos/no opostiona. Arad each statement and circle either 1 for
"yon" or 2 for no if you know the answar. If you do not know the answer,
cirolo 3 for 'don't know".

0. Do you think that unlegalisod drugs,
such as marijuana, ups, dolma, hero-
in, oto. load° to porsonal dopendoncy?

9. Do you fool that there is mood for drug
education program or maws on campus?

10. Do you fool atudonte should bo pcmishod
for drug usoago on campus?

11. Do may of your classwates use drugs on
school bawls?

32. Do you fool that outsiders push drugs on
carpus during school hours?

13. Do you think tboro should be oome madical
assistanco forming* over Imago on all
school carpusos?

24. If you had a drug problom, do you think
the coonsolors knoll enough about drugs in
order to bo of oono asnistanco to you?

Do you think the school administration is
doing enough about tbo drug problem on
campus?

25.

/at MO Don't Inas

2.' 3s3
1 2 3

1

660
1

fiG114

q
1

4411 lbq
2 3

1/46" /D
2 3

WO 341
2 3

LA(
2 P

Irk
3. V' `p

144 sci log
1 2 3

3S1 VW 331
1 2 3

16. Scroin (horse, 5, junk, stet.) can Draw
death by overdosing.

17 LSD ono camas hallucinations (ouch au
wing things that are not there).

18. Marijuana (pot, grass, weed, tot, ate.)
is phymioaly addictive.

Moose road the following statomenta and clrole the mr er
tent to which you agree or disagree with the statement. llama

mews in the fallowing statements, it refers to
drugs preserired by your phyoioian.

19. There is nothing wrong
with smoking marijuana
as laog as a person does
eo in moderation

20. Onos anaddict, always
an addict

U. tveryons should try drugs
at least moo to find one
*at they ars lila)

n. r :-..4..",-.- ' ':!. ter

of preventing chug abuse.

23. Drug addicts should be

Strongly

MM.

Meithter

Agree
Nor

1403 Qs (24?
1 2 3

Lig r) 5 03'
1 2 3

07 (" 1C% 93 S
1 2 3

,00 1 '9°C'
1

.99')
2 3

treated as sick peop:a 50 q *9 5 .P3
and not as criminals ... 1 2 3

21k. Curnint laws regarding
sari ulna are too
wra.

25. Correct laws regarding

50 er 80 95
1 2 3

ro 3 1°0 .29
heroin use sr* too savor. 1

26. Drug use should bo a matter 3')
of personal dsoision 1

) t/
27. Mari4mana is addictive

28. A lot of people need AM
00000

2 3

314 /90
2 3
/3i to4,12 3

0y 330 oil
1 2
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tamild be the
drugs aml

. lined each sten/ant and circle either 1 for
answelr. If you do not lmew the aneumr,

Toe lb Dorn grew,

Vic' 2.1q *3s-3
1 2 3

for dreg '134 HO 161=pot 1 2 3

punished 44e 114c tio
1 2 3

41114 200 341
1 2 3

drugs cn
4111. IP r

medical
re ell

A" 11.5
3

think
t drugs in 344 4s9 1444
to yowl 1 2 3

tion is
on 3S1 40" 331

1 2 3

,glpawCl.

&

16. tanain (brtime, a; jtvek, *to.) oan vars. Clq 0 I LI l lb ci
death by overdosing. 1 2 3

37. IND cam wise habudsrAons (such as S15 314 03
ineiny, thine that are not there). 1 a 3

18. ilarlItarm (pot, was, weed, tea, ets.) ON /PO 30 C,

ia 9403sellY addictive. 1 2- 3

:lease reed the folloiCog :._-ttamanta and circle; the nzaimm in%ich itIdamtes Use ex-
tent to width you agree or disagree with the statement. Men tho toot%2 "drug"
swears in the following statement:4 it refers to Allegal.drncJAL and to
drugs prescrired by your physician.

Strongly

19. !ham is nAhirg Wong
with sacking sariSnana
ea le= ce a wean der LiOS
so In indarstion 1

20. Ciles an at dlizt, Always
El addic 1

IA

. braryort should IAT drags
at least once to find out On
*It tbir are lit° 1

22. .7:--,V,- i t:. ' ny .001
of preventing &lb; ex" , 1

23. Drug addicts sh)eld be
-4;ctad no sick peop:m 509
and not au icisdnale 1

24. Current laws regarding
warklatro. are too 50 ci
111011104 1

25. Currect laws regarding ra 3
heroin use are tan sewers 1

26. Drug new should be a matter ' (7
of personal dtaierlon ..,. 1

27. lial,icanit is addicto.se .... 1'
28. A lot of people wed 41's VOil

,- ,,,,,.., -,.i.u. ..... 1

Neither
V«

NAor 8trotrjy
stgEt2. Vg3/M Mtlif22. MAW.

PAI (ot ir0 i'i'
2 3 h 5

r? 5 05 t %lc(
5

k
2 3

Ici 935 0t5 ,Scn
2 3 4 5

,99') .92? QC s '3 9 ?
2 3 4 5

tiq 5 .P33 +al) N3
2 3 4 5

to 9 50 It y lal
2 3 4 5

100 v7 30 c1 4-/q I
2 3 4 5

3 ly /90 130 15 G
2 3 4 5
131 ,,06.i> 4ii 73 rti
2 3

330 OSI :-.0 96 &'7,2
2 ..3

14 5
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1171.11MINP .MNINI

:o. Smoking marijuana is
no more harmful than
drinkirt liquor ....

31. Derbituotts--prescrip-
tion sleeping pills.

con lend to physic,' 413

soil as psychological

dependance

32. Drugs or used becsuca
it is fun to get high

--,, Molt dmge do not onion-
ger health

N ither
Agree

Strongly Nor

Amp Acres Dtoogrss

Strongly

Di33gT32 Disagroo

4/13,
3/9 )0/ ay /PI

1 2 h 5

i'ey laS -V? 9A /S.,,--

1 2 1 4 5

Vi ..774 -2qI 1W .7;4
1 2 t 5

ai3 u7c)7 /r1 olio ,/53
1 2 4 5

'.. It is astreely difficult.
to find out Phan, to ob- /56
twin drugs 1

,..5. Host people think tic
&bout using drugs because 3'03
it is assinst the low .. 1

36. There ould be no ',drug
problem.' it the mr.spapers.

Win and talavioion //D
didn't ploy it up 1

37. anyous with o little self-

discipline can oboid ad-
diction to spiotes (heroin,

ccdoine, morphine, opium, 707S'

etc.) 1

.1 1.-,t .1imi are involved
in oth erfainsl activi-
ties L, 1.4 , the 111 /.1 't/6f

ife
2

/53
3

3/1
t

4/T-5

5

333 .14 3i 33
2 4 5

/ji a V //6
2 5

Z25.4/ WI g:/// 'sty/

2 3 5

7v5 Oa /13 /if
U32 CI lig 1 2 . 4 5

39. ell drug obusers ore prat- '/3'/ MI n7 3' 7)3
ty much ;alike 1 2 1 4 5

1.0. Host itooy1J who smoks mori -
Juan* use for n ,bile
eud then go to something irr ,,;y' ?iv 040 41)
stronger 1 2 3 I, 5

'1. Addicts ..i11 do anything 342., .2 r7 .103 /if ,,r7
h, ,,t :core drugs 1 2 3 4 5

'2. Hoot people use drugs to
forget about psinful things 330 :)0

,
119 lyi /95

in their lives 1 2 5

Mass respond to the following qvastione aCtOordingly.
lbws mud bo, answer in abort answer.

I3. If you haws used drag before, or still Imo drugs,
is your primary reason for using thew.

/V a. Ottrionsity

114 b. Pleasure, P or Licks

ivo o. Sociable

41/6 d. To Escape Pressure

/ o. To Help Study

;1".) t. Other

44. Who do you think is mutt =wind about drugs?

/t) a. Teachers

"/ b. Coaches

0 o. Acinistration

3)G d. Ott/dare, Counsolors

Clubs

S. Other

45. What oorrooting memos should bo taken for tbos
on campus?

/7c a. Parent-Teaohor Conference

/SS b. Suspension

o. Behabilatation

21./ d. Student.Tosobar Conference

/c/yo. Other (State briefly)
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t

N,ithar
Agree

trongly Nor Strongly

JO. Agra Diaosrea Disagree Dinogroe

6 .4

Please reapcod to the following questions attordingly. Check best gnaw.
Wm need be, answer in abort answer.

3. If you have used drugs before, or still use drags, which of the following
is your primary reason for using the*.

/V a. Curiousity

lit b. Pleasure., Fos or Klotz

Nu 0. softballs

LI /6 d. To Escape Pressure

4) / e. To Help Stat.

)".) f. ether

W. le so do you think is cost cornered about drugs?

it) a. Teachers

" 4 b. Coaches

9 41 a. Administration

3 ) 6 d. Ouidanoe Counselors

4I e. Clubs

.21/Sf. other

IS. libat correcting Tamuras should be taken for those students who use .drugs
on campus?

/74 a. Parent-Teacher Conforsnoe

/34: b. fluspension

f.', o. NsbAbilatatdon

39./ d. Student-Tescbsr Conference

hf. Mbar (Mato briefly)



The following responses reflect students reaotdons to questions used in the

qusationaires covering 1,307 students*

57% agreed that there should bs drug education props
on copulas;

51% state that students should be punished for drug
lease on campus;

53% Indians that their olassmates use drugs on campus;

32% agree that outsiders push drugs on campus during
school hours -- 38% disagree;

60% agree that medical assistance should be available on
campus;

51% feel counselors do not ]now enough about drug to be
of assistance to users;

48% feel the school adsixdstration doss not do enough
about owls drag problems;

54% aims immoderate sarijoens smoking

50% disagree that education is the bast way of preventing
drug Arm; 32% agree;

62% sass that drug addicts should be treated as sick people
and not criminals;

52% agree law are to sours regarding marijuana, while 62%
disagree that heroin lows are to were;

65% agree that drug use is a matter of personsl decsision;

57% agree that smoldbog marijuana is more halide than
drinking liquml

45% earn that drugs are used because its fun to get high;
23% nigher agree nor disagree, while 32% disastme;

62% disagree that its sztremely.difficult to fial where to
obtain drugs;

59% ogres that most $unkles are involved in other editing'
activities;

32% feel drugs are uaod to estop* pressure;

29% feel guidance counselors are the most concerned about
drugs;

44% feel Rehabilitation should be used for
rum for drug,users, while 25% feel that
conferences Should.be used;

Based on student responses, as shown above, we °seclude

ber of outsiders are pushing drugs and using same on

Lion is not sensitive to resolving this problem. It is

tion is not the best way to stop drug abuse. Counselors

about the drug problan on campus yet, thsy are not

assist users.

The aajority feel that drug use is a porzonal ftoision xi

feeling that drugs are used for tun reasons, followed olo

centsge feeling drugs are used to *soaps pressure. These

easily indicate definite reasons for drug use and abuse

Swifts student reesmandation area

asdisna assistance should be made available

drug addicts shoulclbs treated as sick
criminals;

studenti should be punished for drug use on

rehabilitation should be used as oorrecti
for drug users;

Students feel thatmerijuana laws of potshard are too

heroin laws. also, they feel that most junkiss are invol

activities other than drug abuse.
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reactions to Questions used in the

should be dreg education program

cats should be punished for drug

eeir Waimea use drugs on campus;

push drugs on campus during

dingrns;

tai assistanos should be available on

.do not know enough about drug to be

administration does not do enough

oblies;

arijusin smoking

tins is the "at ay of preventing

addicts should be treated as sick people

severe regarding marijuana, while 62%
laws are to severs;

use is a natter of personal. decision;

marijuana is more harmful than

are used beams its fan to get high;
filagree, while 32% disagree;

oxtreemly-ditficult to find where to

s are involved in other criminal

d to escape pressure;

re are the most ooncerned about

44.1 feel. rehabilitation should be used for omnicadsomea-
suns for drama's's, 25% fool that studat-tacher
occifonorms should ,be used;

001/CIASIIM

Based on student responoss, as shown 'bon, we cicalae that an alandng nap

be of =Udders are pushing drugs sainting same on ounPus.,lts sdolnifted-

tire is not sensitive to resolving this problem. It is felt that drug ana-

emia not the best ay to stop drug Ova. °omission are more oonoaned

stout the drug problem on canons Yet, they are notknOilandifttlik in 1.0711 to

assist users.

The maiarity feel that drug as is a personal decision with a similar motor

feeling that drugs are used fbr ion reasons, followed closely with a high per-'

mintage fooling drugs are used to escape pressure. These Una responses oould

easily indicate definite reasons for drug use mad abuse Jamas on campuses.

Specific student recommandation are:

mortal minivan:e should be made available on campus;

drug addicts should be treated as sick pooAs and not
crintnals;

studenti should be punished for drug use oncomPusl

rehabilitation should be used as corrective measures
for drug users;

Students fool thatmarijuans laws of punishment are too wore as cospand to

heroin laws. Also, thOy foal that most sunk es are involved in other criminal

activities other than drug abuss.
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RECOMMISSION!

. Establish* otE1E/P....2MMEaDRUM.

Youth Drug Idrisorfaitraa °Maim a
groop of students interested in drug use
and abuse in each sehool in South Broward
Countulorida. This group is to be beaded

by teens without or Council supervision.

The purpose of this group would be to assist
oo apLASISOmyloari to tts admirdstration on
additipme progrars towards erug &bulbul in their
.0chools; bring aloes ties between administration
and student body, eta.

. °swiss: WEN noun RAP SISSY=

he Youth Drug Advisory Council group rap
sessions, which would be publicised through
the school. The rap session would be
headed by an outstanding rigor* in an area
but mostly run by tanners. Those rap ses-
sions would be held Imlay, in evening hours,
and someMbere local, probably teen canters, or
parks, etc.

i The purpose of those rap sessions would bes
allowing people to understand each other;

--bring out into the open, probing oon-
fronting individuals or the camarity
in which the rap session is being held;

-- gather-ideas that maybe put into worth-
while projocts;

-- to alert each other toward individual

ideas;
got young people to become airmolved";

. Establish* ! MOW MDMIL ASSISTANCE (Doctors, Parses)

Purposes to wake available at all tins on
campus, appropiats.auttorities with sufficient
materials to deal with drug problems and canes.

Conducts MIX! W AWINWEIS 0? SCRDOIS

Conducted by the Youth Drug Advisory Council
would be surveys dome in each level of school

- (Senior, Junior, Elementary). 2ho purpose

is to tefoarspre-seatsr,gedtptturasoofradrug ai

say, the first step of the ,207.011m.
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. Com:foot s

. Establish:

COD= 1B SCIDSIS ON MIAS

She Youth Drug Advisory Commit
toward securing amass/program
drug abuse in the schools.

affects - (Physical)
effects - ((lintel)

01111111e8

MC MEW
This remspnamcwotld be primarily
the "little people ". We feel
the anollar ones "eomsome to la
like to "(rib" the little ones
"problim few" and try to keep
drugs, but to lot them be aware
of the ways we'd like to keep
eke by*

football
son
part activities
pionics

/...) C.1
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Nan DORD9WAIRST' MAWS

The TouthDrog AdvisoryCognoll organises a
swop of students intended in drug us,
heed abuse in each school in South Brower!
Commt&Ylorida. This group is'to be headed

,tby teens with Adult or Council supervision.

The purpose of this group would be to assist
3 f4 4100y. Board to the administration on

additional programs towards drug abudon in their
pohools; bring close ties between administration
and student body, *to.

CPU ODOSE RAP MUMS

ibe Youth Drug Advisory Council group rap
stations, which would be publicised through
4,11e school. The rep session would be
headed by an outstanding figure in an area
Ant wetly run by teenagers. These rap bee-
tic= Imrildbc bald meekly, in evening hours,
and sosewbtre local, probably teen centers, or
parks, etc.

The purpose of these rap stations would be:
-- allowing people to understand each other;

bring out into the open, problems oon-

fronting individuals or the ccemiusitzr
in which the rap session is being held;

-- gatherideas that maybe put into worth-
while projects;
to alert each other toward individual
/dots;

-- get young people to become Ginn:Arad";

Mat= MT= =MANCE (Doctors, Nurses)

Purposes to make available at all times on
campus, approplate,authorities with sufficient
materials to deal with drug problems and cues.

UMW Cr somois

by the Youth Drug Advisory Council
be surveys done in each level of school

Senior, Jordor, Elementary). The purpose
to have a pro-measured pictur of drug a-
ionbefore hand, to got to, as ono night
, the first step of the WITORINT".
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Condxrts

. Establish;

COMES IN 80$291.5 ON mas

fie Youth Drug Advisory CoUDOil working
toward securing oourses/programe on
drug abut* in the sthoolm.

-- affects - (Ptysical)
effects - (Mental)
MOM

NM MOTORS"

This program would be primarily designed towards

the alittls people". We feel that it would give
the smaller ones "somas to lock pp to ". Weld
like to "grab" the little ones while they are
"proble m fro" and try to keep their minis off/.
drugs, but to let thee be aware of Ahem. Some
of the ways we'd like to keep tiudricbcds free
Oa bye

-- football

park activities
picnics
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St. tow's,
Missouri

What kind of
Drag Education?

Unlike either Boston or Hollywood, Florida, St. Louis was
reported to be a city which already had ongoing drug education,
required in fact for all students in the city's public schools.
Therefore, the project of the students from Metro High School in
St. Louis was bound to have a somewhat different focus from that
of the first two student projects. The projects in Boston and
Hollywood, Florida, due to the reported absence of drug
education in both cities, both dealt with the question of whether
or not drug education was needed therealthough of course they
did not arrive at the same answer to that question. However, the
project in St. Louis raised a question as to the kind of drug
education that is most needed.

Such a question, while infinitely more difficult to answer, leads
one more closely to the heart of the HSSP. In fact, the greatest
value of St. Louis' report probably lies in the fact that it raised
this question; unfortunately the Metro High School students were
less successful in their attempts at finding answers. As will be seen
in Chapters 4 and 5, similar questions ware also investigated in
Madison, Wisconsin and in Brooklyn, New York, and in both of
those cities, the students were somewhat more successful in
arriving at definitive answers.

The content of St. Louis' drug education program was reported
by Metro High School students to be composed only of one film
on cigarette smoking,sone film on alcoholism, and one film on
marijuana and narcotics. Disturbed by this meager effort at drug
education, Metro High School students established the following
goals for their projects: (1) to investigate the nature and extent of
the high school drug problem; (2) to investigate the kind of drug
education most desired by students; (3) to develop a new drug
curriculum for the city of St. Louis.

In this instance, the students chose not to go it all alone, but to
collaborate with the faculty and staff of their own Metro High
School. (Often called a "school without walls," Metro High School
of St. Louis was a new nondistricted high school for alternative
education.) In addition, the students collaborated with the faculty
and staff of the Department of Community Medicine, St. Louis
University School of Medicine. The Department of Community
Medicine provided an avenue to many valuable resources, as well
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as serving as fiscal agent for the project grant at the students'
request. These outstanding sources of technical and financial
assistance partly explained the relative sophistication in the actual
conduct of this project.

In terms of specific methodology, the students of Metro High
School surveyed all of the tenth graders in eight of the ten public
high schools in St. Louis. They also interviewed high school
principals, police officers, and judges of the Juvenile Court. The
overwhelming conclusion that resulted from these investigations
was that, despite the existehce of a drug education program, there
was a serious lack of knowledge about drugs and their effects
among St. Louis' students. Furthermore, on the part of the
schools themselves, the students found an equally serious lack of
written drug policy as applied to the handling of student drug use
and drug users. The students strongly criticized school administra-
tors in this regard for refusing to admit the problem or to obligate
the necessary funds to alleviate it.

Unfortunately, however, .the students presented no conclusions
as to the kind of drug: education which should replace that
presently in use in St. Louis. Far from providing' a new drug
curriculum, as originally intended, the students were unable to
even provide recommendations as to the kind of drug education
desired by young people. One may, of course, infer Irom the
report that antiquated teaching materials should be eliminated.
But since even the survey results were missing from the report,
there was not much more to he found in the way of answers.
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HEIM HIGH SCHOOL
YOUTH 6 DRUG EDUCATION PROJECT

PROGRESS REPORT

SYNOPSIS

The :4etro High School students wish to nresent at thi
report on the Youth and Drugs project which they and
of 1972. As is stated in the introduction at the beg
port the project was undertaken because of the overwh
St. Louis Public High Schools to have some attention
in, drug problems. The presently administered drug
are superficial and sadly outdated. There is as yet
the making to halm students with their drug nroblems
this opportunity was one of paramount importance.

The project was originally planned to be run by the s
ation with Hetro Hivh School and St. Louis niversit
cies that may have been needed.

As is stated in the Goals and objectives on nape 4.
inally planned with three major goals: (1) to invest
leas as they exist at this tine; (2) to find out at
the students wanted to know and what they felt a dru,
should include; (3) to ultimately develon a curricul

into the schools as a nossiblo neans of drug educati

At this point in our project we have net ono, nossib
which we had sot out to meet and are still in the nr
and finalising this portion. In order to pet a more
fore more valid overview of the drug nroblea we felt
extract the problem. Therefore, we surveyed all the
out of ten of the public high schools. It took much
effort to effect such a survey which had several tes
vised many times in the process. :ecause it consum
than we had anticipated the survey data also nroved
time consumption as there was much worry and debate
administer the survey in their schools.

Our project proup decided we would meet on Ikmdays a
sibly on Wednesdays each week during the project to
make plans for the future. As a proup of students 0
or no direction it must be said that in the bevinni
spent (not wasted) bringinp the prow) to the point
function as a productive unit. As a ?rem we feel
have been even bottcr if we had been "ivon noro tim
allotted three months. The felling is necessary be
be done. We feel more importance should have been
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METRO HIGH SCHOOL
YOUTH 8 DRUG EDUCATION PROJECT

PROGRESS REPORT

SYNOPSIS

Pagel

The :fetro High School students wish to nresent at this time a nrovress
report on the Youth and Drugs project which they undertook in November
of 1972. As is stated in the introduction at the beginning of the re-
port the project was undertaken because of the overwhelming need of the
St. Louis Public High Scho.i. have some attention said to their crow-
ing drug Problems. The presently administered drug education programs
are superficial and sadly outdated. Thero is as yet no new program in
the taking to help students with their drug problems either. Therefore
this opportunity was one of paramount importance.

The project was originally planned to be run by the students in cooner-
ation with Ifetro Nith School and St. Louis University. Also other agen-
cies that may have been needed.

As is stated in the Coals and objectives on nape 4, the Project was orig-
inally planned with three major goals: (1) to investitate the drug prob-
lems as they exist at this time; (2) to find out at the same time what
the students wanted to know and what they felt a drug education program
should include; (3) to ultimately develop a curriculum to be introduced
into the schools as a possible means of drug education.

At this point in our project we have net one, possibly two, of the goals
which we had set out to meet and are still in the process of analyzing
and finalizing this portion. In order to pet a more accurate and there-
fore more valid overview of the drug problem we felt it necessary to
extract the problem. Therefore, we surveyed all the sonhonores in eight
out of ten of the public high schools. It took much time and concerted
effort to effect such a survey which had several test runs and was re-
vised many times in the MOMS. Because it consumed so ouch more time
than we had anticipated the survey data aiso nroved to be a source of
time consumption as there was much worry and debate over Permission to
administer tho survey in their schools.

Our project group decided we would nett on fbndays and Fridays and pos-
sibly on Wednesdays each week during the project to discuss Progress and
make plans for the future. As a group of students on our own with little
or no direction it must be said that in the beginning a lot of time was
spent (not wasted) bringior the fteun to tho point where it was able to
function as a producthe unit. As a ;roue we feel that the project could
have been even better if we had been oivon more time to gel outside of the
allotted three moths. The gellidg is necessary before any real work can
be done. We feel more import:me° should have been Paid to it.
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It is felt by many that the St. Louis Public High Schools are less than
they ought to be. They are large, innersonal, overcrowded and some are
no more than disciplinary institutions. There are marked differences in
the financial backgrounds of the student bodies. There are also differ-
ences in the collective personalities of the student bodies as well as
the faculty and administrations. Even sore narked are the differences
in the general intelligence and educational outlook of the student bodies.
Some schools are definitely 'dumb' and others definitely 'snare. Final-
ly the most narked difference is in the racial breakdown'of the student
body. Four of the hierscheols are 99% plus black. Two of the schools
are 95% plus white. One school is 30% white. another 80% black. Finally,
two schools (both of them relatively small) are SO% black and white.

Comments from the different schools show sone of the differences that have
been pointed out here. However, more important than the differences are
the likenesses in terms of their needs and wants for a drug education
program. The comments were typed verbatim free the backs of the survey.
They are extremely interesting and informative to read.

As you can see after scanning the copy of the survey in the renort, quite
a bit of information can be gotten from it. Some possible trends the
survey nay point up are already being followed. For instance the rate of
drug abuse in general and in specific (type of drug) is being checked for
correlation with race, sex, and school. Some schools are already being
shown to have more usage than others; boys definitely use drugs more than
girls; black usage differs from white; marijuana is extremely oonular
among both races; and drug usage is much higher than exnected.

Analysis of the Survey is an extensive job which will take the work of
many experts to accceplish. The computer cards way have to be run through
the computer several times. All the surveys have not been nunched yet and
so, of course it was impossible for us to have the results with us at this
time. Fe will be sore than happy to send a copy of the results to you.
Please feel free to question the representatives concerning the survey and
anything you may be wondering about the results.

You may note when reading the 'Guidelines...' section of the renort that
it seems wishy washy or not very in- depth. You are right. From this im-
pression you have derived a general idea of the St. Louis annroach to drug
problems. The group members hid numerous big and little problems wetting
the information. There was much ado over who we were, and why we wanted
the information, etc. etc. The information given was scanty and cautious;
the reports speak for themselves.

The two news dinning are just items of interest to us (and we hone to
You) concerning drugs and St. Louis. They helm ceenlete the nictures of
the drug scene in 5t. Louis.

As estimated by the students (the proper information could not be obtained)
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POPULATION DATA
(1970 Census)

St. Louis City and State of Missouri

CitLr

All Races 622,236
hhite 364,992
Black 254,191
Other 3,053

Total all males 238,467
Black males 117,401

Total all females 338,769
black females 136,790

Missouri

All Races 4,677,399
Mate 4,177,495
Black 480,172
Other 18,834

Total all sales 2,255,952
Black males 226,29

Total all females 2,420,54
Black finales 253,87
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POPULATION DATA
(1970 Census)

St. Louis City and State of Missouri

All Races 622,236
Nate 364,992
Black 254,191
Other 3,053

Total all males 238,467
Black males 117,401

Total all females 338,769
Black females 136,790

Missouri

All Races 4,677,399
White 4,177,495
Black 480,172
Other 18,834

Total all males' 2,255,952
Black males 226,296

Total all females 2,420,549
Black !eagles 253,876
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RATIO ALE

The St. Louis public high schools offer a minimal amount of drug education in the
form of required curriculum and no further drug education in any other curriculum.
The drug education in these schools is only a small part of a larger first year
course which is $ science requirement of the State of Missouri.

The content of the drug education component in this single course is comprised only
0 one movie on cigarette smoking, one movie on alocholisa and finally , one movie
that covers marijuana and narcotics. This last movie, on marijuana and narcotics,
was declared non- factual by the federal government. However, this him remains the
sole "educational" exposure to marijuana and narcotics for all students in the St.
Louis public high schools.

As stated ir. the August 15, 1972 pamphlet 'Drug Research Project by the Drug mum
Council, "High school aged people are a major group in our society who are directly
affected by the 'drug environment' and by policies, laws, and programs concerning
drugs. Yet high school aged people, for the most part, have had little opportunity
to affect the way institutions respond to chat is ca'ted the 'drug pioblen'. High
school aged people can rnvidc valuable input on the basis of experience, understand
end systenatic research into the drug situation."

The Drug Abuse Council also states that input from youth is necessary in the area of
"the schools' approach to drugs (drug curriculum)." Public high schools in the City
of St. Louis and the youth who attended these schools are the min focus of this
project.

This project Is being developed and will be conducted by a group of junivr and sonio
public hio:. __heel students in the City of St. Louis arcs collaborative effort with
the faculty and staff of their own school, Metro High School, which is a new non-
districtsd high school for an alternative education. Metro High School has as one of
its goals, as designed by tho St. Louis Board of Education, the devaiopment of inno-
vative curriculum based on student input which con oe utilised throughout the St.
Louis Public School System.

In addition to other collaborating agencies, both public and private, and individual
these project youth will nork closely with the faculty and staff of the Department o
Community Medicine, St. Louis Oniversity School of Medicine. The Department of
Community Medicine will act, as requested by the project youth as fiscal agent of th
project grant and as an avenue to many resources about drug problem, research pathos
curriculum devolopnent and education.

Goal'and Objectives

The goal of thie reiect is for the taltro youth, in conjunction with other in-school
youth ns,.. rasonra. renal*. to investigate the nature and extent of the so cal

school stiWo..r., determine the substance and form of drug
education most desired by these youth and ultimately develop innovative, youth-oria:
educational programs to meet these needs.

The seven Metro students forming the corn staff of thin project developed the follow
objectives to aid in the achieve-ent of the project goal.

Project objectives aro:

1. To survey a representative group of second year high school students in the

t.)

St. Louis Public High Schools for the purpose of discover
kind of knowledge these youth have about drugs. In additi
solicit ideas from the respondents as to what knowledge
education program la their schools and hoe that knowledge
Second year students will be questioned since they all hav
periods during which surveys can be conducted and because
not have felt the impact of high school yet, while those
third anc .:.-orth years have, to sone extent, already work
of the "drug problem" in order to roman in school.

2 To survey the available literature on drug problem and
for youth in St. Louis.

3. To submit a final wfitten report of the development, ope
of this project to the,Drue Abuse Council in addition to

representation group of this project in the national conf
February 1973 in Washington, D.C.

4 To develop a drug curriculum for the St. Louis Public Hi
audio-visual aids such as slide photographs, ideo tapes,
concept files along with seminar and panel discussion mat

S To develop a mechanism for the projects' drug curriculum
trial basis in one or more St. Louis Public High Schools
semester of the 1972-73 school year. This effort will 11,
of medical students from the Department of Commiity Hedi
Medical students, who are required to participate in co
Department of Community Medicine can act instructors
the joint presentation of the projects drug curriculum dux
period.

6 To develop a presentation of the results of this project
of the new drug curriculua for the St. Louis Board of fdt
of encouraging and aiding this Board in the inclusion of
the St. Louis Public School System.

' To arrange the awarding of course credits to the Hetro

students and communication students from St. Louis Univ
work in this project.

a
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St. Louis Public High Schools for the purpose of discovering how such and what
kind of knowledge these youth have about drugs. In addition, this survey will
solicit ideas from the respondents as to what knowledge they want from a drug
education program is their schools and how that knowledge say best be offered.
Second year students will be questioned since they all have Social Studies
periods during which surveys can be conducted and because first year students will

not have felt the impact of high school yet, while those who have reached the
third and fourth years have, to scmo extent, already worked beyond the hurdles
of the "drug problem" in order to remain in school.

2 To survey the available literature on drug problems and drug education programs
for youth in St. Louis.

3. To submit a final wkitten report of the development, operations and conclusions
of this project to the Drug Abuse Council in adJition to participation by a

representation group of this project in the national conference planned for late
February 1973 in Washington. D.C.

4 To develop a drug curriculum for the St. Louis Public High Schools containing
audio-visual aids such as slide photographsoddee tapes, super 8 mm single
concept films along with seminar and panel discussion materials.

5. To develop a mechanism for the projects' drug curriculum to be tested on a
trial basis in one or more St. Louis Public High Schools during the second
semester of the 1972-73 school year. This effort will be aided by the inclusion
of medical students from the Department of Community Medicine in this project.
Medical students, who are required to participate in community work in the
Department of Community Medicine can act it instructors with the project youth in
the joint presentation of the projects drug curriculum during the trial testing
period.

6. To develop a presentation of the results of this project and subsequent tasting
of the new drug curriaulum for the St. Louis Board of Education with the intent
of encouraging and aiding this Board in the inclusion of this curriculum into
the St. Louis Public School System.

7. To arrange the awarding of course credits to the Metro students, medical
students and communication students from St. Louis University :or their

work in this project.
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I. SCHOOLS (HIGH, JUNIOR HIM, AND MIDDLE SCHOOLS)

A. DRUG EDUCATION

In the St. Louis Public School Curriculum, there is a section
for drug education. It is taught in the fourth grade for a
neriod of 2 1/2 weeks; the seventh for three or four weeks;
the ninth and tenth grades for two class periods. The drug
education is usually taught as nart of science and health.

Teachers references and films are used for the fourth grade.
Student classroom libraries, teacher and student references,
audio visual aids, and -arphlets nre tho informational sources
for seventh-grade classes. However, in the nineth and tenth
grades, all teachers have sore snecial training. starting with
the minimum of a 1-day drug awareness workshon riven to all
teachers, a 49-hmir mrso ronsored by the State Do-ortnent
of Education, which has been attended by 300 teachers in St.
Louis, and an 11-week course at the College of Pharnacy,
attended by 200 teachers.

I think the courses and their materials are a little outdated

and show only things of assumption. not true fact. They do
not really tell of the wrongs of drug, rushers and users, but
only a nart of what it does to the body. Homy teachers cannot
answer questions put to tWen by the students. I think that in
grade school or as soon as students can understand drug educa-
tion, they should receive it. Educational nrorrams should be
longer than the nresent courses. The nresent drug education
of St. Louis really needs a lot of chance. I hone we and others
can help make this change.

THE LAW STATES:

195.300. The state board of education shall pronulpate rules
which shall require that all school districts in tho state
provide in all elementary and secondary classes, a continuing

curriculum or appropriate educational minims on the use and
abuse of dangerous drugs and substances including narcotics,

denressants, stimulants and hallucinorenics, in order to inform
students on the don-ors of the use, nisuso and abuse of drugs.

B. SCHOOL POLICIES ON DRUG USE AND/CR DRUG USERS

After talking to several high school nrincinals, it became an-
parent that there was no written nolicy on drug use or drug
'users. The issue had come un in a nrincinals meeting and was
never resolved. There are two basic reasons for this. There
are some who say the St. Louis Public Nigh Schools have no drug
nroblen; therefore, they need no policy. However, there are
others who say that the issue of establishing nolicy is being

THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL

skirted because establishing a policy is
is a drug problem. The schools are unwill
cause they would then be obligated to snen
lust, trained personnel, etc. In this case
money takes precedence over the students'

At any rate, the result is that it is up t
deal with drug offenders as it sets fit.
necessary for us to contact each school in
are the results:

1. Confidentiality

a. Are counselors and othor school ne
school regulations to divulge what
them about personal drug use?

All but one
No - all but one
Not unless it involved safety of s

b. Is there a local law exemntinr echo
testifying in a trial concerting co
given to the counselor by a student

No - for all but one school
No - all but one
Not specifically (Suggesting that
in perhaps another form)

2. Locker Search

a. hhat are the schools' policy on los

It is uniformly felt that the studs
during a locker search/

In some schools, the student is ask
himself.

b. Does your school have locker search

Schools do not have the right for 1

c. Where do school officials pot their
to search lockers and which to sear

Varied sources
None in particular

. 0
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several hiph school nrincinals, it became an-
was no written policy on drup use or drup
had come un in a nrincinals neetinp and was

There are two basic reasons for this. There
the St. Louis Public Nigh Schools have no drum
, they need no policy. Nowever, there are

at the issue of establishing nolicy is ban.
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skirted because establishing a policy is admitting that there
is a drug problem. The schools are unwilling to do this be-
cause they would then be oblipated to snend money on curricu-
lum, trained personnel, etc. In this case (as in others),
money takes precedence over the students' welfare.

At any rate, the result is that it is un to each school to
deal with drup offenders as it seen fit. It was herefors
necessary for us to contact each school individuc.ly. Here
are the results:

I. Confidentiality

a. Are counselors and other school nersonnel required by
school repulations to divulpe what a student night tell
then about nersonal drup use?

All but one
No - all but one

Not unless it involved safety of school

b. Is there a local law exemntinr school counselors from
testifying in a trial concerning confidential information
Liven to tho counselor by a student?

No - for all but one school
No - all but one
Not snecifically (Suppestin that such a law existed in
in perhaps another form)

2. Locker Search

a. Nhat are the schools' policy on locker search?

It is uniformly felt that the student should be nresent
durinp a locker search?

In some schools, the student is asked to open the locker
himself.

b. Does your school have locker search? If so, how often?

Schools do not have the right for locker searches.

c. Nhere do school officials pet their information on when
to search lockers and which to search?

Varied sources
None in particular
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3, Police and school relationship on the drug issue

a. Does the school have under-cover narcs?

No - Schools do, however, have Community Relations

Officers on the counseling staffs who are under no
obligation to divulge confidences from students.

b. Does the school have "regular" police? Do they carry
weapons?

No - Schools have from 2 to 12 guards who do, however,
carry sticks.

c. What happens to drug offenders?

One school referred known offenders to "Drug Rescue"
and "Help" centers. However, this high school and
several others said the students were often sent hone,
AU if they were sick, on the nretense that they could
not be sure that they were on drugs. Sem° schools
claimed to have had no drug offenders.

4. Counselors

a. Do they deal with students on the drug issue or do they
refer then to someone else?

Again, some schools claimed to have no drug nroblems.
At some schools, the nrincinal did not know what went
on in the counseling office.

b. What is their trninin" to deal with hi'h school seed
people on the drug issue?

Apnarently some seminars have been given on counseling
for drugs and some counselors have attended, so they
deal with then themselves.

t.J

II. COMINITY PROGRAMS

There are a variety of programs for the drum addi
Louis area. These are some of the organizations
they sponsor:

A. ARCHWAY I'OUSE

Runned by the comunity end state throuch St.
Hospital. Archway House tries to help drug ad
they are on "hard" or "soft" drugs. The cold
used. If the addict does not want to get off
he is sent to another organization.

D. ST. LOUIS srATE HOSPITAL

The hospital also runs an out- natient clinic.

vices the "hard" drug users (the ones on herd
The addict is given methadone treatments. 7h
as a substitute for the heroin or mornhine and
tries to kick his former habit. This program

There at the hospital, they have a dotox cent
key for the addict. It depends how bad off
which method is used.

This is mainly for the soft drug user. This
state run.

C. NASCO WEST DRUG TREATHEItt CENTER

Nasco West is more or less a community won
vately and offers free services. It receives
inn.

It serves young »eerie - usually high school
,:ost often, the kids are "soft" drug users
tuates). Host of the kids come from the St.
where the center is located.

The center's philosoohy on drugs is that neon
off without drugs and that drugs can cause a
life. If they should feel the need to get hi
them find ways to pet high naturally.

No materials such as books or movies are used
more upon group therapy.

D. NASCO CENTRAL

Nano Central is basically the same as Nasco
is tilt Central is mainly for the hard-core A

(.J
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keel relationship on the drug issue

chool have undo} -cover tures?

Is do, however, have Cewmunity Relations
the counseling staffs who are under no

to ditrulpe confidences from students.

ool have "regular" police? Do they carry

Is have from 2 to 12 guards who do, however,
hs.

ms to drug offenders?

referred known offenders to "Drug Rescue"
centers. However, this high school and

Viers said the students were often sent home,
were sick, on the nretense that they could
that they were on drugs. Soto schools

have had no drug offenders.

1 with students on the drug issue or do they
to someone else?

schools claimed to have no drug nroblems.
eels, the orincinal did not know what went
ounseling office.

it traininr to deal with hi "h school aced
he drug issue?

some seminars have been given .n counseling
some counselors have attendti, so they

in themselves.
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II. COMUNITYPROGRMS

There are a variety of prom= for the drue addict in the St.
Louis area. These are some of the orpanizations and the nroprans
they snonsor:

A. AROD1AY HOUSE

Runned by the connunity cnd state throuch St. Louis State
Hospital. Archway Nouse tries to heln drug addicts, whether
they are on "hard" or "soft" drugs. The cold turkey method is
used. If the addict does not want to VA off drug's this way,
he is sent to another organization.

D. ST. LOUIS STATE 113SPITAL

The hospital also runs an out-natient clinic. This vainly ser-
vices the "hard" drug users (the ones on heroin and morphine).
The addict is riven methadone treatments. The methadone is used
as a substitute for the heroin or morphine and the user gradually
tries to kick his former habit. This program is run by the state.

There at the hospital, they have a detox center and use cold tur-
key for the addict. It depends how bad off the addict is as to
which method is used.

This is mainly for the soft drug user. This nropram is also
state run.

C. NASCO HEST DRUG TREND:ENT CENTER

Nasco West is more or less a ccemmtity program. It is run pri-
vately and offers free services. It receives no rovernment fund-
ing.

It serves young neople - usually hig'h school or college -ape kids.
,:ost often, the kids are "soft" drug users (annhetamines, barbi-
turates). Host of the kids come from the St. Louis County area
whore the center is located.

Mt center's philosophy on
off without drugs and that
life. If they should feel
then find ways to pot high

No materials such as books
more upon prom, therapy.

drugs is that neonle would be better
drug's can cause a nroblem in their

the need to pet hiph, they try to heln
naturally.

or movies are used. The center relies

D. NASCO CENTRAL

Nasco Central is basically the same as Nasco Nest. The excention
is thtt Central is mainly for t%e hard -core dru" addict o^le on

() if
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heroin with the really bad oroblens). Host of these people
come from the inner city.

Masco Central features a live-in program for the addicts
they treat. Like nost other nieces, they use the group
therapy method instead of materials such as books or films.

E. TEEN ClIALLEME OF ST. LOUIS

Teen Challenge is run by the community vs help the drug
addicts help themselves. It is a live-in nropran for kids
with all kinds of oroblens. The nrciran places much emphasis
on religion.

Teen Challenge's objective is to help kids overtone their
drug probleas and lead a good Christian life.

40 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL

III Courts and Laws

A. Information

1. What are the laws re arding drug offenders who
most po ce Off curs intery ewe quote e ':s
Substance Law. Any poison found in possession
"controlled substances, "' including marijuana ,
heroin, cocaine, or any paraphernalia, is in vi
held subjsct to charges.

The first offense for possession of marijuana i
for 'hard drugs" such as heroin, possession wars
ing first offenses.

2. Da uvenile offenders o to uvenile or adult
Juve e of en ers were descr e y most aw e
"person of ages 18 or under." These offenders
courts.

Nowever, these are some exceptions. Eighteen -
or 17-year-old multiple offenders may be tried
are often made at the discretion of the court.

3. Now are the judges attitudes toward drug offend
Judge A: "I'd like to think that I am n very
at least try to give young offenders os mach le
I always keep in mind that a crime has been c

q. "Isn't theses small chance that the alleged offs

a. You mean that maybe sone stuff has been "plant

q. "Yes"

a. "Well, most of our officers are honest. And be
much to busy to bother with small narcotic char
chance of getting a suspended sentence. That i
create trouble. We (judges) are usually pretty
has substantial reason to bring thesouth in."

Judge B: "I'd rather think of a first offender
committing a crime. I try to do the best I can
I am a very strong believer that repeated offs
punishment. Not cruel or unjust 1 -nishment, b
what he's getting into when he starts fooling a

Judge C: "All I have to say is that this kind
in it's tracks. Give a kid a br4ak the first t
more. I'm not saying that I believe in harsh
am a strong believer that a crime deserves puni
a little help in the right direction.''
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a live-in program for the addicts

Is objective is to help kids overcome their
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ke most other places, they use the group
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instead of materials such as books or films.

easels s. It is a live-in program for kids
is rum by the community to help the drug

e renlly bad emblems). Host of these people
Jon's? city.

and lead a good Christian life.
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III Courts and Laws

A. Information

Pozen

1. lOsatarethelawenderswhoaraminorsf
Host police officers interviewed quoted the Missouri Controlled
Substance Law. Any person found in possession and/or use of
"controlled substances, "' including marijuana , barbituates, amphetimines,
heroin, cocaine, or any paraphernalia, is in violation of this law and
held subject to charges.

The first offense for possession of sarijusna is a misdemeanor. However,
for 'hard drugs" such as heroin, po ion warronts felony charges, includ-
ing first offenses.

2. Dojuvenile offendersotouvetradultetsourt
JJuve ife ofeRirs werostawenforcement agencies as
"person of ages IS or under." These offenders usually go to juvenile
everts.

However, there are VOW exceptions. Eighteen -year-old felony offenders
or 17-year-old multiple offenders may be tried as adults. These decisions
are often n at the discretimm of the court.

3. HI:owaretheudesattituwarsIdnioffenders?
Judgek"I'dliketoiffopsn-minded person. I will
at least try to give young offenders as much leeway as I see fit. However,
I always keep in mind that a crime has been coemitted..."

q. "Isn't there a small chance that the alleged offender is innocent?"

a. You moan that maybe some stuff has been "planted"?

q. '14s"

a. "Well, most of our officers are honest. And besides, they (policemen) are
such to busy to bother with small narcotic charges that have a very high
chance, of getting a suspended sentence. That is to say, they usually don't
creatu trouble. We (judges) are usually pretty certain that the officer
has substantial reason to bring theputh in."

Judge IS: "I'd rather think of a first offender as making rather than
committing a crime. I try to do the best I can to help him. However,
I as a very strong believer that repeated offenders warrant severe
punishment. Not cruel or unjust punishment, but enough so the kid knows
what he's getting into when he starts fooling around with drugs."

Judge C: "A11 I have to say is that this kind of thing has to be stopped
in 't's tracks. Give a kid a break the first time and he'll be back for
more. I'm not saying that I believe in harsh punishment for kids, but I
as a strong believer that a crime deserves punishment. Sometimes kids need
a little help in the right direction."
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Information and interviews obtained from;

1. St. Louis Police officers.
2. Juvenile court (North Grand Branch)...2802 N. Grand...534-7310.
3 Juvenile Court-Juvenile Direction Center...920 N. Vondevonter

...S35 -9725.

Note' The visits were rade to the North Grand Branch, but little information was
obtained. However, the police officers am: judges at the de? /lion center
were very cooperative but preferred to regain anonymous.

B. Opinion

In the city of St. Louis, juvenile ccurts do not consider drug addiction among
the youth one of the main causes of the juvenile offenses. Their main interest is
the complete rehabilitation 7.1f the juveniles involved in crime, broken homes, the
problem child and certain mental disturbances. However, many juvenile jriges do not
realize that drug addiction can be a main connection of the juvenile offenders.
According to certain case histories, crime has been committed by juvenile. addicts
who could not earn money within the confines of the law to support their drug needs.
In several cases, the combination of a broken hone nnd nentni disturbances has
called many juveniles to turn to the use of drugs as a mean of en escape free their
social and emotional problem. And in this sense, the drug problem is the last
sourer. neglected.

Because of their:v=110 judges lack of realization of the true drilg problem in
our city, the judges tend to think of the drug problem as of minor importance,
which leads many potential juvenile addicts to go through the juvenile system with-
out any guidance or health care in preventing then from becoming =other addict on
the at'ett:. As a result, juvenile courts possess no particular law regarding drug
offenders who aro minors. Therefore, there are no city sponsored treatment center
and no drug rehabilitation athods within the juvenile system. The organizations
known for drug addicts are sponsored by citizens and civic 'roues who realize
drug problem in the city.

According to Nr. David G. Brown, who is an coordinator of the development office
of St. LouilJuvenile Division, only twenty per cent of the juveniles who have been
to detention centers have a drug problem. These juveniles were not sent to detention
centersar reform schools in behalf of their drug problea. This twenty per cent of
juveniles addicts had one way or cnother committed a crime, or proven disturbed,
which, however, led drugs to be an unconcern motive or factor. This percentage, how-
ever, does not include juvenile addicts who have not committed any cries for which
they can be trialed for. All cases of juvenile offenders are in juvenile courts and
according to the juvenile code, no type of drug it given unless proscribed by the
physician.

The need for judges to realize the overwhelming relation between juvenile crime
and drug addiction is forever growing. Our juvenile system should be ratified to
aid these negligent future citizens and help the* solve their problems with open minds
so as they become adults will realize the rerponsibilities placed upon then by society
and by the power which they must meet then. The percentage may ba saall in the ju-
venile.division, but, nevertheless,does not regard the fact that drug addiction may
play a responsive problea in the future. For the juveniles addict who are not offend
ers of law, the juvenile division should ploy a serious role of the rehabilitation of
the drug scene.

Random Sampling of Correct Answers to Knowledge Questions (1
four (4) St. Louis High School Sophomore Groups.

The computerized data which will follow this
progress report will show much more detail and

comparative statistical information on the re-
sponses of the surveyed groups. However, the
table at the right shows a general lack of
knowledge about specific drugs and their
effects.

ie of a possible 37 correct answers, only.

one (1) respondent out of 1,051 scored one
correct answer over the 50% margin. The
one overwhelming majority of correct =Wen
were within the 0 to 5 category,:

Similar analysis can be drawn simply by com-
paring the figures noted on the chart.
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the North Grand branch, but little informationwas
police officers and judges at the detection center
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Rondos Sampling of Correct Answers to Knowledge questions (e's V thru 44) by
four (4) St. Louis High School Sophomore Groups.

The cocputerized data which will follow this
progress report will show such more detail and

comparative statistical information on the re-
sponses of the surveyed groups. However, the
table et the right shows a general lack of
knowledge about specific drugs and their
effects.

Out of a possible 37 correct answers, only

one (1) respondent out of 1,051 scored one
correct answer over the SO% margin. The
one overwhelming majority of correct answers
were within the 0 to S category;

Similar analysis can be drawn shyly by com-
paring the figures noted on the chest.
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Year in School

SURVEY FORM

Age Race Sex

Directions: Place a check to indicate your answer.

1. Do you think there is a 'drug problem' in this country as a whole?

Yes No I don't know

2. Do you think there is a "drug problem" in the city of St. Louis?

Yes No I don't know

3. Did you have a drug education program in your grade school?

Yes No

Rate the program 1 - S for effectiveness, 1 being Rost effective - S not effective
at all.

4. Do you have a drug education program in your high school now?

Yes No

Rate the program 1 - S for effectiveness, 1 being most effective - S not effective
at all.

S. have you received any information on drugs or drug affects in any of your
other courses?

Yes No
Was the informatiTARfective?

Which course?

Yes A little No
If your answer is no, why was it not effeclger

6. Have you received any drug information outside the classroom?

Yes No If so. where?
Rate the program r"--r for effectiifirass, 1 being most effective - S not
effective at all.

7. Do any of your friends use hard drugs, stoke dope or take pills?

Yes No I don't know

W. Have you ever
(a) smoked marijuana? Yes No
(b) taken uppers? Yes No

42 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL

(c) taken downers?
(d) dropped acid?

(e) shot heroin?
(f) snorted v,caine?
(g) use anything else?

(what)

9. Now often do you
(a) smoke marijuana?

(b) take uppers?
(c) take downers?
(d) drop acid?
(e) shoot heroin?
(f) snort cocaine?

(g) use anything else?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

-2-

No
No
No
No
No

a lot lose
a lot some
a lot some
a lot some
a lot some
a lot some
a lot sow

(what)

10. Have your parents talked with you about drugs?
Never Seldom

----`loo miu

Are your parents knowledgeable about drugs?

No To some extent

12. What do you think the attitudes of policeman are

Negative
Indifferent
Want to help
I don't know

13. Do you think the police add to the drug problem?

No I don't know
If your answer is yes, how do they add to tU----

11.

Directions: For the following questitx o, indict
the letter on the line to the left.

U. How such concern about the "drug problem" is
the city?

(a) too little (b) enough (c) t

U



SURVEY FORM

Age Race Sex

to indicate your answer.

a 'drug problem" in this country as a whole?

No I don't know

"drug problem" in the city of St. Louis?

No I don't know

atom program in your grade school?

No

r effectiveness, 1 being most effective - Snot effective

ucation program in your high school now?

No

effectiveness, I being most affective - S not effective

_information on drugs or drug effects in any of your

NO
fectivot

Which course?

A little No
why was it not effecilliT

drug information outside the classroom?

No If so. where?
for effect vi I being most effective - S not

use hard drugs, smoke dope or take pills?

No I don't know

Yes ___,_ No
Yes No

tj

CIL

-2-

(c) taken downers? Yes No
(d) dropped acid? Yes No
(e) shot heroin? Yes No
(f) snorted cocaine? Yes No
(g) use anything else? Yes No

(what)

9. Now often do you
(a) smoke marijuana? a lot some seldom never
(b) take uppers? a lot some seldom never
(c) take downers? a lot some seldom never
(d) drop acid? a lot some seldom never
(e) shoot heroin? a lot some seldom never
(f) snort cocaine? a lot some seldom ----never
(g) use anything else? a lot some seldom never

(what)

10. Haw your parents talked with you about drugs?
Never Seldom SometimesViten --too such

11. Ars your parents knowledgeable about drugs?

No To some extent Yes

12. What do you think the attitudes of policemen are towards drug users?

Negative
Indifferent
Want to help
I don't know

13. Do you think the police add to the drug problem?

No I don't know Yes
If your answer is yyes, how do they add to tEiFiOblem?

Directions: For the following questions, indicate your choice by writing
the latter on the line to the left.

14. How such concern about the "drug problem" is expressed by adults in
the city?

(a) too little (b) enough (c) too such
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IS. How much do you think you know about drugs?

(a) too little (b) enough (c) too such

16. How such emphasis is placed on drug education in your school?

(a) too little (b) enough (c) too much

11. In this question we want you to categorize some drugs. Listed below
are naves of various drugs. We want you to indicate on this form by
the letters from the Key below whether they cause:

A. physical dependency
8. psychological dependency
C. both physical and psychological dependency
D. doctors don't know
E. I don't know

"Purple Haze" ___."

_'Red Devils" "Speed"

"Gt.ss" Mir or "STP"

"Sunshine" "The Beast"

"Posies" nt.r" .

18. Which form of drug dependency is most likely to reoccur?

a. Physical dependency
b. Psychological dependency
c. both physical and psychological dependency
d. Etdically uncertain
e. I don't know

19. What determines the strength or weakness of marijuana?

a. The variety of marijuana
b. The climate
c. The soil
d. All of these
e. I don't know

20. The easiest family of drugs to overdose on is

a. amphetamines
b. barbiturates
c. hallucinogens
d. I don't know

21. What do "reds" refer tot

a. Tuinals
b. Seconals
c. Amobarbital /Secobarbital
d. I don't know

a
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22. Which of the following is hallucinogenic?
a. orange sunshine
b. demist'
c. nitrous oxide
d. I don't know

23. Having "been on a run" means
a. running grass illegally over the Hui
b. dropping 7HC end Aseorbin acid
ca shooting crystal for several days
d. I don't know

24. Which of these looks and smells most like marij
a. catnip
b. oregano
c. green tea
d. I don't know

2S. Which of the following has tho greatest overdose
with alcohol?
a. codeine
b, barbiturates
c. crystal
d. I don't know

26. Host diet pills contain
a. Penterollital Sodium'
b. Metliwil:toAlne Hydrochloride
c. CWoxel Winos
d. I don't know

27. The more damaging vapor for inhalation is
a. toluene
b. nitrous oxide
c. helium
d. I don't know

28. Which of these causes immelliat death if inject
a. epson salts
b. flat bear
c. helium
d. I don't know

29. RDA, in its pure chemical form, is a
a. hallucinogenic derivative of nutmeg
b. combination of mescaline and speed
c. stimulant of the central nervous system
d. I don't know

30. Psilocybin is a derivative of
a. poppies
b. peyote cactus
c. stropharia cubensia mushroom
d. I don't know

STUDE
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_think you know about drugs?

'little (b) enough (c) too such

s is placed on drug education in your school?
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22. thich of the following is hallucinogenic?
a. orange sunshine
b. dexiail
c. nitrous oxide
d. I don't know

23. Having "been on a rat" means
a. ruining grass illegally over the Haim border
b. dropping THC and Aseorbin acid

elk shooting crystal for several days
d. I don't know

24. Which of these looks and smells most like marijuana?
a. catnip
b. oregano
c. green tea
d. I don't know

2S. Which of the following has the greatest overdose potential when mixed
with alcohol?
a. codeine
b. barbiturates
c. crystal
d. I don't know

26. Host diet pills contain
a. PenrOhyrbleal Sodium
b. Hetliom.i.h:ttralne Hydrochloride
c. Chloral WrIentes
d. I don't know

27. The more damaging vapor for inhalation is
a. toluene
b. nitrous oxide
c. hellua
d. I don't know

2$. Which of these causes immediate death if injected?
a. epsoa salts
b. flat beer
c. helium
d. I don't know

29. HM, in its pure chemical form, is a
a. hallucinogenic derivative of nutmeg
b. combination of mescaline and speed
c. stimulant of the central nervous system
d. I don't know

30. Psilocybin is a der *Native of
a. poppies
b. peyote cactus
c. stropharia cubensia mushrc-em
d. I'don't know
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31. Most THC sold on streets contains
a. low-grade LSD
b. animal tranquilizers
c. synthetic marijuana
d. I don't know

32. *deb of these is not a side effect from using a dirty needle?
a. hepatitis
b. dysentery
c. subacute bacterial endocarditis
d. I don't know

33. Which of these is not a side effect of stringing speed?
a. paranoia
b. high blood pressure
c. feelings of love and peace
d. I don't know

34. A more potent form of the marijuana plant is
a. belladonna
b. hashish
c. loco wood
d. I don't know

35. Withdrawal pains cannot occur on
a. smack

b. mescaline
c. downers
d. I don't know

36. Homing Glory duds are a
a. hallucinogen
b. depressant
c. narcotic
d. I don't know

37. Tryptamine is.the base of
a. MDA
b. STP
c. CHr
d. I don't know

3$. STP was originally developed as a
a. therapy for treating certain mental illnesses
b. secret military weapon

c. commercial drug for use in small doses only
d. I don't know

39. The drug which has been used for centuries in American Indian
religious ceremonies is known today as
a. mescaline
b. peyote

c. marijuana
d. I don't know

THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
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40. Which of these substances is most commonly found

a. speed
b. beladonna
c. strychnine
d. clinical LSD
e. I don't know

41. Opium is most comely
a. smoked
b. eaten
c. ground and sniffed
d. I don't know

42. The most physically addicting is
a." nutmeg
b. tobacco
c. marijuana
d. I don't know

43. Which barbiturates are preferred by the drug use
a. long acting
b. intermndiste or short acting
c. ultra-short acting
d. I don't know

44. Misuse of what drug carries the greatest federal
a. Hallucinogens
b. Opiates
c. Stimulants
d. Depressants
e. The penalties are the same for all drugs
f. I don't know

45. If you were "busted" for using drugs, who would
got help from?
a. parents
b. police
c. school official
d. teacher
e. friends
f. doctor
g. psychologist
Pick throe you would most likely wept. Number t

46. How would you change or improve drug education f
(CIRCLE THOSE ANSWERS YOU WANT.)
a. More realistic films
b. Talking to resource people who have used dru
c. Have this course taught by teachers who know

drugs from actual experience
d. Have this course instructed by a medical doc

9u
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40. Which of these substances is most commonly found in street acid?
a. speed
b. beladonna
c. strychnine
d. clinical LSD
e. I don't know

41. Opium is most commonly
a. smoked
b. oaten
c. ground and sniffed
d. I don't know

42. The most physically addicting is
a. nutmeg
b. tobacco
c. marijuana
d. I don't know

43. Which barbiturates are preferred by the drug user?
a. long acting
b. intermediate or short acting
c. ultra-short acting
d. I don't know

44. Misuse of what drug carries the greatest federal penalty?
a. Hallucinogens
b. Opiates

c. Stimulants
d. Depressants

e. The penalties are the sue for all drugs
f. I don't know

45. If you were "busted', for using drugs, who would you rather talk to or
got help from?

a. parents
b. police

c. school official
d. teacher

e. friends
f. doctor
g. psychologist
Pick three you would most likely wept. Number them in order of preference.

46. How would you change or improve drug education for all students?
(CIRCLE THOSE ANSWERS YOU WANT.)
a. Here realistic films
b. Talking to resource people who have used drugs
c. Have this course taught by teachers who know something about

drugs from actual experience

d. Have this course instructed by a medical doctor
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. 47. What do you think of this survey?
a. like
b. dislike
c. love
d. hate
e. undecided

COMMIS:

SUPPLERENTAL SURVEY QUESTIONS

1. Name some drugs that you have hoard of, or have come in
(No more than five)

2. Of the drugs you named above, which ones do you think

a. Depressants
b. Narcotics

c. Stimulants
d. Psychedelics
e. Hallucinogens
f. I don't know

S. How did you hear about or cone in contact with these dru

4. What do you know about withdrawal?

S. What is the difference between Physical Dependency and P

6. Name the drugs which you have experimented with at least

7. a. Take one of the drugs you have experienced penman
this drug does to you?

b, What did the drug do to you, or did the drug do what

6. How do you feel about having taken drugs?

STUDEN
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this survey?

CCOCENTS:

SUPPMEMAL SURVEY QUESTIONS

1. Name some drugs that you have heard of, or have come in contact with.
(No more than five)

2. Of the drugs you named above, which ones do you think are:

a. Depressants
b. Narcotics
c. Stimulants
d. Psychodelics
a. Hallucinogens
f. I don't know

S. How did you hear about or come in contact with these drugs?

4. What do you know about withdrawal?

S. What is the difference between Physical Dependency and Psychological Dependency?

6. Name the drugs which you have experimented with at least once but do not use now:

7. a. Take one of the drugs you have experienced personally: What do people say
this drug does to you?

b. What did the drug do to you, or did the drug do what you expected?

8. How do you feel about having taken drugs?
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METRO HIGH SCHCOL yam 4 DRUG PROJECT

Student Comments on Questionnaire

School: Roosevelt

Good idea to educate about drugs but course shouldn't be mandatory should
be personal decision.

I think it is a great ideal and would like to take it if we do get it here
at Roosevelt. I would like to learn more about drugs, in any way. That is
a great thing, trying to start something like that. I like itIll

I don't take drugs and I don't care about drugs because I will stay away
from them ti stick to drinking.

School: Vashon

I think this is a very good survey for students because it should givo
people a lot to think about drugs and the problems with drugs how they
affect you and your life.

I think its okay because its not hurting anyone and not helping either.

Is anything going to be done to help our school get more information about
drugs, after filling this form.

I do think kids should know more about this stuff. I, myself wouldn't mess
with the junk, not because I know so much about it, because I don't. I

know just a little. I just don't what to got hooked on trash like that or
killing others or myself to satisfy Ry hunger for it.

In the survey I think you should have explained the question more clearly
to be understood.

School: McKinley.

"I know little or nothing of drugs."

"Its stupid if someone thought and ready believed that we would answer this
truely. HA."

It was pretty good but there were many items that I didn't understand. It
took care of a wide variety of drugs.

This survey was all right but Im not going to say that I liked it because
the question was personal and some of them were hard. But I feel we should
have put our own opionion down instead of multipule choice and it would of
been pare bettor.

This is *good way to begin to holp many pecilo on drugs by finding out how
much they know.
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School: McKinley cont'd

The kids at school really need to have a course
them about drugs. Host kids are very ignorant on

Things such as MDA, CMS I THC are not used in
and which I dought I ever hear them before. Others,
I mescaline I'm not familiar with.

School: Beaumont

I would rather you put it in a simpler why. but I d

I think it's very efficient to see how far the drug
be given to adults of all fields, because they are
of this dope.

The survey doesn't bother me is was OK. It brings
about drugs. But does not go deep enough to find
drug addiction.

Some of the questions could be modified for better

I think there should also be a survey for the peopl
beverages. Everyone's so upset about the young
think they should be equally concerned about the of
I don't think either should be legalized so stop th
too.

School: Soldan

I'm very glad that someone took the time out to ask
and now they they can plainly see how little we
someone will now try to give us programs telling us
know better.

I think that the students should see more films

More are many questions and statements on this s
about and I didn't know the answers to a lot. I w
them and I think it would be vary helpful to no and

If the program come through it should bo a real ass
vention of drugs.

School: Sumner

"I hope that the students in Simmer learn something

there are students in Sumner that are on drugs. I
dceide to stop using then."

"I think the survey is one step of getting students
sore effective now. By it not being discuss in se.

.
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School: McKinley cont'd

The kids at school really need to have a course taught that would toll
them about drugs. Host kids are very ignorant on the subject.

Things such as MDA, STP, OHS 4 THC are not used in the Negro neighborhoods

and which I dought I ever hear them before. Others, such as Hallucinogens

4 mescaline I'm not fmailiaV with.

School: Beaumont

I would rather you put it in a simpler why, but I did like it anyway.

I think it's very efficient to see how far the drug rroblam has gone. Should

be given to adults of all fields, because they ars sometimes primary sources
of this dope.

The survey dosen't bother me is was OK. It brings out how much you know

about drugs. But does not go deep enough to find out what situation cause

drug addiction.

Some of tho questions could be modified for better understanding.

I think there should also be a survey for the people who drink alcoholic
beverages. Everyone's so upset about the young people and their dope I
think they should be equally concerned about the old folks and their alcohol.
I don't think either should be legalisod so stop the legal selling of alcohol

too.

School: Soldan

I. very glad that someone took the time out to ask us ,Jtions about drugs

and now they they can plainly see how little we know about drugs. I hope

someone will DOW try to give us programs telling us about drugs. So we will

know better.

I think that the students should see more films about drugs and things.

There are many questions and statements on this survey that I've never heard

about and I didn't know the answers to a lot. I would like to know about

them and I think it would bo very helpful to me and a lot of more young adults.

If the program come through it should bo a real assistant to the future pro.
vention of drugs.

School: Sumner

"I hope that the students in Sumner learn something from this program and if
there are students in Sumner that are on drugs. I hope they read this and

decide to stop using then."

"I think the survey is one stop of getting students to think on the subject
more effective now. By it not being discuss in school or at home what else

i ,
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School: Sumer cont'd

is going to get us to thing about. Besides out in the streets."

"I like this survoy because it could come in handy when they do start a
program for drug abuse and drug addiction-Li this school. Our school
should be more concerned with this drug problem."

"Drugs are really a problem I try to stay away from people who use dope.
I have one friend to drops acid. I don't know as such about drugs as such
as I would like too. This survey is very good and the drug program should
be extended."

"lb. reason I liked this survey was because it awakoned as to so things
I didn't know. Even though I don't think I'll ever use drugs there might
someday be a day when I would. I think this survey also awakened most of
the drug using students hero who don't know what they're doing. I think the
facts should be brought to Hr. William's attention so that ho could help with
organizing a class at Sumner for all the drug using students and non-drug
using students to find out more. because drugs is a problem oven here at
Sumer."

Mecums I think someone should care because know one cares its like have
no people in the world, but if seasons does I can save the life of people
from getting on drugs. I like this survey because it moans to me that some-
one or somebody out their really =OS about you and others. I really think
drugs is bad for your hearth, because if you'll young and want to have child-
ren later on in life this is something you can not do this may have affect
on your child."

I think they should bring a drug c.t....ation anus in the schools for those
who don't know enough about drugs.

I wish that something do be done about dope. It is just so easy to got. Too
many people are just trying it out for size and enjoying it. Soon the whole
high schools, grade schools, and colleges will be using it. My brother, my
boyfriend, and most of my friends use it. Mostly just smoke, but I wish
they didn't. I wish something would be done. I noon fast.

"Just great", what you are trying to do, because students like myself would
like to find out more about drugs from one who knows what he/she is talking
about than in the streets whore as we may be not strong enough and find our-
solfs on the "dope". Thank You Very Much (Love and Peace to all)

"I think Sumner along with the rest of the black schools in St. Louis should
have drug programs and films because this is mainly in every school and if
we dot know about some of the right things about drugs it'll probably hurt
us later on in life. You'ro wondering why wo do this right? Well most of
the people I've talked to about this say they do it because they haven't.

"If more people would open their eyes and see how this country is going down
because of drug's, then maybe more people would try and help. But as it
seem's nobody cares and nobody is really trying to help the young people of
today see what they're doing. Sure it mostly hard for the black kids who
grow up without father, because I myself did not have people who really cared,
and that's why I don't use drugs as such as my firends. Rdally Idon't use
them except for a ,,,.;.le of joints."

STUDE
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Madison,

Wisconsin

Evaluating
DM Education

IN

Like the students in St. Louis, the students in Madison,
Wisconsin, also directed their attention to the drug education
curriculum operative in their city, also hoping to upgrade its
efficiency. However, the students in Madison had a very different
kind of curriculum before them. Whereas St. Louis was reported
to have had a "ery minimal and out-dated curriculum, with no
official drug policy as to the handling of drug users, Madison's
curriculum was fairly advanced and extensive. In addition,
Madison had a well-defined, city-wide school drug policy which
emphasized counseling rather than policing the students.

The Wisconsin Student Union recognized the ft= that the drug
curriculum in Maaison was in many ways superior to that of other
cities. The students praised the curriculum for not moralizing and
for maintaining an objective, factual approach. What disturbed the
students, however, was the fact that, notwithstanding its objective
style, the purpose underlying the drug curriculum was still to
inculcate anti drug attitudes. Furthermore, the students did not
believe that such attitudes were catching on, despite the excep
tionally well-designed curriculum.

It was this last hypothesis which the Wisconsin Student Union
proposed to investigate for its project. The goal was to research
curriculum-related changes in student attitudes on drugs. To do so
the students developed and administered questionnaires which
would measure student drug attitudes, particularly in relation to
the attitudinal goals of Madison's drug curriculum for grades 4-6.
In order to perceive changes in attitude, they administered the
questionnaire to two different grade levelsto fifth graders and
seventh graders. One class of approximately 25 students was
involved for each of the two grade levels.

The Wisconsin Student Union itself acknowledged the impor-
tance of having a much larger sample than 50, and of having a
control group in an attitudinal survey of this type. Unfortunately,
limitations of time and money precluded both the larger sample
and the control group, although both measures would admittedly
have enhanced the validity of the conclusions. Nevertheless, the
conclusions which did emerge from this survey were some of the
most interesting of the HSSP.

The students concluded from their sun ey that early attitudes
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toward drugs will change in the natural course of adolescence,
sine adolescence implies re-examination of values and opinions.
The older students paid less heed to the advice of parents,
teachers, and police on drug issues. On the other hand, they paid
much greater attention to their friends' drug opinions. During the
fifth grade, many students indicated a strong aversion to drug
users; no such aversion was pronounced among the seventh
graders. In short, there was evidence to suggest that anti-drug
attitudes actually decreased during the period when the primary
drug curriculum was being taught.

From such survey results, the Wisconsin Student Union formed
an interesting set of recommendations. The students suggested
that there was no sense in trying to inculcate anti-drug values
which seemed bound to be dropped in adolescence. Instead, they
recommended that drug educators stop fighting drugs and start
dealing with the realities of drug use. They recommended a new
approach to drug education which would place the problems of
drug abuse within a far broader social-problems context.

As they saw it, the real problem was alienation. At home, in
school, on the job, young people feel alienated from the social
institutions that affect their lives. And so they devise activities
which would help them to resist or escape alienation. "pot parties,
drinking, stock car racing, sex, political intriguing against the
school administration, and a broad range of interests characterized
chiefly by their illicit or semi-illicit natures."

This is the angle from which Madison's student group recom-
mended that educators ought to approach drug curricula. It is
DAC's belief that such insights represent a particularly valuable
contribution to the drug abuse field.

60 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL

Background Information

Madison, Dane County. Wisconsin

Cemogrephic and Background Data

population (1970): 173,258 --

2,607 --
2,184 --

7,401 --
1,057 --

total

black (1.4% of total)
races other than black or white (1

born outside of US (4.3% of total)
born in U.K. or Canada (.6% of tot

14 decided to use the 1970 census figures on housing to attempt
elms idea of Madison's ;lilts breakdown, on the assumption chat. housi
related to income, and income is closely related to class.

Madison housing and living ttends have followed a pattern cypica
moderately large, middle-aged cities -- as the housing in the central
and fills with students and poor people, the more affluent Lend co mi
fringes of the city. According to census figures for the tracts on t
periphery of the city, from which our study population was drawn, the
homes are single-family, owner - occupied dwellings, generally ranking
50% of housing condition indices. Our subjective impressions corrobo
there art, for example, no high-rise or low-cost housing projects in
and our impression on the whole is that the area is mostly 4441.
Citsa.with a few (possibly two or three) neighborhoods deviating mac
the average.
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Background Information

Madison, Dane County, Wisconsin

Demographic and Background Data

population (1970): 173,25$ -- total
2,607 -- black (1.4% of total)
2,184 -- races other than black or white (1.2% of total)

7,401 -- born outside of US (4.3 of total)

1,057 -- born in U.K. or Canada (.6% of total)

We decided to use the 1970 census figures on housing to attempt to develop
some idea of Madison's elj_.! breakdown, on the assumption that housing is closely

related to income, and income is closely related to class.
Madison housing and living trends have followed a pattern typical of most

moderately large, middle-aged cities -- as tae housing in the central areas decays

and fills with students and poor people, the ooze affluent tend to migrate to the
fringes of the city. According to census figures for the tracts on the western
periphery of the city, from which out study population was drawn, the majority of
homes art single-family, owner-occupied dwellings, generally ranking in the top
50% of housing condition indices. Out subjective impressions corroborate this --
there are, for example, no high-rise or low-cost housing projects in this area
and our impression on the whole is that the area is mostly niktilcot.uppernatddie
clesS..with a few (possibly two or three) neighborhoods deviating each way troy
the average.
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Madison schools have established curricula for drug education in_esedes

6! 911D4_11a2l ( , inter stew _dirteigcLmainly toward the currIcuitim for
grflmAjtod-4-(included in the brown spiral notebook for-Whieh we did
our research. The curriculum for grades 9 and 11-12 is included also (in the
yellow spiral notebook) for comparison.

The Madison Public Schools administration apparently has no hard-and-fast

1/............almatearaLLegjafaugrautdeltlie4mcathec. they wiiie cuilli-
ulna and direct t orincipsj to insure that it is preseritsALrrithe
students* There is no s owed: but the usual pattern
seems to be one of "t g" ell the teachers at a given gtade level will
contribute to the curriculum according to their expertise -- biology teachers would
address the question of the effects of chemicals on biological systems, social
studies teachers would consider drugs as social issue; doctors, pharmacists,
policemen, etc., would speak to large groups of students on technical aspects of
the problem beyond the extent of the teachers' competence. Obviously, not all
teachers could be involved in such a program (language teachers, for example,

would probably be left out), so students would spend part of their day in
regular el , part of the day in large-group sessions, and the remainder in reg-
ular el pursuing the drug issue. Depending on the amount of depth decided
upon by the teachers, the unit could run anywhere from one or two to possibly
ntalt-Utek'S.

41 frr
The lle, it ryoa deal of sense to us inthat tt al osiiputsbasedonstudentneed(awest-sidliiddieho,

for
example, might conceivably take a very different approach to drugs than would a
south -side middle school, simply because of thedifference in background of the
students). Unfortunately, the student inputs are not t in by the students them-
selves, rather, they are adman st perceptions of stu ent need. '

an nterests. Nor does the. solution of actual student involvement in the plan-
ning of drug curricula and presentations suffice -- such involvement could easily

bLlyeizerLeryias"eaggwararLIgrthgeseegdministration. partieurarlY siven
the secrecy about drug use among most drug users. In our opinion, the 4-6 cur-

/ riculum, though it rends in some places to suggest ils min values as attitudinal
goal-4 is fairly well done. For example, the idea that pages 7-9 seem to be

rearguing -- that there are many, ifferent ways of handling social problems -- 044
seems to us to be crucial fiibeLShola idea of drug exlucetion._Also, on page 13,'ireMI.1W ill drugs -- not just heroin or marijuana -- are potentially dan-

`Serous strikes us as being important. On the other hand, the scenario on page
25, in which two people are trying to convince a third to experiment with drugs,

imacks of the "dreaded pusher." Also, the 4-6 curriculum places a treat deal pf
vem hasis on thejrugslsnlmkke-individital aspect of the.PrAIM_Inl4

Ketatively lit -
t e on Efii7aiugs-and-society aspect. The high school curriculum, particularly
on pages aLlf, does go into what it calls the "societal approach," but not in
the direction that we would suggest.

One of the most important parts of high school and pra-high School culture
is not "rebellion," but eseeloe from-alienation schools are alienating, home

* This and all subsequent comments in this section refer to the 4.6 curriculum.
As far as we were able to tell by our experience in the Madison schools, the
high school curriculum is not taught in the_foraal yay_ihat the 4-6 curriculum
is.- as a matter of fact, We never did receive any exposure to the high school
curriculum during our years at rhool (1967-72). Page 7 of the high school
curriculum suggests that it be presented "whenever the teacher feels that it is
the right time." With no more pressure on the issue than that, we would surmise
that the high school teachers do not force the issue any more than is necessary.
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is alienating, etc., so people tend to group together under the aegis of cocoon

interests -- pot parties, drinking, stock car modification and racing, sex,

political intriguing against the school administration, and a broad range of other
interests characterized chiefly by their illicit or semi-illicit natures. This
a_the angle from which we would write a dru curriculum for hi h school and mid-

incor orating t e ma
ial outlined in the 4-6 curriculum, but extending beyond co deal with alienst on
at school, at home, on the gob and one
,ham such a curricu um would perforce involve students in its planning and
preparation, since students best understand the parameters of their own social
problems. Hopefully, the problem of peer pressure running counter to student
involvement in the curriculum planning would be lessened in such a situation,
since it would deal less directly with the question of drugs, and more with the
problems confronting the students.

/

The Madison Public Schools policies on drugs and drug use are fairly open
and easygoing. Coggliose_aniother school personnel are not required to rceort
tforcatiollganteredirett.atudentut,atudAnuillmsee, or do the schools make

ar0TcI7of searching leagga State law does not, however, proree the -

IsTIry of student-counselor conversations Though lockers are not searched on
systematic basis, the school reserves the right to search lockers if it wishes

to do so.

Administration information as to student drug use is apparently gathered
through informal contact and conversation with students. One or us was involved
in an incident at Madison Vest high school in the 70-7l school year, in which a
popular assistant principal was working with a group of people on a project sim-
ilar to that outlined under I-C, pages 15-16 of the high school curriculum, but
involving only one school. The project went fine until the assistant principal
gave the students a file in which he had been collecting information on drugs and
drug curricula. Inadvertently, he included in the file the "black list" that he
had developed on student drug users and dealers through his contacts with the
student bony.

MPS cl..tsaot allow armed police to patrol the halls, cl , or otha_parts
of the buildiam in feel, a proPosaree_elacji vile* in the schools on a pilot
basis was turneddownky,the Retool boazd, The schools also deny that either
tEiy orTaliadison Police Dept. have undercover police or student informers
in the schools. While we doubt that either the police origt-iNEori-Gaa-nmit
such a face if ie were true, we have no concrete reason to doubt it.

The schools provide some counseling to students with drug problems through
the medium of tudent counselors. Typically, in a middle school of about 6 -700
population in three grades, there will be three counselors. Each counselor wilt
be responsible for desling with the students on one grade leve , acTifracorition,
may have an area of s eciaill e. " the draft vocational t ion. drugs
-- to des with studen
to!handle competently In the instance of drugs, the "specialist", in addition
to having a sizeable body of previous mule= in counseling, would know the
various pharmacological etas:int-Aiions of drugs, their effects on the body,
where to get help with dependency problems, and so on. In addition, he/she
would have a list of 9911tettl.(doctors or pharmacists, police, lawyers, end
other community resources knowledgeable on the topic) who could provide the stu-
dent with additional help or information.

'
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Unfortunately, a counselor with responsibility for upwards of 200 people

can provide very little ingvAdual_stgentioe.W.C1X9.0e. particularly in the latter
part of the school year when student class schedules for the upcoming year are
being made out. This is particularly true of the counselor responsible for the
eighth grade students who are going on to high school. Moreover, with the pressure
of that any students, the gsgmeLlor must inevitably remain somewhat aloof --
in some schools, counselors are forced to rake appointments rather than keeping
en open-door policy. As a result, students tend to keep their own counsel; during
our years at school, few students ever sought out a counselor except during the
spring, when next year's schedule was being planned. Furthermore, one of the
social aspects of drug use among young people is the paranoia that develops, in
which tbs eflons.lor.it_seen.as as agent of the school, and is therefore suspect.

Being a university town, Madison's community resources on drugs cover the
whole range from the doctor to the dealer. Most of the programs are privately
run, and perhaps surprisingly, most are controlled or at least heavily influenced
by Madison's youth-student community.

There are two programs in the Madison community that fall under the ruhric
of "educational programs" -- the Drug Information Center and People's Office/Acid
Rescue.

The Drug Information Center began in the fall of 1970 with funding granted

by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration under the Federal Safe Streets
Act, through the University Foundation and the Wisconsin Council for Criminal
Justice. Federal funding was discontinued in January 1973; the Center is presently
funded by the University of Wisconsin, and will be funded until June 30, 1971.
After that time, the center will be looking for outside funds; if sources can't
be found, it will be forced to close.

While the Center is currently funded by the University, and is housed in
officio owned by the University, all decisions are made by the center's staff.
The staff consists of 10 paid members, 5 "placements" -- graduate students doing
degree work through the Center -- and about 20 part-time volunteers.

The Center is located on the eastern boundary of the UW campus, near the
center of the student-youth community. We would therefore surmise that most of
its clientele come from that community as opposed to, say, high school or middle
school students. While it is geographically part of the UW, the center makes an
effort to serve all of Madison, as well as Dane County and the surrounding area.
Regular hours are maintained, a telephone is kept open, and people are encouraged
to drop in and take advantage of the Center's resources (see Appendix).

The principal philosophy of the Center is that there is no such thing as
a "drug problem" per se. Rather, there are "problem-problems" that are compile..
ated, often severely, by drugs. The center therefore provides a copious amount
of information on drugs to anyone interested in pharmacological technicalities,
and makes sure that the people who work there know how to retrieve information.
required by someone with questions, but their main thrust is informal, anonymous
counseling to get at the "problem-problems" that pharmacological technicalities
don't reach. Hence, most of the people at the center come from social science
backgrounds social work, law, psychology, guidance counseling -- rathre than
from the medical or pharmacy schools of the 11W, though such people are Not turned
away by the center if they are interested in working with it. When faf.ed with cri-
sis situations, the Center staff can call on emergency facilities at four hospit-
als in the downtown area; for answbrs to medical/pharmacological questions beyond
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their ability, they rely on the UW medical and pharmacy s
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their ability, they rely on the UW medical and pharmacy schools.

People's Office/Acid Rescue is very similar in format to the Drug Information
Center -- tow-key, easygoing, and informal; recognized among the counterculture
as the place to take any problem from an inability

to find a room to a bad trip.
PO/AR differs from the DIC in that it is staffed and run by street people as op-
posed to students, and in that its primary aim is to provide a variety of communityservices as opposed to being a counseling/education

resource. The community
services provided by PO/AR include maintenance of a ride a master file ofphone numbers of all movement

groups and co-ops in the 71,:ison area, a "crash-pad"
directory for transients, a crisis

center during police riots, a headquarters for
distribution of a weekly underground

community news service, and last but not least,Acid Rescue.

As presently constituted, Acid Rescue is an extension of People's Office,
consisting of members of the PO staff who have had a large amount of experience
handling the normal day-to-day business

of the organization, and who have becomeadept at relating to a wide variety of people over the telephone. AR membersusually have no more qualifications for
the job than their status as "street peo-ple" (though there are two social

workers on the staff) and a large amount ofbook reading on drugs -- types, effects, specific hazards, etc. Like the DIC,PO/AR relies on the area hospitals, and the medical and pharmacy schools, forproblems outside of its range of ability.
The PO/AR staff is made up of 26

regular members, 5 irregular members, and8 trainees. Irregular members work when they can spare the time, or substitute
for regular members; regular members

work two 4-hour shif.o per week, and attenda weekly general meeting at which decisions
for the organization are made. AllPO/AR decisions are made by the staff, which controls the organization. PO/AR isfunded by the community, through

admission to weekly benefit dances, and througha voluntary I% "sales tax" assesed at co-op food stores and other youth-controlled
enterprises.

Trainee members work on a more irregular
schedule than the other members,

since they are required to do quite a few shifts working in combination with the"veterans" until an estimation can be made as to their ability to handle the
job.Their training involves an acquaintance with the physical setup of the office andits resources, and experience in handling

suicide and overdose calls, first in
role-playing situations, them in practice calls, later in actual emergency situ-ations. The training sessions last a minimum of 20 hours (2-3 months is a possiblemaximum) during which the trainee is evaluated by the regular members as to his /her
open-mindedness, sensitivity, and ability to stay loose in a crisis. Traineeswho are unable to meet the group's criteria are dropped.

In our opinion, organizations like
the DIC and PO/AR are something that nocommunity should be without; our only

complaint is that they don.; reach more peo-ple. Programs such as those of PO/AR, with slight
adaptation, could go far inserving the needs of people outside to the student-youth community -- elderlygroups would be one example.

As pertains specifically to drugs, the best thingabout both organizations, in
our opinion, is that they put more emphasis on

"problem-problems" than on "drug problems." While we're not sure whether any stat-istical data exists in this area, we would surmise that a cup of coffee, a meal,bed, and little sympathy and understanding from
someone who's been there willdo a lot more good for a 16-year-old

runaway -- or for that matter, any young
person faced with problems, irregerdless of whether or not drugs are involved --than any lecture at school, at home,

or at the precinct station ever could.
Granted, a cup of coffee won't stop

someone from using drugs, whereas a stiff lec-ture, firmly applied and coupled with a little negative reenforcement, canaccomplish wonders. But even if such methods stop young people from using drugs,
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and leave old people feeling better, they don't get at people's problems. PO/Alt
and the DIC do, or at least try to; if they don't the community they sreve has the
power to change them. That can't be said about most school curricula.

The only treatment programs in the Madison area are run through the psych-
iatric wards of the two largest area hospitals, and through the Dane County Mental
Health Center. The conic is similar to a private clinic in size and general
style of operation, but it is funded by private sources (e.g., United Way), the
county, and to a lesser extent, the state. Aside from this aspect, the DCHHC is
not too different from an outpatient psychiattib ward, except in that it handles
some drug cases not serious enough to warrant hospital care. We thirefore did
not think that extended discussion of it was necessary.

Wisconsin state law stringently protects from public view the dealings
between police and minors. hence much of information presented here will
lack speciirfir or statistical support. It comes through our contacts with the
Drug Information Center, Legal Services Lawyers, and UW law students.

Wisconsin juvenile law provides that juveniles shall not be allowed trial
by jury; rather, the juvenile court judge hears the evidence and decides the
case. In his decision, the judge is given wide latitude as to the disposal of the
defendant, hence the treatment in each case depends a great deal on the circumstances
involved. We have contact with social workers who have worked fairly extensively
with the Dane County juvenile court; accordingto them, few people from Dane
County are sent to reform school except in unusual situations -- dealing drugs.
particularly with a record of repeated offenses; no person with custody over def-
endant with long repeat record, etc. Counseling, assignment to a halfwmhouse,
or probation !rf_the_most conalon_formS.27prni-shmentalthoullh-4
years o. 3gx qr otder can waived to adult courtybere the penalties are soma-
ail Z-re severe. Such waivers are however uncommon

The community attitude in regard to drug use, to the extent that it can be
extrapolated from the response of community institutions to drugs, is not uncompro-
mising and might best be described as "mold ." The school curriculum is fairly
relaxed and on the whole non-Judgemental. Dane County voters have seen fit to elect
a juvenile court judge who, according to our contacts in the social work field,
makes every effort to deal with people's problems through means other than reform
school. While it is true that Madison has seen some large drug raids in the past
three or four years, this in itself does not argue an ambivalence in the community
response to drugs (if it may be assumed that the police do in fact represent
community attitudes), since it seems that the police devote their most diligent
efforts to the raids shortly before the elections for city officials. As of the
past two months, the local police chief, sheriff, and district attorney have all
been replaced by men of avowedly more liberal persuasion; as a result, arrests and
prosecutions for drug charges may move away from po ion charges to sale charges,
where they more justifiable belong.

,cl

Survey Information

START

The DIC staff consists of a full -tine Director, Program Coord
eight part-time Specialists (ell of whom are college age or rec
all of uhom have experience in peer advising and drug education

Physicians and other professionals with special exp.atiste in th
staff training and continuing back-up of the DIC staff.

ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSE

The Drug Information Center was created in August, 1970, when
Wisc^-ein Regents accepted a one-year grant from the University
this slot project for drug education on the Madison campus. A
Advisory Drug Education Committee, created a year earlier, advf
second year the Center has been primarily funded by the Wiscona
Criminal Justice.

The purpose of the DIC has been to make honest factual drug inf
for people to use in making decisions of benefit to themselves
education should be directed to the general objective: the kin
that will permit an individual to live wisely, in harmony with
environment.

1.h ill
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Survey Information

STAFF

The DIC staff consists of a full-time Director, Program Coordinator and Secretary,

eight .,art -time Specialists (all of whom are college age or recent graduates, and
all of whom have experience in peer advising and drug education), and volunteers.

Physicians and other professionals with special expertise in this field provide
staff training and continuing back-up of the DIC staff.

ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSE

The Drug Information Center was created in August, 1970, when the University of
Wisconsin Regents accepted a one-year grant from the University Foundation to fund
this pilot project for drug education on the Madison campus. A Student-Faculty
Advisory Drug Education Committee, created a year earlier, advises the Center. The
second year the Center has been primarily funded by the Wisconsin Council on
Criminal Justice.

The purpose of the DIC has been to make honest factual drug information available
for people to use in making decisions of benefit to themselves and society. Drug
education should be directed to the general objective; the kind of understanding
that will permit t.1 individual to live wisely, in harmony with himself and his
environment.

ltU
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Rescatl'e was done on one fif-11 grade calss at Orchard Ridge elementary and one
eventh grade class at Jefferson middle* school.

total 5th grade in James Madison Memorial attendance area: 545
total 5th grade at Orchard Ridge elementary: 138
size of study group: 24

total 7th grade in James Madison Memorial attendance area:
total 7th rade at Jefferson middle:
size of study group:

473
232

25

The limitations of any survey carried out on such a small group, in terms
of extrapolating from survey results, are obstour. We therefore offer the remarks
on the data below nut as conclusions, but as suggestions. We feel that before con-
clusions coui' be safely drawn, a great deal of udditional work would be necessary
-- not only would the sample have to ba enlarged and prL- and post-tested as exposed
to the curriculum, but a control group shoulfi be maintained; the questionnaire
should be enlarged and more thoroughly pilot-tested, involving someone with a
background in elementary education; different parts of the city should be used for
comparison purposes; other grades should be covered, etc.

The data from the survey is covered generally in the remarks below, and more
specifically at the end of this section. We adopted the system of repotting all
data, graphs, etc., for fifth graders in red, and for seventh graders in blue.

* Elementary school in Madison include grades K-5; middle schools grades 6-8;
high schools grades 9-12.
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The.questionnaire was developed by inspection of the 4-6 curriculum, posing

questions in such a way as to measure student posicioss on the attiteJlnal goals

expressed in the curriculum, test student comprehension of factual material, and

give some idea of the teaching methods ur:d at the students perceived them.

Questions 1-3 were aimed at the students' perception of teaching meshods; 4-9 at
attitudinal positions; 10-17 at factual material.

Remarks on Data

Question 1 was aimed at determining the sources from which students thought

they were learning the most about drugs. Whereas the fifth graders showed a

heavy reliance on parents and school, the seventh graders relied more on friends
and the media, less on school, and even less
on parents as sources of information than
did fifth graders. Cf. questions 4-8.

7.

01

WM,

Questions 2 and 3 reflect the more
project-oriented nature of the curriculum
at the higher grades (cf. the curr.cula for
grades 4 and 6). There is apparently more
emphasis placed on class work and less on
outside speakers, possibly as a result,
stuJents seem to know factual information
better.

We divided the responses to question 4
down into thrce categories -- escape, activ-
ity, and conversation. In spite of the
fact that the directions for the question
clearly stated otherwise, a large number
of students suggested escape as a means

of dealing with the problem. Both the pilot

and the two study groups seemed to understand

L..
the question; we weren't asked to clarify

1 4 v "1 it. The curriculum deals fairly extensively
with the topic of alternallyeresponses to

emotional problems (see page 9), yet the results of this question and questions
5 and 6 suggest that the alternatives might not be accepted by many of the students.
On the other hand, the objection could be raised to all three questions that the

students were not answering truthfully.

Question 5 was intended to determine whether or not students knew what
drugs were (i.e., that "drugs" includes coffee, aspirin, and cigarettes as well
as LSD and heroin), and what their perceptions of drug use were among various

age groups, particularly their own. While the answers show a tendency to emphasize

the more socially unacceptable drugs (e.g. heroin and LSD), the students seemed

to realize that aspirin, coffee, and alcohol are also drugs. The overemphasis

on heroin and LSD could be attributed to the amount of media coverage given them.
Seventh graders seemed to be more aware of the use of marijuana, alcohol,

and cigarettes among their peers that were fifth graders, whose most common

response to question 5 was aspirin.



Question 6 indicates a trend from
aversion to neutrality tosarAs users of
illegal drugs as the students get older.
Several of the seventh graders indicated
that drug use was not an important feetor
in deciding friendships, while an approx-
imately equal number of fifth graders re-
spon.ed that they would turn a user of
illegal drugs in to the police. Perhaps
coincidentally, the weight given police
as a source of advice on drug use seems
to fall off with age, as demonstrated by
question 7 and particularly question 6.

Questions 7 and 6 were designed to
measure student attitudes through the val-
ue the gave to the advice on various groups
of people around then. In general, the
attention given teachers and parents tell
while that of friends rose with ago, and other sources remained approximately
constant. On marijuana, medical advice rose and police advice fell in importance
with age (for graphs, see following page).

Question 9 was mean. to outline the students' definition of drug abuse
through offering sereral possibly, though incorrect, ansters and an option to
choose none of they. We felt that the structure of the question and the distinctions
between the responses was so subtle as to be unfair, the question probably should
have been removed after the pilot test.

WM.

r-I I
3 4 5

Question 10 was designe' to
potential to do harm. A correct
entries; but only LSD and heroin
seventh grade. We felt that the
aspirin, etc., might indicate an
common drugs.

see haw studetts rated drugs in terms of their
answer to .he question responded to all of the
reach,1 100% response, am! then only in the

relo..vely low response levels for diet pills,
overemphasis by teachers on the stronger, less

Pages 12 and 24 of the curriculum suggest that the teacher bring out the

151/4

various reasons, other than escape and/or rebellion, that icople use drugs. Quest-
ion 11 suggests that this is not beir; done, or that students aren't getting
the message -- the responses are weiOted heavily toward portrayal of all drug
use as escape, rebellion, and curiosity.

The results of the remaining questions imply that factual knawledge increases
with age, and that (with the exception of the effects of alcohol) most students
have at least a hazy idea of the correct answers to the questions.

Conclusions

While further research is obviously needed in this area, the responses to
questions 1 and 4 -6 suggest to us that attitudes toward drugs formed in early years
are dropped as new factors begin to influence the student's values. This makes

L.

1

- -1

a

I 8 i_

1 !

7

sense logically, since adolescence is almost by definition
and attitudes are re-examined. Assuming that this re-exam
carri,1 out through scientitic or quasi-scientific reasonit

not discarded arbitrarily, but only insofar as they disagr
seems safe to say that only realistic values arc retained.
in absolutes are realistic since reality is not absolute,
and the "shall nots" become "maybes" and "might nots", as
introduced,

Ij
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to influence the student's values. This makes
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sense logic.aly, since adolescent, is almost by definition time whel many values
and attitudes are re-examined. Assuming that this re-cxaminat:on is in most cases
carri-1 out through scientiiic or quasi-scientific reasonii.g (i.e., values are

not discarded arbitrarily, but only insofar as they disagree with reality), it
seems safe to say that only realistic values are retained. Yew values couched
in absolutes are realistic since reality is not absolute, am most of the "don'ts"
and the "shall nots" become "maybes" and "might nots", as elements of doubt are
introduced.
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These elements of doubt lead to drug experimentation, and if doubt bocnmes
certainty, to Unice: or st.ial drug use. Drug dependency, on the other h
arise.. fro., social alienation and the concurrent need for a mean., of scape. Hence,
it makes little sense to inculcate students with valaes that will probably be
dropped in the en rse of their emotional and intellectual development. Drugs have
been with us since time immemorial; we might as will learn to accept them in a
social :ontext. As far as drug dependency is concerned, it would sems wiser to deal
with the reasons and needs for escape than with its means.
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1, Where do you think you have learned what you prescriLly;

Please number the blank. frc:4 1 to 6 below, in order
learned the most (V 1), to the place where you Jeanie

1. M' 7.0 in school Cv LS

2. as frcm your parents jr5-

J. 11.$ 4:1 from your brothers and sisters .77 fac,

from your friends Aoy 71

5: 6.5 ) from television br the radio 7x 7/

G. ash L.; from newspapers and magazines /5"

7gola .$57 try
2. In what ways have teachers, principals, o- other adul

about atolls and the thins that they do to you?

aeults at school haven't taught me anythin
please stop and goon to the next vestion

Please rraber the blsaks from 1 to 7 boloy, from the
(11 7) commonly used way of teaching.

movies about drugs (also slides, filmotrI

7 projec.s that your teacher made you do

visits from policemen

7 visits from doctors or nurses

e visits from former drug addicts (people w
drugs that they couldn't stop using then)

3 7 lectures by your teacher

books or parts of books brought to class

If you, can think of any other way. of teaching that
please list thus here:

(figures above are averages of student responses to t

SG



t lead to drug experimentation, and if doubt becomes
dal drug use. Drug dependency, on the other h nu,
on and the concurrent need for a mean. of escape. Hence,
culeate studrnts with values that will probably be
ieemotional and intellectual development. Drugs have
mortal; we might as will learn to accept them in a
rug dependency is concerned. it would seem wiser to deal
for escape than with its means.

I. Where do you think you have learned whst you presenlay know about drugs?

Please number the blank, fret, 1 to 6 below, in order from the place where you

learned the most (0 1), to the place where you learned the least (0 6).

I. 6.0 7.c. in school ley aS

a . 15.5. from your parents rs" sy

11. L from your brothers and sisters 97 116

1'0: from your friends /ay 21

S: 45 fromfrom television or the radio 73. 71

(the figures in the two
left columns were determined
by divid.ag the number of
responses for each entry
into the total number of
responses).

L. 4,5:5 _Li_ from newspapers and migraines fir

/4" 17 fiy
2. In what ways have teachers, principals, o- other adults nt school taught you

about wogs and tht things that they do to you?

seats at school haven't taught me anything about drugs (if so,
please stop and a222 to the next question).

Please nunber the blsaks from 1 to 7 below, from the most (0 1) to the least

(0 7) commonly used way of teaching.

movies about drugs (also slides, filmstrips, tape recordings, etc.)

7 projec s that your teacher made you do

visits from policemen

7 visits from doctors or nurses

T-4 visits from former drug addicts (people who were so involved with
drugs that they couldn't stop using them)

3 1 lectures by your teacher

2 _a_ books or parts of books brought to class by your teacher

If you can think of any other ways of teaching that we didn't include above,

please list them here:

(figures above are averages of student responses to the question).

if



3. Teach,-: quito ofte.. bring in people fr.a outside of the school to speak to
studcLts ab,,ut things that they are interested in, or alaut which they know a
great deal.

In the tire that you have been in school, have any such people ever come to your
classes to speak about drugs?

Please put the number of times that they spoke in the blanks below.

0.7 7 Ho.: many times did a policeman come to your class?

(figures are totals
IS .r How many times did a doctor come to your class? of student respon-

ses).
9 2 How many times did a former drug addict cone to your class?

If you can think of any other people who cane to your classes to talk to you
about drugs, please lint then here, and tell us how many times each type of
person cane to your class:

(3 seventh graders mentioned a worker at a halfway house for forcer drug eddicts).

4. Many people seem to use drugs to make themselves feel better. gone people
use drugs .o cake their bodies feel better - that is, because they are sick.
Some people use drags to cake their ninds "feel better" to get rid of
unpleasant feelings such ae boredom, anger, unhappiness, and so on.

Please name some other ways, besides drugs, that such people could use to cake
their minds "feet better".

Crade 5:

Escape Activity
drinking 6 fighting 1
smoking 5 lay in bed until
aspirin 2 feel better 2
smoking grass 1 take a walk 1
caffein 1 ride a bike 1

involvement 1
jokes 1

eating 1

knitting or crocheting
models 1
travel 2

Totals: 15 14

Crade 7:

coffee 1
cigarettes 2
alcohol 2
aspirin 2
pep pills 1
downers 1

books 1
yoga 1

doing something 1
go out & enjoy world 1
hostility outlet 1
resting 1

Totals: 9 6

5. Please list some drugs that are commonly used by:

-adults

-people in college or high school

-people your age

STUDEN



in people fre'a outside of the school to speak to

hey are interested in, or alaut which they know a

an in school, hove any such people ever come to your

ca that they spoke in the blanks below.

d a policeman come to your class?

(figures arc totals
d a doctor come to your class? of student respon-

ses).

d a former drug addict come to your class?

people who came to. your classes to talk to you
here, and tell us how many times each type of

a worker at halfway house for forcer drug ridicts).

s to make themselves feel better. Some people
es feel better -- taat is, because they are sick.
e their minds "feel better" -- to get rid of
boredom, anger, unhappiness, and so on.

besides drugs, that such people could use to Lake

arc commonly used by:

hool

1 U

Responses to question 4:

Grade 5:

Escape Activity
drinking 6 fighting 1
smoking S lay in bed until
aspirin 2 feel better 2
smoking grass 1 take a walk 1
caffein 1 ride a bike 1

involvement 1

Jokes 1
eating 1
knitting or crocheting 2

models 1
travel 2

Totals: 15

Grade 7:

coffee 1
cigarettes 2
alcohol 2
aspirin 2
pep pills 1

downers 1

Totals: 9

14

books 1
yoga 1

doing something 1
go out 6 enjoy world 1

hostility outlet 1
resting 1

Gonersati4n

talk things
out 3

group therapy 1

6 4
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Responses to question 5: (by number of responses, then alphabetically)

Grade 5

Adults: CelleeenIS Your Ape
aspirin 8 marijuana 16 aspirin 15
coffee S LSD 8 prescription
marijuana 5 herein 6 drugs 2
cigarettes 3 speed 3 alcohol 1
LSD 3 downers 2 cigarettes 1
alcohol 2 uppers 2 penicillin 1
heroin 2 alcohol 1 Pepto Dismal 1
speed 1 cigarettes 1 pills 1
tranquilizers 1 amphetamines 1

morphine 1

reds 1

Credo 7:

aspirin 12
alcohol 11
pills 6
sleeping pills 6
eigart.:tes 4

coffee 3
LSD 2
amphetamines 1
antibiotics 1
antihistamines 1
cough syrup 1
preseri;:ion drugs 1
vitamin. 1

marijuana 14
heroin 12
LSD 9
speed 5

alcohol 3
pep pills 3
aspirin 2
barbiturates 1
cigarettes 1
hashish 1
sleeping pills 1
street pills 1

marijuana 12
alcohol 7
asuirin 7
ci erettes 6

street pills 3
cough medicine 2
uppers 2
vitamins 2
antihistamines 2
heroin 1 *
speed 1 *
LSD 1 *

* these responses were all submitted on the
same questionnaire, hence it is highly
possible that they are aot truthful.

THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL

6. If you knew sombody who was using illegal drugs, how
(make a :leek in the correct bl,,ah)

4 53.1 'AS I would strongly avoid them /f..3

Z. /7.2 ?I i I might avoid them

3. XI/ I would neither avoid nor make friends wit

0 q./ I might make friends with them 0,
r. 3.4 O.< I would definitely make friends with them

laWAS
If none of the choices above fits, please tell us yoo
would feel about sobebody who was using illegal drugs

7. Let's say that you were thinking about smoking a age

In making your decision whether or not to use tobacco
would you consiler most important?

Please number the blanks below from 1 to 8, in order
advice you would consider the most ilportant (0 1) to
you would consider the least importt:t (8 a).

1. /0.4

A. 7.0

1- 5.1,

V. /3:3

gif

7. cy

' a doctor or nurse i3 ti

st teacher q$ .2D

7.4 a friend, or group of friends 11.7 I/0

J2,I a parent VT 5-i

ja s policeman git 19

c77, :It1::11c1v.e;;!(!ecid7; in a magazine showing pe

a clergyman (priest, minister, rabbi, etc.

If you can think of any other people whose advice y
in mAhloc your aeotninu, please list them here:

'



(by number of responses, then alphabetically)

College/NS
marijuana 16
L50 8
heroin 6
speed 3
downers 2
uppers 2
alcohol 1
cigarettes 1
amphetamines 1
morphine 1
reds 1

marijuana 14
heroin 12
LSD 9
speed 5
alcohol 3
pep pills 3
aspirin 2
barbiturates 1
cigarettes 1
hashish 1
sleeping pills 1

street pills 1

Your Ase

aspirin 15
prescription

drugs 2
alcohol 1
cigarettes 1
pennicillin 1
Pepto Dismol 1
pills I

marijuana 12
alcohol 7
aspirin 7
cigarettes 6
street pills 3
cough medicine 2
uppers 2
vitamins 2
antihistamines 2
heroin 1 *
Speed 1 *
LSD 1 *

* these responses were all submitted on the
same questionnaire, hence it is highly
possible that they are mot truthful.

1 5)
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6. If you knew somebody who was using illegal drugs, how would you f el about them?
(make a neck in the correct blink)

4 53.9 I would strongly avoid them /Y-.3

1. ILL i I might avoid diem 5%.$

J. %I/ I would neither avoid nor make friends with them to

it 0 h(/ I might make friends with them 0.1

r. 3.1 I would definitely make friends with them /..3

1G/703 Jr .7./
If none of the choices above fits, please tell us you: own words how you
would feel about sobebody who was using illegal drugs:

7. Let's say that you were thinking about smoking a cigarette or drinking, alcohol.

In making yor decision whether or not to use tobacco or alcohol, whose advice
would you consiler most important?

Please number the blanks below from 1 to 8, in order iron the person whose
advice you would consider the most important (0 1) to the person whose advice
you would consider the least importat (0 8).

4 POI /6. ' a doctor or nurse i3 ti

Ai 7.6 .1:,r a teacher,/ .2C

7.'/ a friend, or group of friends 90

Ir3 lc ; a patent hic

£ Z/ s policeman 45/ yy
4. 44,1

C.' an advertisement in a magazine showing people having fun using
drugs. ho /21

4'y 4-.$! a clergyman (priest, minister, rabbi, etc.) WI Pi!
1.90 ttl:

If you can think of any other people whose advice you would consider important
in making your decision, please list them here:

1 )



8. Let's say that you taro thinking about smoking marljuaua.

In making yot: decision whether or not to use uarijuana, whose advice would you
consider most important?

Please number the blanks below from 1 to 8, in order from the person whose advice
you would consider most (0 1) to the person whose advice you would eoesider
least (0 C) important.

//.5 a doctor or nurse-54 5'Y (figures for questions 7
and 8 were determined by

.r. a teacher /07 ,17 the method outlined at
question 1).

3. 1.3 21 a friend, or group of friends /2S 7/

g. /44 4, it a parent or 73

57 1./ ed a policeman 17- 147.

4.
'd1-- 44V an advertisement in a magazine showing people having fun using drugs./33

L
Le a clergyman (priest, minister, rabbi, etc.) /of

Tr/71S Ca* 05
If you can think of any other people whore advice you would consider important
in making your decision, please list them beret

9. Dugs arc abused by (you can have more than 1 right answer)
Kr300,4es:

44 3 taking anything which is illegal

6 3 telling a doctor to prescribe drugs for you when you don't really need
them

7 taking a drug so that you feel good

/3 taking too much of a drug so that you duet feel good

3 5' none of these

/0. Which of the following drugs could be considered "dangerous"? (you can have more
than one right answer).

12

41

04 aspirin

11

..r2 caffein

1a LSD ter. heroin

1 3i cough syrup /3 __la_ vitamin pills

5.11 SY sleeping pills 00 alcohol

1° marijuana .1/

_AL

U'2. diet pills

(figures in columns indicate percentage
of responses to entry).

11. Why do you th k p take drugs? (you can have more the

A s because their doctors tell them to

3 c as a part of a religious ceremony

r 4 because they aro illegal

/7 rt../ to cake them ;.el less worried or upset; happi

/i because other people do

_j to see what drugs are like, or for the fun of

i0
1.7:.i to solve their problems

12. What would a depressant do to your heartbeat?

/6.1N; /' rZ. speed it up

would not affect it

"01.7- '4 stop it cmgoletely

cO slow it down
/44 0 Wu ihrwed

13. What would a aticul.tt do to your heartbeat?

0'.7% ',If:speed it up

o ,/ would not affect it

4 stop it compoetely

11.7 2C slow it down
14.6 /14 Al/ss..74

14. Alcohol most commonly acts as

/2.(''. 2eqa stimulant

t3 ?4 a hallucinogen (makes you see things that aren

1.3 . i2 a depressant

.6714.2
/1'. a pain-killer

/1.4 Ne Ihioel?
15. In the space following, name a common source of caffein.

16. In the space following, name the drug found in cigarette

17. Hallucinogenic drugs or hallucinogens affect:

// your heart

I/ /4 your brain

/ your at

/ r your li

3 2 A/0 4,1
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log about smoking marijuaha.

r or not to use usrijana, whose advice would you

frees 1 to 0. in order from the person whose advice
to the person whose advice you would consider

(figures for questions 7
and 8 were determined by
the method outlined at
question 1).

of friends /).5" f7/

a magazine showing people having fun using drug;. /33

minister, rabbi, etc.) /01
12.

17rAlt 461
people whore advice you would consider important

e list them here:

have more than 1 right answer)

ch is illegal

prescribe drugs for you when you don't really need

at you feel good

a drug so that you don't feel good

ld be considered "dangerous"? (you can have more

31 5'2

$$ fill heroin

43 _32 vitamin pills

00 _AL alcohol

0.1 'A.. diet pills

percentage
114E5' 36#

as'

1: I

11. Why do you t!.k r.ple drugs? (you can have more than 1 right answer)

/ because their doctors tell them to

3 c as a part of a religious ceremony

because they are illbgel

/7 0,../ to make them :,e1 less worried or upset; happier

II h. 7 because other people do

/0 44 to sea what drugs are like, or for the fun of it

/ZI to solve their problems

12. What would a depressant do to your heartbeat?

Mai; IL2gp...ed it up

e, would not affect it

4/ stop it ccapletely

62.1 q slow it down
14.$ D etio itu)i.vtg

13. What would a ctimul...t do to your heartbeat?

_?'- 'speed it up

el would not affect it

stop it compoctely

11'7 711' slow it down

IG.6 iv. this.....n

14. Alcohol most commonly acts as:

/2.(41 ..t /'?a stimulant

t3 lc a hallucinogen (makes you see things that aren't there)

$3 .17. a depressant .

47'/I*2 A a pain-killer
/t.4 OnimJet?
15. In the space following, name a common source of caffein.

16. In the space following, names the drug found in cigarette smoke.

17. Hallucinogenic drugs or hallucinogens affect:

S /./_ your heart

i/ /3 your brain

/ your stomach and intestines

/ , your liver

3 2.

)
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iroonses to question 15:

ivle 5:

coffee 16
cola I

no answer 7

Grade 7:
coffee 19
cola I
no answer 5

Responses to question 16:

Grade 5:

tobacco 5
nicotine 3
canter 2
heroin 1
pot 1

tar 1

no answer 11

Grade 7:

nicotine 10
tobacco 9
marijuana 1
tar 1

no answer 4
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Stook!"
New York

Dreg Education
Is for People

The Student Research Teams of Brookhj
with the students of Madison, Wisconsin,
social-problems approach to drug educatio
students added was an emphasis on what
"the human factor." Brooklyn, New York
the HSSP in which teenage drug abuse was
decline. Naturally, the students wanted to k
student drug abuse to decrease in Brookl
years?
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The Student Research Teams of Brooklyn, New York, agreed
with the students of Madison, Wisconsin, as to the need for a
social-problems approach to drug education. What the Brooklyn
students added was an emphasis on what they themselves called
"the human factor." Brooklyn, New York, was the only city in
the HSSP in which teenage drug abuse was reported to be on the
decline. Naturally, the students wanted to know why. What caused
student drug abuse to decrease in Brooklyn over the past two
years?

Despite the downward trend, the students were aware that there
was still widftspread drug abuse among Brooklyn's teenagers. They
were concerned that there was no official school drug policy as to
handling of student drug users. They wondered what effect the
ongoing drug education program was having on student drug use.
The students decided to investigate the Brooklyn drug scene and
to recommend ways to prevent further drug abuse. Specific
avenues for investigation included. (1) drug attitudes of students,
teachers, and administrators; (2) the magnitude of the school
drug problem; (3) the handling of drug problems by the schools.

The methodology for this project included student question-
naires administered in three high schools, to 350 eleventh and
twelfth graders in each school. Interviews were also held for 150
students, 70 teachers, and 15 administrators.

The students' first conclusion was that people did care. They
reported finding greater conc= from everyone than they had
anticipated. However, their second conclusion was that, although
they did care a great deal, teachers were reported to be absorbed
with the curriculum itself, with the book knowledge, and to be
foregetting about the students' needs. The Student Research
Teams were convinced that the teachers needed to have a better
understanding of why students use drugsthat they were relying
too heavily upon the ability of book knowlege to solve the drug
problem. In educational terms, what the students were getting at
was the distinction between a subject-matter orientation and a
student orientation. But then what was causing the documented
decrease in student drug abuse? The Student Research Teams
attributed that decrease to the SPARK teamsgroups of high
school students working on *a personal basis within several
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Brooklyn high schools to stop drug abuse. They concluded that
the SPARK teams were succeeding where the regular drug
education program was not. The difference, the students theo-
rized, was the human, personal approach.

An inviting conclusion. Unfortunately, one must question the
validity of that conclusion in this instance. The students who were
funded by DAC to do HSSP research in Brooklyn were also
SPARK participants. The data in their survey did not actually
demonstrate any causal explanation for the decreasing drug abuse.
Therefore, it is impossible to know just how much credit is owing
to SPARK for the decrease. It is possible that the students allowed
their enthusiasm for SPARK to affect the objectivity of their
research, and one must take that possibility into account.

Nevertheless, the implications of this study are still significant,
especially insofar as they reminded educators that education is not
book learning, but people learning. The students completed their
report by recommending that drug education adopt a more
personal orientation. Some suggestions in this regard were pro-
vided for teachers and administrators. It was suggested that
teachers and administrators become personally involved with their
students; that they adopt new teaching methods toward that goal;
and that they not feel so removed from their students that they
fail to provide proper direction and guidance for them. Regarding
this last suggestion, the students urged creation of drug rules and
policy for the sake of the students.

1.8
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On October 15, 1972 the Drug Abuse Council accepted the Student

Research Team's proposal for their drug research projsot $o. be

oonduoted in three high sohools in Brooklyn, New York. The testa is

composed of seven high school students from the schools listed below.

ARLENE BLACKWOOD

DARRYL BOONE

DUDLEY WILLIAMS

ELLIOT HOUSTON

JACK TORRENCE

ETHEL DAYS

BEara DAVIS

WINGATE HIGH SCHOOL

WINGATE HIGH SCHOOL

WINGATE HIGH SCHOOL

BOY'S HIGH SCHOOL

BOY'$ HIGH SCHOOL

CLARA BARTON HIGH SCHOOL

CLARA BARTON HIGH SCHOOL

Resource personnel for the team were.

Mitohell Strauss- Drug Education Specialist, Wingate

Bernard Seals- Narcotics Instruotor, Boy's

Hattie Allen- Drug Education Speolalist, Barton

Liana Leckowitz- Addiction Research Treatment Corporattion

Thomas Phillips- Coordinator of S.P.A.R.X.

Pat Wilson- Student Information Center '

The Drug Abuse Council's program was brought to our attention

by the Addiotioft Research Treatment Corporaion (A.R.T.C.) of Bluoklyn,

New York. Information conoerning the scope of the program was sent

to the Drug Education Specialsits (D.E.S.) of each school. Meetings

were held With Dianne Lackowitz of A.R.T.C., PatWilson of S.I.C.,

the D.E.S.'s and students of the three sohoole. We were informed

as to what the council wanted, guidelines to be followed and advised

on how to go about establishing our project. Copies of proposals

already accepted by the Drug Abuse Council were given to us as models

to follow.

After these meetings the actual team was formed and work on the

(2)

structure of our project began. We proposed to find h

sections of the high school body, teaohers, students

felt about the drug problem. How big was the problem?

handled oorreotly? What*changes oould be made? After

the information We would then suggest ways of preyenti

drug abuse by high sohool students.

We planned to get our information through student,

and administration questionnaires and interviews. Arts

was compiledcwe would preent certain data on the probl

this data offer our suggestions as to how all parties o

improving the drug problem in our schools.

The wide speotrum whtoh our responeczoover can be

to the vary t.haraoteristios of the three sohoole. Cla

an all girls vocational high sohool centrally boosted 1

The school is near the Brooklyn Publio Library,(main b

Brooklyn Muscus and the Botanical Gardens. It is a spa

school with no zoning reatriotions, meaning it is open

in Kew York City. An entrance exam for some courses is

Barton therefore can be seleotive in ohoosing their et

Boy's High is an all boys sohool located in the h

Stuyvesant, one of the largest Black and Puerto.Hican o

this country. The schools population 11 mostly from B

neighboring Jilliamsburg another Black and Puerto Rican

There are serious social and oduoational problems in th

One example is that many teachers are not willing to t

ghetto. Sohoole in the area laok experienosd toaohera

this problem. The building itself was oonatruoted in 1

antiquated structure oombined with the neighborhood doe

a positive educational enviorment.

Wingate High SChool is looated in the Crown Heigh

j
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he team were.

- Drug Eduoation Speoialist, Wingate

Narcotics Instructor, Boy',

rug Education Specialist, Barton

Addiction Researoh Treatment Corporattion

Coordinator of B.P.A.R.K.

ent Information Center '

program was brought to our attention

atient Corporaion (A.R.T.C.) of Bluoklyn,

Wing the scope of the program was sent

sits (D.3.S.) of each school. Meetings

tz of A.R.T.C., Pat Wilson of S.I.C.,

the three sohools. We were informed

guidelines to be followed and advised

g our project. Copies of proposals

'Abuse Council were given to us as models

actual team was formed and work on the

(2)

structure of our project began. We proposed to find how the different

sections of the high school body, teachers, students and administrators

felt about the drug problem. How big was the problem? Is it being

handled correotly? What changes oould be made? After gathering all

the information we would then suggest ways of preventing further

drug abuse by high school students.

40 planned to get our information through student, teacher

and administration questionnaires and interviews. After the information

was aompiledtwe would praent certain data on thu problem and from

this data offer our suggestions as to how all parties could work ot

improving the drug problem in our schools.

The wide spectrum whioh our responeasoover can be attributed

to the vary oharaateristios of the three schools. Clara Barton in

an all girls vocational high school centrally located in Brooklyn.

The school is near the Brooklyn Public Library,(main branch), the

Brooklyn Museum and the Botanical Gardens. It is a speolalized

school with no zoning restrictions$ meaning it is open to all girls

in Hew York City. An entrance exam for some courses is reguired.

Barton therefore can be selective in ohoosing their students.

Boy's High is an all boys school located in the heart of Bedford-

Stuyvesant, one of the largest Black and Puerto.Rican communities in

this country. The schools population is mostly from Bed-Stuy and

,.sighboring "illiamsburg another Bleak and Puerto Rican oommunity.

There are serious social and educational problems in theSe communities.

One example is that many teachers are not willing to travel into the

ghetto. Schools in the area leak experienoed teachers because of

this problem. The building itself was constructed in 1891. The

antiquated structure combined with the neighborhood does not provide

a positive educational onviorment.

angst° High sChool is located in the Crown Heights section
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of Brooklyn. The area in in a state of transition from Whits to Black.

There is a great influx of foreign studente into the sohool. About

50% of the student body is foreign born. The language and other

problems are infinite. dingate la a oo-ed sohool.

41th these facts in mind we present the results of our interviews

Ind questionnaires. Three hundred and fifty students in each school

participated in the questionnaire. In addition another fifty wore

interviewed in each school to disouss the results. Some of these

fifty also took part in answering the questionnaire. The same procedure

as used with the teachers. The number of teachers Interviewed and

questionnaires was seventy. The admInsitration part of the survey

, ns -,sod on an interview with responses recorded on a questionnalra.

.1ve administrators in each school were intcrviewed.

ror the sake of eimplication and clarity we thousi.. It beet

Lc present our data in perecentage. Each question will indicate

the perecent for each school. Comments pill be made after each

question. These comments are a reflection of the teams feeling bared

upon the data end interviews that were conducted for each question.

separate page will be devoted for each question. Each sohoole

figures will also show the Grade level. Eleventh and twelveth

erode students partiolpated In the survey. Barton is an all girls

school, Boys has only males and Wingate is co-ed. The results

will therefore show that nrigate has four sets of figures, two sets

for each grade.
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Student :luestion 9 1

low do you feel your sohool deals with the d

a-to a great extent b-oonoern o-little oon

Besponsess

11th
Barton

12th
Boys

11th 12th

20' 23% 24% 17%

b- 6 53% 39% 41%

c- 17g 17% 2I% 26%

d- 7% 13% 16%

7omments:

As indioated by the student responses on

that the schools are greatly conerned with th

students interviewed about the results stated

.Ltinsistrators do not seem to take the drug

matter. In some eases where they do it appea

not recognized by the students.

In additiori many students felt that the

drus programs and that teacher attitudes war

summary white the majority feel there la oon

be done.
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Student question # 1

How do you feel your school deals with the drug problem?

a-to a great extent

aosponseas

Barton

b-concern c-little concern d-no concern

Boys Wingate

11th 12t% 11th 12th 11-B 11-G 12-B 12-G

o- 20/ 23 ; 24% 17% 19% 19% 19% 3%

b- 6o 53% 39% 41% 41% 42% 41% 574

c- 17% 24% 26% 27% 28% 27% ;9%

d- 3t 7% 13% 16% 13% 11% 134 1%

7ommentst

As indicated by the student responses only about 20X of them feel

that the schools are greatly oonerned with the drug problem. Some

students interviewed about the results stated that teachers and

Zminsistrators do not seem to take the drug problem as a serious

natter. In some eases where they do it appears that this concern is

not recognized by the students.

In addition many students felt that there were not enough

drug programs and that teacher attitudes were too permissive. In

sulimary while the majority feel there is concern they feel more should

be done.
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Student Question 2

Which do you feel was most effective in dealing tith the problem?

a-SPARK b-Security guards o-Drug education d-Removal of over-age
students

Responses,

Barton
11th 12th

Boys
11th 12th 11-D

Wingate
11-0 11-B 12-0

a- 8% 4% 53% 59% 58% 70% 79% 66%
b- 7% 17% 15% 17% 32% 15% 17% 22%
0- 81% 74% 17% 17% e% 9% 2% 4%
d- 4% 5% 15% 7% 7% 6% 2% 8%

Comments,

The majority of the students at Boys High and Wingate feel that

the Spark Program has been most effective in dealing with the problem.

ihile at Barton they indicate that drug education is the most effective
method.

It should be noted that Boys and Wingate have Spark Intervention

teams. Spark stands for, School Prevention of Addiotion through

Rehabilitation and Knowledge. The Spark teams oonsist of six percons,

a teacher from the school who is designated as a Drug Educational

Specialikt, a guidance person, a school pysohologist from the Bureau

of Child Guidanoe and three pare-professionals who serve as family

workers. All team members receive extensive training in group work

end counseling. There are ten suoh teams in the New York City high

schools. At Barton there is a D.E.3.. Sines she is the only person

in the school she oould never hops to reach as many students as a

Spark Team. Henoe she ooncentrates on drug education and prevention

which would acoountTbr the 81% and 74% response to'oo".

(6;

Student Question if 3

'41101 drugs would you say are mostly used in your

a-Narljuana b-Heroin owPills d-L.S.D.

Responses,

sohl

Barton
11th 12th

Boys
11th 12th

W
11-B

a- 78% 76% 71% 65% 93%
b- 2% 2% 14% 13% 4%
e- 18% 20% 11% 13% 3%
d- 2% 2% 4% 9% 0

Comments,

The survey further oonfirms the belief that Mill

number one drug used by high school students. In int

students some of the reasons for the popularity of

given as, easy to get, inexpensive as compared to oth

seem to bear out that it is not harmful or addicting

becoming acoepted by soolety.

It la'also interesting to note that at Boys , He

wore about the same while at Barton, Pills are used t

greater extent. The use of L.S.D. amongst the three

to bealmost non-existent.
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Student Question # 3

Whioh drugs would you say are mostly used in your sohool?

a-Marijuana h-Heroin c -Pills d-L.S.D.

Responses ,

Barton
11th 12th

Boys
11th 12th 11 -B

Wingate
11-G 12-B 12-G

a- 78E 76% ?i% 65% 93% 83% 89% 79%
b- 2% 2% 14% 13% 4% 10% 7% 14%

o- 18% 20$ 11% 13% 3% 7% 2% 2%

d- 2% 2% 4% 9% 0 0 2% 5%

Comments s

The survey further confirms the belief that Marijuana is the

number one drug used by high sohool students. In interviews with

students some of the reasons for the popularity of Marijuana were

given as. easy to get, inexpensive as tampered to other drugs. feats

seem to bear out that it is not harmful or addloting and thatit is

becoming scoepted by sooiety.

It is4also intekeeting to note that at Boys Heroin and Pills

were about the same while at Barton. Pills are used to a muoh

greater extent. The use of L.S.D. amongst the three sohools appears

to beelmost non-existant.
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Student :,uestion y 4

Cave you ever dot high in school?

a-Yes b-No

desponaess

Barton Boys Wingate
11th 12th 11th 12th 11-3 11-G 12-8 12-s

3- 9 91 375 24% 22% 12% 43/ 22%

b- 921 91.' 631 76% 78% 68f; 57,1 7S,

'.:ommentss

The response to this question seems to give validity to the belief

that msles are into drugs such more thsn females. nhlle the question

limits itself to only school it was found in interviews with students

that this figure represents girls behavior outside of school also. It

.vas found In interviews that there are some good reasons for these

:i6ures. for example peer pressure seems to be greater on the boy,

ocys wora and have more one avallsble for drugs. The double standard,

less stigma to boys getting high then girls.

Ahther factor that should be noted here is the type of schools

that .Aere involved in this survey. Barton is an all girls school

end they select their student body. Barton can deny entrance to

54,4 that they feel will not aucoeed in their special programs.

-oys and .ingate are neighborhood sohools and can not deny entrance to

any student living in their district.

160
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Student ;uestion S $

To any of youi friends use drugs? (hard)

a-ho b-Yes 0-Sometimes

2esponsess

Barton Soya
11th 12th 11-311th 12th

a- 14;:'

b- 70Z 6?.

c- 17;.:

475 $1%

37; 31%

16% leg

7I
751

18%

Comments,

5 found in cur survey that the majority of

t-c t,ree predominately 31aok and Iuerto Alum s

t :Loom used hard drugs. de found that even t

,os ansAered this meant they had usedhard drugs

It was surprising to note that the figures

'At'Or in the"yes"and sometimes" category than

ft ores seem to correlate more with Barton than

question to be more valid it might have be

fclloYed question e 4 with tho question, "ghat d

pills, L.S.L., etc.

.nother note that might explain the Barton

question is the fact that they indicate in quos

high percent use pills.

li ..L
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n school?
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11th 12th 11-B 11-a 12-3 12-G

374 24% 22% 12% 43% 22%
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Student question i 5

to any of your friends use drugs? (hard)

a-No b-Yes c-Sometimes

Besponsess

Barton Boys aingate
11th 12th 11th 12th 11-3 11-G 12-3 12-G

a- 14;: 15f. 475 51% 7% 59 134 104

b- 70i 66'" 374 3Ig 751 174 69:: 724

c- 16;' 17;: 16% 18g 16% 24% 18? 18g

Comments:

6 found in cur survey that the majority of the students attending

t'.ree predominately Biaok and kuerto .dcan schools nave friends

4mve use! hard drugs. we found that even though "sometimes"

.ns ansxered this meant they had usedhard drugs at one time or another.

It was surprising to note that the figures for carton were much

n..1.4.,-er in the"yes"and sometimes" category than at Boys. .Indate

fluures seem to correlate more with Barton than Boys. In order for

tills question to be more valid it might have been better if we had

relieved question # 4 with the question, "...hat do you get high on " ?,

pills, L.S.1;., etc.

.nother note that might explain the Barton response to this

question is the fact that they indicate in question q 3 that a

hii;h percent use pills.

1
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Student Question #

If you answered sometimes or yes to question # 5, how has it
effected you personally?

e -Cid not b-Very little c-A lot

lesponsest

Barton Boys
11th 12th 11th 12th 11 -3

Wingate
11-0 12-8 12-G

e- Bo; 74:" 2?' 495 77:: 62% 62 ;t 677
b- 12 191 2S: 20 23; 14:0 24;" 26X

7" 44r 22% 0 24% 14i: U,

:ommentst

The 11th year students at Boys High indicate that living in a

drug mrlented society and experimenting with drugs has affected them
1,ersonslly. :411 other groups show a very low percent. It is the

feeling of the team that this question was not answered honestly by
most of the students. The members of the team pointed out that the

use of drugs in school has affected
then tc. many ways. Students

disruptinz classes, stealing and poor general school tone.

Student Question #

Has anyone ever tried to give or sell you drugs in

a -Xes b-No

Responsest

Barton Boys
11th 12th 11th 12th 11-3

a- 15% 18% 46% 25% 33%
b- 85:: 82% 54% 75% 67%

Commentst

The response to this question falls into the

previous questions. At Barton a small percent have

sold drugs in school. At Boys and 4ingate the perm

higher.

There are a number of factors some of which we

previous questions ( girls seem to be into drugs le

One of the outstanding factors
is the location of B

Boys is located.in the Bed-Stuy section of Brooklyn

Harlem is probably the second highest drug area in

:ingates location is somewhat better but it has be

some of the major drug arrests in the city. Barton

not lend itself to the drug scene.

1 u
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[

3 or yes to question # 5, how has it

c-A lot

Boys Wingate
1th 12th 11-3 11-G 12-B 12-G

2; 49S 77:: 62% 621 67;

23; 14,; 247 26;

441 22g 0 24% 14,:

is at Boys :sigh indicate that living in a

experimenting with drugs has affected them

oups show a very low percent. It is the

this question was not answered honestly by

e members of the team pointed out that the

s affected them :n many ways. Students

ing and poor general school tone.
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Student Question ' 7

Ras anyone ever tried to give or sell you drugs in school?

a-Yes b-No

Responsess

Barton
11th 12th

a- 15% 18%

b- 82%

BoYs
11th 12th

46% 25%

60 75%

Wingate
11-B 11 -G 12-3 12-G

33% 25% 40% 28%

67% 75% 60% 72%

Commentss

The response to this question falls into the pattern of the

previous questions. At Barton a small poroent have been given or

sold drugs in school. At Boys and Wingate the percent is much

Maher.

There are a number of faotors some of which were indicated in

previous questions ( girls seem to be into drugs less than boys ).

One of the outstanding faotors is the location of Boys and Wingate.

Boys is locatedin the 3ed-stuy seotion of Brooklyn whioh next to

Harlem is probably the seoond highest drug area in the oountry.

angate's location is somewhat bettor but it has been the soene of

some of the major drug arrests in the oity. Barton's location does

not lend itself to the drug soene.
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Student question 4 8

Around whet age group were you when you first got high?

e-Lever did

Res7onses:

iArton
11th 12th

b-12 to 14 c-I5 to 17

toys
11th 12th

d-Cver 18

II-B
Wingate

11-G 12-3 12-G

.1- 6(: 59 45 41,: 635 75o: 46% 59.1

b- r, F.,..' 10' 22:: 14X n 29,: 11:

c- 21: 19. 3.9;" 3V, 21., 18;.! 22' 17::

d- 0 L 7,7' If 2::' 0 1, 1

:onments:

The figures in this question once again be out the results of

vest:x:1 number 4. It shows that girls use drugs much less than

boys. :he interesting conclusion that can be drawn from this quertion

is thnt most etudents who become invloved in drugs do so during

thtir high schoeleareers.
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3tudent question 1 9

.ho first supplied you with a drug or drugs?

b-Relative c-Adult d-Neither

Responses:

2arton 3oys
11th 12th 11th 12th 11-3

26,: 54,t 60:f 331c

b- 16;' 67;

c- 5:(

d-72' 28:' 18X 59:"

:ommentss

:t is obvious fro% the above results that

their introduction into ttle drug scene from a f

suimt^nsunte the conclusion thnt peer pressure

),cr. Lest you:1z ::eople.

quecticainc students about this questi

ren::.r,n1, "neither", meant that they never used

1.;



you when you first got high?

o-15 to 17

3oys

d-Cver 18

Wingate
lth 12th 11-15 11-s 12-s 12-S

635 750: 46t 59:

0/ 22 1' 7?. 29; 13,

18;' 22' 17:',

''. 3r 27 0 1,

uestion once again bear out the results of

ws that girls use drugs much less than

elusion that can be drawn from this question

become invloved in drugs do so during

(12)

3tisdent Question .Y 9

.ho first supplied you with a drug or drugs?

a-iriend b-:illative c-Adult d-Neither

Response's

2arton 3oys
11th 12th 11th 12th 11-3 11-G 12-3 12-3

A- 26,: 26: 54;C 60:1: 33' 33;t

b- 16;!, 6;i e 2:: 2X

c- 2; 5f 6:" 2, 4:! 2 2

d-72' Am 2e4 18X 59: 75; 63; 63:

:ommentss

:t Is obvious from the above results that most students alt

th?ir Introduction. Into the drug scene from a friend. This would

substcnsuAte thn conclusion that peer pressure has n great Affect

J,on :.eat youna :;eople.

quecticsint. students about this queetion we found that the

rez7o-il, "neither", meant that they never used drubs.
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Student question # 10

:there have you learned the most about drugs?

a-Friends b-Parents

Besponses:

Barton

c- School d-Esss Media

Boys Wingate
11th 12th 11th 12th 11-3 11-0 12-8 12-0

a- 33% 35% 64% 39% 22% 17% 42% 27%

b- 1,1 2% 16% 16% 10% 10% 4g 3%

o- 55 461 19% 39% 40 33% 42% 42%

d- 17:: 1% 65 28% 40% 12% 27%

Comments:

Once again the results of this question could have been

predicted based upon earlier questions. Girls seen to learn more

about drags from their drug education classes while boys seem to

gain their knowledge from their friends.

As pointed out In previous questions much of the influence

Cases from the Ileighborrhood where the sohool islocated. When

a student gets off the bus to walk to school (Boys and Wingate)

they could easily be approached by the "local pusher". This would

be unlikely at Barton.

(14)

Student question # 11

Do you think most teachers are able to handle d
in their classrooms?

a-No b-Yee c -Sometimes

Responses:

Barton
11th 12th

Boys
11th 12th 11-8

a- 57% 53% 59% 37% 52%

b- 1.1% 11% 25% 7% 16%

c- 32Z 36% 16% 56% 32%

Comments:

As previously believed and shown the majorit

responded that teachers are not fully equipped to

drug situation in the olassrooa. The problem of

drug abuse is complex espeoially for a teaoher.

that teacher training in drug abuse is a must. W

can not treat, drug abuse in the olessroom they sh

know when a student is MU, have knowledge in ha

situations and be familiar with the kinds of drug

used by teenagers.

1 1
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the coat about drugs?

c-3chool d -1ss Nedia

Boys Wingate
11th 12th 11-8 11-G 12-8 12-0

64% 39% 22% 17% 42% 27%

10 16% 10 10 4% 3%

19% 39% 4o% 33% 42% 424

1% sg 28% 40 12% 274

sults of this question oould have been

earlier questions. Girls seem to learn more

drug education °lasses while boys seem to

rom their friends.

previous questions much of the influence

hood where the school islocated. 'aen

bus to walk to school (Boys and Wingate)

proached by the "local pusher". This would

1

(14)

Student Question # 11

Do you think most teaohers are able to handle drug situations
in their <Ammerman?

a-No b-Yee o-Sometimes

Responsess

Barton
11th 12th

Boys
11th 12th 11-B

Wingate
11-G 12-8 12-G

a- 57% 53% 59% 37% 523( 52% 68% 67%

b- 11% 11X 25% 7% 16% 2% 12% 6%

c- 32r 36% 16% 56% 32% 464 20% 27%

Coamentes

As previously believed and shown the majority of otudents

responded that teachers are not fully equipped to deal with the

drug situation in the olassroom. The problem of dealing with

drug abuse is complex espeeially for a teacher. It is obvious

that teacher training in drug abuse is a must. While a teaoher

can not treat drug abuse in the classroom they should be able to

know when a student is WO. have knowledge in handling suoh

situations and be familiar with the kinds of drugs most commonly

used by teenagers.
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Student iuestIon t 12

Are the drug education programs In your school helpful to needed
persons?

a - :o b-Yes c-Sometimes

.iesponses.

:carton
llth 12th

Boys
11th 12th 11-3

"Angste
11-G 12-3 12-3

a- 15' 31; 245 25 24% 19% 20

3L' 325 43:f 32% 18; 33% 29%

a- =5 35:* ".44% 32 LO;: 59 51% 51%

'ohmentss

wen thouth the majority of students felt that drug aducetich

1r .frootive it come mostly in the 'sometimes' category. In

1-ter.t-s sIth students they seemed to have mixed feelinds about

affezt1ceness of drug programs. At .::agate end joys there zany

f.61-clt comments about the spark Team but many qualified their

stAtiments rith If a student doesn't want help the staff couldn't

help 1..12". he zeners1 feeling is that there is help but not

sPffIcient to meet the problem.

o

aft
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Student questIon.# 13

In the last two years do you think the drug probl
has:

a- Inoreesed b-Reoreased o..Stayed about the say

Responses:

Barton Boys
11th 12thh 11th 12th 11-B

a- 25% 25% 29% 18%

b- 26x 28% 53% 69%

0- 47% 18% 13% 22%

Comments:

::ore we see that the sohools where drug abu

previllent Indloate the greatest reduotlon. At

students feel the problem Is just about the same.

to be a number of reasons for the feeling at Boy

First cost students recognise that the Spark T

Great in-roade Into the problem. At Berton the

never been orItIcal. They rarely If ever have

dose of drugs) In sohool. At Boys and Wingate t

ocourrenoe up =til last year (1971-72).

Some students also feel that many of the ol

drugs have left sohool. It should also be noted

at both sohools hes been impressed oonslderably.



progress in your school helpful to needed

ass

Boys angute
11th 12th 11-3 11.4 12-3 12-G

211 255 2S 2b% 19% 20;

32% 43:f 32; 18;

'- 44% 40:: 59% 51S 51;

Jorltyof students felt that drug 'due:tit-A

tly in the ''seastimere category. In

they seemed to have aimed feelln6s bout

(g program. kt Angate and Boys there many

Us Spark Team but army qualified their

eat doesn't want help the staff couldn't

feeling is that there is help but not

blest.

(16)

Student question., 13

In the last two years do you think the drug problem in your sohool
has,

a- Increased b-Deoreased o..3tayed about the same

Responses,

Barton Boys Wingate
11th 12thh 11th 12tn 11-B 11-G 12-B 12-G

a- 25% 25% 29% 18% 20 23% 22% 20
b- 26% 28% 53% 69% 50 56% 60g 58%

c- 49.: 47% 18% 13% 22% 21% 18% 20%

Comments,

:ere we see that the schools where drug abuse was most

previlient indicate the greatest reduotion. At Barton the

students feel the problem is just about the same. There seems

to be a number of reasons for the feeling at Boys and ,iingate.

Pirst most students recognise that the Spark Teams have made

great in-roads into the problem. At Berton the probibm has

never been critical. They rarely if ever have an 0.D. (over

dose of drugs) in sohool. At Boys and Wingate this was a oosmon

occurrence up until last year (1971-72).

Some students also feel that many of the olderstudems who uses

drugs have left sohool. It should also be noted that the security

at both sohools hes been inoreased considerably.
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Student Question # 14

Does anyone in your family use drugs?

a-Yes b-Sometimes c-No

Responsess

Barton
11th 12th

Boys
11th 12th 11-3

Wingate
11-0 12-B 12-0

a- 7% 8% 13% 9% 6% 11% 15% 10%

b- 7% 3% 18% it% 3% 6% 7% 8%

c- 86% 89% 69% 80 91% 83% 78% 82%

Commentss

In the opinion of the B.R.T. this ques

answered by the students. As one member of

ordtng to the responses to this question no

drugs or else one in Brooklyn is Part of

that was considered is that most teenagers

as using drusi and don't pioture adults or

as being involved in what they oonsider Is

tton was not honestly

the team stated, NAco.

one In Brooklyn is on

a family". Another factor

only see themselves

very young ohildren

their own thing.

(18)

Student Question # 15

Are you really oonoerned about drugs. in your sohoo

a-No b- Ltttls oonoern muoh oonosrod

Responses

Barton
11th 12th

Boys
11th 12th 11-1 1

a- 10 16% 22% 27% 24% 1

b- 36% 32% 31% 49% 25% 3

o- 45% 52% 47% 24% 51%

Commentss

According to the responses to this question it

most students are not that muoh oonoerned ( only a

very muoh conoerned). Thie mks to refleot the f

society not beoome invloved with other pawns prob

really doesn't oome until it direotly affeots ones

family. Thie laok of oocern may also be due to th

teaohers, administrators eto do not seem to relate

on their part for the drug problem.

1. 11
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use drugs?

Boys Wingate
th 12th 11-8 11-0 12-8 12-G

9% 6% 11% 15% 10%

11% 3% 6% 7% 8%

80% 91% 83% 78% 82%

.R.T. this question wee not honestly

s one member of the teas stated, "Aco-

his question no one in Brooklyn is on

is part of a family ". Another factor

,most teenagers only see themselves

tore adults or very3oung children

ey oonsider is their own thing.

(18)

Student Question # 15

Are you really oonoerned about drugs in your school?

e-No b-Little oonoern o -Very suoh oonoered

Responses*

Barton Boys Wingate
11th 12th 11th 12th 11-B 11-G 12 -B 12-G

a- 19% 16% 22% 27% 24% 19% 24% 22%

b- 36% 32% 31% 49% 25% 35% 30% 44%

o- 45% 52% 47% 24% 51% 46% 46% 34%

Comments:

According to the responses to this question it 1s felt that

most students are not that such oonoerned ( only tout 50% are

very suoh conoerned). This seems to refleot the feeling in our

society not become invloved with other pawns problems. Conoern

really doesn't oome until it directly affects ones individual

family. This look of 000ern may also be due to the fact that

teaohers, administrators eto do not seem to relate a oonoern

on their part for the drug problem.
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The next section of this report will deal with the leadaser

responses to our questionnaire. Teachers in soh of the participating

sohools were administered the questionnaire anonymously, (as was

the case in the student questionnaire). They were then interviewed

to asoertain their reactions as to how they and other teaohers

responded to the various questions.

In presenting the results we will once again follow the

format of the student questionnaire. Seventy teachers from

eaoh school were given questionnaries. The resultswere discussed

with about twenty-five teachers from eaoh sohool.
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Teacher Questiem i 1

Row have you learned the most about drugs?

s -froa students b-from people in your own

tith problem in sohool d-taking speoial co

drugs

Response's

Barton Boys

a- 7% 19%

b- 0 21%

o- 0 8%

d- 0 15%

e- 83% 37%

Commentss

The majority of the teaohers indicate t

their knowledge about drugs by reading about

abuse is suoh a personal matter it seems to

can prove more useful in learning about drugs

thersputio centers and partioipation in drug

*it two suggestions.

It is interesting to note that at Boys

the problem seems to be more sooute more t

have learned about drugs from thier students

high peroent response to "b" at Boys and Wi

to the faot that the average age of the tato

Barton. This is due to the large turn-over

schools. Teachers who have been in the syst

to transfer to the "better" areas.
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f this report will deal with the idedblar

moire. Teachers in each e the participating

the questionnaire anonymously, (as was

questionnaire). They were then interviewed

tions as to how they and other toaohors

questions.

results we will mice again follow the

uestionnaire. Seventy teaohors from

quostionnarios. The rosultswero disoussed

toaohors from each school.

(20)

Teaohor questidh # 1

How have you learned the most,about drugs?

a-from students b-from people in your own age group o-dealing

with problem in sohool d-taking special oourses e-reading about

drugs

Rosponsds,

Barton Boys Wingate

a- 7% 19% 14%

b- 0 21% 23%

o. 0 8% 10%

d- 0 15% 13%

e- 83% 37% It()%

Comments*

The majority of the teachers indicate that they obtained

their knowledge about drugs by reading about it. Because drug

abuse is suoh a personal matter it seems to us that other moans

can prove more useful in learning about drugs. Visits to

theraputio ()enters and partioipation in drug workshops are

jeut two suggestions.

It is interesting to note that at Boys and Wingate where

the problem seems to be sore aooute sore than twioe the teaohers

have learned about drugs from thier students than at Barton. The

high percent response to "b" at Boys and Wingate can be attributed

to the faot that the average age of the teacher is lower than at

Barton. This is due to the large turn-over in staff at these

schools. Teaohers who have been in the system have the opportunit,

to transfer to the "bettor" areas.

:1



Teaoher question4 2

How would you rate your knowledge on drugs?

a-excellent b-good o-fair d-poor a -not sure

Responses,

Barton Boys Wingate

a- 7: 9 14

b- 46,:' 54% 36%

c- 3! 333 43%

d- 12,1 3% lig

e- 4% 3% 1%

Comments,

Even though the majority of teachers indicate that they

have "good" knowledge about drugs the members of the team feel

that teachers don't know enough about drugs. It seems that

most teacher knowledge is book learning, while most students

have "street knowledge: a feel that it is important to have

both. zany teachers said that they had never seen the common

drugs that have been sold on the oity streets.

(22)

?eacher question J 3

How mush of a good 1nfluenoe do you feel drug educe,
in your school have had on the students?

a-very muoh b-pretty muoh o-some d-little

Responses,

. Barton Boys

a- 3" 6%

b- 22% 30%

o- hwf 50%

d- 21%

e- 115 3g

Comments,

In oil three schools the percent figures seem

The school drug education programs have some influe

students. Drug education is taught primarily in the

education classes in all sohools in New York City.

requires that a unit be taught on narootics and dang

to all students during their high sohool stay. How

unit is usually depends on the teaoher and the mate

to him. The oommunIty and outside agenotes have be

used in drug education programs in the oity. The po

has a Harcotica Speakers Bureau, most theraputie o

send former addiots and members of their staff into

to talk about drugs,

1 ti
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knowledge on drugs?

o-fair d-poor e-not sure

Boys Wingate

9% 4%

54% 36%

33% 43%

3% 11g

3% 1%

jority of teachers indicate that they

ut drugs the members of the team feel

enough about drugs. It seems that

book learning. while most students

feel that it is important to have

id that they had never seen the common

d on the city streets.

(22)

Teacher questibn j 3

How much of a good influence do you feel drug education programs
In your school have had on the students?

a-very much b-pretty much 0-some d-little a-practically nom

:tesponsess

.carton Boys Wingate

a- 3:" 61, 4%

b- 22;; 30 137;

0- 49:f 50% 44%

d- 15:: 211 23x

e- 11% 3% 15%

Comments*

In all three schools the percent fives eeem to agree.

The school drug education programs have some influence on the

students. Zrug education is taught primarily in the health

education classes in ell eohools in New York City. The state

requires that a unit be taught on narcotics and dangerous drugs

to all students during their high school stay. How effective the

unit is usually depends on the teacher and the materials available

to him. The community and outside agencies have been increasingly

used In drug education programs in the city. The police department

has a Narcotics Speakers Bureau. most theraputic centers will

send former addicts and members of their staff into the schools

to talk about drugs.

t.)
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Teacher Question, 4

alich of the following 1e the one most important thing schools
should do about the drug problem?

a-give students all the information on drugs that le now known
b.-counsel students who use drugs
a-teach about the dangers of drug abuse
d-make. sure no drugs. are used or sold in school

aesponses.

Barton 3oys Wingate

s- 30% 33A 26%

b- 11% 24%

c- 431 28 22%

d- 20% 28% 28X

Comments:,

The responses to this.question do not give any olear out

opinion. It is interesting to note though that "r has the

least percent. Teaohers seem to feel that students should be

given information and told of the dangers. The foot that they

feel that counseling is least important correlates with question

number one where most tesohers Indio:a:1d that they learned about

drugs from roadingbooks on the subject. This might be the reason

that many students feel teachers show little concern for the

drug problem.

)
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Toaoher Question # 5

Do you speolfically know of any drug users in yo

a-yes b-no o-not sure Ifyes, about how

Responses:

Barton 3oys

a- 6% 48%

b- 70% 38%

c- 24.% 14%

Comments:

The response to this question indicates tha

students recognize that at Boys and Wingate the

number of students using drugs. It should be no

teachers who answered yes, did not complete "if

many"? Those that did complete this portion eta

one or two. Another point that should be unders

a student usually sees as an as eight teachers

and administrative personnel. Therefore there 1

in these figures.
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isthe one most important thing schools
rug problem?

he information on drugs that is now known
o use drags
gets of drug abuse
are used or sold in school

Boys Wingate

33X 26%

11% 24%

28% 22%

28% 28X

this question do not give any clear cut

eating to note though that "t" has the

ers seam to feel that students should be

told of the dangers. The fact that they

is least important correlates with question

teachers indicated that they learned about

ks on the subject. This might be the reason

el teachers show little concern for the

CIL
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Teacher Question i 5

Do you specifically know of any drug users in your school?

a-yes b-no o-not sure Ifyes, about how many

Responses,

Barton Boye Wingate

a- 6% 48% 317

b- 70% 38% 36%

c. 2U% 14% 33%

Comments,

The response to this question indicates that both the teachers and

students recognize that at Boys and Wingate there are a considerable

number of students using drugs. It should be noted that most

teachers who answered yes, did not complete "if yes, about how

many"? Those that did complete this portion stated most often,

one or two. Another point that should be understood is that

a student usually sees as many as eight teachers a day plus counselors

and Administrative personnel. Therefore there is some duplioation

in these figures.



Teacher Question # 6

lave you ever had someone "high" in your olass?

e -yes b-no o-unsure If yes, how often has this happened?

Hesponsess

Barton Boys Wingate

s- 14% 56% 53%

b- 50$ 14% 25%

0- 36% 30% 22%

:ommentss

Ones *gain our figures correlate with the student and

)revious teachers questions. Boys and Wingate show 56 and 53 percen

"yes" and Barton 414 percent. The interesting statistic here ia

the percent for answer "a", 22 to 36 percent of the teachers

are unsure of what a high really is. Because only a doctor or

'orlone who is very experienced with persons that have gotten

high there can be some doubts as to the validity of the high

percent in "a". Many students have been known to be high in

school but have never been detected on the other hand some

students have faked being high just to get out of a particular

class. It is the feeling of many students that most teachers

ere not able to detect a high unless the student acts-up.

s.

(26)

Teacher Question # 7

.;ould you know how to handle a person who is "high

s-yes b-no .:hat would you do?

Besponsest

Berton

s- 617,

t- 39%

Boys

59%

41%

7ommentse

nost of the teachers indicated that they would kno

a student who is high. Below you can see the oo

reuorded for .the section, "What would you do? ". I

from the comments that enoh teacher has decided fo

to the correct procodue.

"send student to narootios coordinator"

"If student's behavior does not disrupt the o
him to remain. Then talk with student after class
to drug coordinator. If behavior presents a probl
from class".

"It depends on the perons condition- quiet,
If oahavlor allows it, I would refer her to guidon
making her feel guilty".

*lend to Dearfs Office".

"1,11 administration and have student removed
or other suitable place".

crow the above statements the S.H.T. feels t

need more training on how to handle such scouts si

administration should also hew, some rules on how

are suspected of being high.he handled.

4 I0
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e "high" in your class?

If Yes. how often has this happened?

Boys Wingate

56% 53%

14% 25%

30% 22%

s oorrelate with the student and

ns. Boys and Wingate show 56 and 53 peroen

sat. The interesting statistics here is

". 22 to 36 percent of the teachers

really is. Because only a dootor or

ienoed with persons that hare gotten

ubts as to the validity of the high

ants have been known to be high in

detected on the other hand some

high just to get out of a particular

of many students that most teaohers

high unless the student sots -up.

(26)

Teaoher question ; 7

1:ould you know how to handle person who is "high"?

a-yes b-no ant would you do?

aesponsess

Berton Soya Wingate

a- 61;1 59% 62%

b- 39% 41% 36%

lommentss

nost of the teachers indicated that they would know how to handle

s student who is high. Below you can aee the ooxments that teaohers

recorded for.the section. "What would you do?". It is obvious

from the comments that eaoh teacher has decided for himself as

to the correct procedue.

"send student to narootics coordinator"

"If student's behavior does not disrupt the olass, allow
him to remain. Then talk with student after class and refer
to drug coordinator. If behavior presents a problem, remove
from oless ".

"It depends on the perons oondition- quiet, uncontrollable,eto.
If oshavior allows it. I would refer her to guidance without
making her fsel guilty".

"lend to Beads Office".

"Iall administration and have student removed to infirmary
or other suitable place".

:rom the above statements the S.H.T. feels that teachers

need more training on how to handle such aooute situations. The

administration should also have some rules on how students who

are suspected of being high.be bandied.

''
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Teacher Question # 8

'Eve you had any course of study in drug education?

a -yes b-no If yea, where?

Besponseas

3arton Boys Wingate

a- 17": 41% 34%

1:- 83,;: 59F 66

Comments*

The figures for this question clearly show that teachers

hove not generally taken courses in drug education. Those

that have taken courses indicate that they were college courses

or part of college courses. Some years ago in order to get your

teaching license a person had to have a completed first aid course

It seems apparent that this requirsmnt should be instituited for

drug education.
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Teacher Question # 9

to you feel it is necessary for teachers to kn

a-yes b-no o-not sure

Besponsess

Barton Boys

a- 90% 95%

b- 0 3%

0- lo%

Comments*

The responses here clearly show that teao

that they need to know more about drugs. What

that teachers do not relaize that book knowled

is not enough. Teaohera ne- a better under*

reasons why students deal in drugs. We are no

courses that are now given focus on this point
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Teacher Question # 9

to you feel it is necessary for teachers to know these things?

a-yes b-no o-not sure

aesPonsess

Ba?ton Boys Wingate

a- 9f 95% 95%

b- 0 3%

0- 10% 0

Comments.

The responses here clearly show that teachers are aware

that they need to know more about drugs. What we believe is

that teachers do not relaize that book knowledge about drugs

is not enough. Teachere need a better understanding as to the

reasons why students deal in drugs. We are r t dUre that these

courses that are now given focus on this point,

1
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Teaohsr Question # 10

to you know of any drug education or counseling programa
in your school?

a-yes b-no If yes, what are these programs and what do they do?

Responses,

Barton

a- 100%

b- 0

Boys

89%

ii%

,iingate

93%

7%

Comments*

It is apparent that almost all the teaohers are aware of

drug education programs in their schools. However when they

were interviewed and from their responses "If,yes, what are

these programs and what do they do'? we realized that most

of them were referring to the health education classes and

the guidance staff. Host teaohers were not clear as to the

function of the D.3.S. or the Spark Teas in their school. Pew

had visited any special drug
programs in the sohool even though

they admitted they had been invited.

(30)

Teaoher questidn #

Have you ever referred anyone to these programa f

a-yes b-no If yes, about how many referrals

Responses*

Barton

3i%

b- 69%

a-

Boys

5i%

49%

Comments.

In response to this question we find that a

teaohers have not referred students to any sohool

At Barton the "a" response is quite law whioh wool

correlate with past question!. Teaohers that have

students state that it has only been a very few, a

three in most cases. If we aooept the student fi

drug abuse in their schools than the number of ref

by teachers is quite low.

1h)
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89%
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health education classes and

chars were not clear PT to the
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program u the school even though

invited.
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Teacher questich 0 11

Have you ever referred anyoce to these program' for help?

a-yes b-no If yes. about how many referrals have you made?

Responses:

Barton Boys Wingate

a- 31% 51% 49%

b- 69X 49% 51%

Comments:

In response to this question we find that a majority of the

teachers have not referred students to any school drug program.

At Barton the "a" response is quite low which would tend to

correlate with past questions. Teachers that have referred

students state that it has only been a very few, about one to

throe in most cases. If we accept the student figures coamrnin:

drug abuse in theAr schools then the number of referrals made

by teachers is quite low.
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Waoher Question # 12

If you have not referred students to drug programs in your sohool,

.why not?

a-no program exists b-you weren't fully aware of the programs
o- you feel you can better handle the situation yourself?

Responses,

Barton Boys Wingate

a- 0 3% 33%

b- 100% 79% 47%

c- 0 18% 20%

Comments,

The figures for eaoh school show a dramatio difference.

At Wingate, one-third of the teaohers claim thoy did not know

a program exists. However in question 4 10 thoy respond 93%

that they know there is drys education and counseling. Perhaps

a better-sAswer for this group would have b....xn'b". It appears

that both the r.a.s. and Spark personnel must spend more time

in publicity so that the teaohers beoome award of their programs.
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Tsaoher Question # 13

During the last two years do you feel that drug
sohool hags

a-lnoreased b.,deoreased o-staysd about the

Responses,

a-

0.

Barton

18%

20%

62%

Boys

22%

49%

29%

Comments:

In responses to this question we oan see

to the sane question that was asked of the stu

Boys and kingate the teaohers were in the majo

drug use had dropped in their school. The gir

well as the teaohers feel it has remained abou

positive aspect of this question is that most

there was any Increase in the use of drugs.

In interviews with teaohers many attribut

in drugs to Spark and other similar sohool pro

others felt that drugs were loosing it's popula

young people.
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Teaoher Question # 13

During the last two years do you feel that drug use in your
sohool has:

a-inoreased b.hdeoreased o -stayed about the same

Responses:

Barton Boys Wingate

a- 18% 22% 29%

b- 20% 49% 42%

c- 62% 29% 29%

Comments:

In responses to this question we can see a definite oorrelation

to the same question that was asked of the students (#13). At

Boys and iAngate the teachers were in the majority that felt

drug use had dropped in their school. The girls at Barton as

well as the teaohers feel it has remained about the same. The

positiv aspect of this question is that most did not feel

there was any increase in the use of drugs.

In interviews with teaohers many attributed the drop

in drugs to Spark and other similar sohool programs. Still

others felt that drugs were loosing is popularity with

young people.

1
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Teacher Question # 14

:o you feel that teachers should be required to take a
course in drug education?

a-yes b-no c- unsure

Responses:

Barton Boys Mdnga.te

a- 571 67% 614

b- 23% 25:f

c- 21;" 10% 14%

Comments:

The majority of the teachers are aware that they need more

drug educatibn. Some go out on their own seeking courses. In

each of the schools the Spark Team and the L.E.S provide Drug

:duration 1.orkshops for teachers. However since these workshop

ore not Accredited many teachers who normally would take them

do not. It should be noted that teachers in New York City

agh Schools.are required to have a Masters Degree or its

oquivilient. They may teach while they are working toward the

degree, hence they are reluctant to take any course unless it

can be credited towards the degree.

1 : L )
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Teacher Question # 15

.hat do you 1'01 has been the most effective in
drug abuse among students?

(Hate in order of effectiveness:1,2,3,4) im Most
4.Lcast affective

a-drug programs like SPARK b-security guards i
c-elimination of overage students d-kids seeinj

come to no

Responses'

Barton

a- 2O5

b- 30P:

c- 40%

d- 10%

3oys

55%

11%

19%

15%

Comments:

The stdistical approach used for this quest

percent each item was ranked first. For example,

3arton teachers ranked"a" first, 30% ranked "b"

Only at 3oys did the teachers choose a clear

3park, 55%. At Uingate it was evenly divded beti

"no rood end". At 3arton no item had any signif1

4e tried to find reasons for the above figures i

but could not come up with anything that would 1

differences at the schools.

H
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Teacher question # 15

-hat do you 1141 has been the most effective in preventing more
drug abuse among students?

(Bate in order of effectivenesas1,2,3,4) 1= Kost Effective
4.11.cast Effective

a-drug programs like SPARK b-security guards in the schools
c-elimination of overage students d-kids seeing that drug users

come to no good end

Responsess

Barton Boys Wingate

a- 207 55% 40%

b- 3 11% 13%

c- 407 19% 5%

d- 10% IS% 42%

Comments,

The strtistical approach used for this question was the

percent each item was ranked first. For example 209 of the

Barton teachers ranked"a" first, 30% ranked "b" first etc.

Only at Boys did the teac'ers choose a clear cut selection,

Spark, 55%. At Wingate St was evenly divded between Spark and

"no good end". At Barton no item had any signifcant percent.

ae tried to find reasons for the above flgures in our interviews

but could not cone up with anything that would explain the

differences at the schools.
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Teacher Question # 16

How do you feel the administration deals with the drug problem?

a-to a great extent b-shows concern c-shows little concern

:responsess

3ftrton Boys 4ingate

a- 17e 195 -7g

b- 797 69% 61y

0- We, 121 32%

Comments*

The response to this question is very similar to the

student response to student question # 1. The teachers indicate

that the administration shows concern and rates them about

6Z °serval. The student figure is 47X. If you take into

account that the students had four choioes while the teachers

only three the two figures are not that fir apart. At dorton

and .loys both teacher end student figures are similar in the

to a greet extent" category, they both run about 20%. At

Aingate again there is a correlation between student and teachers

in answer to "little concern", 32% and 35%.

(,)
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Teacher Question # 17

Do you have any suggestions for new measures or
on existing programs to handle the drug problem

Here are some typicel comments made by the teat)

1- I do not think that exposure to addiot
I feel more information on pushers and drug da
more helpful. Zxamples

Show how life can be ruined.
How you might die.
How you might go to jail.
How you will hurt your family.

2- Improve existing attitudes.

)- Not unless scheduled lessons in health
are improved.

4- Hang all drug pushers. (Public executi

5- 2;ot personally involved in program and
in 4 position to comment on others work.

6- gore assemblies on drugs.

7- The inclusion in the curriculum of all
subject classes ( Sooial Studies, Science, coS
of various aspects of the drug problem, especai
logical aspeots.

0- Forcing all teachers to have drug edu.

9- Nora relations with organizations of

10- Good topic for group discussion.

S.R.T. Comments on Above*

From the viewpoint of our team the only w
%Is found above statements i' cumber 7. This t
have a feeling for the drug problem. He (or a
it is just not an academic problem that can be
single class. Ve hope that more teachers will
in combating the problem.
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Teacher question # 17

Do you have any suggestions for new measures or imporvements
on existing programs to handle the drug problem?

Here are some typical comments made by the teacherss

1- I do not think that exposure to addicts is beneficial.
I feel more information on pushers and drug dangers would be
morebelpful. Smamples

Show how life can be ruined.
How you might die.
How you might go to jail.
How you will hurt your family.

2- Improve existing attitudes.

3.- Not unless scheduled lessons in health and science
are improved.

4- Hang all drug pushers. (Public executions)

5- Not personally involved in program and therefore not
in position to comment on others work.

6- Nora assemblies on drugs.

7- The inclusion in the curriculum of all appropriate
subject classes ( Social Studies, Science, Sconomios. Health, etc)
of various aspects of the drug problem, especailly the psycho-
logical aspects.

3- Forcing all teacher! to have drug education.

9- Zore relations with organizations of ex-addicts.

10- Good topic for group discussion.

S.H.T. Comments on Abovel

From the viewpoint of our team the only worthwhile comment
b9 found above statements is number 7. This teacher seems to
have a feeling for the drug problem. He (or she) understands
it is just not an academic problem that can be taught in a
single alas!. lie hope that moro teachers will think this way
in combating the problem.

1 ".2 tiJ
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Administrator's Questionnaires

In each school five administrators were given our

questionnaire. After they returned the quistionnaire we

interviewed them. We will present eaoh question and some

typical responses. again it will be followed by our comments.

Question 4 1

How do you size up the drug problem?

1- Terrible problem, must be solved by whole social system.
2- I think it is very serious but not so great in school.
3- I really don't know enough about it.
4- Seriously effects our high school youngsters.

Comments,

Scat administrators see the drug problem as it very serious

one. They are not sure as how to handle it and say they need

more help from outside the school. They all seemed to be earnestly

concerned. :then questioned about the teacher and students feelings

'bout their concern they felt it was a look of communication

that the former did realize their concern.

4uestion x 2

:o you feel, personally, that the problem is increasing or decreasing

1-trugs in general (alcohol, etc ) may be increasing, but
hard Cru5s stem to be decreasing.

2-Lecreesimg, this is a feeling not A fact.
3-Seems to be decreasing in this school as evidenced by

my observation.

Comments,

Again we find a correlation between all three groups.

Sach feels that tho use of drugs in the schools is decreasing.

No one seems to be able to pin point the reason, it is the

teams feeling that programs such es Spark has done much to help.

(3s)

Question #

,that are the procedure, when one is caught with

1-The polio., are called.
2-Arrest-Court hearing-release.
3-Call Spark or the dean.
4-Don't know porcedure.

Comments*

Most administrators would send student to t

Spark. Some would seek immediate arrest. In re

we see the frustrations of many people in dealt

drug probelm. They feel that the oourte just do

situation properly. In general if a student is

in school he is arrested. If found with drugs f

he would be referred for assistance to Spark or

Question d 4

;hat is done about known drug users?

1-Referral to oounselor or Spark.
2-Counseling by D.S.S.
Seep a close wotch and encourage student t

4-They are emourage to seek treatment.

Commentat

host of the administrators stated that they

the user to the Spark or their counselor

that the person should seek help and they would

student to do so.

)
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Question # 3

Jhat are the procedures when one is caught with drugs?

1-The police are called.
2 -Arrest -Court hearine.release.
3-Call 3park or the dean.
4-Don't know poroedure.

Commentss

Most administrators would send student to the dean or

Spark. Some would seek immediate arrest. In response number two

we see the frustrations of many paople in dealing with the

drug probela. They feel that the courts just don't handle the*

situation properly. In general if a student is caught pushing

in school he is arrested. If found with drugs for his own use

he would be referred for assistance to Spark or the L.3.3..

question W 4

Ghat is done about known drug users?

1-Referral to oounselor or Spark.
2-Counseling by D.S.S.
?-Keep a close watch and encourage student to seek help.
4-They Are enoourage to seek treatment.

Commentst

host of the administrators stated that they would refer

the user to the :.S.3., Spark or their counselor. All agree

that the person should seek help and they would encourage the

student to do so.

1t).A.
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Zuestion p 5

.:het are the present security measures for handling drug
problems in the school? Co you feel these meaures are adequate?

1-Cur school Isoks sufficient security devioes.
2-I don't think many exist. In any osse they are inadequate.
3-Kay be apprehended by seourity guards, then oounseled by

the Spark Team.

Comments:

Most of the administrators are not satisfied with the

security system they now have in their school. They olnim they

need more guards end better supervision of halls, stairways

and doors.

;u1stion 6

ro you feel the Board of education is helping you or is tying
your hands in handling the problem?

1- Society in general has established rules which are in-
effective for dealing with the problem.

2-Trying to help.
3-The Board is trying to help by providing time for the D.C.4.

Comments:

Based upon interviews we feel that the administrators

believe thnt the 9oard of alucetion trying to help. Because it

is such a complex prole there are so many other city agenoies

that have to lend t hand. The Board is not atel to handle the

problem by itself. As indicated in response number one Above,

this is a problem for the entire society to deal with.

82 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
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question # 7

How would you personally handle the drug problem

1-I think that I would imitate the procedu
2-Zet the federal and oity governments comb

united attempt to solve the problem.
3 -.,ore counseling and community aerv1oes.
-hefer students to. authorities who treat

as nn illness.

Comments:

believe that the key answer above is the

indiento that the whole society must become 1nvo

the drug problem. Partial solutions will not d

out effort by every segment of sooiety is neoes
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question # 7

How would you personally handle the drug problem?

i-I think that I would imitate the procedure used in 3ngland.
2-:et the federal and oity governments combine is a massive

united attempt to solve the problem.
3-:lore counseling and community services.
-4efer students to.authorities who treat drug abuse

as an illness.

Comments:

believe that the key answer above is the one which

indicate that the whole society must become involved in fighting

the drug problem. Partial solutions will not do the job, an ell

out effort by every segment of society is necessary to do the job

)
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CONCLUSIONt

A great many conclusions can be drawn from the responses

we received from our fellow students, teaohers adn administrators

of our sohools. The most important one seems to be is that

people ,^r,1 The problem is that no one seems able to give

diaaot.on to the solution. Some feel that drug education is

the answer but in a reoent report of the monthly newsletter

"Addiction anal Drug Abuse heport", Hay 1972 they state that,

"show school children what drugs are like and pe*kps they would

refrain from abusing them. It has not worked out quite like

that." There is much more written that goes along with theory.

s as a people Wit always believed that education could

solve most of our prolems. The teachers response is a good

example. They indicate they have a good knowledge of drugs

but most of them have not dolt with the problem directly. They

have book knowledge but no praotical experienoe. Some don't

know what A "joint"is or how heroin is packed. we believe that

in todays society we must gateway from strictly the book and

do more education in the practical areas. Things must be delt

with on a more human level.

Our society is in a state of flux, constantly changing.

In the book. "The I-drug scene" Dr. Lourla states that since

world war two we have ooze an extraordinarly permissive society.

This stems to be especailly true in the schools. Things Are

going on in our schools today that never happened before, and

drugs is only one of the symptoms.

eeause of the change in society teaohing must adapt new

methods. It seems to us one approach to the problem is that

teaohers and administrtors must become more personally involved

(42)

with their students.

Because of the permissivness of our society

that schools should establish guidelines for bat

and teachers espeoially in the area of drug abut

that more direotion must be given to the student

Most students do not know where they %tend becau

rules concerning drugs have been given to them.

might seem foolish but young people think that 1

reasonable rules,that adults are not conoerned a

Another problem in drug eduoation is the oo

literature and laws. In Milbauer and Leinward's

they state that the laws in states vary so that

drugs in one state is a criminal and mentally 11

state.

There are so-many other changes in our soc

contributed to the drug problem they are just t

mention.

Our simple and concise recommendation to a

problem is that society and especially the aoho

more personal and humanistic approaoh to all

The school is not able to Boyle all the problbm

but it should be a leader in helping to work to

STUDE
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of the permissivness of our sooiety the S.H.T. feels

should establish guidelines'for both students

especially in the area of drug abuse. Ws feel

that more direotion must be given to the student in sohool.

Most students do not know where they stand because no definite

rules concerning drugs have been given to them. To adults this

miaht seen foolish but young people think that if there are not

reasonable rules,that adults are not ooncernod about what they do.

Another probldm in drug education is the oonflioting

literature and laws. In Hilbausr and Leinward's book "Drugs"

they state that tho laws in states vary so that a person using

drugs in one state ia a criminal and mentally ill in another

state.

There are so..many other changes in our sociby that have

contributed to the drug problem they are just to numerous to

mention.

Our simple and concise reoommendation to a very complex

problem is that society and especially the sohoola develop

a more personal and humanistic approaoh to all our problems.

The school is not able to Boyle all the problbms of amiety

but it should be a leader in helping to work towards that gokl.

'
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El Paso,

Texas

Drug Education
by the People

PA)

In the report of the Chicanos Unidos
is a kind of merging of many of the th
reports. The emphasis of the Chicanos 1
problem approach to drugs, comparable
mended by the students from Madison.
orientation toward personal involvement,
students called "the huran factor." BL
went one step further than the other s
wide-scale application of their own recomi
own community, the Chicanos Unidos
application of their drug principles, and ac
results, according to their own report.

Other distinctive features of the Chicane
be pointed out as well. Unlike any of
groups, the Chicanos Unidos were not p
investigating school drug education progi
investigating a community drug problem
was not on the schools, but on the
addition, the Chicanos Unidos were the o
investigate only one kind of drug abuse.
groups dealt with general drug abuse, the
to direct their attention to the phenorr
sniffing.

The problem before the Chicanos Ur
spread paint and glue sniffing among 12
community. So far as the Chicanos U
existing city ordinance prohibiting the sa
was not being enforced. And furthermore
appeared to be a frequent cause of neighb

Therefore, the Chicanos Unidos establi
for themselves: (1) to investigate the
sniffing in their Ysleta area of El Paso; (2)
of the merchants' violation of relevant
investigate the extent to which sniffin
violence; (4) to find the means for dete
inform the community of their findings.

Their methodology included the condi
high schools in Ysleta, in which 1,176
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El Paso,

Texas

Dreg (*cation
by the People

In the report of the Chicanos Unidos of El Paso, Texas, there
is a kind of merging of many of the themes found in previous
reports. The emphasis of the Chicanos Unidos was on a social-
problem approach to drugs, comparable to the approach mom-
mended by the students from Madison. There is also a strong
orientation toward personal involvement, or what the Brooklyn
students called "the human factor." But the Chicanos Unidos
went one step further than the tither groups by attempting a
wide-scale application of their ce.un recommendations. Within their
own community, the Chicanos Unidos instituted a practical
application of their drug principles, and achieved rather impressive
results, according to their own report.

Other distinctive features of the Chicanos Unidos project should
be pointed out as well. Unlike any of the preceding research
groups, the Chicanos Unidos were not primarily concerned with
investigating school drug education programs. Instead, they were
investigating a community drug problem. Therefore their focus
was not on the schools, but on the communi4-et-large. In
addition, the Chicanos Unidos were the only group n the HSSP to
investigate only one kind of drug abuse. Whereas tut. ...cher eight
groups dealt with general drug abuse, the Chicanos Unidos elected
tc direct their attention to the phenomenon of paint and glue
sniffing.

The problem before the Chicanos Unidos was obvious wide-
spread paint and glue sniffing among 12- to 18-year-olds in their
community. So fa: as the Chicanos Unidos had observed, an
existin city ordinance prohibiting the sale of inhalants to minors
was not being enforced. And furthermore, sniffing spray and glue
appeared to be a frequent cause of neighborhood violence.

Therefore, the Chicanos Unidos established the following goals
for themselves: (1) to investigate the extent of spray and glue
sniffing in their Ysleta area of El Paso; (2) to investigate the extent
of the merchants' violation of relevant city ordinances; (3) to
investigate the extent to which sniffing caused neighborhood
violence; (4) to find the means for deterring sniffing; and (5) to
inform the community of their findings.

Their methodology included the conducting of a survey at three
high schools in Ysleta, in which 1,176 students were surveyed.
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Interviews were also held at the El Paso County Jail, at Juvenile
Court, and at various other drug control agencies. Along with the
data from their own survey, the Chicanos Unidos inc: -!ed the
data from a survey performed earlier by the Juvenile Court.

Among other things, this research produced some astouiding
statistics. Between one and two-thirds of all junior and sentohigh
school aged youth in Ysleta had reportedly used spray or glue. The
majority of those who had used spray or glue were Mexican-
American males under the age of seventeen. Another conclusion
drawn from the research was that young people who were sniffing
volatile substances did in fact directly contribute to neighborhood
violence. Yet absolutely nothing was done to curb the illegal sale
of inhalants. As for all ongoing drug education efforts, there was
universal dissatisfaction with them, even among school adminis-
trators.

Four major categories of recommendations were made by the
Chicanos Unidos. First, they recommended that the community
provide its youth with alternative activities. They were particularly
anxious to see the community provide recreation facilities,
community service programs, and jobs for youth. Their second
recommendation was that the community wage an all-out educa-
tional campaign against sniffing volatile substances. In this regard,
the Chicanos Unidos suggested that informative material against
spray and glue sniffing be distributed to parents and youngsters,
that the schools increase their emphasis on drug education, and
that local businessmen participate actively in the campaign.

The third category of recommendations concerned the legal
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aspects of the problem. The Chicanos Unidos suggested
police and the courts enforce the existing ordinances
inhalant sales to minors, and that legislators amen
ordinances to include individuals between the ages of 17
They also recommended that the quality of juvenile ju
imProvedand in this regard, they spoke both of the pr
juvenile justice and of the facility for it.

The fourth and final category was international. The C
Unidos encouraged cooperation between Mexican and A
authorities in order to reduce the traffic in inhalants.

DAC.believes that so formidable a list of specific reco
tions could be of great service, both to the city of El Pas
the field of drug abuse research. It seriously urges th
recommendations not be allowed to gather dust, but be
in some worthwhile fashion to help curb the spread
abuse. As mentioned earlier, the Chicanos Unidos th
applied some of their own recommendations for co
action.

They designed, printed, and distributed informative pa
advising against the inhaling of spray or glue. They prin
distributed anti-sniffing bumper stickers. They prepared
presentation for local availability. They contacted retai
selling glue and spray paints. What was the result of
personal involvement and community activity? -The
Unidos reported a noticeable decrease in the use of spray
during their weeks of activity, as well as mounting peer pr
the neighborhood which appeared to be diverting young
away from sniffing.
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ate actively in the campaign.
mmendations concerned the legal

aspects of the problem. The Chicanos Unidos suggested that the
police and the courts enforce the existing ordinances against
inhalant sales to minors, and that legislators amend those
ordinances to include individuals between the ages of 17 and 21.
They also recommended that the quality of juvenile justice be
improvedand in this regard, they spoke both of the process of
juvenile justice and of the facility for it.

The fourth and final category was international. The Chicanos
Unidos encouraged cooperation between Mexican and American
authorities in order to reduce the traffic in inhalants.

DAC believes that so formidable a list of specific recommenda-
tions could be of great service, both to the city of El Paso and to
the field of drug abuse research. It seriously urges that these
recommendations not be allowed to gather dust, but be activated
in some worthwhile fashion to help curb the spread of drug
abuse. As mentioned earlier, the Chicanos Unidos themselves
applied some of their own recommendations for community
action.

They designed, printed, and distributed informative pamphlets
advising against the inhaling of spray or glue. They printed and
distributed anti-sniffing bumper stickers. They prepared a slide
presentation for local availability. They contacted retail stores
selling glue and spray paints. What was the result of all this
personal involvement and community activity? The Chicanos
Unidos reported a noticeable decrease in the use of spray and glue
during their weeks of activity, as well as mounting peer pressure in
the neighborhood which appeared to be diverting young people
away from sniffing.
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1. The extent of spray and glue use.

In order to determine the extent of glue and spray use

by young people, the Chicanos Unidos gathered two setsrof

statistical data. The first set is the result of-cluest4r,nn"irPa

(see Appendix A) sdriinistered to students in.thres schools

in the Ysleta area., The Chicanos Unidos work with students

from these schools and are more familiar with the policies,

personnel, and pupils. It was felt that the most accurate

data could be gathered at these schools.

The second set of data comes from others agencies and

individuals concerned with this problem in other parts of

El Paso. It is got as complete as that gathered by the

Chicanos Unidos, but does help to give some idea of the

extent of the problem.

The Chic. ,ws Unidos gathered data from the following

institutions:

Ysleta !fish School--ninth grades
Ysleta Grade School--seventh and eighth

grades:

South Loop Greet School--seventh and
eighth grades.

Statistics from other sources in the city came frosts

El Paso County ails
The Court of Domestic Relations

(juvenile court):
Other interested agencies.
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Taken together, these two sets of data

the interested researcher with all the data

soma generalizations about spray and glue

Paso. The data can also Provide us with

which recommendations can be made that wig!

on-going fight against this most difficult

The data gathered by the Chicanos Uts

1) Populations A total of.4 ars.aaPgeats...111
were surveyed.

2) Rate of Incidences Of the subjects suril
they had sniffed op*
once. This is 7.4%
those who indicated
materials, tilLsairj

3) Sex of Sniffers Of the sniffers, 72%*

4) Ethnic Breakdowns Mexican-Amsricans 7.
Anglo s 2v

Indian s

Black s 11

5) hats The average age at which paint.o
tried was 12.8 yeas.

6) Familial Characteristics: Both parent
Just mother
JUst-father
No parents

7) Pattern of_Usages Multiple responses
is done in many pla
occasions. The gre
were in the with f
categories.
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trmine the ex' mt of glue and spray use

Chicanos Unidos gathered two sets of

The first set is the result of.guestionnires_

_nistered to students in.tbreeachools

, The Chicanos Unidos work with students

and are more familiar with the policies,

1 . It was felt that the most accurate

red at these schools.

of data comes from other agencies and

d with this problem in other parts of

as complete as that gathered by the

t does help to give some idea of the

m.

nidos gathered data from the following

Ysleta high School--ninth grae:
Ysleta Grade School--neventh and eighth

grades:
South Loop Grade School--seventh and

eighth grades.

r sources in the city came from:

El Paso County Jail:
The Court of Domestic Relations

(juvenile court):
Other interested agencies.

Taken together, these two sets of data should provide

the interested researcher with all the data needed to make

some generalizations about spray and glue sniffing in El

Paso. The data can also provide us with a basis from

which recommendations can be made that might be useful in the

on-going fight against this most difficult problem.

The data gathered by the Chicanos Unidos follows.

1) Population: A total of Ilafe.sikidect.s.ththresaclgae:
were surveyed.

2) Rate of Incidence: Of the subjects surveyed, 88 indicated
they had sniffed spray or glue at least
once. This is 7.4% of the total. Of
those who indicated they had used these
materials, illoonlinue_to_do so.

3) See of Sniffer: Of the sniffers, 72% were male and 28% female.

4) Ethnic Breakdown: Mexican-American: 78N.
Anglo 20%
Indian : 1%
Black : 1%

5) Am: The average age at which paint.Or-941.Ya! first
tried was 12.8 yeara.

6) Familial Characteristics: Both parents living at home: 75%
Just mother living at home : 19%
Just-father living at home : 3%
No parents living at home z 3%

7) Pattern of Usage: Multiple responses indicate that sniffing
is done in many places and on many different
occasions. The greatest number of responses
were in the "with frinas" and "in the parks"
categories.
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8) Ingestion of Other Drugs by sniffers: MAriivansi 58% of the

admitted sniffers also
use it.

Heroin: 12.5% of the
admitted sniffers also
use it.

Alcohollja% of the
admitted sniffers also
use it.
Pills: 36% of the
admitted sniffers also
use them.

9) Geographical Pattern: Of the users, 69% knew of others in
their neighborhood who engaged in
sniffing spray or glue.

10) Friendship Pattern: Of the users, 75% had friends ilbsz
VaAn04-in_spray or glue sniffing.

11) Time Patterns Of the users, 39% have been sniffing for
more than a year. Mother 39% indicated
they have been sniffing for less than a
year. The remainder did not list any time
period.

12) Pattern of Female Usage: Of the users, 71% said they had
seen girls sniff spray and/or glue.

13) Pattern of Detection: Of the users, 30% had been detected at
least once.

14) Pattern of Apprehension: Those who have been caught have been
apprehended by:
The-polices 25%
Teachers or school staff: 10%
Parents: 24%
Others: 25%
The remainder have never been
apprehended.

The following data come from a itaziamd,!mtAkem)4ths

page of the Court of Domestic Relations. The survey was dm

in the schools of the El Paso Independent School District which-

t

is separate from the Ysleta Independent Sc

The latter is the school district where the

in which the Chicanos Onidos did their sury

1) Populations There were 37 schools and 55

2) Rate of Incidence: Of the subject survey
they were sniffers.
total.

3) Sex of Sniffer: Of the users, 7114m4

4) Ethnic Breakdown: Mexican-American: 57%
Mglo -35%
Negro 3%
Oriental s 5%

5) Awls The average age of the sniffer was

The following data was attained fr

law enforcement authorities. The number of

or detained for glue or spray ,sniffing in ri

follows:

Year Agency Total Number

1970 all 136

1971 City Police Dept. 396

1971 County Sheriff 9

1971 County Proration 15

1972 all 128

tJ
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rums by Sniffers: Nrita= an of the
admitted sniffers also
use it.

Heroin: 12.5% of the
admitted sniffers also
use it.

Alcohol: 42% of the
admitted sniffers also
use it.
Pills: 36% of the
admitted sniffers also
use them.

: Of the users, 69% knew of others in
their neighborhood who engaged in
sniffing spray or glue.

Of the users, 75% had friends wha

leit9401m_spray or glue sniffing.

users, 39% have been sniffing for
han a year. Another 39% indicated
eve been sniffing for less than a
The remainder did not list any time

e: Of the users, 71% said they had
seen girls sniff spray and/or glue.

Of the users, 30% had been detected at
least onco.

io : none who have been caught have been
apprehended by:
The police: 25%
Teachers or school staff: 10%
Parents: 24%
Others: 25%
Ms remainder have never been
apprehended.

ome from a purvey underreifen_by 44,m

stic Relations. The survey was done

Inde endent School District which

tt

is separate from the Ysleta Independent School District.

The latter is the school district where the three schools

in which the Chicanos Unidos did their survey are located.

1) Population: There were 27 schools and 5593 students surveve4.

2) Rate of Incidence: Of the subject surveyed, 692 indicated
they were sniffers. This is 12AX of the
total.

3) Sex of Sniffer: Of the users, 72114traimale,end 29% female....

4) Ethnic Breakdown: Mextcan-American: 57%
Anglo : 35%
Negro : 3%
Oriental : 5%

5) Agl: The average age of the sniffer was :Nund to be 13.6 years.

The following ,aN_._s)lstitidtainectizaajaancagnau

law enforcement authorities. The number of peogejgrested

or detained for glue or spray sniffing in recent years is as

follows:

IgAr Agency Total Number Ethnic Breakdown

1970 all 136 90% were Mexican-
American males.

1971 City Police Dept. 396 69% were Mexican-
American males.

1971 County Sheriff 9 Seven were Mexican-
American males.

1971 County Probation 15 All were Mexican-
American males

1972 all 128 not available

1
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In interviews with officials of the local drug abuse

control agency, it was estimated that §22 glue and spray

cases are handled per week throughout El Paso. If anything,

this demonstrates the widespread use of these products all

over El Paso.

From csafasiaeiir)atairieglylvdtbthasggnzedsm

gf other drug abuse control acromm4ps,in the El Paso area, more

was learned about the glue and spray problems in the county.

The survey was carried out among various groups of high

school a e ouths i f eation

centers. Because of the wide variety of the sample, it is

possible only to draw a profile of the sniffer and little

else in the way of systematic information. The survey covered

many socio-economic groups and several geographic areas

of the city.

1) Population: From the surveys, 48 admitted glue and/or
spray sniffers were found.

2) Sex of Sniffer: Of the sniffers, Ofugergugalaml321femak..,

3) Ethnic Breakdown: Mexican-Amerir_smavv
Ahglo :13%
No indication: : 6%

4) An: The average age of the sniffers surveyed was lalLyears.

5) Familial Characteristics:
a. Marital Status: Single : 96%

Married : 4%

90 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL

b. Head of Household: Father : 58%
Mother : 14%
Someone else or

c. Status of Mother: Divorced : 6

Widowed : 4
Separated : 4
No indication: 8

6) Education: The average number of grades c

7) Family Receiving Public Assistance: Yes:
No : 8
No in

8) Weekly Family income: (Nm16) The average f
those who indicated

9) Father! Occupation: (N -26) Of those who i
one was a doctor, one
the rest had blue-col

10) Number of People in Family: (N-41) The a
family of th
they were sni

11) Siblinge_Livim at Home: (N-45) The aver
brothers and sis
of those who ind
sniffers was 3.6

12) EmploymentstiwL,20,.
14%

No indication: 11%

13) ingestion of Other Drugs: Multiple respo
marijuana, has
tobadga are th
most frequentl

14) Motivation: Of the numerous possibiliti
received the most responses
"kicW, "family problems",
who is user and it has not
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b. Head of Household: Father : 58%
Mother : 14%
Someone else or no indication: 28%

c. Status of Mothers Divorced : 6%
Widowed : 4%
Separated : 4%
No indication: 86%

6) Education: The average number of grades completed was 9.9.

7) Family Receiving Public Assistance: Yes: 8%
No t 81%
No indication: 11%

8) Weekly Family income: (N16) The average family income for
those who indicated any was $175 per week.

9) Father's Occupation: (N.26) Of those who indicated anything,
one was a doctor, one was a manager, and
the rest had blue-collar, lower-class jobs.

10) Number of People in Family: (N-41) The average size of the
family of those who indicated
they were sniffers was 6.5 people.

11) Siblings Living at Home: (N-45) The average number of
brothers and sisters living at home
of those who indicated they were
sniffers was 3.6 people.

12) Employment: No : 75%
Yes i 14%
No indication: 11%

13) ingestion of other Drugs: Multiple responses indicate that
marijuana, hashish, alcohol. and
tobac.co are the other drugs used
most freguently.b7 sniffers.

14) Motivations Of the numerous possibilities, the reasons that
received the most responses were "surjoup",
"kicks", "family problems", and "know someone
who is user and it has not hurt him."



Members of the drug abuse research team conducted inter-

views with qatigisis_auxiglijoisjklujiaa,

half -msv_housos. Very little information was gathered frca

these interviews because of the small amount of.work done

on Ilue_end spray sniffing. Most of these agencies are

involved in other areas in the fight against drugs. ThAAP

agencies do Cone in contact with sniffers but do not counsel

them or offer to help in great numbers.

2. How aerosols are made readily accessible.

Various types of glue and spray are readily available in

different types of stores. These stores include dime stores,

department stores, chain-operated variety stores, hardware and

lumber stores, auto parts stores, several drug stores, and

even at some rood stores. Apparently, there is quite a

demand for aerc :ols, whether or not they are to be used

properly.

In the El Paso areta. an ordtoaerowax-XegeotIv passed

that prohibiLl-the-sale of aerosols to persons under the age

of seventeen. It is true that the ordioance keeps a number

of sniffers away from spray, but sniffers usually have

contacts or friends who are old enough to buy spray. If a

sniffer cannot contact a friend, it is likely"

try to steal a can or two from a merchant.

Experienced sniffers are very particular

type of spray they want. Sniffers avoid buyi,

that will paint or color their hands or lips.

manufacturers have begun to add an unpleasant

various aerosols. This has been done in orde

sniffing an unpleasant experience.

The price_gf_spraxaerqsQle_is.vstry.19W.

from about 750 to $2.00 depending on the merc

many of_tbe..spray_aqiffers_are.slropmguts and

collections are made within the "sniffing gr

to raise the money necessary to buy the spray

location on the international border makes it

sniffers to obtain extremely cheap and highly

lacquer at Mexican body shops. By purchasing

in Mexico, the buyers are not violating any 1

legally bring the substances into the United

situation presents a special problem to agenc

interested in combatting the drug abuse probl

22peration would seem to be the key to overc

obstacle.
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that the ordinance keeps a number

ray, buy sniffers usually have

are old enough to buy spray. If a

sniffer cannot contact a friend, it is likely that he will

try to steal a can or two from a merchant.

Experienced sniffers are very particular about the

type of spray they want. Sniffers avoid buying aerosols

that will paint or color their hands or lips. In recent years,

wanufacturer have begun to add an unpleasant odor to the

various aerosols. This has been done in order to make

sniffing an unpleasant experience.

The price PI-4PcaY:aerqs011-111.wela Epp(. Prices run

from about 750 to $2.00 depending on the merchant. Since

many_of_the_SREAZ-Viiffers Are-CtroPMte )91.4 are unemployed,

collections are made within the "sniffing group" in order

to raise the money necessary to buy the spray. El Paso's

location on the international border makes it easy for

sniffers to obtain extremely cheap and highly intoxicating

Lacquer at Mexican body shops. By purchasing volatiles

in Mexico, the buyers are not violating any law and can

legally bring the substances into the United States. This

situation presents a special problem to agencies and individuals

interasted in combatting the drug abuse problem.. International

cooperation would seem to be the key to overcoming this major

obstacle.
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3. How have merchants violated city ordinances.

In May 1962, an ordinance was paused prohibiting the

sniffing of glue in El Paso. An additional ordinance

forbidding the sale of cement or glue to minors has been on the

books since November 1965. A companion ordinance that maks'

the sale of spray paint and other volatiles as well as the

"sniffing" of such substances illegal was enacted in March

1972 (see Appendix 3). None of these ordinances has done

much to reduce the incidence of sniffing.

Merchants violate the above-mentioned city ordinances

every time they sell a bottle of glue or a can of spray to

a minor. Unfortunately, violators of those ordianaces are

never caught. There is no record of any prosecution of

merchants for the ceiling of spray to minors. It is common

knowledge where the substances can be easily obtained. Most

merchants are aware of the ordinances, but continue to sell

glue and spray anyway.

Why the enforcement ofntEessammalL142teen so lax is

due to many factors. Lack of staff in the Police Department and

Prosecutor's Offices, the paying of more attention to other

crimes, and the slim chance of getting a conviction are

probably some of the reasons behind the lack of enforcement.
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4. Useful means of deterrence.

The

glue and

never be

hunt for useful means to deter

spray will continue for a long t

total agreement on how best to pr

misuse of volatile substances. Each commun

combatting the problem. Since conditions v

to town, what is a successful program in on

failure in another. Th,Chicanos Unidos be

methods would have the best chance of succe

AO Providing young people with meaningful
*1.14e;kt tornrnum.4 Is ri4.Ge) re 0.,

,2) Providing young people with
that will capture and hold their inters

3) Providing jobs for youth/ if rect AO

4) Providing films and other .ducational
that present, in a straightforward m
of sniffing: as_F/30...4ilcurJa..

5) 4mo/suiting in such materials and thr
that t.Ljenot "coo " v"

instead that it is dangerous and foolh

6) Put more emphasis on drug education in
Provide the teachers with more interim
materials;

7) Amend the city ordianaces prohibiting
and spray to minors under seventeen to
between seventeen and twenty -one/

(3) Promote coguration be
in order to reduce tile traffic in vole,
Encourage Mexican authorities to
campaign aimed at suppliers of s r
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4. Useful means of deterrence.

The hunt for useful means tc deter young people from using

glue and spray will continue for a long time. There will

never be total agreement on how best to prevent the

misuse of volatile substances. Each ccc'unity has its way of

casting era problem. Since conditions vary from town

to town, what is a successful program in one might be a

failure in another. TheChicanos Unidos believe the following

methods would have the best chance of success in El Paso:

Providing C,3[,,,urell?4.4t)jonple, wie)th, tinceeeningiousl.. rayseetitigy2rICIrtame::.

,,,2) Providing young people with community service twwirmai
that will capture and hold their interests e

3) Providing jelle for youths If 11, r t
n. du 14

4) Providing films and other educational material for youth
that present, in a straightforward manner, the dangers
of sniffing: Al cc., 6/3 o 'et

5) Emphasizing in such materials and through personal contact
that jt is not "cool' or "manIr2._te...anifg,_ Emphasize
instead that it is dangerous and foolhardy:

6) Put more emphasis on drug education in the schools.
Provide the teachers with more interesting and relevant
material's

7) Amend the city ordianaces prohibiting the sale of Clue
and spray to minors under seventeen to include those
between seventeen an twenty-one;

8) Promote cooperation between American_and_Maxican authorities
in order to reduce the traffic in volatilo substances.
Encourage Mexican authorities to r.4 . a dru edu ati
campaign aimed at su 'Aims of sray

- teuok ;;MAfr".... i.e4A ei4stry, meltoeuty (..tr r .)

a Lt.
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t. khe Ctrzymos

9) Encourage city authorities to enforce those ordinances
already in existence:

10) Get more information to parents warning them of then
dangers of sniffing:

# A-Lihke

11) Promote co-operation between various segments of the
entire El Paso community for a co-ordinated glue and
spray abuse campaign. Involve the Police Department
and businessmen in such a campaign:

12) Since sniffers are often involved in the juvenile justice
process and are put in the juvenile detention facility,
both the system and the facility should be upgraded.
Both have been severely criticized by the National Council
on Crime and Delinquency as being underbudgeted and
overburdened.

The Chicanos Unidos have already put into practice some of

the above recommendations. In order to better inform people

of the dangers of inhaling glue and spray, a series of

pmttIlee_wax_deeigagsl, printed, and distributed. They were

informative and contained warnings against sniffing as well.

aumBautickszs bearing the slogans "Don't Sniff Spray-

Chicanos Unidos" and "Don't Sniff Glue-Chicanos Unidos" were

printed and offered to motorists. A slide presentation was

irepared and will be shown to various groups in and around

El Paso. The cooperation of the El Paso Police Department

was enlisted and stores wherA2191a0...siommic-can be purchased.

were contacted_and informed of the ordinance and the desires

of the group regarding the sale of these substances.

:

Members of the Chicanos Unidos h

in_theAme of spray in recent weeks. Since us

become involved with the Chicanos .'nidos and o

communityominded youth groups, their attention

diverted away from sniffing. Not all have sto

peer EressureAnsl.pther force; have caused a n

decrease in the amount of sniffing.

5. As a source of problems

Glue and spray sniffing are the source of

problems. While the activity of "sniffing" c

only reason behind neighborhood conflict, high

rates, and juvenile delinquency, it is certain

tributing factor. The Chicanos Unidos have li

contributes directly to the following problems

1) Physical violence within the barrio. Pigh
over the use of the sniffing rag within t

2) Bitterness. animosity, hostility. and, ult
violence later on when the user remembers
associated with sniffing.

d) SO)1401,drolk-outts_when the user becomes "ad
sniffing. The sniffer must stay out of sc
to be continuously involved in the sniffin

1.0
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have already put into practice some of

. In order to better inform people

glue and spray, a series of

rinted, and dietribed. They were

warnings against sniffing as well.

he slogans "Don't Sniff Spray -

't Sniff Glue-Chicanos Unidos" were

orists. A slide erementation_was

to various groups in and around

of the El Paso police Department

re glue and_spray.can be purchased.

of the ordinaace end the desires

sale of these substances.

Members of the Chicanos Unidos tagenoticeWrop

inthe.une of spray in, recent weeks. Since users have

become involved with the Chicanos Unidos and other

conounitywminded youth groups, their attention has been

diverted away from sniffing. Not all have stopped but

peer pressure_apd_other forces have caueed a noticeable

decrease in the amount of sniffing.

5. As a source of problems

Glue and spray sniffing are the source of many social

problems. While the activity of "sniffing" cannot be said to be the

only reason behind neighborhood conflict, high dropout

rates, and juvenile delinquency, it is certainly a strong con-

tributing factor. The Chicanos Unidos have learned that sniffing

contributes directly to the following problems:

1) Physical violence within the barrio. rights develop
over the use of the sniffing rag within the sniffing group.

2) Bitterness, animosity, hostility, and, ultimately,
violence later on when the user remembers bad past experiences
associated with sniffing.

.1) School drop-outs_when the user becomes "addicted" to
sniffing. The sniffer must stay out of school in order
to be continuously involved in the sniffing process.

1 0
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4) Juvenile delinquency, especially petty theft and
vandalism. If the sniffer is unable to purchase the spray,
then he Oftentimes will turn to shoplifting or breaking
and entering to get the material. Wanton vandalism
may be the result after a sniffing episode when the
user feels he is "on top of the world," and anti-
social tendencies come to the forefront.

5) Social disturbances, such as "party-crashing" by
sniffers. In the ?Siete area there used to be many
weekend parties that would be interrupted or disrupted
by sniffers. Because of these disturbances, the numbe-
of gatherings has diminished greatly and mutual dislike
among young people has increased.

6) Increased family problems when the parents discover
that their children have turned to sniffing. What may
be already bad relations between parent and child
quickly deteriorate into something even worse.

6. Testaments of some sniffers.

What follows are observations made and recorded during

a spray sniffing session. The participants were habitual users

who discussed their feelings, emotions, and reactions as they

inhaled the fumes of the spray.

After three sniffs, the subjects felt pretty good. After

six sniffs, they felt suspicious and wanted to hide. There

was a feeling of guilt. One said he heard a ringing in his

ears. Another felt like his body was higher than his mind.

After several more sniffs, they were laughing and

94 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL

wanted more and more. There was continuous

nothing at all. They said they felt very

everything was okay.

They said they could not wait till t

through with the can and felt like taking

One said that he could feel the sound of t

They felt like they were back in the

doing glue. Like it was the same, like t

there again. One felt a lot of saliva in

One subject felt very possessive of t

not want to let go of it. Two fellows c

sharing it. One took it. With two or t

spray he got loaded and said that with tha

could not talk.

One subject knows he is screwing hies

he says he still does it, it doss not matt

One said he was getting a headache wi

Another subject said he was ma 12g2 (too

His words got stuck. Sometimes he felt ti

finished playing basketball.

Another subject kept saying he was

some things seemed to be bothering him.

higher and higher.

t
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The participants were habitual users

ngs, emotions, and reactions as they

spray.

the subjects felt pretty good. After

icious and wanted to hide. There

One said he heard a ringing in his

his body was higher than his mind.

iffs, they were laughing and

wanted sore and more. There was continuous laughing-at

nothing at all. They said they felt very good: no problems;

everything was okay.

They said they could not wait till the other one was

through with the can and felt like taking it away from him.

One said that he could feel the sound of the radio.

They felt like they were back in the past again and

doing glue. Like it was the same, like they were back

there again. One felt a lot of saliva in his mouth.

One subject felt very pc ive of the can and did

not want to let go of it. Two fellows cameiin and they felt like

sharing it. One took it. With two or three hits of

spray he got loaded and caid that with that stuff, you

could not talk.

One subject knows he is screwing himself over, but

he says he still does it: it does not matter to him.

One said he was getting a headache with the spray.

Another subject said he was maz loco (too crazy) to talk.

His words got stuck. Sometimes he felt tired, like he had just

finished playing basketball.

Another subject kept saying he was getting claustrophobia;

some things seemed to be bothering him. He kept getting

higher and higher.
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B. THE NON-SNIFFERS

Those students who indicated that they did

spray or glue often knew of others who did.

these individuals was analyzed in order to find

the non-sniffers knew about the sniffing proses

1) ex: Female : 54%:Hale:46%

2) Ethnic Breakdown: Mexican-American; 83%
Anglo : 14%
Indian 2%
Black : 1%

3) Familial characteristics: Both parents livin
Just the moths "
Just the father "

4FExtent of knowledge about sniffing:

a) Do you know of anyone who sniffs paint or

Yes: 48% No 52%

b) Have you ever seen anyone sniff paint or

Yes: 56% No:44%

c)Does anyone in your neighborhood sniff pai

Yes:42% No:SO%

d) Do any of your friends sniff paint or gl

Yes: 37% Not 63%

a) Have you ever seen any girls sniff paint

Yes: 29% No: 71%

f) Have you seemianyone in your class sniff

Yes: 17% No 83%

g) Describe how paint or glue is done.

(The percentages are those who were abl
the sniffing process accurately.)

Grade 7: 9.3% Grade 8: 11.1% Grade 9:

STUDEN



N -SNIFFERS

)

Those students who indicated that they did not sniff

spray or glue often knew of others who did. The data from

these individuals was analyzed in order to find out how much

the non-sniffers knew about the sniffing process.

1) Sex: Female : 54%7Male:46%

2) Ethnic Breakdown: Mexican-Americans 83%
Anglo : 14%
Indian : 2%
Black s 1%

3) Familial Characteristics: Both parents living at home: 82%
Just the mother " " " : 13%
Just the father " " s 5%

4) Extent of knowledge about sniffing:

a) Do you know of anyone who sniffs paint or glue?

Yes: 48% No: 52%

b) Have you ever seen anyone sniff paint or glue?

Yes: 56% No:44%

c)Does anyone in your neighborhood sniff paint or glue?

Yes:42% No:58%

d) Do any of your friends sniff paint or glue?

Yes: 37% No: 63%

41) Have you ever seen any girls sniff paint or glue?

Yes: 29% No: 71%

f) Have you seenkanyone in your class sniff paint or glue?

Yes: 17% No: 83%

g) Describe how paint or glue is done.

(The percentages are those who were able to describe
the sniffing process accurately.)

Grade 7: 9.3% Grade 8: 11.1% Grade 9: 7.9%
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Total : 8.9% of those surveyed were able to answer.

It can be inferred that many of the respondents did not

answer the Question about "sniffing" truthfully, It is

believed that many of those who indicated they knew how

to sniff actually do it now or have used spray or glue in

the past Estimates of the number of users from community,

workers knowledgeable in this area range as high as 1/3 of

the.junior,high and high school age youth.in Ysleta, Thus,

while the statistics presented herein are the only"hard"

source of data available on this problem,an "educated gueesr

would be that perhaps twice that number have actually used,

spray and glue. ,In addition,there are numerous out-of-school

youths who are sniffers. No one knows the true extent of

the problem.
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There are over 300,000 people in El Paso,Texas. It is

estimated that 1/3 of these people fall belpw poverty

guidelines. About 60% of the population is Mexican-

American. In the Yileta section of El Paso,there are about

/430,000 people. Over 2/3 of them are Mexican-American and 50%

fall below poverty guidelines.

The schools dealt with in this summary are Ysleta Grade

School,South Loop Grade School, and Ysleta High School. These

schools have a combined enrollment-of4773 students. Low-

income students make up 53.0% of the enrollment at Ysleta

Grade School) 45.6% of the enrollment at South Loop Grade, and

between 10% and 20% of the enrollment of Ysleta High. Mexican-

Americans make up 75% of the enrollment of the three schools.

El Paso is a border town that receives hundreds of

Mexican immigrants monthly. The city is economically

dependent on clothing manufacturing.refineries, and military

installations.

1.schoole

A, Druq Education

1. In the seventh.eighth and ninth,9rades. drug education is

a part of the regular health program. It is also a part of

the activities of the S.O.S (Stamp Out Stupidity) Club

ONLY +PC(0 0.416.45 krofS

in junior high school.

2. Drug education is taught by th-and h

teachers, They attend workshops at which th

up-to-date on the latest information. Drug

Oipartment are also used. The teachers have

ifications otter than their teaching certifi

teachers attend in-servi-w meetings where th

techniques of drug education.

3. At Ysleta Grade School, the program is fo

week as part of health. At Soutb Loop Grade.

education are given to the seventh and eight

Ysleta High,the drug education program is s

4. At all three schools movies,literature

speakers form the basis for drug educcdon pr

speakers come from agencies like Aliviane,th

agency,and the Police Community Relations Di

5. The extent of the.dissatiefactictp with t

program runs all themay.up to the principal

Even professional educators are at a loss on

with this problem. Students and other mambo

are not happy with the drug education curric

D. School Druq Policy

1. The gade_achgando notLhave any counselo

no policy on confidentiality. In the high s

STUDEN
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ghth and ninth grades. drug educatic- is

r heilth program. It is also a part of

S.O.S (Stamp Out Stupidity) Club

rpc,f5

in junior hig) school.

2. Drug education is taught by_hulth_and physical drAtratinn

tearhers% They attend workshops at which they are brougnt

up-to-date on the latest information. prug /Ht.' from the Police

liepartment are also used. The teachers have no special goal -

ificationa otter than their teaching certificates. High school

teachers attend in-service meetings where they learn the

techniques of drug education.

3. At Ysleta Grade School, the program is for ono hour per

week as part of health. At South Loop Grade, two weeks of drug

education are given to the seventh and eighth graders. At

Ysleta High,the drug education program is six weeks in length.

4. At all three schools movies,literature and outside

speakers form the basis for drug education programs. The

speakers come from agencies like Aliviane,the local abuse

agency,and the Police Community Relations Division.

5. The extent of the diasiaislactiop with the drug education

program runs all themarup to the principals of the schools.

Even professional educators are at a loss on how bast to deal

with this problem. Students and other members of the community

are not happy with the drug education curriculum.

3. School Drug_Policv

1. The gads schoolsda_not have any counselors so there is

no policy on confidentiality. In the high school inrormtttnn

1%14
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information about personal drug use remains confidential if

the student desires. Administrators at all the schools did

loyqifir,Leatmma.ingcaunseirsfroatifixotkx1 g

in a trial concerning confidential information given him by

a student even existed,

2. At Ysleta Grade School there are occasional supervised

lockes_seggclutt, At South Loop there are none. At Ysleta

High there is a search only if a direct accusation of stolen

property being in the locker is made. South Loop is the only

school where locker searches are made if the rumor level so

warrants. The other schools do not get any "information"

on when or where to search lockers.

3. None of the schools have undercover narcotics agents.
-

Neither grade school has regular police. Tho high school has

one traffic officer who carries an unloaded gun. At Ysleta

Grade, drug offenders are suspended until parents come to the

schools. At South Loop,the parents are contacted and the

principal counsels the student. At Yileta High, the parents

are notified and the students are counseled.

4. At the grade schools, there are no counselors. At the

high school, the counselors deal with the students on the

drug issue and refer them to Aliviane.. These counselors have

no special training to deal with high school aged people on

the drug issue.
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II. Community Programs

B. Educational Programs

Answers to 1,2 and 3

The El Paso Police Department Vice Divisi

who spends his time showing films and tal

Fort Bliss "Rap House" primarily serves t

dependents. The biggest community prOgra

Inc., the local drug abuse control agency

components are D.A.R.E (Drug Abuse Rehabi

and D.O.P.E (Delinquency Outreach and Pre

D.A.R.E is federally funded through H.E.W

with prevention and education. The main

is storefront centers and counseling. D.

the state of Texas. Its main concern is

and pamphl .s. The Aliviane program is

Directors t the Rap House by the Depart

4. Aliviane serves people from age six

drug abuse problems are handled from the

sniffers to the junkie. The Rap House i

and their dependents but they will deal

referrals.

5. Alliviane believes in the use of the

addict. Its staff is composed primarily

The Rap House believes in working on the

staff consist mostly of military people
I 1approved treatment methods.
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II. Community Programs

A. Educational Programs

Answers to 1,2 and 3

The El Paso Police Department Vice Division has one officer

who spends his time showing films and talking to groups. Tho

Fort Bliss "Rap House primarily serves the military and

dependents. The biggest community prOgram is that of Aliviane,

Inc., the local drug abuse control agency. Its toa main

components are D.A.R.E (Drug Abuse Rehabilitation Enterprise)

and D.O.P.E (Delinquency Outreach and Prevention Enterprise).

D.A.R.E is federally funded through H.E.W. and is concerned

with prevention and education. The main concern of D.A.R.E.

is storefront centers and counseling. D.O.P.E. is funded by

the state of Texau. Its main concern is distributing posters

and pamphlets. Tho Aliviane program is run by a Board of

Directors r the Rap House by the Department of Defense.

4. Aliviane serves people from age six on up. All kinds of

drug abuse problems are handled from the high school glue

sniffers to the junkie. The Rep House is primarily for GIs

and their dependents but they will deal with non-military

referrals.

5. Alliviano believes in the use of the ex-:addict to treat the

addict. Its staff is composed primarily of former drug abusers .

The Rap House believes in working on the user's level. The

staff consist mostly o2 military people using militarily-

approved treatment methods. I



6. Aliviane produces its own material but has no films. The

police Department uses Federally-provided films and literature.

The Rap House uses military material.

7. The Police Department has one an with little training

resulting in superficial coverage of the problem. The Rep

House has about ten staff members with military training.

A civilian evaluation of their effectiveness would be sub-

jective and cursory. Aliviane has about fifty staff members

whose training consists largely of having gone through the drug

experience itself. Aliviane is difficult program to evaluate

because of its widespread operations and secrecy. It VI not

possible for the Chicanos Unidoe to evaluate Aliviane.

B. Treatment programs

Aliviane operates settlement homes under N.A.R.A (Narcotics

Addicts Rehabilitation Act) and C.A.S.E (Community Addiction

Service Enterprise). In tho3e houses, addicts receive

counseling and rehabilitation services.

III. Courts and Laws

A. Art are minors are the

sieeApthose regarding-adults- FIrstyouthful offenders are

usually counseled and released. Minors who are chronic

offenders are placed on probation or placed in reform school.

Consideration is given tr: their behavior and they may be placed

in a ranch with more freedom or even enrolled in one of the

drug programs in El Paso, This might involve anything from rap

sessions to methadone trestrivAlo.i

The Juvenile Detention Home is the focal

went of young offeriders. Individual and

is given and referrals are often made to

interviews,official at the home admitted

lie on how to handle the problem and boa

agencies wars ineffectual in dealing with

C. In El Paso younRAU/WPM are usually

for drug offenses. They are placed on.pr

inadrug_pbtpek_procerara. There are no re

near El Paso.

D. The juvenile court judge' (Henry Pena)

of rehabilitation rather than giving sent

criminal record.
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sir behavior and they may be placed
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his might involve anything from rap

ti

The Juvenile Detention Home is the focal point for treat-
, ment of young offenders. Individual and parental counseling

is given and referrals are often made to Aliviane.,. In

interviewsofficials at the home admitted they were at a

loss on how to handle the problem and believed that other

agencies were ineffectual in dealing with the problem as well.

C. In El Paso young offenders. are usually not sent to reform

for drug offenses. They are placed on.probation or enrolled

inadrugabuse_program. There are no reform schools in or

near El Paso.

D. The jugpnile court judge's (Henry Pena) attitude is one

of rehabilitation rather than giving sentences andethus,a

criminal record.

rt
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Alfredo Espinosa
Arnulfo Avila
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Judge Henry Pena
Chief Robert Minnie of the El Paso Police Department
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GUIDELINES.

Statistics: name your city, state, its popul
racial/cthnic breakdown; name yo
dealing with, its(their) populat
racial/ethnic breakdown; and any
you feel may be necessary to dos

I. Schools (high schools, jr. high schools,

A. Drug education

1. Is there any?

2. Who.teaches it? (phys..ed. teach

a. that kind of training do they
education? What are their qu

3. How extensive :a4program?isit
hour per week, etc.)? Is it

4. that materials are used (books,
Witasit4

S. Year Evaluation of your schools'

B. §2119iaRalicieAQa!kkl.use art2i9r 4

1. Confidentiality:

a. Are counselors and other sch
quired by school regulations
student might tell them abou
use?

b. Is there a local law oxempti
from testifying in a trial c
tial information given to th
student?

2. Locker search

a. What is the School's policy

b. Does your school have locker
often?

c. Whore do school officials ge
on when to search lockers an
search?
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MI this project were:

as provided by:

eh to acknowledge the cooperation of:

the El Paso Police Department
and the Community Relations Division, EPPD
Ysleta Independent School District
le Detention Home
ynes Printing Co.
Paper Co.
ny, Texas

1)

GUIDELINES.

Statistics: name your city, state, its population, its class/
racial/ethnic breakdown; name your school(s) you're
dealin7 with, ita(their) population, its(their) class/
racial/ethnic breakdown; and any other information
you feel may be necessary to describe your community.

I. Schools (high schools, jr. high schools, and middle schools)

A. Drug education

1. Is there any?

2. Who.teaches it? (phys..ed. teacher, health teacher)

a. What kind of training do they have to teach drug
education? What are their qualifications?

is 4.1+
3. How extensive of-it (one semester, one

hour per week, etc.)? Is it seets4xstIVJui

4. What materials are used (books, movies, etc.)? Whs.
writes -44?

5. Your Evaluation of your schools' drug program:

B. ach221_policiel-MAXMa_use ardor 4;PS-uASX/

1. Confidentiality:

a. Are counselors and other school personnel re-
quired by school regulations to divulge what a
student might tell them about personnel drug
use?

b. Is there a local law exempting school counselors
from testifying in a trial concerning confiden-
tial information given to the counselor by a
student?

2. Locker search

a.

b.

c.

What is the School's policy on:locker search?

Does your school have locker search? If so, how
often?

Where do school officials get their information
on when 4o search lockers and which lockers to
search?

1'i



Page 2
Guidelines

3. Police and school relationship.on the drug issue

. a. Does the school have undercover narcotic agents?

b. Does the school have "regular" police? Do they
carry weapons?

c. What happens to drug "offenders" (are they sus-
pended, arrested, expelled)?

4. Counselors

a. Do they deal with students on the drug issue
ordo.they,refer them to someone else? (Who?)

b. that is their training to deal with high school
.aged people on the drug issue?

.:DX: community programs

A. Educational programa.

1. Are there any educational community drug programs?

Whose program is it (state's, community's, federal
government's)?

3. Who runs it?

Who does it try to service (what age group, what
type(s) drug use(r) )?

5. What is their philosophy or stand on drugs?

6. What materials are used (books, movies, etc.)? Who,
writes it?

7. Personnel

1

a. How many people are there on staff (paid or vol-
unteer)?

b. What is their training.to handle drug users or
drug information?

c. Your evaluation of the prZgram(s):

B. Treatment programs (rehabilitation centers)

SAME BASIC QUESTIONS AS UNDER A. Educational programs

I, J

Page 3
Guidelines

IIt. Courts and laws

A. What are the laws regarding drug off
minors?

B. Do juvenile offenders go to juvenile

C. Are many kids sent to reform schools

D.

1. Are there many drugs in reform s
available are they (if they are

2. Your evaluation of the reform sc
' area: (Do a couple of case hist

:41. ,..-

are/'.the juvenile judges
fenders? (Interview some judges to
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Page 3
Guidelines

Iit. Courts and laws

A. What are the laws regarding drug offenders who are
minors?

B. Do juvenile offenders go to juvenile or adult courts?

C. Are many kids sent to reform schools for drug offenses?

1. Are there many drugs in reform schools? How
available are they (if they are available)?

2. Your evaluation of the reform school(s) in your
area: (Do a couple of case histories.)

D.
1b

arc /the juvenile judges ett-iirockea-tos/ard drug of-
fenders? (Interview some judges to find out1)
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Like the Chicanos Unidos, the stu
Douglass United Community Center, Inc
also wanted their project to have comm
With this in mind, the students concei
approaching the HSSP. They proposed t.
drug abuse newsletter, to be issued bi-
months of the project.

These students felt that there was a real
section of Washington, D.C., for a special
'on between existing drug abuse program
large. They acknowledged the existence o
programs, but stressed the point that th
coordinated nor even known to the publ
newsletter such as the students proposed
could well serve to coordinate local drug
tion programs, and to publici?e existing
residents.

This newsletter, called The Dope, wa
times in all and was distributed free-of-
section of Washington. All aspects of pub
writing, and distribution, were carried out
The student-journalists used the last page
an original community questionnaire, incl
drugs and their effects, drug attitudes and

DAC welcomed this unique project ide
the press to the issue of drug abuse. F
youth groups that may wish to publish
newsletter, three issues of The Dope
examples. However, it is difficult to evalu
project without some kind of feedback fr
unfortunately, the Washington students
this newsletter's impact on the residents
neither an estimate as to the number of
newsletter, nor any report of reader reacti

Furthermore, there was a lack of feed
naires. The students' original idea was
questionnaires submitted back to the
review. However, .if questionnaire results
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Like the Chicanos Unidos, the students of the Frederick
Douglass United Community Center, Inc., in Washington, D.C.,
also wanted their project to have community-wide implications.
With this in mind, the students conceived a unique way of
approaching the HSSP. They proposed to publish a community
drug abuse newsletter, to be issued bi-monthly for the three
months of the project.

These students felt that there was a real need in their inner-city
section of Washington, D.C., for a special channel of communica-
tion between existing drug abuse programs and the community-at-
large. They acknowledged the existence of quite a few local drug
programs, but stressed the point that their efforts were neither
coordinated nor even known to the public in many instances. A
newsletter such as the students proposed and ultimately prepared
could well serve to coordinate local drug education and rehabilita-
tion programs, and to publicize existing programs to community
residents.

This newsletter, called The Dope, was in fact published five
times in all and was distributed free-of-charge in the Anacostia
section of Washington. All aspects of publication, lay-out, design,
writing, and distribution, were carried out by high school students.
The student-journalists used the last page of each issue to present
an original community questionnai. ), including legal implications,
drugs and their effects, drug attitudes and opinions, etc.

DAC welcomed this unique project idea, applying the power of
the press to the issue of drug abuse. For the benefit of future
youth groups that may wish to publish their own drug abuse
newsletter, three issues of The Dope are reproduced here as
examples. However, it is difficult to evaluate the success of such a
project without some kind of feedback from the community. And
unfortunately, the Washington students produced no measure of
this newsletter's impact on the residents of Anacostia. There was
neither an estimate as to the number of readers reached by the
newsletter, nor any report of reader reaction.

Furthermore, there was a lack of feedback from the question-
naires. The students' original idea was to have the completed
questionnaires submitted back to them for tabulation and
review. However, .if questionnaire results were received or tabu-
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lated, they were not reported to either the community or to DAC.
Moreover, the students never published the answers to the
questionnaires. While DAC wholeheartedly agreed that it was
important to ask the questions, it seems of no less importance to
answer them, particularly with regard to the factual material. Had
the students done so, their community press may have been of still
greater value as a drug education tool in itself.

...

1
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THE DOPE
DRUG ABUSE: NEWS IN S.E.

Save S. A. V. E.

S. A. V. E. (Stop Addiction through Voluntary
Efforts) was a community orienteu program
located at 2045 Martin Luther King,Jr. Ave
S. E. It is now Defunct.

S.A. . E. dealt directly with addicts, using
community alerts and teaching drug educa-
tion. By the way .. S.A. V.E. uses no me-
thadone.

Now, Dig S.A. V. E. D. (Drug Incenttv
Group) is a component of S.A V.E. com-
prised of eight Anacostia slo ents who were
giv in special training at a drug education
center In Ouantico, Va With this, they have
volunteered their time and efforts In order
to teach young Bros. and .sts. of elementary
school age about the use and abuse of drugs.

Their methods of teaching were unique in the
kinds of very creative ideas that they put in-
to action. For example, they would pick a
talked about fictional character like SuperF1
and compare him to a well-known inspiratlo
al le,aier such as H.ftap Brown, showing ho
SuperFiy was about selling dope to the com-
munity and how Rap Brown was into eradica
ling drugs from the community. Then they
would let the young Bros. ano Sin. decide
for themselves who was the true hero in the
communtty. The Dltfolks, hetptng other
Blacks through a vicarious experience, are
no longer working because the program was
terminated by the Health and Weifare Counci
inspite of this, the Group' e spirit is not bro-
ken and they insist that they will not give up.
Sta. Grace Jivens is just one of the folks wh
Says She will continue the task with or with-
out the help of H. W. L. For information,
call her at 689 4035The loss of these progra
me is a communtty loss, but with a little
help from concerned residents They/We/Us
may be able to D. t. G. on S. A. V. E. again.

ltstAS g(ItsrAP
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to educate the community
to eliminate drugs

Area high school students working to heighten
and enlighten the community in which they live

THE DOPE

CAPITOL EAST
More Than Just Talk

Most problems are merely talked about and
rarely solved, or they just get shafted from
shouther to shoulder tooktng for somebody to
take the weight. Even sadder is the fact that
many people arc not really concerned with the
burden that drug abuse places on OUR commu-
nity.

Several months ago, after meeting with com-
muntty people in workshops and conferences
deattng with drug abuse, particularly the use
of methadone, a proposal was submitted by
former Heroin addicts to the Neighborhood
Planning Counctl (area 16) for a Drug Education
Prevention Center. Through these efforts the
Capitol East Drug Abuse Prevention and Ed-
ucation Center was incorporated.

The Program is only part funded by the NPC
(coothWid on pile 3)

THE DOPE
2027 Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave. S.E.
678-2767or678-2768 anyttme you're ready

Rakt Asweape
Deborah Gwynn
Barbara Wtilis
A kida Baye
Enaharo

Edttor.photographer
Journaltst.photos
Jou rnalast.poetist
Journalist pinion.

Funded by the Drug Abuse Council through
the Student Information Center.
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SILENT EXPLOSION

A bomb is ticking at the Washington Urban
League's Anaconda Drug Abuse Education
Program. The Program, located at 3016
Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave. S.E. is fund-
ed by H. E. W. A. D. A. E. P. started in Jan
uary '72', but its existence Iris not been ac
knowledged by the community. We wonder-
ed about this because we live only a block
from the program and knew nothing of it un-
til this interview.

Brother Bob Ferill, the programs Commu-
nications Specialist, is just one of the staff
detonating this bomb. When asked why the
Anacontia Drug Abuse Education Program
has lacked community invelver lent, he said
"We are STILL in the planning stages." The
program has taken steps to spread its know-
ledge of drugs by creating a brochure and
cr.oring book to be distributed throughout
the community. The program is trying to
place a lot of emphasis in the schools,vmere
the real bomb in exploding.

"We're trying to grasp the minds of young
people before the 'pusherman' gives them
his drug education."

'The functions of this program," Bro. Ferill
further explains,, "is to provide the commu-
nity with the knowledge that there are alter-
natives to using drugs. To find these alter-
natives, we must look into the reasons why

family problems. We
rug education, its sua
fits for the general At
Ferill responded, say
rovide you with the ir4
oth sides of the aituat

rove to make your own
kill be away from drug

Lea vtng A. D. A. E. P.
asked Bro. Ferill if Is
many or enough drug
rehabilitation centers,
We just need One that

Obviously, he feels th
lot of others are not vr
An explosion must take
Abuse Centers before
to cause an explosion,
ntty. But for now, bot
tick... tick... tick...0

CAPITOL EAST (CC)friNuil) rroot PAM: 2)

and has been functtontng in the community for approximately six in
examine psychological, political and racial as well as scientific in
legal and illegal use of methadone and other drugs.

Under the direction of Brother Musa Rahim Bey, the program
only in workshops and conferences, but in discussions with person
fluence on the way the community operates.

Brother Mao Bey someday wishes to establish a small econon
previously incarcerated persons and other such projects to help ft
useful and beneficial position in the community.

The Capitol East Center is a non-profit organization which offn
munity free of charge. Any person, organization, school or chura
knowledgeable about the use and abuse of drugs , may call 546-629
9a. m. and 6p.m. and ask for Musa Rahim Bey.
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SILENT EXPLOSION

A bomb is ticking at the Washington Urban
League's Anacostta Drug Abuse Education
Program. The Program, located at 3016
Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave. S.E. is fund-
ed by H.E.W. A. D. A.E.P. started in Jan
uary '72', but its existence has not been ac
knowledged by the community. We wonder-
ed about this because we live only a block
from the program and knew nothing of it un-
til this interview.

Brother Bob Ferill, the programs Commu-
nicattons Spectaltst, is just one of the staff
detonating thts bomb. When asked why the
Anacostia Drug Abuse Education Program
has lacked community involvement, he said
"We are STILL in the planning stages." Th
program has taken steps to spread its know
ledge of drugs by creating a brochure and
coloring book to be distributed throughout
the communtty. The program is trytng to
place a lot of emphasts tn the schools,wnere
the real bomb ts exploding.

"We're trying to grasp the minds of young
people before the 'pusherman' gives them
his drug education."

'The functions of this program, Bro. Fertll
further explatns, "is to provide the commu-
ntty with the knowledge that there are alter-
natives to using drugs. To find these alter-
natives, we must look into the reasons why

AIL a person might resort to
drugs. These reasons can
include lack of recreation
concern or be the results
of family and soctal pro-
blems."

The alternatives, of counii
would be to supply people
with recreation and help
them edge out social and

famtly problems. We questioned this type of
rug education, its success and its overall ben-
fits for the general Anacostta community. Bro.
Fertll responded, saytng, "Education can only
rovide you with the information and give you
th stdes of the sttuatton. From there, you

ave to make your own dectsion. Hopefully, it
ill be away from drugs."

Leavtng A.D. A.E.P. 's second floor offtce, we
asked Bro. Fertll tf he felt that Were arc too
many or enough drug educatton, preventton or
rehabilitatton centers. He replied, "Neither.
We just need One that works.

Obviously, he feels that this program and it
lot of others are not working as they should.
An explosion must take place inside these Drug
Abuse Centers before they can make an attempt
to cause an exploston, outstde, in the commu-
ntty. But for now, bombs only continue to....
tick... tick... tick.. (Part 2 ,n next issue.

CAPITOL CAST (CCitriatieD !AOC 2)

and has been functiontng tn the community for approximately six months. It ts destgned to
examine psychological, political and racial as well as sctentiftc tmplicattons of wtdespread
legal and illegal use of methadone and other drugs.

Under the direction of Brother Musa Rahim Bey, the program extends its services not
only tn workshops and conferences, but tn discussions with persons who have a definite in-
fluence on the way the community operates.

Brother Musa Bey someday wishes to establish a small economic program operated by
previously incarcerated persons and other such projects to help former convicts serve
useful and beneficial position in the community.

The Capitol East Center is a non profit organization which offers its services to the com-
munity free of charge. Any person, organization, school or church wishing to become more
knowledgeable about the use and abuse of drugs , may call 546-6291 or 546-7716 between
9a.m. and 6p.m. and ask for Musa Rahim Bey.
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to educate the community
to eliminate drugs

Area high school students worktng to heighten
and enlighten the communtty in whtch they live

THE DOPE

CAPITOL EAST
More Than Just Talk

Most problems are merely talked about and
rarely solved, or they just get shifted from
shoulder to shoulder looktng for somebody so
take the weight. Even sadder to the fact that
many people are not really concerned with the
burden that drug abuse places on OUR commu-
nity.

Several months ago, after meeting with com-
munity people in workshops and conferences
dealing with drug abuse, parttcutarly the use
of methadone, a proposal was submttted by
former Heroin addicts to the Neighborhood
Planning Council (area 16) for a Drug Education
Prevention Center. Through these efforts the
Capitol East Drug Abuse Prevention and Ed-
ucation Center was tncorporated.

The Program ts only part funded by the NPC
(esstlitusd on page 3)

THE DOPE
2027 Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave. S.E.
678-2767or678-2768 anytime you're ready

Rak, Asweape
Deborah Gwynn
Barbara Willis
A Sada Baye
Enaharo

Edttor.photographer
Journalist.photos
Journali.,t.poetist
Journalistphtlos.

Funded by the Drug Abuse Council through
the Student Information Center.
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toiiowtag is a questionnaire designed to focus on the communities attitudes on drug
iuur response will aid us in establishing factual information for future use.

tic suite will be published in subsequent issues available to anyone. Directions. circle
the letter beside the answer of your choice. When completed, drop in DROP BOX.

Do you think the drug problem is being exaggerated?
A Yes 13 No

2. Do you consider marijuana to be a drug?
A Yes B No

3. If you have never used drugs (include marijuana), why not?
A...have been frightened by present drug knowledge.
B...parents, relatives or friends are against drug use.
C...lack of exposure (never had the chance).
D...uninterested.

4. If you have, why?
1...personal problems.
B...lack cf recreation or boredom.
C... influenced by friends (or others).
D...curious.

5. 1),. you feel that most drug users start because they think its cool?
A. Yes B No

G. Would you say that most drug users are between the ages of 16 and 26?
A Yes B No

7. Do you feel that people lean towards drugs as a means of escape?
A Yes B No

8. In your opinion, is drug use 'morally' wrong?
A Yes B No

9. Do you feel that drug addicts (and other users) should be...
A... hospitalized
B... imprisoned
C... given psychiatric treatment
D...left alone

I'). Do you think drug abuse is predominant among minority groups?
A Yes B No

11. Do you believe the Importation of drugs -HEROIN-to be another form
of genocide?

12. Whose responsibility is drug abuse?
A...United States Goverment
B... foreign goverments from which the drugs are imported
C...The Mafia
D... Drug addicts (individuals)

13. Do you feel that sutstituting one drug for another: is benificial to the
rehabilitation and well being of the addict?

A Yes B No

PLEASE fill in the following information.

Age Sex Do you live in South East? A Yes B No

106 THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
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THE DOPE
DRUG ABUSE: NEWS IN S.E.

MASSA'S MONSTA

america is pregnant again with a monstet and
her stomach swells with this evidence. she
blames her pregnancy on foreign governments,
the pusherman, and the junkies who are forced
to beat the pain of delivery alone. the thing that
really kills folks is that the big a (also known
as babylon) won't admit that she is part of an
international hooka', of spiritual, mental, and
physical rapists. funny ? ?

in our once upon a time american society, this
monster was thought to have beenconcetved and
grown by Black folks...but we know better.(the
opium war of china last century will look like
a sunday outing in a poppi field, compared to
the impending heroin war.)

funny ?? but it wasn't until euro-americans
bored with civil rights, protesting the war, in-
stant revolution and eighteenth century life
styles, became friendly with the monster, was
there any publicity about its existence. then
suddenly there's all this kind of energy devoted
to killing the monster. or should we say poten-
tial energy?

mutt' of us pray that america's monster is just
another nightmare, take a deep breath, pull the
covers ores our heads and hope like hell that
the monster will go away. while others who pla
the role of mighty white knights feel that it we
collected all the junkies, locked them up indark

e hallway houses and prison
and throw away the key, that the empire will be
saved and we can live happily ever after...of
course, these people belong wtth the folks suf-
focating under the covers,

this Is where amerlca blew. she feels that the
only ones heing eaten up by her monster are
the junkies and in her thinking system she rea-
sons that if you get rid of the food supply, you
starve the poor beast out of existence. this goe
to show how the monster is already nibbling at

tli4 little leftover sense of american society.

it is time to wake up before it finishes the
main course...and we know who the main
course 15111 funny?

Anacostta Juvenile Program

You've probably never heard of the Anacostia
bivenile Program...unless, of course, you
are one of the 102 kids fortuhate enough to be
in the program. Then again, maybe "fortunate
isn't a good word?

The Anacostia Juvenile Program is a drug
treatment center for youth in the Anacostia
area. It is officially labeled a "drug abstain-
ance" program and therefore uses NO drugs.
"It is," according to Sayla Njeri, the assist.
therapist, "the only program of its kind in the
Washington area and maybe, in the country.

This contrasts , greatly, with its adult count-
erpart, the Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Cen
ter (reported in issue III), which is a metha-
done maintenance program funded by the
Narcotics Treatment Administration. Both
programs are more or less governed by
SENAB(Southeast Neighborhood Action Board

The Juvenile Program lends itself to the pro-
blems of both present and potential ahusers

(continued on pme3)
The DOPE

2027Martin Luther King, Jr. Ave. L.E.
678-2767 or 678-2768 anytime you're ready
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Deborah Gwynn
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Funded by the Drug Abuse Council through
the Student Information Center.

READ. Thtrd World and Muhammad hi-teaks!

THE DOPE INTERVIEWS:
Sheila & Jeffery

We thought it would be interesting to view the
drug situation through the eyes of children be-
cause the answers to many questions are in
their simplicity and logic ... stepping stones
of wisdom.

They are tomorrows dreams/dreams that will
fashion a new black nation/whose beauty will b
as pure as the innocence/I see in their eyes.

Jeffery is 5, and Sheila is 8. Their personal
worlds do not extend far heyond their homes,
parents, and the playground.

I turned to Jeffery, who was intently concentra
Ling on removing the paper from a lollipop and
asked him what a junkie was. lie snatched the
red paper off the candy and looked at me with
a puzzled face. Then he gave a broad grin as
if he had just made a great discovery.
"Somebody who need to keep ii lot of junk," he
said. My mama say, Jeffery'', putting his hand
across his forehead and mimicking his mother
"there must be something wrong with you ...
why you so junky?"
"No stupid, "interrupted Sheila, "a junkie is
somebody sick."
"I ain't stupid. I said something was wrong
with 'ern,"
"Well do you know what Marijuanna is?" I ask

I /
ed Sheila.
"My Spanish teacher calls Mary Jane that. She
says, 'Se llama Marijuanna'." "Why do you su
"Tell me what drugs are Jeffery ?" But he was "So momma w
too occupied taking care of business with that "She'd be mad
lollipop to pay me any attention. king his lollipo
"Do you know what they are, Sheila ?" "Plus she'd tel
"That's what people take when they Really, rca that would be
sick." "But Sheila,1 t
"Do you know what reefers are ?" Jeffery sta World Wars.
ted Iaaghing. "Shoot, that one
"Those those stinky spit balls my brother and found my brothe
his friends be rollin' up, smokin' out back." "Okay. Do you
"How does it make them act?" 1 asked. "Sounds like s
"They be actin' like little kids," said Jeffery. said Sheila. J

"Well, you're a little kid," I said, agreement.
"But I ain't a stupid little kid like them." "Can you untie

'"Would you like to smoke some reefer?" nasty medicin
""Hnh-unh," said Jeffery, taking the lollipop out Not as long a

of his mouth, "I don't wanna' be actin' like no kind of sang, th
fool. >>>> >>>> rtaril

Anacostia
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tn., little leftover sense of american society.

it is time to wake up before it finishes the
main course...and we know who the main
course is' ii funny? ik

Anacostia Juvenile Program
you've probably never heard of the Anacostia
Juvenile Program... unless, of course, you
are one of the 102 kids fortunate enough to be
in the program. Then again, maybe "fortunate
isn't a good wore"

The Anacostia Juvenile Program is a drug
treatment center for youth in the Anacostia
area. it is officially labeled a "drug abstain-
ance" program and therefore uses NO drugs.
"It is," according to Sayla Njeri, the assist.
therapist, "the only program of its kind in the
Washington area and maybe, in the country.

This contrasts , greatly, with its adult count-
erpart, the Drug Addiction Rehabilitation Cen
ter (reported in issue III), which is a metha-
done maintenance program funded by the
Nat cotics Treatment Administration. Both
programs are more or less governed by
cENA13(tioutheast Neighborhood Action Board

The Juvenile Program lends itself to the pro-
blems of both present and potential abusers

(continued on page3)
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THE DOPE INTERVIEWS:
Sheila & Jeffery

We thought it would be interesting to view the
drug situation through the eyes of children be-
cause the answers to many questions are in
their simplicity and logic ... stepping stones
of wisdom.

They are tomorrows dreams/dreams that will
fashion a new black nation/whose beauty Millet,
as pure as the innocence/I lee in their eyes.

Jeffery is 5, and Sheila is 8. Their personal
worlds do not extend far beyond their homes,
parents, and the playground.

I turned to Jeffery, who was intently concentra-
ting on removing the paper from a lollipop and
asked him what a junkie was. He snatched the
red paper off the candy and looked at me with
a puzzled face. Then he gave a broad grin as
if he had just made a great discovery.
"Somebody who necd to keep a lot of junk, " he
said. My mama say, Jeffery'', putting his hand
across his forehead and mimicking his mother
"there must be something wrong with you
why you so junky?"
"No stupid, "interrupted Sheila, "a Junkie is
somebody sick."
"I ain't stupid. I said something was wrong
with 'em."
"Well do you know what Marijuanna is?" I ask-
ed Sheila.
"My Spanish teacher calls Mary Jane that. She
says, 'Se Ilaml 51arijuannas."
"Tell me what drugs are Jeffery ?" But he was
too occupied taking care of business with that
lollipop to pay me any attention.
"Do you know what they are, Sheila ?"
"That's what people take when they Really, rca
sick."
Do you know what reefers are?" Jeffery star

ted laughing.
"Those those stinky spit balls my brother and
hts friends be rollin' up, smokinl out back."
"How does it make them act?" I asked.
"They be actin' like little kids," said Jeffery.
"Weil, you're a little kid," I said.
"But I ain't a stupid little kid like them."
"Would you like to smoke some reefer?"
"Unh-unh," said Jeffery, taking the lollipop out

of his mouth, "I don't wanna, be actin' like no

fool I>>>>> \7)" >)

Anacostia Juvenile Program
(continued from page 2)

from 13 to 19 years of age. 'nee it started in
December '71', the number of pii.cicipants has
approximately doubled.

Though the location, an old store front at 14th
and Good Hope Road, S. E., is not exactly an
eye-catcher (what can you expect from the
government?), the youth are provided with
counseling, recreation, education and many are
even given jobs, there. There is it pool table
on one floor, soon to be accompanied by a
crafts shop. During the summer, many of the
youths participated in various recreational
activities, like swimming at the East Potomac.'

The attitude of the teenagers In the program
is a kind of pleeeeesed appreciation. It is un-
anitaoas among them that the program Is a
definite success. And that being truc, what
more can be asked" You know, maybe
"fortunate" is it good word after all! h.

"Why do you suppose they were out back?"
"So momma wouldn't see 'em," said Sheila.
"She'd be mad as the devil, "said Jeffery sha-
king his lollipop at me.
"Plus she'd tell Daddy, "put in Sheila, "and
that would be World War Four."
"But Sheila, I thought there were only two
World iVars. What happened to the third one"'
"Shoot, that one was last week when Daddy

found my brother was smoking cigarettes."
"Okay. Do you know what Heroin is?"
"Sounds like some nasty medicine to me,"
said Sheila. Jeffery turned up his nose in
agreement.
"Can you understand why people depend on
'nasty medicine'?" Sheila shook her head no.
"Not as long as they got goodies," Jeffery
kind of sang,throwing away a white stick - -all
that remained of his candy, "and lollipops. "h.
Isilltilltistti\ iNtiTilitt
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QUeStiOnna.re (II) a designed to focus on the communities knowledge concerning drug abuse.
Your responses will aid us .n establishing factual information for future use. The results
will be published in subsequent issues, available to anyone. Directions. Circle the letter
beside the slimmer of your choice. DROP IN DROP BOX.

1. What is a speedball?
A Barn B Speed C An Overdose D Coke and Heroin

2. Coke, caffeine, methadrtne and other sv..h drugs are:
A Stimulants B Depressants

3. Cocaine is derived from:
A the Coca bush B Opium plant C Cacao tree D Kola tree

4. What is "steam"?
A Cocaine B Alcohol C Barbituates D Heroin

5. Is alcohol a drug?
A Yes B No

G. Is "Mr. Methadone Maintenance" used in reference to Dr. Dupont?
A Yes B No

7. Is the consumption of alcohol and barbituates, taken one after the other, harmful?
A Yes

8. Which Is more harmful:
A Alcohol and Barbituates B Alcohol and Amphetamines C Alcohol and Glue

D. Would a person become higher:
A Shooting drugs B Snorting drugs C Gets the same high either way

10. Does "Robitusin A. c71.
A Make you nod B Cause hallucinations C Stimulate you
Is Heroin a sexual stimulant?

A Yes B No
12. Does Heroin cause dialation of the (eye) pupils?

A Yes B No
13. Could Cocaine affect other parts of the body when used in any way other than

shooting or snorting it?
A Yes B No

14. Would a person taking amphetamines suffer from withdrawal?
A Yes B No

15. Amphetamines were originally used for:
A Weight reduction 13 Relief of stuffed nasal passages C Sleep inducement

16. Do you know of anyone who has gotten a "buzz" from an unfiltered KOOL?
A Yes B No

17. The Marijuanna plant has how many leaves?
A 3 13 4 C 5 D 6

18. The average cost of an ounce of Marijuanna is about:
A 2to $5 B 20 to $25 C 80 to $90 D 450 to $500

PLEASE. Fill out the following information as it is necessary in compiling and completing
this survey.

AGE SEX DO YOU LIVE IN SOUTHEAST?

The results of Questionnaire DUPE tI) and Questionnaire IS (II) will be published in our next:
issue DEATH (III). Also part II of "Silent Explosion" --continued from issue DOPE.

sr

COT ANY COMMENTS?

(Drop In Bow
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THE DOPE
DRUG ABUSE: NEWS IN S.E.

A DRUG POEM

From out of nowhere/the little bag came/Wh-
ite like powder/that had a thousand names/
Some said it was good/it would relax your
mind/Others said it was something/you could
hide behind/For some who have tried it/just
could not hide/Because they were beginningto
lose their pride/Beginning with your first/
smoke, snort or hit/You've started something
that's hard to quit/There are so many teen -
agers 'on the edge of hope/That messed up
their minds ,shootin' and snortin' dope/We all
sa3 we have'a mind of our own/But in need of
some drugs/we will rob our home /You've play
ed the part / of a losing game/Rode a pale whit
horse/that had a thousand names/Look in your
eyes/and see a young old fool/That's tryin' to
destroy his life/being real cool/You killed all
the love/that came your way/Love wao for
suckers/drugs was your day/You knew all the
angles/ and how to score/ But a..1 it brought you
was aches and a steel door/so if you are a
person/who likes to rag/Then back up now/an
get off of scag/You tried to beat the system/
you chipped now and then/Somewhere you got
hooked/but you don't know when/Life Is real
beautiful/and this you will fay /As soon as you
can get help / from N. T. A. /They will take you
and your friends/with one little ring/And help
you all kick/that mean old thing/Our counselo
will help you/all get freejif you call our HOT
IINE / 347-9593.

By your
N.T. A. DRUGMOBILE EDUCATION TEAM&

The 64 Fropip
The scene here is dimly lighted halls,dingy,
yellow walls filled with a list of very nasty ep
itaphs of folks who 'left their names to carry
on'. The Walls are filled with laughter and lou
talking.
"What it look like.baby?"
"Better than you'll ever see."

The place is 'Ana-caustic' Senior High School.
And in these same hails, corners, bathrooms,

(continued in next column)

A COUNTER POEM

To solve your drug problems/I've heard people
say/addicts should run down to /N.T. A. /If you
call 347-9593/you can get drug help/all for free
But these are the facts/as they really exist/
take heed and read/all the things on our list/
White powder dreams/have been many a fools'
fate/N.T.A.claims to help/before it's too late/
The problem of drugs is full of surprises/but
there is a question that somehow arises/"What
good do you do to a kid on his own/by snatching
his scag and giving Methadone?"/One drug for
another /seems stupid to me AND/to top it all
off/they dispense Inc snit free/The junkies are
happy and high though, this way/Stuck in a hale
COMPLIMENTS OF N. T. A.

An opinion ot:
THE DOPE A

and stairwells slide some brothers and sisters
who indulge in some form of drug abuse. Some
of these Bros. and Sis. are validictorians, pre-
miere sports figures and just the plain old 'rank
and very foul' niggers.

Looking back a bit, we can see how the drug
scene of the "down people" has gone through
some funky changes. One of the first changes
came in the form of Robotussin A. C. which pro-
duced a very, powerful 'nod'. "Hobo" was very
hard to cop this side of the river because the on-
ly way you could get it was through a prescrip-

( continued on page 3 )
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WEDNESDAY RAP ABOUT A SATURDAY A.11

We were interested in what the Saturday Repot
A.D. A.E.P. was all about and how it was help
ing the folks la the Anacostia community. So,
we decided to do another article.

Speaking with the people about a 'different' pro
gram, many questions arose, like: "Who start-
ed the Saturday Rap? When did it start? Who
directs it? Where does it take place? Is it rea

a helping the community? Is the Saturday Ra
just for Saturdays ? ... &, c... 44 c...4., c... &,

The answers ranged from a frozen smile to a
embarrassed frown. But, of course, we didn't
want smiles or frowns ...just answers which
they could not give us. So,you see, the Satur-

day Rap Is also a b
ticking. In fact, it
black letters on shi
a proposal). The S
Yet in A.D. A. E. P
"STOP'; the progrl
doing well, when in
born. .

The Saturday Rap I
eons held on Satue
Teen Center to hel
as well as adults,e
meaningful convert

The Saturday Rap
plode... tick ... tl

This is a selective bibliography of books and articles available a
Library, pertaining spcifically to drugs and drug related topics

I ****** ate
11 Bergel, Franz. (All About Drugs) Barnes New York 1971

& Noble: New York 1971 II) Stafford,Peter i
2) Birdwood,George. (The Willing Victim) es Puberty) Pri

Secher & Warburg: London 1969 12) Straus, Nathan.
3) Cartina, Frank M. (Stroke A Slain Warrior) Twayne: New 11

Columbia University Press.New York 197013) Whlpple,Doroth
4) Bennet, C. &Demos. (Drug Abuse & What To R. B. Luce. Was

Do About It) Thomas Springfield,Ill. 1970 14) Woodley,Richai
5) Frykman, John H. (New Connection) Cocaine Mer chi

Scrimshaw Press: San Francisco 1971 ston. New Toil
6) Grinshorn,Lester. (Marijuanna Reconsi- 15) Seymore,Whill

dered) Harvard University Press. Morran. New YI
Cambridge, Mass. 1971 16) Westmond, We

7) Healy,Patrick F. (Drug Dependence & Dral Press. Ne
Abuse Resource Book) National District 17) Cortina, Frank'
Attorneys' Chicago 1971 University Pre

8) Marin,Peter. (Understanding Drug Abuse) 18) Williams,Henr
Harper & Ron: New York 1971 ble) Shaw Pub

9) Milbouer,Barbara. (Drugs) Washington 19) Giller,Allen. (L
Square Press: New York 1970 New York 1969

10) New York Times (Drugs) American Press (to be co

( continued from page 2 )
Lion. But when it could be had, two could jump
off on 2 ounces. This 'robo' phase ran about
2-3 years until, ... until, ... until, ... until, ...
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A COUNTER POEM

To solve your drug problems/I've heard people
say/addicts should run down to /N.T. A. /lf you
call 347-9593/you can get drug help/all for free
But these are the facts/as they really exist/
take heed and read/all the things on our list/
White powder dreams/have been many a fools'
fate/N. T. A. claims to help/before it's too late/
The problem of drugs is full of surprises/but
there is a question that somehow arises/ "What
good do you do to a kid on his own/by snatching
his scag and giving Methadone?"/One drug for
another/seems stupid to me AND/to top it all
off/they dispense the snit free/The junkies are
nappy and high though, this way/Stuck in a hole
COMPLIMENTo OF N. T. A.

An opinion ot:
THE DOPE

and stairwells slide some brothers and sisters
who indulge in some form of d, ug abuse. Some
of these Bros. and Sis. are valichtorians, pre
:mere sports figures and Just the plain old 'rank
and very foul' niggers.

Looking back a bit, we can see how the drug
scene of the "down people" has gone through
some funky changes. One of the first changes
came in the form of Robotursin A. C. which pro-
duced a very, powerful 'nod'. "Bobo" was very
hard to cop this side of the river because the on
ly way you could get it was through a prescrip-

t continued on page 3 )
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WEDNESDAY RAP ABOUT A SATURDAY A.D.A.E.P.

We were interested in what the Saturday Rap o day Rap is also a bomb, but this one is barely
A. D. A.E.P. was all about and how it was help ticking. In fact, it is still lying sprawled in
tng the folks in the Anacostia community. So, black letters on sheets of white paper (called
we decided to do another article. a proposal). The Saturday Rap is only an idea.

Yet in A.D.A.E.P.,s most recent pamphlet,
Speaking with the people about a 'different' pro "STOP',' the program is said to be alive and
gram, many questions arose, like: "Who start- doing well, when in actuality it has not yet been
ed the Saturday Rap? When did it start? Wno born.
directs it? Where does it take place? Is it rea BUT ...

ILL helping the community? Is the Saturday Re. The Saturday Rap is suppose to be. rap sea-
just for Saturdays? c...&,c...&,c...&, Mons held on Saturdays at the Parkchestcr
c...&,c... Teen Center to help the communities' youth,

as well as adults, edge out problems through
The answers ranged from a frozen smile to a meaningful conversation.
embarrassed frown. But, of course, we didn't BUT ...
want smiles or frowns ...just answers which The Saturday Rap is. still 41 bomb, yet to ex
they could not give us. So, you see, the Satur- plode... tick ... tick ...tick... tick... a,

This is a selective bibliography of books and articles available at the Martin Luther King,Jr.
Library, pertaining specifically to drugs and drug related topics. (We thought you'ld dig al)

**us*
1) Bergel, Franz. ,(All About Drugs) Barnes New York 1971

& Noble: New York 1971 11) Stnfford,Peter G. (Psychedelic Baby Reach.
2) Birdwood,George. (The Willing Victim) es Puber..1 Praeger: New York 1971

Secher & Warburg: Lon(kin 1969 12) Straus,Nathsn. (Addicts & Drug Abusers)
3) Cartina,Frank M. (Stroke A Slain Warrior) Twaync: New York 1971

Columbia University Press.New York 197013) Whipple, Dorothy V. (I,. The Crass
4) Bennet, C. &Demos. (Drug Abuse & What To R. B. Luce. Washington 1971

Do About It) Thomas. Springfield,I11. 1970 14) Woodley,Richard. (Dealer.Porirait of
5) Frykman, John H. (New Connection) Cocaine Merchant) Holt & Reinhart & Win-

Scrimshaw Press: San Francisco 1971 ston: New York 1971
6) Grinshorn, Lester. (Marijuanna Reconsi- 15) Seymore, Whitney. (Young Are Guilty)

dered) Harvard University Press. Morran. New York 1971
Cambridge, Mass. 1971 16) Westmond, Westly C. (The Drug Epidemic)

7) Healy,Patrick F. (Drug Dependence & Dral Press. New York 1970
Abuse Resource Book) National District 17) Cortina, Frank M. (Face To Face) Columbia
Attorneys' Chicago 1971 University Press. New York 1972

8) Martn,Peter. (Understanding Drug Abuse) 18) Williams,Henry S. (Drug Addicts Arc Hum-
Harper & Ron. New York 1971 ble) Shaw Publications. Washington 1938

9) Milbouer, Barbara. (Drugs) Washington 19) Miler, Allen. (Drug Beat) Conies:
Square Press: New York 1970 New York 1969

10) New York Times (Drugs) American Press (to be continued in next issue)

( continued from page 2 )
non. But when it could be had, two could jump
off on 2 ounces. This 'robo' phase ran about
2-3 years until, until, ... until, until,
the KING tipped in.

When the KING, Heroin, came, all the 'robo'
fiends dropped 'dey jugs. The only thing was
that folks had to scrape up enough scratch (5
beans) to get over. It wasn't like the 3 dollar

rub jugs. These bros. and sis. were nodding
back to another slavery. The KING was doin' it.
The bathrooms became/are chooting galleries.
The vacant sides of stairwells became/are pla-
ces where a lot of dope action was going down.
Recently, loyal subjects of the KING united to de
throne him because they found out that he is for
the destruction of life,and they are trying to con
struct new and peaceful lives ,,,with the main
ingredient being,. being, BLACK-N-US.

C)
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1.. following iF a questionnaire dstiin.d to focus on the communities' attitudes and know-
lecie of existing dog laws. Your responses will aid us in establishing factual information
for future use. Results will be published in subsequent issues, available to anyone.
Directions: Circle the letter beside the answer of your choice. Drop in DROP BOX

I. What is the maximum sentence imposed for possesion of a pound of Marijuanna?
A One Year 13 Five Years C Ten Years D Twenty Years

2. .are the current drug laws too lenient?
1 Yes 11 No

t, Wsuld the legalization of Marijuanna be a hip shot (a good idea)?
k 5 ee 11 No
trot et, would a pusher reecive a longer sentence

H No
the staffer sentence*

iirisIng winder 410 ittntiolt e of jleohol
U ()rising under the influence of barbituates

Di sou think there should be -tiller regulations coneerning Methadone?
A Yea H No

7. Do you thank Methadone should be licelared illegal OF a means of curing drug addicts?
A Ye- 13 No

Wiiieh states have the most liberal MOVin1.11111.1 laws?
MO higan H New 't C California D Hawaii

Ne.. ali -.one p-oilties cl fo, Ic up. halo;; found inside your body .as on your body?
A 1. It No
; ' 1" iirt.o. n 4.....thed clo*age of certain drug. sort. aw

Q1.0
ti Nto

.0 44,1 . 41: 1 i.ott 1 2.4 y
of . a .1 .cg to. lia , old
R No

kt1 on a linpovi 41 for a :3 s i ar old Black tuatt et.11111g tt wunp
'`O's .1. wool's be for :11 23 year old wait.. selling the -:me drugs to the same hoy?

A 5'es 11 No
13. If you had a sack of de-Pe that you kept so long that it fell off (that is. that it became

impotent) could you still be charged with possession?
A Yes 11 No

14. How mush Marijuanna are you required to have in order to be charged with possession*
A 2 joints(eigarettes) a A 'tickle bag C An ounce D Five Pounds

15. Is there a penalty for possession of a "cooker" or "needle ate?
A Yes 11 No

IC, What is the maximum sentence a person can receive for his/her first offense of
Heroin possession?
A 3 to 15 11 10 to Life C 2 to 10 D 5 to 20

17. Ii there a law against glue?
A Yet B No

18. lithe use of Sodium Chloride against the law?
A Yes B No

PLEASE FILL IN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION,

St, Sex Do you live in South East? A Yt Y B No

A 2.
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The student reports from San Francisco, California, and
Dayton, Ohio, will be presented here without detailed discussion,

because neither report lends itself to the kind of scrutiny applied

to preceding reports. They must of course be included here, partly

for the sake of completeness, and also because they represent the

efforts of HSSP researchersa great deal of effort, in fact, on the

part of the San Francisco group. However, the overriding problem

was that both groups fell subject to the most common pitfalls of
research. The San Francisco students accumulated great quantities

of data and statistics without drawing any conclusions as to how

one might interpret their wealth of information. The students of
the Dayton Drug Project, on the other hand, provided some
insightful conclusions without the least support of any validated

research.
The ideas espoused by the Dayton group were very much akin

to concepts formulated in Madison, Wisconsin, and in El Paso,
Texas. Again, the theme was a social context for drug abuse.

Dayton students stated: "In order to understand the causes of
drug abuse, you have to be willing to look at the social and
economic relationships our society is built upon." They went on
to demonstrate a good understanding of those causes and a
generally fine grasp of the social implications behind drug abuse.

For this reason, DAC was especially disappointed that they did
not follow through with the actual research. Their total report
consisted of only three pages which indicated that the students did

try to survey high school students on drug abuse, but were
apparently unable to complete those efforts after having gotten

off to a late start.
Quite the opposite of the Dayton Drug Project, Students Allied

for Effective Community and Education of San Francisco pro-

d .ced a massive report containing scores of data sheets and

,tatistical accounts. They surveyed high school students and

examined community resources in detail. But they made no
critical analysis whatsoever, producing no conclusions or ideas

from all of their effort.
It should be pointed out that part of their problem was that for

a long time they could not get any cooperation from the schools,

even to permit the conduct of their survey. The group perceived
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this negative reaction from the schools as a refusal to admit the
existence of a drug problem or to accept responsibility for
alleviating it. Nevertheless, the students were able to accumulate a
great deal of data in the end, and it is certainly regrettable that
they did not put it together in some conceptual way.

DAC must accept some responsibility for the weaknesses of the
two reports, as it is obvious in retrospect that greater assistance
would 'probably have benefited both projects significantly. There-
fore, DAC has learned its lesson for future youth research: student
research groups will inevitably vary in their levels of technical
proficiency. For those groups which could use it, DAC should
provide close technical assistance throughout any future youth
project, making available local research expertise, guidance, or
supervision wherever necessary.

Due to the exceptional size of the San Francisco report, it was
necessary to eliminate some of the most detailed data prior to
publication. Omitted for this reason were: (1) all copies of
correspondence submitted with the report; (2) 16 pages citing
criminal and civil codes on drug abuse; (3) 26 pages listing
community facilities for rehabilitation and treatment; (4) 90 pages
of San Francisco's drug education curriculum; and (5) 45 of the
50 pages of summaries of student interviews. These omissions in
no way represent an attempt to censor or even edit the report.
They were necessary to make it more suitable in size for
publication.
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1228 Page Street
San Francisco, California 94117

" Some men see things a.: they
are and say, why. I dream of
things that never were and say,
why not. "

Robert Francis Kennedy
(1925-196C)

4, as hi... school -ac...d comprisc a major
faction in American Society. Au amer-ing youn adults
we are. Zimetly affet,d by and su4j,et to Lac laws,
traditions, and uidclines set forth by our elder', th
so-called 'staolishment.° Yet until tnis time, we ha
ha.i very little inflaenac upon t"il oocicty w"ich, in
time, wp will be responsible for. This deficit is du
to a numoor of eau,es, lak of ir,ttrest oh our pert,
lack of voting and financial power, end perhaps the mo
inourrountabl of all, t.ic shepti..ior of thoso who wic
tae tools of influence to implement changes.

With this, our project, we hope to help set a pre
by which other young people may also assume a voice in
society. Uc have conquered a number of the nforementi
obstacles; we have been recognized and amply funded b
known institution, and the mere existence of this rap
demonstrates the extent of our efforts and interests.
However, whatever benefits are or are not rained from
the studies, surveys, and recommendation we have comp
this report is indicative of a much higher achievement
As younr people, we are idealistic in our proposed
solutions. how we wise to assume our role, in order
achieve a more perfect society. dream things that
never were and say, why not.
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STUDENTS ALLIED FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNITY AND EDUCATION

1228 Page Street
San Francisco, California 94117

" Some men see things a.: they
are and say, why. I dream of
things that never were and say,
why not. "

Robert Francis Kennedy
(1925-1980)

Wt, as hi..11 school-aged people comprise a major
faction in American Society. As emer:.ing youne adults,
ue are directly affected by and su:ject to the laws,
traditions, and guidelines set forth by our elders, the
so-called "establishment." Yet until this time, we have
had very little influence upon tais society waich, in
time, we will be responsible for. This deficit is due
to a numeer of causes; lack of interest on our pert,
lack of voting and financial pow(r, end perhaps the most
insurmountable of all, the skepticism of those who wield
tne tools of influence to implement changes.

Wit:, this, our °reject, we hope to help set a precedent
by which other young people may also assume a voice in
society. .Mc have conquered a number of the aforementioned
obstacles; ue have been recognized and amply funded by a
known institution, and the mere existence of this raport
demonstrates the extent of our efforts and, interests.
However, whatever benefits are or arc not fined from
tbe studies, surveys, and recommendation ye have compiled,
this report is indicative of a much higher achievement.
As young people, we are idealistic in our proposed
solutions. Now we wisa to assume our role, in order to
achieve a more perfect society. 1:e dream things that
never were and say, why not.
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Drug abuse is t recornizcd problem of epidemic
proportions across the nation. Cocaune the use and
abuse of non-prescription drugs is identified predominantly
with young people, any valid investigation into this area
would have to accurately reflect young people's attitudes
towards drugs; an evaluation of tl.c extent and naturt oC drur
usage from the vantage point of younr people; an examination
of the underlying reasons for drug usare anon; teenarers.
'!any of these areas pose questions that only peers can ask
ask other high-school-aged people and receiv: valid nnswers.

RecopizIn6 tao fact that high - school -aped people can
provide valuable input on the basis of experience, understandinr
and systeratic research into the cruet situation, the 'true
Abuse Council established a orcran to rrant awards to
zroupsof hi school-aged people, to be identified and to
work with the high School Student Information Center.

Ten grants of ir,500 each were funded over a three montn
period. At the end of this tire, each croup van to have
compiled its findings intto a report. Areas of inveatiration
included; achool drur curriculums, community programs related
to drugs; drur laws; and police drur policies; tie rur
Abuse council hoped thereby attain constructive evaluations
and recommendations for either tae imorovertnt of existinr
drug progress or the development of new ones on tho school,
community, and/or government leel.

In October 1972, the Student Information Center leentificd
Students Allied ror Effective Corzunrity an Education to
undertake tee pilot drug research project. Students Allied
for Lffetive Community and Education was funded by the
Drug Abuse Council for the period beginning roverrber lo,1972
and ending rebruary 9,1973.

The organization was funded to do a research/stue on
the following;

To define what types and aounto oe
drugs are being used;

To examine the reasons underlying. drur
usage aron students:

to research and alalyze recommendations on
school drug curriculums; .row school personnel
could handle drug users in schools; drue
related programs in the core unitv; and
statistica ant numbers, types and treatment
of young seople involved in the correction
system.

2

Research and Data collection took various f

I. A comprehensive in-service trainigai
drug researchers mine following ma
with any other information the consu

A. Explanation of the basic type
drugs and amounts commonly us

1. Over-the-counter drugs
2. Termed illegal narcotics

B. How to evaluate and word an a
attitudal.drug use survey.

C. Criteria in evaluating exist
programs

D. How to effectively research 8
related drug programs

II. Comprehensive oral interviews with h
age people on a voluntary and absolu
basis.

III. Interviews with willing Drug Reeourc
and other school personnel.

IV. Interview with Juvenile Hall

The researob/stuWand oolleetion of
philosophy that drug problems does not
alone, it involves all the social aspects
drugs.

2
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Research and Data collection took various forma;

I. A comprehensive in-service trainig.wah.beld for'the
drug researchers onithe following materials along
with any other information the consultant offered.

A. Explanation of the basic types of
drugs and amounts commonly used.

1. Over-the-counter drugs
2. Termed illegal narcotics

B. How to evaluate and word an accurate
attitudal-drug use survey.

C. Criteria in evaluating existing drug
programs

D. How to effectively research school-
related drug programs

Comprehensive oral interviews with high school
age people on a voluntary and absolutely anonymous
basis.

III. Interview' with willing Drug Resource Teachers
and other school personnel.

IV. Interview with Juvenile Hall

The researchistudy'and collection of data was under the
philosophy that drug problems does not involve drugs
alone, it involves all the social aspects of the person using
drugs.
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The cosmopolitan nature of San Freincioce, incorporating
diverse economic, social, and ethnic backgrounds, presents a High
School-aged population of variod backgrounu needing a wide spectrum
of drug-related services /programs. To determine the multi-faceted
needs of High Sthool-aged people a detailed research/study of
thirty-ono Janior and Senior High schools was made.

The city of San Francisco is located in the State of Califor-
nia. Tho population of the city of San Francisco in 1970 was
715, 674 with a racial composition oft Whites 512, 902 (71.7%)i
Blacks 95, 845 (13.4%); Other races 106, 927 (14.9%). The
Spanish -American Ethnic group (also counted primarily in the white
race but included some Black and Other Races) accounted for
101, 901 (14.2 % of the population). Persona of foreign stoOs
made up 317, 045 (I4.3%) of the total population.

Racial group

Total

Number

FemaleMale

Total, All Races 715, 674 345, 680 369, 994
White 511, 186 244, 106 267, 080
Black 96, 078 46, 767 49, 311
American Indian 2, 900 1, 453 1, 447
Japanese 11, 705 5, 144 6, 561
Chinese 58, 696 30, 084 .28, 612
Filipino 24, 694 12, 938 fl, 756
Hawaiian 1, 018 559 519
Korean 1, 216 518 698
Other 0, 121 4, 111 4, 010

Ethnic Group (4th count data)
Spanieh-American 101, 901 49, 190 52, 711

Pending the calendar year 1969, ono-half of the families
in the aroa received under $10, 502 uer year. Some 16, 328
(19.9% of the families) received less than the property level whilo
44, 899 (27.2%) received moro than 115, 000. Ono-half of the
Unrelated Indiviluals received less than $4, 2821 40, 051 (23.3%
of these individuals) were below the property level, while 6, 781
(13.2%) had incomes over %15, 000. Median white family income
was $11, 146 compared with $9, 98 for other races alvi 9, 497 for
Spanish-Americans.*

Families below poverty lovels received a moan income of
$1, 710 in 19691 30.1% of the poverty families received Public
Aseietanco Income. Of the peverty families, 7, 200 (44.1%) were
headed by women.

In San Francisco, of the total population, ovor twenty-
five (25) years old, 175, 382 (38.2%) had less than a Hig1 School
Education. However, 61.8% had groduatod from HiPh School and
16.776 wore college graduates. One-half of the white population i.i
this age group had at least 12.6 years of education, compared
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with 11.8 years for Blacks, 12.2 for other races
for Spanish- Americans.

School enrollment rates for persons 16-21
51.9% for the white population, 48,0% for Blacks
Racoe, and 55.3% for Spanish-Americans. Of the p
years old, some 31, 432 (45.5%) wore not enrolls
this total, 22, 931 were High School graduates a
school drpp-outs. About 29.7% of the graduates a
drop-outs were unemployed or nut in the labor fo

The aroa of resoarch/etudy, the San Franc
School District, secondary loyal of education, h
of approximately 38, 662 students and approximet
certified personnel. These personnel aro the pri
principal, full time substiture, Department head
reacher.

The schools inviatigated and its racial d
attending the San Francisco Unified School Dietr

SCHOOLS

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS**

WHIT} NO
SS OW ma. a

Abrehem Lincoln 118 1,407 601` 11
4.9 58.5 25.0 4.

Balboa 492 639 918 4
21.0 27.3 39.2 1.

Eugene McAtteer 29 347 409 2
3.3 39.0 46.0 2.

Galileo 121 64294 1,26
4.7 16.6 23.1

G. Washington ,2}
.1 33t5

550
18.7

93
31.

Lowell 190 1,383 270 957
6.2 44.8 8.8 31.0

Mission 966 539 634 64
5 37.5 20.9 24.6 2.5

o)
.
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with 11.8 years for Blacks, 12.2 for other races, and 12.1 years
for Spanish-Americans.

School enrollment rates for persons 16-21 years old were
51.9% for the white population, 48,0% for Blacks, 76.6%.for"Other
Races, and 55.3% for Spanish- Americans. Of the population 16-21
years old, some 31, 432 (45.5%) wore not enrolled in school. Of
this total, 22, 931 wore High School graduates and 8, 501 were
school drpp-outs. About 29.7% of the graduates and 57.1% of the
drop-outs were unemployed or not in the labor force.

The area of research/study, tho San Francisco Unified
School District, secondary level of education, has a population
of approximately 38, 662 students and approximately 2, 413
certified personnel. These personnel are the principal, aseistantt
principal, full time substiture, Department head, and tho special
teacher.

The schools invietigatod and its racial distribution
attending the San Francisco Unified School District are as follower.,

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS*

SCHOOLS NONWHITE
SS ow got_

Abrgham Lincoln 118 1,407 601' 118 31% 4.9 58.5 25.0 4.9 1.3
Balboa 492 639 918 41 821.0 27.3 39.2 1.8 .3

Eugene McAttoer 29 347 409 24 6S 3.3 39.0 46.0 2.7 .7

Galileo 121 426 594 1.261 14% 4.7 16.6 23.1

G. Washington
a2.1

987
33.5

550
18.7

939
31.9

215
7.3

Lowell 190 1,383 270 957 104
6.2 44.8 8.8 31.o 3.4

Mission 966 539 634 61:
6

37.5 20.9 24.6 2.5 .2



SCHOOLS
WHITE NONWHITE
SS OW N/B

H. Hoover 86 804 215 172 36
% 6.1 56.7 15.2 12.1 2.5

H. MAnn 621 161 96 34 1
% 61.5 16.0 9.5 3.4 .1

J. Dehman 159 236 636 22 9
% 13.2 19.6 52.8 1.8 .7

James Lick 344 473 67 50 9
% 33.0 45.4 6.4 4.8 .9

L. Burbank 304 451 293 53 2
% 24.3 36.1 23.5 4.2 .2

Marina 39 413 79 871 15
% 2.7 28.1 5.4 59.2 1.0

Opportunity 3 49 37 4 0.0
% 25.11 37.7 28.5 3.1 0.0

Polton 16 15 901 5 0.0
% 1.7 1.5 93.0 .5 0.0

Portola 136 191 623 33 7
% 12.6 17.6 57.5 3.1 .6

Potrero Hill 138 291 269 15 0.0
18.3 38.5 35.6 2.0 0.0

Presidio 62 569 252 513 125
% 3.8 34.9 15.4 31.4 7.7

Roosevelt 33 344 251 279 43
% 3.3 33.9 24.8 27.5 4.2

Unity 22 29 47 3 0.0
% 21.6 28.4 46.1 2.9 0.0

Visitacion Valley 143 224 360 68 8
16.0 25.0 40.1 7.6 .9

TOTAL 2,635 5,853 6,021 3,296 315
% 13.4 29.7 30.6 16.7 1.6

StM5oLs
WHITE

Ss OW

Opportunity I 108 32
214.2 51.9 15.4

Opportunity II 27 57 41
18.4 38.8 27.9

Woodrow Wilson 159 254 1,077
9.7 15.5 65.6

"Continuation School"
(includes grades 9-12)

Samuel' Gompers 222 72 96
0 39.7 12.9 12.9

Vocational High School and Technical Inst.

John O'Connell Day 221 273 64
36.3 44.8 10.5

TOTAL 2.710 6,492 5,262
13.6 32.5 26.3

*All percentages in this report are rounded o
tolerance of 99.9-100.1%.

SCHOOLS

A. P. Giannini 76 744 215
% 5.8 56.9 16.4

Aptos 54 584 511
% 4.5 44.3 42.3

Benjamin Franklin 6 9 810
% .7 1.0 93.9

Everett 354 241 319
% 28.1 19.1 25.3

Francisco 9 75 40
% .8 7.0 3.7

STUDEN



804 215 172 36
56.7 15.2 12.1 2.5

161 96 34 1
16.0 9.5 3.4 .1

236 636 22 9
19.6 52.8 1.8 .7

473 67 50 9
45.4 6.4 4.8 .9

451 293 53 2
30.1 23.5 4.2 .2

413 79 871 15
28.1 5.4 59.2 1.0

49 37 4 0.0
37.7 28.5 3.1 0.0

15 901 5 0.0
1.5 93.0 .5 0.0

191 623 33 7
17.6 57.5 3.1 .6

291 269 15 0.0
38.5 35.6 2.0 0.0

569 252 513 125
34.9 15.4 31.4 7.7

344 251 279 43
33.9 24.8 27.5 4.2

29 47 3 0.0
28.4 46.1 2.9 0.0

224 360 68 8
25.0 40.1 7.6 .9

5,853 6,021 3,296 315
29.7 30.6 16.7 1.6

WHITE NONWHITEtrtitioLs SS OW NIB

Opportunity I . 44 108 32 9 4
21.2 51.9 15.4 4.3 1.9

Opportunity II 27 57 41 17
& 18.4 38.8 27.9 11.6

Woodrow Wilson 159 254 1,077 42 4
& 9.7 15.5 65.6 2.6 .2

"Continuation School"
(includes grades 9-12)

Samuel' Gompers 222 72 96 5
39.7 12.9 12.9 17.2 .9

Vocational High School and Technical Inst.

John O'Connell Day 221 273 64 11
36.3 44.8 10.5 1.8

TOTAL 2.710 6,492 5,262 3,579 397
13.6 32.5 26.3 17.9 2.0

*All percentages in this report are rounded off permitting a
tolerance of 99.9-100.1%.

SCHOOLS

A. P. Giannini 76 744 215 142 32
% 5.8 56.9 16.4 10.9 2:4

Aptos 54 584 511 61 13
% 4.5 44.3 42.3 5.1 1.1

Benjamin Franklin 6 9 810 2 11
.7 1.0 93.9 .2 1.3

Everett 354 241 319 50 1
28.1 19.1 25.3 4.0 :1"

Francisco 9 75 40 919 3
.8 7.0 3.7 85.4 .3
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SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS*

SCHOOL ---17-
NONWHITE

AI P ONW TOTA

Abraham Lincoln 13 7 62 47 2,404
% .5 .3 2.6 2.0 100.0

Balboa 1 145 97 2.341
% 6.2 4.1 99.9

Eugene McAteer 1 2 63 8 889
Staging Site

% .1 .2 7.1 .9 100.0

Galileo 7 3 89 59 2,574
% .3 .1 3.5 2.3 100.1

George Washington 14 1 78 42 2,947
% .5 .0 2.6 1.4 100.0

Lowell 4 4 122 49 3,083
.1 .1 4.0 1.6 100.0

Mission 3 11 268 84 2.575
% .1 .4 10.4 3.3 99.9

Opportunity I 2 8 1 218
% 1.0 3.8 .5 100.0

Opportunity II 1 2 2 147
% .7 1.3 1.3 100.0

Woodrow Wilson 11 1 65 28 1,641
% .7 .0 4.0 1.7 100.0

"Continuation School"
(includ Oradea 9-12)

Samuel Oompers 6 1 69 16 559
% 1.1 .2 12.3 2.9 100.1

Vocational High School and Technical institute

John O'Connell Day 5 21 14 609
% .8 3,4 2.3 99.9

TOTAL 59 39 992 447 19.977
', .3 .2 5.0 2.2 100.0

*All percentages in this report are rounded off permitting
a tolerance of 99.9-100.1%

4 %..1
4.-J 0
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SCHOOL

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

NOV
K AI o

A.P. Giannini

Aptos
d.

Benjamin Franklin

Everett
%

Francisco

6

.5

5

.4

2

.2

4

.3

1

.1

12
1.0

65
5.0

20
1.6

15
1.7

232
18.4

23
% 2.1

Herbert Hoover 12 66
% .8 4.7

Horace Hann 1 2 63
% .1 .2 6.2

James Denman 2 1 114
0 .2 .1 9.5

James Lick 6 3 72
% .6 .3 6.9

Luther Burbank 2 5 118
.2 .4 9.4

Marina 4 18
% .3 1.2

Opportunity 3
% 2.3

Pelton
'3

% .3

Potrero Hill 3
.4



IOR HIGH SCHOOLS*

la.
AI P ONV TOTAL

13 7 62 47 2,404
.5 .3 2.6 2.0 100.0

1 145 97 2.341
6.2 4.1 99.9

1 2 63 8 889

.1 .2 7.1 .9 100.0

7 3 89 59 2,574
.3 .1 3.5 2.3 100.1

14 1 78 42 2,947
.5 .0 2.6 1.4 100.0

4 4 122 49 3,083
.1 .1 4.0 1.6 100.0

3 11 268 84 2.575
.1 .4 10.4 3.3 99.9

2 8 1 218
1.o 3.8 .5 100.0

1 2 2 147
.7 1.3 1.3 100.0

11 ) 65 28 1,641
.7 .0 4.0 1.7 100.0

6 1 69 16 559
1.1 .2 12.3 2.9 100.1

and Technical Institute

5 21 14 609
.8 3.4 2.3 99.9

59 39 992 447 19.977
.3 .2 5.0 2.2 100.0

8 report are rounded off permitting
.1%

2..). ti

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

SCHOOL
NONWHITE

K AI ONW TOTAL

A.P. Giannini 6 4 65 24 1,308
5 .5 .3 5.0 1.8 100.0

Aptos 5 1 20 6 1,205
.4 .1 1.6 .5 100.0

Benjamil! Franklin
15 10 863

1.7 1.2 100.0

Everett 2 12 232 49 I,260
% .2 1.0 18.4 3.9 100.1

Francisco 23 7 1,076
% 2.1 .7 100.0

Herbert Hoover 12 66 28 1.419
% .8 4.7 2.0 100.1

Horace Hann 1 2 63 30 1,009
% .1 .2 6.2 3.0 100.0

James Denman 2 1 114 25 1,204
.2 .1 9.5 2.1 100.0

James Lick 6 3 72 17 1,041
% .6 .3 6.9 1.6 99.9

Luther Burbank 2 5 118 21 1,249
% .2 .4 9.4 1.7 100.0

Marina
0

4

.3

18
1.2

31
2.1

1,470
100.0

Opportunity 3 4 130
% 2.3 3.1 100.1

Pelton 3 29 969
% .3 3.0 100.0

Potrero Hill 3 39 755
5 .4 5.2 100.0

#. 0 1
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JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS**

SCHOOL
NONWHITE

AI P ONW TOTAL

Presidio a, 2 67 34 1,632
.5 .1 4.1 2.1 loo.o

Roosevelt 9 39 16 1,014
.9 3.8 1.6 100.0

Unity 1
I

102
1:0 100.0

Visitacion Valley 75 18 896
8.4 2.0 100.0

Total 58 33 1,051 421 19,685
.3 .2 5.3 2.1 99.9

During the months of November, December, January and
acbruary research data was collected by the drug committee
of the organization attending the San Francisco Unified School
District Secondary level of Education. The committee developed
questions to evaluate the dormunity drug- related programs,
student ''rug int views. The student interviews involved
one hunoged oral intervies. Interviews with school personnel
regarding drug-related programs in the SPUSD, in the city
of San Francisco.

The research/study through various methods rroduced
detailed information in the following areas. (specific
details if the research/study are found in the suceedinp pares
of the report.)

. Variety of drips used in the high schools

. Students attitudes reEardinr the subject of
drugs and drur usage

. Techniques, competence to cope with the
drue problem by school personnel

A) Teachers

B). Counselors

C) Administrators

. The Drug Curriculum

. Multitude of Facilities both rehabilitat
Counseling, available for high school a.
existing in the county of San Francisco.

The report produced detailed information fr
teachers, administrators, Community organization
users regarding the subject of drugs usage by Hi
ape people.

The following rcport is compiliation of ma
collaboration of documentaries, testimonies, int
statements generated by the concerned populaoe o

We, at Students Allied for Effective commun
Education hope through this three month researc
establish A mechanism in which development of dr
and alleviation of the "drug scene" will occur.

* Summary Manpower InDicator3 for San Francisco
California. U.S. Department of Labor, Manpow
Region IX.

#2 SFUSD Selected Data For Study in the Challen
A Better Racial Balance in the San Francisco
School, 1972-1973, William L. Cobb.
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NONWHITE
AI F ONW TOTAL

8. 2 67 34 1,632
.5 .1 4.1 2.1 100.0

9 39 16 1,014
.9 3.8 1.6 100.0

1 .
102

1:$ 100.0

75 18 896
8.4 2.0 100.0

58 33 1,051 423 19,685
.3 .2 5.3 2.1 99.9

nthe of November, December, Jonuary and
data was collected by the drug committee
n attending the San Francisco Unified School
level of Education. The committee Oeveloned

uate the dopmunity drug-related programs,
iews. The student interviews involved

ntervies. Interviews with school personnel
ated programs in the SPUSD, in the city

study through various methods produced
on in the following areas. (specific
earch/atudy are found in the suceeding paves

f drugs used in the high schools

attitudes regarding the subject of
drug. usage

s, competence to cope with the
lem by school personnel

Teachers

Counselors

Administrators

The Drug Curriculum

Multitude of Facilities both rehabilitation,
Counseling, available for high school age
existing in the county of San Francisco.

The report produced detailed information from students,
teachers, administrators, Community organizations, and drug
users regarding the subject of drugs usage by High school
ape people.

The following report is compiliation of materials,
collaboration of documentaries, testimoniea, interviews and
statements generated by the concerned populaoe of San Francisco.

We, at Students Allied for Effective community Ind
Education hope through this three month research /study can
establish jl mechanism in which development of drug programs
and alleviation of the "drug scene" will occur.

* Summary Manpower InDicators for San Francisco, Place in
California. U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Administration
Region IX.

1/2 SFUSD Selected Data For Study in the Challenge to Effect
A Better Racial Balance in the San Francisco Public
School, 1972-1973, William L. Cobb.
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COGIUNITY :.RUG FACILITIES

Conclusions:

1) There is a m.dtitude of services available to the

addict or drug user who desires counseling or treatment.

In addition to a complex network of Community Mental

Health Centers which offer treatment, referrals, and

counseling, there are many pr.vate organizations which

of for one or all o2 the follouing services:

A. Detoxification (with drugs or "cold turkey")

B. Methadone

C. Counseling (group Pr individual--Synanon-
typo confrontation or supportive)

D. Therapeutic Drug Communities--offoring
supportive, fa""ily-type situations

:ng th- user or o."ict
overcome his problems.

E. Referrals

G. Psychiatric evaluation and help

H. Drug information and education

2) A large percentage 1.1 er '2 f,'...i:f.t;:no :titer on:y to

those who are over 18 and in a feu case 16. Methadone

will not be administered to those under 18 by state law.

Most treatment facilities will not treat minors unless

they are emancipated.' Counseling is generally available

to anybody, regardless of age as aro most forms of "cold-

turkey" detoxification.

*officially, at any rate. Some will treat minors "on the sly."

2 ,
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Students Allied For Effective Community an
1228 Page Street

San Francisco, California 94117

The organization Students Allied for Effectiv
and Education has been granted by the high School
Center and the national Drug Abuse Council $2,500.
to February 9, 1973 for a drum research project.
is a composition of students that are of secondary
San rrancisco Unified School District. It is pres
organized by secondary level students attending th
The purpose of the research is as follows;

1) !o define what ypes and amounts of drugs

2) To examine the reasons underlying drug us

3) To research, analyze and make recormendat
drug curriculum; how school personnel could handle
the schools; drum related programs in the communi
and statistics on types and treatrent programs in-
related to drugs; Statistics and numbers on types
of young people involved in the correction system:
Inservice training, surveys and interviews this
be fathered, compiled and evaluated.

The Attitudal -Drug, use questionnaire was con
organization through the help of Mr. Donald Jay P
Analyst, Drug Education Training Task Force t.

In the San Francisco Unified School District
San "rancisco Unified School !iistriet Drug Educat

The following methods are proposed to be fol
Drug Attidual-Drug use questionnaire. The target
five percent (5%) of the Cross enrollment per sch
schools will be in the troject. Abraham Lincoln i
Galileo, n. Washinrton, Lowell, %cAteer (Poly), I.
J. O'Connell, Opportunity I, Opportunity II, Sanu
A.P. 'ianini, Aptos, B. rranklin, iverrett, rranc

:Ann, J. Denman, J. Lick, L. Burbank, !oarine,
Potrero hill Presidio, Foosevelt, Unity, Visitat

IOpportunity I. ese arc the scAools, both Kunio.
Hirh schools involved in the survey.
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Students Allied For Effective Community and Education
1228 Page Street

San Francisco, California 94117

The organization Students Allied for Effective Community
and Lducation has been granted by the hien Scnool Student Information
Center and the National Drug Abuse Council $2,500.00 frog. November 10
to February 9, 1973 for a drug researcn project. The organization
is a composition of students that are of secondary level in the
San rrancisco Unified School District. It is presently managed and
organized by secondary level students attending the district.
The purpose of the research is as follows;

1) To define what ypes and amounts of drugs are being used.

2) To examine the reasons underlying drug usage arong students

3) To research, analyze and make recommendations on school
drug curriculum; how school personnel could handle drug users in
the schools; drug related programs in the community; and number
and statistics on types and treatment programs in the community.
related to drugs; Statistics and ',umbers on types and treatment
of young people involved in the correction system. Throura
Inservice training, surveys and interviews this information will
be gathered, compiled and evaluated.

The Attitudal-Drug use ouestionnaire was compiled by the
organization through the help of Mr. Donald Jay Peterson, Junior
Analyst, Drug Education Training Task force t'or the State of California.
In the San Francisco Unified School District Pr. Eugene Luber
San "rancisco Unified School Ustrict Drug Education Administrator.

The following methods are proposed to be followed regarding the
A:rug Attidual-Drug use questionnaire. The tenet area would be
five percent (5%) of the gross enrollment per school. The following
schools will be in the croject. Abrahrm Lincoln Lima Scnool, Balooa
Oalileo, n. Eashington, Lowell, 1:cAteer (Poly), "issicn, r. Pilsen,
J. O'Connell, Opportunity I, Opportunity II, Samuel 'orpers,
A.P. lianini, Aptos, B. Franklin, Lverrett, rrancisco, N. Loover

Vann, J. Denman, J. Lick, L. Zurbant, Yarina, Pelton, Portoln,
Potrero hill, Presidio, Roosevelt, Unity, Visitaticn Valley,
Opportunity I. "Les° arc the scaools, both junior 11L-Latod Senior
Niga schools involved in the survey.
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SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SURVEY CSTIPATE

Gross
School Enrollment

A. Lincoln 2401
Balboa 2333
Galileo 2551
G. Washington 2945
Lowell 3082
McAteer (Poll') 877
Mission 2666
W. Wilson 1603
J.O'Connell 600
Opportunityl 210
Opportunity II 150
Samuel Compere 549

TOTAL 19,967

Survey of 5% of
Cross Enrollment

120
107
128
147
154
44

133
80
30
11
8

28

960

JUJIOR RICH SCOW. SURVEY ESTIATE

Gross
School Enrollment

A.P. Gianini 1308
Aptos 1200
B. ?ranklin 798
Everett 1243
Francisco 1069
H. Hoover 1427
H. Mann 1007
J. Denman 1094
J. Lick 1041
L. Burbank 1249
Marina 1470
Pelton 972
Portola 1076
Potrero gill 771
Presidio 1618
Roosevelt 1031
Unity 101
V. Valley 897
Opportunity I 131

TOTAL 19.503

Survey of 55 of
Gross Enrollment

65
60
40
62

53
71
50
55
52
62
74
49
54

39
81
52

5
45

7

986

Parc 2

Tnrouvh the help of Hr. Eurene Huber in the Distri
Drug Resource Teacher in the school site particip
selected randomly. Thol'olloWing classes are th
for the attitudal-drug use questionaire. tnrlish,
are target areas of the survey. The surveys will
the drug abuse resource teacher in each tercet sch
help of tne project director of Students Allied fo
Community and Education the surveys will be passed
class (es). In the selected turret class the tesc
waetsr she would like to aid Us in gettinr the su
and passed out. The class teacher will respond wh
wishes her or his class to be a part of the sampli
responsive, We will give her the arount of surveys
class.

The followinr instruction will be riven to th
Please Rad the letter aloud to the students addre
This letter is to be found in front of wean survey
the questions as best as you can. Please do not
ihme or School. Any ideatifyinr clue as to the n-
or the school would make the survey invalad. Afte
completed, Please brinr the completed survey to th
After the completion and its at the rain office a
organization will collect the completed forms. Th
thrown into a box and will be tallier by the cormi
District then will be informed about the findinrs
Zan rrancisco Unified Cchool District Samplin9.

Citultaneeusly an interview of the Drug reso
School head counselor, and the Principal would be
regarding the following materials.

I. Scnools Drug Education

A. !)rur Education

1. Is there any?
2. Uio teaches it? (phy.ed, Lealth,

a. it kin of training do the
to be a drug education teach
qualifications'

3. How extensive of a prorram is it
ono hour per wee%, etc.)? Is it

11. :mat materials are used? (books,
Who writes it?
Your evaluation of your school d

6. Where is it lacking? Where is it

its
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pRooL SURVEY ESTIMATE

Gross Survey of 5:: of
'enrollment Gross Enrollment

2401 120
2333 10721 28
2945

147
1

3082 154
877 44
2666 133
1603 80
600 30
210 11
150 8
549 28

),967 960

IDOL SURVEY ESTIMATE

Gross
rollment

Survey of 5!: of
Gross Enrollment

1308 65
1200 60
798 4o
1243 62
1069 53
1427 71
1007 50
1094 55
1041 52
1249 .62
1470 74
972 49
1076 54
771 39
1618 81
1031 52
101 5
897 45
131 7

.503 986

2)

Pare 2

Through the help of Hr. Euc'ene Huber in the District and the
Drug Resource Teacher in the school site participants will be
selected randomly. The 'following classes are the target area
for the attitudal-drug use questionaire. English, Social Sciences
are target areas of the survey. The surveys will be given to
the drug abuse resource teacher in each tercet school. Tith the
help of tne project director of Students Allied for Effective
Community and Education the surveys will be passed out to the target
class (es). In the selected tercet class the teacher will be asked
waetsr she would like to aid t115 in getting the survey answered
and rassed out. The class teacher will respond wheter she or ho
wishes her or hie class to be a part of the sampling. If she dr he 16
responsive, hie will give her the arount of surveys needed for her
class.

The followinr instruction will be riven to the class teacher.
Please read the letter aloud to the students addresinr the students.
This letter is to be found in front of each survey. Answer
the questions as best as you can. Please do not write your
Jame or School. Any identifying clue as to the nare of the individual
or the school would make the survoy invalad. After the survey is
completed, Please brinr the completed survey to the rain office.
After the corpletion and its at the rain office a rerber fron our
organization trill collect the completed forms. The surveys will be
thrown into a box and will be tallied by the committee. The
District then will be informed shout the findinrs of survey as
San rrancisco Unified Echool District Samplinr.

EiLultanecusly an interview of the Drug resource teacher,
School head counselor, and the Principal would be conducted
regardinr the following materials.

I. Scnools Drug Education

A. Drur Education

1. Is there tiny?
2. Imo teaches it? (phy.ed, Lealta, Ldttcation teacher)

a. what kind of training do they have in order
to be a drug education teacher? If..at are their
qualifications')

3. How extensive of t prorram is it (one semester,
one hour per week, etc.)? Is it reouired?

4. not raterials are used? (books, movies, etc)
Who writes it?
Your evaluation of your school drur curriculum.

6. Mere is it lackin;? Uhere i$ its strone points?
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Page 3

II. School Policies on Drug use and/or Drug users

A. Confidentiality

1. Are counselors and other school personnel
required by school regulations to divulge
information what a student might tell
them about personnel drug usc?

2. Is therea local law exempting school
counselors from testifying in a
trial concerning confidential information
given to the 'counselor by a student?

B. Locker Search

1. What is the schools'policy on locker
search?

2. Does your school have locker search? If so
how often?

3. Where do school officials get their information
on when to search lockers and which lockers
to search?

C. Police and school relationship on the drug issue

Does the school have undercover narcotic agents?

2. D. 3s the school have regular police?
do they carry weapons?

3. what happens to drug offenders? (are they
suspended, expelled, arrested, etc.?)

D. School Counselors

1. Do they deal with studens on the drug issue
or od they refer them to someon else? Who?

2. What is their training to dual Pith high school
age people on the drug issue?

The questiens above are the guidelines of the oral indepth
interview with the Drug Resource Teachers and school personnels.
Each person interviewed has the right to refuse or to'
participate. The process of the interview will be writtenly
recorded or taped. The interview will be conducted by a
member of the organization on the Drug committee. He or
She will be of high school ace.

(
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Page 4

Tb following is a tentative schedulo
completion of the Attitutal-drup -use Quest
Dates befor ethe actual interview and compl
the time that the surveys be distributed to
class teacher.

During the week of January 26, 1973 contact
Drug Resource Teachers, and school site cla
be made. On January 29 to February 7, 1973
target schools will be interviewed and sury

Tentative school site appoitnment.

Abraham Lincoln High school
A.P. Oianini Junior High school
Herbert Hoover Junior High School

George Washington High School
Roosevelt Junior High School
Presidio Junior High School

Galileo High School
Francisco Junior High School
Marina Junior High School

Mc Ateer(Poly) High School
Benjamin Franklin Junior High School
Luther Burbank Junior High School
Visitation Valley Junior HIgh School

Mission High School
Everrett Junior High School
Horrace Mann Junior HIgh School

Lowell High School
Aptos Junior High School
James Denman Junior High school

Balboa High School
James Lick Junior High School
Unity Junior HIgh School
Opportunity I

Opportunity II
Samuel Oompers
Pelton
POtrero Hill
Portola
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Th following is a tentative schedulo of interviews and
completion of the Attitutal-drup -use aucstionnaire. The
Dates befor ethe actual interview and completion will be
the time that the surveys be distributed to the school site
class teacher.

During the week of January 26, 1973 contacts with the
Drug Resource Teachers, and school site class teachers will
be made. On January 29 to February 7, 1973 the following
target schools will be interviewed and surveys completed.

Tentative school site appoitnment.

Abraham Lincoln High school
A.P. Gianini Junior High school
Herbert Hoover Junior High School

George Washington High School
Roosevelt Junior High School
Presidio Junior High School

Galileo High School
Francisco Junior High School
Marina Junior High School

Mc Ateer(Poly) High School
Benjamin Franklin Junior High School
Luther Burbank Junior High School
Visitation Valley Junior HIgh School

Mission High School
Everrett Junior High School
Horrace Hann Junior HIgh School

Lowell High School
Aptos Junior High School
James Denman Junior High school

Balboa High School
James Lick Junior High School
Unity Junior High School
Opportunity I

Opportunity II
Samuel Gompers
Felton
POtrero Hill
Portola

January 29

January 30

January 31

February 1

February 2

February 5

February 6

February 7



As man begins to understand the intricate process of

learning, an is discovering that needs exist which can only

be not by new methods. However, durinG the past decade,

educators, the young and old have recognized the tremendous

difficulty in creating changes in, and alternatives to, the

present educational system.

The educational system is viewed by many as the primary

meohanisma for learning. Therefore formal education is a

primary mechanism for teaching drug prevention education.

Presently, the question raised is whether school drug abuse

education program effectively deter drug usage both for

he short term or long term usage. The accomplishment of

approaches employed by the schools seems to have had little

or no effect to this point.

The San Francisco Unified School District drug Education

program have relied upon the legal and medical approaches to

deter drug usage. Under the credence of the legal aspect,

the threat of imprisonment, crimilnalization or ether forms of

social puniahmants has been used to discourage drug usars.

The credence of the medical aspect, the prosnect of physiological

or psychological damage as a result of drur abuse is used as
the preventant.

2

Opportunity Junior High School Drug Educa.

Opportunity Junior High School is lo
Harrison Street. Its principal is Mr. Ha
The school, Opportunity Junior Hirh Schoo
of several bungalows and is quite unnotic
could be termed "unique". It is unique b
is attended by students from all parts of
"prob%,m; children." Whether this is true
Secon.;.y the school has a small populatio
thirty students, therefore personal attet
by the staff to the students. Thirdly, t
chose to devote their career in teachinr
Junior High School.

Opportunity Junior High school has a
drug education program. Its drug educati
philosophy is; As much as possible have
stumulatinr, personal and exciting to hon
students learn, change their behavior, an
active more with others. Also to have th
question his/her attitudes and actions an
actions of others, and finally to enhance

A drug survey was given to opportuni
school Students to find their attitudes a
survey's result had stated that seventy-n
or the students had used an "illegal" dru
to Opportunity Junior High School. Seven
tenths percent (75.4%) had used Reds/and/
or more time a week prior to cominr to t
Forty-three and four tenths percent (43.4,
stated they wanted to continue using reds
Of the seventy-nine percent (79%) of the
Barbituates prior to entering Opportunity
fifty - three percent (53%) restricted Lhel
Generally drug use at Opportunity Junior
Gradually decreasing.

The drug education at the school is
learning the legal and medical aspects to
part of the drug education are speakers f
that rap to students about alternatives t.
cenerall after graduation and low; term n
speakers the drug education provides acti
student would or wants to do.
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Opportunity Junior High School Drug Education Program

Opportunity Junior High School is located at 1890
Harrison Street. Its principal is Mr. Harvey Christensen.
The school, Opportunity Junior High School is a composition
of several bungalows and is quite unnoticeable. The school
could be termed "unique". It is unique because the school
is attended by students from all parts of the city labeled
"prob%lm children." Whether this is true is highly questionable.
Secon.;.y the school has a small population of one hundred
thirty students, therefore personal attetntion is provided
by the staff to the students. Thirdly, the school personnel
chose to devote their career in teaching at Opportunity
Junior High School.

Opportunity Junior High school has a good,innovating
drug education program. Its drug education program's
philosophy is As much as possible have school be interesting,
stumulatinr, personal and excitinr to hopefully have
students learn, change their behavior, and have students
active more with others. Also to have the individual
question his/her attitudes and actions and attitudes and
actions of others, and finally to enhance self esteem.

A drug survey was Given to opportunity Junior High
school Students to find their attitudes and drur use. The
survey's result had stated that seventy-nine percent (79%)
of the students had used an "illegal" drur prior to coming
to Opportunity Junior H/gh School. Seventy-five and four
tenths percent (75.4%) had used Reda/and/or Barbituates three
or more time a week prior to cominr to the school.
Perty -three and four tenths percent (43.4%) of the students
stated they wanted to continue using reds/and/or Barbituates.
Of the seventy-nine percent (79%) of the students twin('
Barbituates prior to entering Opportunity Junior High School
fifty-three percent (53%) restricted their use to weekenda .
Generally drug use at Opportunity Junior High School is
gradually decreasing.

The drug education at the school is a composition of
learning the legal and medical aspects to drugs. A major
part of the drug education ere speakers from community agencies
that rap to students about alternatives to drug usage and
renerall after graduation and long term nlanninr. Besides
sneakers the drur education provides activities on what the
student would or wants to do.

)
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At the school there are no lockers, therefore there
are no locker searches. There aren't any "NARCS" or police
on the campus at opportuinty Junior Hi'h School.

The student under the influence of drugs is handled
as a counseling problem. When a teacher feels that a student
is "loaded" the student is removed from class,,medicelly,.
ill and handled as a counselinr problem. The student is
counseled in a non-punitive manner. But if the student is
under the influence of drugs in an amrressive, uncontrollable
manner he/she is sent to the office. The office calls
to inform the parent of the student. The next stens are
counseling gor the student, a ref6rral is made for patent
and student (upon their consent). Despite all efforts possible
it the student is still uncontrollable the student is asked
to exclude (not expell) himself/herself. The student court
is the next step. The student courts helps the s:adent and
passes judgement on the student. The court usually states that
he is hindering the education of his/hen.felend8:: The
student court functions as a solution that peers will listen
to fellow peers. The lest effort to solve the students'
problem would be to petit an exemption for the student.
An exemption is e.eghe terporarily removed from class till
he/she the studnet, .!hodses to return to class.

In talking with students about Opportunity and drugs
the following documentaries were stated;

'4.T. "I used to use reds almost everyday
uhile at my other junior high school,

but here I have friends.

A.A. " I still nice reds, but now I use ther
on weekends to feel rood at rarties."

D.S. " I take them mostly on weekends now.
I like school,the teachers lister to
me and I have more friends now."

To continue to provide alternatives to the individual students
we, Students Allied for Effective community and Education recormend
that the San rrancisco Unified School District needs to
strengthen the following are

t
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Opportunity Junior High School Needs;

Basic material support of
so teachers can get urban 1
materials that are more rele
familiar to the urvan enviro

Monetary support for alterna
after school, and during ech
For example; Opportunity J
has no budget for;

Music

Field Trips

Job Opportunities w
attending school (t
are only four (4) p
provided for the s
body.

Experimental projec
where a teacher ace
problem, projects a
and materials ncces
and berins the rroj

. Travelinr rrour

. qardeninr projec

. Animal research

. Reading and fil

. Reading and rhot
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Opportunity Junior HIgh School Needs;

Basic material support of classroom
so teachers can get urban impact
materials that are more relevant and
familiar to the urvan environment.

Monetary support for alternative programs
after school, and during school activities
For example; Opportunity Junior High School
has no budget for;

Music

. Field Trips

Job Opportunities while
attending school (there
are only four (4) positions
provided ror the student-
body.

Experimental projects
where a teacher sees a
problem, rrojectls a foal
and materials necessary
and berins the nroject;

. Travelinr rroun nrojects

. Gardening projects

. Animal research nrojects

. Readinr and filmakinr

. Readin and nhotorraphy,etc.
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Lowell High School is the city's "academic school."

In order for a person to enter into the Lowell system,

boys must have a minimum grade point averaEe of a B or

3.0 The minimum G.P.A. for girls is A- B.+, or 3.5 Lowell

is described as being over the problem stage regarding

the subject of drugs.

The Lowell drug abuse Education program is described;

as it is it does not help very much, but we are not sure

whether something is there to be helped. Primarily, the

Family Living coourses are laughed at, and disliked by

the students. In Physical Education there are no facili-

ties available. Movies, text, and newspaper articles are

used as teaching aides at Lowell. Students at Lowell are

looking for a drug education which is fact-findinr and

stimulating. Students do not want to deal with teachers.

In the next few pages is a survey taken at Lowell. The

results are in succeeding pages.

2

ORAL Ili-DEPTH METHODOLOGY

Early in the project, the in-depth-or
on a one to one basis was recommended by t
Drug Project Director. In this research/st
competent interviewers contact the subject
basis and within an cbjective-factual Pram'
to extort honest direct, and voluntary str
information. For the purpose of consisten
interviewer for this project was to be bri
the overa31 desirable information as noted
pages.

The committee Recommended that;

1. Each interviewer be recommended by the
and be approved by the drug committee.

2. A standard structured ant of questions
and used by the interviewer as guideli
that the following structured guidolin
with the cornittee and project directo
pages.

3. The Interview place and time would be
by the interviewer.

4. Interviews were not to be conducted xi
public schools.

5, With the interview guidelines tackfull
to survey stuotnre, each respondent wa
to volunteer information that covered
information without the respondent bei
a formal questioning approach.

6. At the conclusion of each interview, t
was to immedieately write an anectdota
and exact words were possible generate
interviewer.

The plan called for one hundred oral
This was thought by the committee to be a
to give the desired demographic and tirade
Early in the interviews, feedback was indi
interviewers that difficulties were encoun
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ORAL IM-DEPTH METHODOLOGY

Early in the project, the in-depth-oral interview
on a one to one basis was recommended by the organizations
Drug Project Director. In this research/study technique,
competent interviewers contact the subject on an idividual
basis and within an objective-factual framework strive
to extort honest direct, and voluntary straight forward
information. For the purpose of consistency each
interviewer for this project was to be briefed relative to
the overall desirable information as noted in the suceeding
pages.

The committee Recommended that;

1. Each interviewer be recommended by the project director
and be approved by the drug committee.

2. A standard structured set of questions be developed
and used by the interviewer as guidelines. Mote
that the following structured guidelines constructed
with the committee and project director in the succeeding
pages.

3. The Interview place and time would be determined
by the interviewer.

4. Interviews were not to be conducted within the
public schools.

5, With the interview guidelines tackfullu witheld as
to survey ctuoture, each respondent was to encouraged
to volunteer information that covered the desired
information without the respondent being aware of
a formal questioning approach.

6. At the conclusion of each interview, the interviewer
was to immedicately write an anectdotal account
and exact words were possible generated by the
interviewer.

The plan called for one hundred oral interviews.
This was thought by the committee to be a sufficient number
to give the desired demographic and Rrade distribution.
Early in the interviews, feedback was indicated by the
Interviewers that difficulties were encountered.
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The lack for a neutral setting was described to be the major
contributing factor. It was apparent that the desired
cross section was impossible to achieve.

With all these factors the one hundred interviews voiced
by willing individuals have inherent values and satisfied
the intent of the project with current limitations.

Lastly relsuts of the interviews are summarized within
the final portion of the survey.
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STUDENTS ALLIED FOR EPPECTIVE COMMUNI
1228 Page Street

San Francisco, California 9

Informal Interviews

Case 11

Age; 14
Sex; Female
Grade; H.S. Sophmore

Subject has tried grass and alchol, but
grass for approximately seven (7) months.
to the crowd she hangs around with. When
regularly, she smoked approximately once a

Subject's friends use drugs. This do
her decisions for drug use in any way. Sh
her friends scokine pot, but objects to th
drugs.

Subject has not encountered any schoo
other than film in junior high which she

Subject does not believe 'adults can e
young people about drugs; she believes tha
legalized. She believes that there should
programs for anyone who wishes it.

Case 02

Age; 18
Sex; Nale
Grade; R.S. Senior

Subject has never used drugs. Is not
friends, althougn they are all drug urers.
believe schol drug programs are at all err
patterns of drug usage will remain the 33P
future. he does not tnink drug usaor is
and that police and other authorities shou
in dealing with youth.
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Informal Interviews

Case 11

Age; 14
Sex; Female
Grade; H.S. Sophmore

Subject has tried grass and alchol, but has not smoked
grass for approximately seven (7) months. Attributes this
to the crowd she hangs around with. Uhen she did smoke
regularly, she stoked approximately once a week.

Subject's friends use drugs. This does not influnce
her decisions for drug use in any way. She does not mind
her friends smoking pot, but objects to their using harder
drugs.

Subject has not encountered any school drug program
other than films in junior high which she labbls "phony".

Subject does not believe 'adults can effectively deal with
young people about drugs; she believes that dope should be
legalized. She believes that there should be rehabilitation
programs for anyone who wishes It.

Case C2

Age; 18
Sex; sale
Grade; H.S. Senior

Subject has never used drugs. 13 not influenced by
friends, although they are all drug users. le does not
believe schol drug programs are at all effective. He thinks
patterns of drug usage vill remain the same in the near
future. lie does not taink drug usa,T is a serious problem,
and that police end other authorities should be core relaxed
in dealing with youth.



Case 13

Age; 15
Sex; rerale
Grade; H.S. Sophmore

Subject has tried marijuana, acid DI:T, bennies, tui-
nols. Says she uses acid and tuinols A freouently" marijuana
"often" and otaers only on occaissions. Doesn't mind if
friends use drugs, although she does sorry about them some-
times. She Mes drugs oecause thy put her in a happier mood,
and partly fror ooredom since tney "i..ive you something to do".
Subject does not like the fact that drugs are so readily avail-
able, because it is too easy to ret "hooked" on them like cigar-
ettes.

Subject says there is a greater need for drug education in
the schools. She believes that less people will use drugs in
the school in the near future because of busts being male.
She thinks there should be rehabilitation programs rather than
just busting people.

Case 04

Age; 15
Sex; Hale
Grade; U.S. Sophmore

Subject has tried alcohol, marijuana, and acid.
Uses alcohol quite frequently, rarijuana occaissionally, but
has tried acid only once. dis friends use drugs. he feels this
is d personal decision, but discourages anything but ueee or
alcohol. ..e Mos being "atoned" because it is a "nice feel-
ing". He says he becomes rore friendly and more outFoing wnen
he is stoned.

Subject feels drugs are more enjoyable if you use ther
only occaissionaly, because of the novelty. He thinks there
will be less drug usage in the near future, because people
will "use druga more uisel °.

Subject feels that kids would listen to an understanding
counselor regarding drug usage, but feels that adults should
experience rarijuana before going against it.

210

Case 05

Age; 15
Sex; Pale
Grade; h.S. Junior

Subject has tried alcohol, marijuana, benn
and hasn oil. He no longer uses anything excer
de quit because drug usage was affecting his st
found it was difficult to concetrate. When he
he liked bennies beat. He just "liked being hi
does not mind his friends using druFs if they u
reasonable quantities and if they "know hoY to

SuLject thinks usage will decrease because
tire of it and younger people will become tore
the dangerous affects. ae thinks that there an
rehabilitation programs.

Case 16

Age; 15
Sex; 7erale
Grade; h.S. Sophmore

Subject has tried alcohol, marijuana, LSD,
mescaline, hashish, methadrine, bennios, reds,
and ()pito. USOS pot the moat. She USO3 it dal
She likes coke, and mescaline the most. Uses d
rind on a "higher level of conclousness."

Subject was introduced to drugs by brother
She Lolieves that drug usage is a ratter of pe
preference, and does not mind people using they
quantities.

Subject thinks that authorities sliould
usage. 3he thinks drug usage will increase in
future because it 13 one of the "stages" that s
through.

Case 17

Age; 15
ger.; rersle
Grade: n.s. Sophmore

Subject uses dope, alcohol, or hashis at 1
a week. Friends use drugs also, but this does
influence her in any way. She likes being high
her "feel ggo." She thinks the approach of sch
programs are "tight ", Ignorant and unsympatheti
mese her laugh.
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Case /3

ed rarijuana, acid, DP7f, bennies, tui-
acid and tuinola "freouently" marijuana
nly on occaissiona. Doesn't mind if
lthough she does worry about them some-
rs because thy put her in a happier mood,
dot since tncy "rive you sorething to do".
e the fact that drugs are so readily avail-
too easy to get "hooked" on them like cirar-

ere its a greater need for drug education in
lieves that less people will use drugs in
ar future because of busts being mete.
uld be rehabilitation programs rather than

Case 04

re

d alcohol, marijuana, and acid.
erluently, rarijuana occaissionally, but
nce. His friends use drugs. he feels this
n. b't discourages anything but weed or
ing "stoned" because it is a "nice feel-
ores more friendly and more outgoing when

cgs are more enjoyable if you use them
ecause of the novelty. Ne thinks there
re in the near future, because people

at kids uould listen to an understanding
rug usare, but feels that adults should
before going against it.

Case /5

Age; 15
Sex; Pale
Orade; h.S. Junior

Subject has'tried alcohol, marijuana, bennies. reds,
and hum oil. He no longer uses anything excer' alcohol.
He quit because drug usage was affecting hill studiet, he
found it wets difficult to concetrate. When he used drugs,
he liked bennies beat. He just "liked being high ". He
does not mind hie friends using drugs if they use them in
reasonable quantities and if they "know how to handle it".

Subject thinks usage will decrease because people will
tire of it. and younger people will become more aware of
the dangerous affects. Ae thinks that there should be more
rehabilitation programs.

Case 06

Ace; 15
Sex; ?erale
Grade; h.S. Sophrore

Subject has tried alcohol, marijuana, LSD, coke,
mescaline, hashish, methadrine, bennies, reds, psilocybin,
and opiam. Um pot the most. She uses it daily (alcost).
She likes coke, and mescaline the cost. Uses drurs to place
mind on a "higher level of conciousness."

Subject was introduced to drugs by brother and friends.
She believes that drug usare is a ratter of personal
preference, and does not mind people using them in reasonable
quantities.

Subject thinks that authorities should ignore drug
usage. She thinks drug usare will increase in the near
future because it is one of the "stages" that society roes
tarough.

Case #7

Age; 15
Sex; rcralc
Grade: H.S. Sophmorc

Subject uses dope, alcohol, or hashia at least once
a week. 7riends use drugs also, but this does not
influence her in any tray. She likes beinr hish, it cakes
her "feel gco." She thinks the approach of school drug
programs are "tight", Ignorant and unsyrpathetic. They
make her laugh.
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Caso 08

Age 16: 16
Sex: Male
Grade: U.S. Junior

Subject aas used pot, hash, coke and alcohol. :las

quit everything but alcohol, bet.uee they "became borinr."
When he used them, they made hir feel good. It does not
bother hir if his friends take drugs, it is a personal
decision.

Subject 13 scared of harder drura and attributes
this to information from the media. Le has not heard of
any school drug curriculum or program. he believes fu-
ture drug usage will increase because of the increase in
supplies.

Subject thinks police would leave Lids not on drugs
alone. Subject stated he has been hassled blithe police.

Case 09

Ace: 16
Sex:
Grade: h.S. Junior

subject has used marijuana, alcohol, acid, coke,
mescaline, psilocybin, hash, and opium. Uses marijuana
most frequently and likes mescaline the best. She likes
drugs because they are a different experience, "putting
your mind on a different level." Adds that if she were
stoned all the time, 5:4 would probably want to be straight
for the same reason.

Subject thinks that school drug films motivated her
to drug usage as a kind of rebellion.

Subject thinks drugs are a "social thing--like elco-
.41" and that people will tire of it when the novelty
wears off. Believes that illegality is 'art of tae excite-
ment for some people.

.r,
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Case 110

Age: 19
Sex: Male
Grade: Does not attend.

Subject has tried crass, hash, acid, alco
line, and psilocybin. ae still uses alcohol
but nas quit using all the others. At first,
the overall effects, the distorted view of thi
from aallucinocens and grass, but now he does

Subject's friends use drugs. It influenc
vaguely when he sees people making drugs their
Sometimes he feels as if friends should suit
thinks school drug programs' approach is too f
should be put on a tore personal basis in crde
to the students.

Subject bolieves that future drug use wil
currently popular relirions and philosophies.
police should stop making a big issue of drugs

Case fill

Age: 15
Sex: 'isle

Grade: u.S. Sophhore

Subject ass tried alcohol, weed, bass, ps
coke, acid. ue uses weed about every other da
it best. has used coke only once and acid th
.4 uses drugs as a "recreational thins" to get
ent view of the :rorld. Ue does not mind if fr
drugs, tant it is a personal choice, but peopl
not try to influence others, especially touard
narder drugs.

Subject does not think school drug progr
thing. lie thinks they should concentrate on h
(not pot) and tall the truth. Subject believe
should use less propnranda.

Subject thinks people will cut down the
because they are more aware of its danger. Le
lice should: (1) Stop busting people for gran
treating drug users as criminals; (3) not bo
unless he is aurting others. (i.e. thievery t
his habit, etc.)
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or

d marijuana, alcohol, acid, coke,
in, hash, and opium. Uses rarijuana
likes mescaline the best. She likes
re a difforent experience, "puttine
rent level." Adds that if she were
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Case 110

Age: 19

Sex: '!ale

Grade: Does not attend.

Subject has tried crass, hash, acid, alcohol, nesca-
line, and psilocybin. ae still uses alcohol frequently,
but has quit using all the others. At first, he liked
the overall effects, the distorted view of things he sot
from aallucinogens and grass, but now he does not like it.

Subject's friends use drugs. It influences hin
vaguely when he sees people making drugs their entire life.
Sometimes he feels as if friends should nuit too. no
thinks school drug programs' approach is too factual and
should be put on a more personal basis in order to relate
to the students.

Subject bolioves that future drug use will depend on
currently popular religions and philosophies. He thinks
police should stop makinr a big issue of drugs.

Case ill

Age: 15
Sex: 'tale

Oracle: n.S. SophLore

Subject has tried alcohol, weed, hasa, psilocybin
coke, acid. he uses weed about every other day and likes
it best. has used ooke only once and acid three times.
ae uses drugs as a "recreational thing" to vet a differ-
ent view of the world. tie does not rind if friends use
drugs, twat it is a personal choice, but people saould
not try to influence others, especially towards usae of
carder drugs.

Subject does not think school drug programs do any-
thins. He thinks they should concentrate on harder drugs
(not pot) and tell the truth. Subject believes they
should use less propaanda.

Subject thinks people will cut down the use of pills
because they are more aware of its denser. he thinks po-
lice should: (1) Stop busting people for rraus; (2) Stop
treatinr drug users as criminals; (3) not bother anyone
unless he is aurting others. (i.e. thievery to support
his habit, etc.)

r)
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STUDENTS ALLIED FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNITY AND EDUCATION
1228 Page Street

San Francisco, California 94117

This anonymous questionnaire has been compiled bs students
of the San Francisco Unified School District in the Secondary
level of Education,belonging to the above organization.
THIS IS NOT A TEST. It represents an important part of
a study to find out what high school students know, how
they fell, and what they are doing about drugs ati drug
usage. rrom the results of this ouostionaire we hope to
formulate programs of education that will be better designed
to meet your needs.

We want you to be assured taat we are not interested in
traciag responses to individuals, and we have taken all
precautions to.insure that your privacy will be respected.
All we wisn to find out are what the facts really are so
that ve will be able to understand you, our co-students,
our co-teenagers, better and help ourselves in the future.

Tae success of this survey-ouestionnaire depends upon your
full cooperation. Please read each question carefully and
neatly vrite one numbered response in the answer sheet
provided. (DO NOT WRITE ON QUESTIONNAIRE) or exarple,
the response to question #1 should be "A" if you are male
or tae letter "C" if you are female. Please note that the
questions on personal drug use are concerned only with
substances used for other than medically approved reasons
or taken without medial supervision.

reel free to write any comments or suggestions that you
may have about the questionnaire and its contents in the
space provided at the end of the onswer sheet. We also
welcome your ideas and opinions on the subject of drug use
and abuse. If you arc interested in the survey please
contact us. ;A: would be glad to have you in a cc-mittee
working with us too. Thank you for your cooperation.

SAFE COMMUNITY AND EDUCATION

SAMPLE:

SEX: A) '!PLC B) "C "ALL

STUDENT DRUG SURVEY

1. SEX: A) Male B) Female

2. AGE; A) 12 C) 16
L) 13 F) 17
C) 14 0) 18
D) 15 H) 19

3. GRADE: A) 7th D) loth
D) 8th C) 11th
C) 9th T" 12th

4. WhICh OF THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT COME CLOSES
YOU FEELINGS ABOUT YOURSELP?

A) I would like to change a lot of
myself.

B) I would liko to change some thi
myself.

C) I would like to remain just the

5. UP TO THIS POINT IN YOUR LIRE, SCHOOL HAS B

A) Greatly enjoyable for me.
II) Somewhat enjoyable for me.
C) Not very enjoyable for me.
0) Not enjoyable at all for we.

CURRENT ACT :TIES

6. aOW ACTIVELY JO YOU PARTICIPATE IN THE POLL°

VERY
ACTIVE

I. SPORTS/ATHLETICS A
II. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES, CYC,YNCA,CTC. A
III. RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES, CYO,D'Nai Birth,

ETC. A
IV. POLITICAL ACTIVIST( Young Democrats,

Young Pepublicana, ETC.) A
V. ACTIVIST GROUPS (SDS, S4C, UNDER-

croup NEWSPAPERS) A
VI. DATING A

STUDENT
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ALE

STUDENT DRUG SURVEY

1. SEX: A) Male D) Female

2. AIE; A) 12 E) 16
8
C))

1
14
3 F)

G)
17
18

D) 15 H) 19

3. GRADE: A) 7th D) loth
13) 8th E) 11th
C) 9th "' 12th

4. WhICh OP THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT CO "E CLOSEST TO DESCRIBING
YOU FEELINGS ABOUT YOURSELP?

A)

B)

C)

I would like to change a lot of things about
myself.
I would like to chance some things about
myself.
I would like to remain just the way I am.

5. UP TO INIIS POINT IN YOUR LIPE, SCHOOL HAS BEEN:

A) Greatly enjoyable for me.
D) Somewhat enjoyable for me.
C) Not very enjoyable for me.
D) Hot enjoyable at all for me.

CURRENT ACTIVITIES

6. AW ACTIVELY DO YOU PARTICIPATE IN THE rOLLOWING:

ACTIVE
VERY NOT

ACTIVE ACTIVE

I. SPORTS/ATHLETICS A B C
II. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES, CYC,YMCA,ETC. A B C
III. RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES, CYO,Bglai Birth,

ETC. A B C
IV. POLITICAL ACTIVIST( Younp Democrats,

Young. republicans, ETC.) A B C
V. ACTIVIST GROUPS (SDS, SMC, um:R-

ama NEWSPAPERS) A B C
VI. DATING A B C
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7. HOW MUCH MONEY DO YOU HAVE EACH WEEK TO SPEND ON WHATEVER
YOU WART?

A) .00 to $1.00
0) $1.01 to 15:00
C) $5.01 to $10.00
D) $10.01 to $20,00
E) $20.01 to Over

8. WHAT DO YOU MOST DO IN THE EVENING A°TER SCHOOL?

A) Stay home, read, watch T.V.,etc.
13) Go to a friend's house or go to a friend of the same sex.
C) Go to a friend's house or go to a friend of the oppo-

site sex.
D) Participate in activities (sports, music, Clubs, etc.)
E) Go out and hang around a group of kids.
F) OTHER: SPEC/PY

9. WHA: 00 YOU MOST OFTEN DO IN THE EVENING ON WEEKENN?

A) Stay at home, read, watch T.V., etc.
8) Go to a friend's house or Eo to a friend of the same sex.
C) Go to a friend's house or co to a friend of the oppb-

site sex.
D) Participate in activities (sports, music,clubs, etc.)
E) Go out and hang around a group of kids.
F) OTHER SPECIFY

PERSONAL DRUG USE

10. HAVE YOU EVER USED DRUGS BEFORE, OTI.ER THAN PIEDICAL REASONS?

A) YES
13) NO

11. IF YOU HAVE EVER USED ANY 0° THE FOLLOWING NON- 'tDICAL
REASONS, dOW OLD wEnE YOU WHEN YOU "IRST USED OR TRIED IT?

DRUGS DON'T tivn UDR
KNOW USED 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

I. ALCOHOL ABCDEFOgI
II. CIGARRUTTES ABCDEGGHI

12B THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL

III. MARIJUANA A

IV. HASHISH A

V. LSD A
VI. SPEED A
VII. AMPHETAMINE A

VIII. COCAINE A

IX. BARDITUATES A

X. TRANQUILIZERS A
XI. HEROIN A

XII. GLUE A

XIII. OTHER SUBSTANCES A
SPECIFY

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

12. HAVE YOU EVER USED ANY OP THE °OLLOWIN
THAN MEDICAL REASONS. ('FOR THE EXPEPI'

A) 'lever heard of it
13) Never tried it
C) Tried it once or twice
D) Used it three or more times but st
E) Currently use it leas than once a
F) Currently use it at least once pe
G) Currently use it several times pe
If) Currently use it daily
I) Currently use it more than once d

I. WINE r.
II. MARIJUANA A
III. HASHISH A

IV. LSD A

V. PSILOCYBIN, PEYOTE,
MESCALINE A

VI. AMPHETAMINES A
VII. BENZEDRIUES A
LX. BARBITUATES A

X. COCAINE A

XI. NON PRESCRIPTION
COUGH SYRUP A

XII. GLUE A

B

B

B
B
B
B
B

B
B

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C

C
C

.1)

D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

13. WHAT 4AS THE MAIN REASON °OF TRYING

A) It was the thing to do (others we
B) To stay awake, pep up
C) To fall asleep
D) To °Rae deppression, relieve tons
E) or the experience itself (curios

cJil



YOL HAVE EACH WEEK TO SPEND ON WHATEVER

to 51.00
1 to 15;00
1 to $10.00
01 to $20.00
01 to Over

DO IN THE EVENING AFTER. SCHOOL?

ad, watch T.v.,etc.
's house or so to a friend of the same sex.
's house or go to a friend of the oppo-

activities (sports, music, Clubs, etc.)
g around a group of kids.

PTEN DO IN THE EVENING ON UEEKENDS?

read, watch T.V., etc.
's house or co to a friend of the same sex.
's house or co to a friend of the oppe-

activities (sports, music,clubs, etc.)
P, around a croup of kids.

DRUGS BEFORE, OTHER THAN *MEDICAL REASONS?

USED ANY Or THE rOLLONING ^Or NON-"EDICAL
ULM YOU WHEN YOU "IRST USED Oh TRIED IT?

DON'T uvn UDP
KNOU USED 12 13 14 15 16 17 18ABCDEPONIADCDEPOHI

IL

III. MARIJUANA A C EPOHI
N. HASHISh A C EFGHI
V. LSD A C EPOHI
VI. SPEED A C EPOHI
VII. AMPHETAMINE A C H I
VIII. COCAINE A C EFOHI
IX. DARBITUATES A C EFORI
X. TRANQUILIZERS A C EFONI
XI. HEROIN A C E POHI
XII. GLUE A C nrouI
XIII. OTHER SUBSTANCES A C

SPECIFY

12. HAVE YOU EVER USED ANY OP THE POLLOWING SUBSTANCES POR OTHER
THAN MEDICAL REASONS. ('OR THE EXPERIENCE TO nET HIGH)

A) Never heard of it
B) Never tried it
C) Tried it once or twice
D) Used it three or more times but stopped
E) Currently use it less than once a month
F) Currently use it at least once per week
0) Currently use it several tires per week
H) Currently use it daily
I) Currently use it more than once daily

I. WINE A BCOE F I

II. MARIJUANA A B C D E r 0 a I
III. HASHISH A B C D E F a H I
IV. LSD A BCD': F 0 H I

V. PSILOCYBIN, PEYOTE,
MESCALINE A B C D E r 0 11 I

VI. : NETAMINES A B C D E F G H I

VII. BEHZEDRIUES A BCDE F G H I

LX. BARBITUATES A B C D E P O 11 I

X. COCAINE A B C D E T? G H I

XI. NON PRESCRIPTION
COUGH SYRUP A BCDE r R II I

XII. GLUE A BCDC F 0 H

13. WHAT WAS THE MAIN REASON POP TRYING THE "IRST DRUG?

A) It was the thing to do (others were doing it)
B) To stay awake, pep up
C) To fall asleep
D) To case deppression, relieve tension
E) or the experience itself (curiosity)



F) To lose weight
0) Formkicks" or to get "high"
H) To be rid of inhibitions
I) Other reasons: Specify
J) Not applicable, never use drugs for non me ca reasons.

14. WHY DO YOU USE DRUGS?

A) Because I want to experience the effects cf drips.
D) Because my friends use drugs.
C) Because I like beinr high.
D) I take drugs as a form of rebellion.
'C.) Because I see things artistically and differently.
F) Because they help me find a superior being and answers

to my spiritual needs.
0) NOT APPLICABLE: Never used drugs for ncn medical

reasons.

15. Ir YOU HAVE TRIED 3UT ARC HO LONGER USING THE rouounia
DRUGS ron NON MEDICAL REASONS, WHAT WAS YOUR MAIN REASON
ron STOPPING?

I. MARIJUANA
II. LSD
III. HERM--
IV. AMPHETAMINES
V. PLUG

MAIN REASONS FOR STOPPINn: A) IT WAS NOT TOO PLEASUREAI3LE
B) IT WAS TOO COSTLY
C) IT WAS TOO DIFTICULT TO OBTAIN
D) INFLUENCE-Or PARENTS
C) /NPLUENCE OP FRIENDS
F) PEAR OT' PHYSICAL Oq MI:MAL RISKS
0) PEAR 0? GENETIC DETPECT
H) OTHER
I) NOT APPLICABLE: STILL USING

DRUGS
J) NOT APPLICABLE: NEVER USED

DRUGS FOR NON MEDICAL REASONS

16. IF YOU HAVE NEVER USED ANY DRUGS OR OTHER CHEMICAL SUBS
TANCES (EXCLUDING ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO) ion NON MEDICAL
REASONS, WHAT IS YOUR MAIN REASON FOR ABSTAINING?

( TO ABSTAIN IS NOT TO USE)

A) Not applicable, have used drugs for non medical reasons
B) No access to drugs

2.,

C) rind no need for drugs
D) Friends did not approve
E) Parents do not approve
F) It is dangerous to my health
0) It is illegal
H) Fear of dependeflce
I) Fear of genetic damage to my future c
J) OTHER: SPECIFY

17. WHICH SUBSTANCE CAUSES THE GREATEST HA17141.

A) Cigarrettea
B) Marijuana
C) Alcohol
D) Sleeping pills
E) Glue
F) All equally harmful
0) DO NOT KNOW

18. IN YOUR OPINION HOW STRONG SHOULD TUE STA
LAWS BE WHICH REGULATE THL POSSESSION AND

A) Should be /e01
B) Should be illegal but not too strong'
C) Should be illegal but stronrly punish
D) HO OPINION

19. DO YOU THINK STUDENTS OUR AGE KNOW ENOUGH-
ruL PHYSICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL AND MENTAL Er

A) YES
B) 'P
C) Do not know

20. DO YOU FEEL THAT THE DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION
SCHOOL IS USEFUL?

A) Yes, very useful
B) Yes, somewhat useful
C) No, not very useful
0) No, vcry inadequate
Z) I am not aware
') There is no need for an educational p
G) Do not know
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to get "high"
ibitions
Specify

, never uddrT)irrssrugsorrimeacareasons.

S?

-ito experience the effects of drugs.
nda use drugs,
:being high.
n fcrm of rebellion.
hinge artistically and differently.

find a superior being and answers
.meeds.

. Never used drugs for non medical
reasons.

BUT ARC NO LONGER USING THE POLLOWING
AL REASONS, WHAT WAS YOUR MAIN REASON

: A) IT WAS NOT TOO PLEASUREABLE
B) IT WAS TOO COSTLY
C) IT WAS TOO DIPPICULT TO OBTAIN
D) INFLUENCE or PARENTS
C) INFLUENCE OF FRIENDS
F) PEAR Or PHYSICAL OR man RISKS
0) FEAR OP GENETIC DEFECT
H) OTHER
I) HOT APPLICABLE: STILL USING

DRUGS
J) NOT APPLICABLE: NEVER USED

DRUGS POR NON MEDICAL REASONS

SED ANY DRUGS OR OTHER CHEMICAL SUBS-
LCOHOL AND TOBACCO) OR NON MEDICAL
UR MAIN REASON Pon =STAINING?

( TO ABSTAIN IS NOT TO USE)

have used drugs for non medical reasons
are

C) Pind no need for drugs
0) Friends did not approve
E) Parents do not approve
F) It is dangerous to my health
0) It is illegal
H) Pear of dependence
I) Fear or genetic damare to my future children
J) OTHER: SPECIFY

17. WHICH SUBSTANCE CAUSES THE GREATEST HARM UHEN USED A LOT?

A) Cigarrettes
B) Marijuana
C) Alcohol
D) Sleeping pills
C) Glue
F) All equally harmful
0) DO NOT KNOW

18. IN YOUR OPINION HOW STRONG SHOULD THE STATE AND FEDERAL
LABS DE WHICH REGULATE THL POSSESSION AO USE OP MARIJUAdA?

A) Should be legal
B) Should be illegal but not too strongly punished
C) Should be illegal but atronrly punished
D) NO OPINION

19. DO YOU THINK STUDENTS OUR AGE KNOW ENOUGH ABOUT THE HARM-
FUL PHYSICAL PSYCHOLOGICAL AND MENTAL UFECTS OP DRUO USAGE?

A) YES
B)
C) Do not know

20. DO YOU PEEL THAT THE DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION PROGRAM IN YOUR
SCHOOL IS USEFUL?

A) Yes, very useful
B) Yes, somewhat useful
C) No, not very useful
D) No, very inadequate
7..) I an not aware
P) There is no need for an educational prorram
0) Do not know
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21. HAS A DRUO PROGRAM CHANCED YOUR DRUG HABIT?

A)
B)
C)
D)

22. IS THERE ONE PARTICULAR PERSON IN YOUR SCHOOL WITH WHOM
YOU FEEL YOU CAN DISCUSS THE DRUG SCENE?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

NO SUCH PERSON
Yea, one of the teachers
Yes, one of the guidance counselors
Yea, a principal or assistant principal
Yea, someone else
I DO NOT KNOW

23. IF YOU RANTED ADVICE AND/OR INFORMATION THE USE AND ABUSE
OF DRUGS AND THE PERSONS LISTED BELOW WERE AVAILABLE WHOSE
OPINION WOULD YOU MOST TRUST AND VALUE THE HOST?

A)
B)
C)
D)
C)
r)

0)
H)
I)
J)
K)
L)
M)

0)

Father
Mother
Father and Mother (equally)
Sister
Brother
Another relative
Friend of the save sex
Friend of the opposite sex
Teacher
Guidance counselor
Principal or assistant principal
Priest, Rabbi, Minister, etc.
Doctor
Other; Specify
I would not trust any of the above

25. IS THERE A VALUES CLARIFICATION EDUCA
YOUR SCHOOL?

A) yea
B) no
C) do not know

26. IS THERE A DRUO RESOURCE CENTER
TRBUTION AND REFERENCE CENTER:
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS) IN YOUR

A) Yea
B) No
C) I am not aware

(CE
CIFR

27. IS A DRUO RESOURCE CENTER USEFUL AND
SEMINATION OF INFORMATION ABOUT DRUGS

A)
B)
C)
D)

Yea
No
I do not know
There's no need for a program.

28. DO YOU FEEL THAT THE USE OF FILMS, L
AND SPEAKERS IS AN EFFECTIVE DRUO AD

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
P)

Yes, very useful
Yea, somewhat useful
No, not very useful
No, very inadequate
There is no need for such an edu
Do not know

29. DO YOU FEEL THAT THE RESULTS OP AN I
FOR TEACHERS PROM THE STUDENTS POINT
USEFUL DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION PROGRAM.

24. DO YOU THINE A VALUES CLARIFICATION PROGRAm (POR EXAMPLE:
JOHN IS A DOPE , A AS A DOPER AND
DOES NOT PASS JUDGEMENT. THE'TEACHEP CONCENTRATES ON JOHN
AT A MORE PERSONAL LEVEL) IS A MORE EFFECTIVE AND USEFUL
DRUO EDUCATION PROORAI!?

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
P)

Yes, very effective and useful
Yea, somewhat effective and useful
No, not very effective and useful
Na, it would be inadequate
There is no need for an educational program
Do not know

A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)

Yes, very useful
Yes, somewhat useful
No, not very useful
No, very inadequate
There is no need for an educatio
I do not know
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CHANGED YOUR DRUG HABIT?

, never used drugs

CULAR PERSON IN YOUR SCHOOL WITH WHO
ISCUSS THE DRUG SCENE?

e teachers
e guidance counselors
al or assistant principal
ise

CE AHD /OR INFORMATION THE USE AND ABUSE
ERSONS LISTED BELOW WERE AVAILABLE WHOSE
MOST TRUST AND VALUE THE MOST?

her (equally)

ve
save sex
opposite sex

elor
ssistant principal
, Minister, eta.

st any of the above

CLARIFICATION PROGRAM (POR 2KAMPLE:
ACCEPTS JOHN AS A DOPER AND

EISENT. THE TEACHER CONCEN'T'RATES ON JOHN
LEVEL) IS A MOPE EFFECTIVE AND USEFUL
RAP?

ctive and useful
effective and useful
ffective and useful
e inadequate
ed for an educational program

I I.

25. IS THERE A VALUES CLARIFICATION EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM IN
YOUR SCHOOL?

A) yes
B) no
C) do not know

26. IS THERE A DRUG RESOURCE CENTER
TRBUTION AND REFERENCE CENTER:
STUDENTS ANu TEACHERS) IN YOUR

A) Yes
0) No
C) I am not aware

(CENTRAL DEPOSITORY, DIS-
CLEARINGHOUSE FOR PARENTS,
SCHOOL?

27. IS A DRUG RESOURCE CENTER USEFUL AHD EFFECTIVE IN DIS
SEMINATION OF INFORMATION ABOUT DRUGS?

A) Yes
B) No
C) I do not know
D) There's no need for a program.

28. DO YOU FEEL THAT THE USE OF FILMS, LECTURES, INFORMATIONS
AND SPEAKERS IS AN EFFECTIVE DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION PROGRAM?

A)
B)

C)
D)
E)
P)

Yes, very useful
Yes, somewhat useful
No, not very useful
No, very inadequate
There is no need for such an educational program
Do not know

29. DO YOU FEEL THAT THE RESULTS OP AN IN-SERVICE TRAINING
FOR TEACHERS PROM THE STUDENTS POINT OD VIEW WOULD BE
USEFUL DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION PROGRAM.

A)
B)
C)

D)
E)
P)

Yes, very useful
Yes, somewhat useful
No, not very useful
No, very inadequate
There is no need for an educational program
I do not know'



30, HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY COMPLETED A DRUG ABUSE
SURVEY-QUESTIONAIRE?

A) Never completed a drug abuse questionaire
B) Once
C) Twice
0) Three Times
C) More Than Three Times

THERE IS A SPACE PROVIDED REGARDING THIS DRUG ABUSE questionaire.
YOUR COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS ARE APPRECIATED.

LOWELL HIGH SCHOOL DRUG INFORMATION SURVEY.

NOTE: The purpose of this survey is solely
assess the dimension' of the drug pr
as it is perceived at Lowell. It he
distributed to a random collection c
students and teachers and asks prima
for your opinion. It is completely

1. How do you rate the drug problem at Lowelli

Very Serious
Serious
moderate

not serious at all
non-existent

eIM

.1.01

4
2. Do you know for a fact that students in yoy

olasaes are taking illegal drugs?

more than 20
more than 10
more than 5

fewer than 5
none

3. Do you believe that some students in your I
are under the influence of illegal drugs chl
school hours?

more than 20
more than 10
more than 5
fewer than 5

none

.1

4. Do your believe that some atudents in your
are under FEF-rinfluenee of illegal drugs al
schools hours?

e the', 20
more than 10
more than 5
fewer than.5

none

5. As compared to other high school populatiol

STUDEN



HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY COMPLETED A DRUG ABUSE
HAIRE?

leted a drug abuse questionaire

.Three Times

OVIDED REURDINC THIS DRUG ABUSE questionaire.
=merlons ARE APPnECIATTD.

LOWELL HIGH SCHOOL DRUG INFORMATION SURVEY--PALL 1972

NOTE: The purpose of this survey is solely to
assess the dimension of the drug problem.
as it is perceived at Lowell. It has been
diatt.ibuted to a random collection of both
students and teachers and asks primarily
for your opinion. It is completely anonymous.

1. How do you rate the drug problem at Lowell?

Very Serious
Serious
moderato

not serious at all
non-existent

2. Do you know for a fact that students in our
classes are taking illegal drugs?

nore than 20
more than 10
more than 5

fewer than 5

none

3. Do you believe that some students in our classes
are under the influence of illegal drugs during
school hours?

more than 20
more than 10
more than 5
fewer than 5

none

4. Do your believe that some students in your classes
are under the influence of illegal drugs after
schools hours?

mt e the, 20
more than 10
more than 5
fewer than.5

none

5. As compared to other high school populations, do
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you believe that the use of illegal drugs
Lowell students is:

greater
lesser

the same

6. Do you believe that the majority of Lowell students
who use illegal drugs do '1:

frequently
occasionally

7. Do. you believe that illegal d_ugs are readily
available on the Lowell ; mpus for students who
want them?

yes
no

8. Have you Personally seen illegal drugs sold or
exchanged on the Lowell campus?

yes
no

9. Do you think that Lowell needs a recovery room
for drug abusers?

yea
NO

10. Of the cc 'Ins that goes on at Louelln how much
do you think results from taking illegal drugs?

Hest
So=
Little

No Opinion

11. Students:

Have you ever gone to a member of the faculty
for help with a drug problem?

yes
no

2"
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Teachers:

Have you ever been approached by a etude
your help with a drug problem?

yea
no

12. Who is the drug counselor at Lowell?
correct

incorrect

13. Do you think that the drug education pro
Lowell is

adequate
inadequate
excessive

14. Do you think that marijuana use should b
from other drugmbutle?

yes
no

15. Since Lowell has an obligation to attend
C drug problem, do you think we should

make an all out effort

develop a minicourse

expand the drug counselling services

turn the problem over to dut-dept,; an
experts

continue on as we have been

try something altogether new

COMMENTS OR SUOOESTIONS:

9



hat the use of illegal drugs
ts is:

greater
lesser

the same

e that the majority of Lowell students
al drugs do '1:

frequently
occasionally

e that illegal thugs are readily
the Lowell c .opus for students who

yes
no

onally seen illegal drugs sold or
the Lowell campus?

yes
no

that Lowell needs a recovery room
ers?

yes
NO

that goes on at Lowelln how much
results from taking illegal drugs?

Wet
Some
Little

No Opinion

gone to a member of the faculty
a drug problem?

yes
no

NCIL

Teachers:

Have you ever been ap;roached by a student seeking
your help with a drug problem?

yea
no

12. Who is the drug counselor at Lowell?
correct

incorrect

13. Do you think that the drug education program at
Lowell is

adequate
inadequate
excessive

14. Do you think that marijuana use should be differentiated
from other drugsabuse?

yes
no

15. Since Lowell has an obligation to attend to its'
C drug problem, do you think we slild

make an all out effort

develop a minicourse

expand the drug counselling services

turn the problem over to dut-dept,; an
experts

continuo on as we have been

try something altogether new

COMMENTS OR SUGGESTIONS:



LOUELL HIGH SCHOOL DRUG INFORH.ITION SURVEY- -FALL, 1972

Note: The purpose of this survey is solely to aspen
the dimension of the drug problem as it is per-
ceived at Lowell. It has been distributed to a
random collection of both students and teachers
and asks primarily for your opinion. It is com-
pletely anonymous.

150 students
19 teachers
T=teacher
S=student

34 : '10o

45 L'lls
45 L'12s

- 51 of total population
- 14% of total population

26 H'12s
19 teachers

1. How do you rate the drug problem at Lowell?

L'10

1

19
11
2

L'll L'12 H'12 T
0 T very serious
3 1 2 2 serious

20 26 12 7 moderate
22 15 12 6 not serious
0 2 0 3 non-existent

4

3
S=2% T=5%
S=5% 1=11%
S=51%1=37%
S=44%1=32%

2. Do you :cnow for a fact that students in your, classes
are tald7177113-5I-drugo?

L'10
-4
0
3

12
15

L'llT
3
6

16
1$

L'12 H'12 T

3

0
7
9

more than 20
more than 10
more than 5

.fawcr than 5
none

18
il
gti

WT
tg

S=12%1=0%
S=9% T=16%
S=1711=0%
S=27%T=37%
S=3501=47%

o y +-15
7 4

8 9
6 6

10 5 .

3. Do you believe that sone students in your classes
are under the influence of illegal drugs durring
school hours?

L'104
1

9
3

16

L'll
----T

L'12 H'12 T
more than 20 S=2% T=0%1------: ----6

1 2 0 1 more than 10
_1
5 S=3% T=5%r

e 0 more than 5 .g6 S=1711=0%
n.f., 7 14 11 fewer than 5 7T S=42%1'=58%
pn )5 4 7 none o S=36%T=37%

4. Do you believe that some students in
are unai--Ei-influence of illegal dr
school hours?

L'10 L'll L'12 H'12 T
6 6 10 5 g more thin 2
4 7 7 6 3 more than 1
5 9 10 9 2 more than
7 12 10 5 9 fewer than

12 11 8 2 3 none

5. As compared to other high school popul
you believe that the use of illegal d
Lowell students is

L'10 L'll L'12 H'12 T
0 4 0 1 greate

25 30 33 21 15 lease
6 15 8 5 3 the sam

6. Do you believe that the malorkty of Lo
who use illegal drugs do ao

L'10 1.111

4
30 37

L'12 H'12 T
12 5 4 frequent
33 21 15 occasional

7. Do you believe that illegal drugs are
available on the Lowell campus for stu
want them?

LI10 L'll
22 25 0

12 25

L'12
26
19

H'12 T
19 lg
7 7

ye
n

8. Have you peroonally seen illegal drugs
exchanged on the Lowell campus?

LI 10

27 33

L'12
10;
35

HI1 T
13

2
3

13 16
Ye
n

9. Do you think that Lowell needs a recov
for drug abusers?

LI10 L'll L'12 HI12 T
10 8 6 4 3 ye
24 37 39 22 16 n
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L DRUG INFORNATION SURVEY--FALL, 1972

e of this survey is solely to assess
ion of the drug problem as it is per-
Lowell. It has been distributed to a
llection of both students and teachers
rimarily for your opinion. It is com-
onymous.

of total population
of total population

H'126
teachers

e the drug problem at Lowell?

HI12 T

2

12
12
0

a fact that students in your classes

17
2
7
6

3

very serious
serious

moderate
not serious
non-existent

4a
84
667

S=2% T=5%
S=5% 1=11%
8=51%T=37%
S=44%T=32%

iF1aTxtgs?

H'12 T
---75

4 3
9 0
6 7
5 9

more than 20
more than 10
more than 5
femr.then 5

none

18
17
76
17
ZI

S=12%1=0%
S=9% T=16%
5n17%1=0%
5 =27%1=37A
S=35%T=47%

that some students in your classes
influence of illegal drugs durring

H'12 T
.

0
F

14
4

more than 20 S=2% T=0%
1 more than 10 -5 S=3% T=5%
0 norc than 5 /6 5 =17%T=0%
11 fewer than 5 71

.67

5 =42%T=56%
7 none 5 =36%T=37%

4. Do you believe that some students in your classes
are undEFIEi-influence of illegal drugs after
school hours?

LI10 L'll L'12 H'12 T
6 6 10 5 2 more then 20 29_ S=18% T=11%
4 7 7 6 3 more than 10 27 S=16% T=16%
5 9 10 9 2 more than 5 S=22% T=11%
7 12 10 5 9 fewer than 5 S=23% T*46%

12 11 8 2 3 none S=21% T=16%

5. As compared to other high school populations, do
you believe that the use of illegal drugs by
Lowell students is

LI10 L'll L'12 R'12 T

25 30 33 21 15
6 15 6 5 3

greater 1-5%
lesser l S=73% 1=79%

the same-37 S=23% 1=16%

6. Do you believo that the majority of Lowell students
who use illegal drugs do so

LI10 L'll L'12 H'12 T
4 a 12 5 4 frequently 31 S=19% T=21%

30 37 33 21 15 occasionally Als 8 =61% 1=79%

7. Do you believo that illegal drugs are readily
available on the Lowell campus for students who
want them?

LI10 L'll L'12 11,12 T
22 20 26 19 1/ yes S=58% T=63%92
12 25 19 7 7 no 70 S=42% T=37%

8. Have you personally seen illegal drugs sold or
exchanged on the Lowell campus?

LI10 L'll L'12 H'12 T
7 12 10; 13 5 yes 45 S=28% 1=16%

27 33 35 13 16 no 124 5 =72A 184A

9. Do you think that Lowell needs a recovery room
for drug abusers?

LI10 L'll L'12 H'12 T
10 8 6 4 3 yes 31 S=19% T=16%
24 37 39 22 16 nO 12g 5=81% 1=84%

2 E.)
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10. Of the outting that goes on at Lowell, how much
do you think results from taking illegal drugo?

LI10 L'll LI12 H'12 T
1 0 1 0 0 most 2 S=1% T=0%
9 9 13 8 4 some S=26% T=21%

14 25 25, 10 9 little 5=49% T=47q
10 11 6 8 6 n, opinion -- 5 =241 T=27

11. Students:

Have you ever gone to a member of the faculty
for help with a drug problem?

LI10 L'll L'12 H'12
0 0 0 0 yoo 0 S=0%
34 45 45 26 no 1E 5 =100%

Teachers:

Have you ever been approached by a student seeking
your help with a drug problem?

T
"2 yoo
17 no

2 ual%
T=89%

12. Who io the drug counaelor at Lowell?

LI10 L'll LI12 H'12 T
25----113- 20 12 15 correct 9q S+T=79%
9 27 25 14 4 incorrect .79correct yg S+T=21%

13. Do you think that the drug education program at
Lowell is

LI10 L'll L'12 H'12 T
-26 18 16 13 10 adequate a 5=49% T=53%
6 26 27 13 8 inadequate 80 5=48% T=42%
2 1 2 0 1 excessive 7 5 =3% T=5%

14. Do you think that marijuana use should be differentiated
from other drug abuso?

LI10 L'll L'12
23 126 11-
11 19 26

HI12 T
yes 100
no 61

5 =57%
S=43%

T=74%
T=26%

18
8

14
5
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15. Since Lowell has an obligation to a
drug problem, do you think we ghoul

LI10 L'll L'12 H'12 T7
3

9

3

9

12

10 9 4

3 6 6

13 20 10

2 2 1

19 11 8

13 10 5

make an

4 develop a

4 expand th
00

a

3 trun the p
over to cu

e

7 continue o
ha

4 try aom
alto

Comments or Suggestions:

24i



ting that goes on at Lowell, how much
nk results from taking illegal drugs?

'12 H'12 T
most
some

little
no opinion

2 S=1% T=0%
8=26% T=21%
S=49% T=47%
S=24% T=27%

1
3

511.

6

0
8

10
8

0
4
9
6

er gone to a member of the faculty
th a drug problem?

'12 HI12
0 0
5 26

yes 0 S=0%
no 5=100%

or been approached by a student seeking
th a drug problem?

T

17
yes
no

2 T.31%
T=89%

drug counselor at Lowell?

'12 HI12 T
12 15 correct A S.11=79%
14 4 incorrect S+T=21%

that the drug education program at

12 HI12 T
adequate

inadequate
excessive

135.

BDT
s=49%
S=48%
8=3%

T=53
T=42%
T=5%

13
13
0

10.

8
1

that marijuana use should be differentiated
drug abuse?

12 HI12 T
yes 100
no sq

S=57%
S=43%

T=74%
T=26%

18
8

14
5

15. Since Lowell has an obligation to attend to its'
drug problem, do you think we should

L'10 L'll L'12 H'12 T
4 75 make an all out

effort 10

6 4 develop a mini
course 22

10 4 expand the drug
counseling

service a

1 3 trun the problem
over to cut dept.

experts 11

8 7 continue on as we
have been a

5 4 try something
altogether

now a

4 10 9

3 3 6

9 13 20

3 2 2

9 19 11

12 13 10

Comments or SuARections:

0,



STUDENTS ALLIED FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNITY AND EDUCATION

1228 Page Street
San Francisco, California 94117

Informal Interview Guidelines

1. Age; 2. Sex: 3. Grade/year

4. Introduction to drug use;

4.1 Age when first Lsed drugs?
4 2 How first introduced to drur use?
4.3 Do most of your friends use drugs?
4.4. Do you encourage friends to use drugs?
4.5 Do you encourage brothers or sisters?

5. Drug use pattern:

5.1 What drugs have you tried?
5.2 What drugs do you use regularly? How often9 How much?
5.3. Do you use drugs alone? in a group?
5.4 Is drug use a problem for you?
5.5 Do you think youth drur use is a pr blem?
5.6 Do you think you will ever stop?
5.7 have you tried to stop?

6. Reasons for drug use:

5.1 Why did you first start using drugs?
6.2 Why do you use drugs now?

What advantages are there for you in using Drugs?
Whet diadvan.aCes?

6.3 Do you ever wish that you had never started using
drugs?

6.4 What do you and your friends get out of drugs?

7. Drug use Effects:

7.1 1013 Drug use changed your relationship with your
family? How?

7.2 Has your drug use changed or affected the kinds of
friends you have? How?

7.? Has your drug use affected your school work9
7.3 has your drug use ever rade you do anything you

were later sorry about?
7.5 That affect has drug use had on your abilities

or perom,nality?

8. Help for the drug scene;

8.1 What do you think about the drug scene?
8.2 If you had a choice, what would you rathe

doing instead of taking drugs?
8.3. How can adults help kids :rho are on drugs

How can adults "reach" youths before they
on drugs?

C.4 What adults should bo trying to help kids
8.5 .Whht should parents be doing? School? Ch

Community?
8.6 What kind of advice can you give to adult

school, etc.

9. School Drug rducation:

9.1 Is then 'rug education in your school?
9.2 Who to :ho. drug education in your schoo

(Physial Liucation, health, Family life
9.3 How ex etrive of a program is it? Is it

course.
9.4 How can you improve the present drug edu

in your school?
9.5 Is drug education needed for youth today

10. School Policies on Drugs;

10.1 What is the school's policy regarding dr
10.2 Are you aware of any regulations regardi

information given'te"sehbbl Personnel be
confidential?

11. School Locker Search;

11.1 Do you know the school's policy regardin
searches?

11.2 Does your school have locker searches?
how often?

. .

12. Police and school relationship on the Drug Ise

12.1 Does your school have Narcotic Agents?
12.2 Does your school have "regular" Police?

Do they carry weapons?
12.3 Do you know what happens to drug "offend

Are they suspended, counseled, or expell
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EPVECTIVE COMMUNITY AND EDUCATION
1228 Page Street
cisco, California 94117

1 Interview Guidelines

3. Grade/year

F use;

used drugs?
educed to drur use?
C friends use drugs?
to friends to use drugs?
to brothers or sisters?

p you tried?
rou use regularly? How often/ How much?
0 alone? in a group?
oroblem for you?
outh drur use is a problem?
)u will ever stop?
to stop?

.at start using drugs?
drugs now?
are there for you in using Drugs?

es?
h that you had never started using

your friends get out of drugs?

angcd your relationship with your

se chanted or affected the kinds of
0? How?
se affected your school work/
se ever made you do anything you
y about?
drug use had on your abilities

O. Help for the drug scene;

8.1 What do you think about thu drug scene?
8.2 If you had a choice, what would you rather be

doing instead of taking drugs?
8.3. How can adults help kids who are on drugs?

How can adults "reach" youths Lefore they pet
on drugs?

C.4 What adults should bo trying to help 'rids before?
8.5 .Whht should parents be doing? School? Church?

Community?
3.6 What kind of advice can you give to adults, parents,

school, etc.

9. School Drug Education:

9.1 Is there drug education in your school?
9.2 Who teaches drug education in your school?

(Physical Educatiou, health, Pamily life Teacher)
9.3 How extensive of a program is it? Is it a regired

course.
9.4 How can you improve the present drug education

in your school?
9.5 Is drug education needed for youth today?

10. School Policies on Drugs;

10.1 What is the school's policy regarding drug users?
10.2 Are you aware of any regulations regarding drug

information givon'to'schbbl personnel being kept
confidential?

11. School Locker Search;

11.1 Do you know the school's policy regarding Locker
searches?

11.2 Does your school have locker searches? If so
how often?

12. Police and school relationship on the Drug' Issue;

12.1 Does your school have Narcotic Agents?
12.2 Does your school have "regular" Police?

Do they carry weapons?
12.3 Do you know what happens to drug "offenders"

Are they suspended, counseled, or expelled, arrested?

. .
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13. School Counselors and the Drum issue;

13.1 Do you think counselors are effective in dealing
with atudenta and drugs*

13.2 Is your counselor someone you can turn to when
you have a problem. Dru problem?

13.3 What do you see as the role of the school cpunselor?

4N-lr .

tJ
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UPORT FR'M ii;: DAYTO1

MUG PROJECT

As you can see, our reoort isn't exactly long winded:
adequately documenting the extent and tendencys in drug
school studcuti. Jen' t hoacver see providin evidence
the crucial task at this time; understanding in That ways
problem and exploring how to deal with it- is.

You'll also notice that our report doesn't end with a
either. This is not to say that we . think that bett
parent involvement. a flexable and concerned approach by
important recomendatiuns. We do. But we also think that
approach drug abuse as the probler, outside of its socia
hope to speak to the'reality of the situation and only
inthe way of a clear Jn?erstanding.

In order to understand the causes of drug abuse you h
to look at the social and economic relationships our soc

Oppressed, exploited and alienated peerle have always

escape from their condition- and fcund it in dreams of a
consumption, various mystical trips, and dope. And thos
in a society, who benifit from the condition of the rest
encoraged thcse activities and historically whether by i
have been willing to Use drugs to cool-out discontent.

how we're not trying to reduce the vastly compltx q

to a simple formula. But,no matter how you cut it or wh
certainly ',there it; rots are. (A question that 's uncle
use abuse? We don't think that all use is a probleA, but
we don't think that all use isn't,ei

The solution to drug abuse? Folks 11==r1 o
their own futures, an changing the con ons ey
time shaktiircifrtre-feeTTIsrtsfjpowerlessnessi that ma es
way out. High school students who can anal se the role
and understand the causes of their
teachers and the community to change things aro n 11

Black and Brown commuai or ig to Pitiia WIWI and
will drug abuse. mril feeling their.conectgve.st
stop rug abuse/ And all people who work taking control
t..e er deciding to what end and ia what manner it shou

to abuse drugs.

We know this may v.t seem exct'; real helofull in
that emediatly conf ont es. But unless the work we do n

understanding we wi .1 at best bt fooling ourselves and

9
TT

* We sense that thl sheet may be a wee bit rhetorical a

clear. In attempting to keep it Short IL got that way.
to discussing and developing these ideas with the peopl



and the Draft issue:

counselors are effective in dealing
a and drugs'
solor someor, you can turn to when

roblem. Dru problem?

:see as the rble of .`he school cpunaelor?
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!LPORT FP'M THE DAYTON

Onuo PROJECT

As you can see, our report isn't exactly long winded. We think we are
adequately documenting the extent and tendencys in drug use among Dayton high
school studeuts. don't however see providing evidence cf drug us: as
the crucial task at this time; understanding in what ways this useage is a
problem and exploring how to deal with it- is.

You'll also notice that our re..-` doesn't end with a :cries of recomendations
either. This is not to say that we . think that bette education programs,
parent involvement, a flexable and concerned approach by officials, etc., aren't
important recomendations. We do. But we also think that "solutions" that
approach drug abuse as the problem, outside of its social context, can not
hope to speak to the'reality of the situation and only reinforce obstacles
inthe way of a clear JnIerstanding.

In order to understand the causes of drug abuse you have to be willing
to look at the social and economic relationships our society is built upon.

Oppressed, exploited and alienated pecrle have always looked for relief and
escape from their condition- and fourid it in dreams of a better future,
consumption, various mystical trips, and dope, And those who have the power
in a society, who benifit from the condition of the rest of us, have always
encoraged these activities and historically whether by inaction or action they
have been willin§ to use drugs to cool-out discontent.

how we're not trying to reduce the vastly complex question of drug abuse
to a simple formula. But,no matter how you cut it or where you dig- this is
certainly where its riots are. (A question that 4s unclear to us is- When is
use abuse? We don't think that all use is a probtea, but ,as should be clear
we don't think that all use isn't,ei

The solution to drug abuse? Folks ITMTMI o it own lives,
their own futures, are changing the con tion ey and at the same
time shakiricrofrere-feeTTfirtif. that makes drugs seem the only
way out. High school students w o can anal se the role schools play in society
and understand the causes of LW* IfirfiTiliti&" and work wiLu

liesyl ig to a and toward ..wcermt"a .o

teachers and the commwnity to change things aro n 11 stop drug abuse.
Black and Brown communi orc
will drug abuse. raced feeling their collective strength s rugg e will
stop rug,abusel And all people who work taking control of their own labor and
t etner oeciBing to what end and 1.1 what manner it should be used - will be

to abuse drugs.
T

We know this ray r6 seem exect'!. real helpfull in dealing with the problems
that emediatly conf ont vs. But unless U. work we do new is based on this
understanding we wi1 at best be fooling ourselves and wasting our time.

* We sense that Chi' meet may be a wee bit rhetorical and at 'mints not terribly
clear. :n attemptirg to keep it short ii. got that way. We're looking forward
to discussing and del,eloping these ideas with the people at the conference.



warca DRUG PAOJECT

This report has been hastily put together and is in many ways incomplete.

Our project 3 late in starting and we're just now finishing.

Besides conductin a survey, part of which's findings are presented here,

we did a number of other things. In each of the three high schools we

concentrated on we conducted discussions in health and social problems

classes. The discussions attempted to clarify and crystalize the student's

feelings about drugs. We also taped, and are in the process of transcribing,

a number of in-debth interviews,'

In the latter part of the project we focused on "down" drugs; bluetips,

sopors, heroin, and methadone.- drugs that we feel are particularly dangerous,

who's use is en the increase, and which present a special problem to young

people. We helped research.and write a report on heroin use and treatment

that deals in debth with the local methadone program.

SURVEY

We took a survey of over 1000 students at three high schools in Dayton.

There was an etcellent response. Tr, eurve.. asked 40 questions in these areas -

self description, persona) drug use, school drug programs, and drug knowledge.

We haven't yet been able to compile the results in a way that will allow cross-

checking (to analyse things like; is .here any correlation between amount of

spending money and drug tute,ort do drug users know more about drugs than non-sers)

so our figures at this time are of limited value.

The surveys were ad:d.j.:tared to two mandatary classes in every grade of mach

school. We hoped to get a representative sanpling this war. Freshmen health,

sophomore English, junior American history. and 'Senior civics were the classes

used in each ' ;stance. W. tried to make sure the classes were homogulaous

in every way,

The three sbhocls we worked at are scattered through-out the city and are

fairly representative of the over-all community.

SONE MOLTS

These figures can give you an indication of the type of

Our results aren't all in good order yet. Were fi:urin

grade and the questioniabout personal drug abuse allow

degree of use. There are also a number of questions who

not here at all.

13. How oaten. have you used Marijuana or N.sh during th

months 45 47.7.

(these percentages indicate use with some regularity)

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

20. ...whom in your school could you talk over a drug t

Not a single student at Fairview or Col. White ea

29. ... bee*rrosted for drugs...

" alcolhol

pychedelics ..'

66%

14% .

60%

11%

*... heroin..." 3% 3%

"... glue ...* 5% 5%

"...cough syrup...* 9% 7%

"...stimulants ..." 20% 13%

I... wins ..." 26% 24%

4% 4%

30. ... friends who have been arrested...

112% 47%

32-41 are questions on drug krowledge

53% 45%

(percent correct)

!f.1
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also taped, and are in the process of transcribing,
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1000 students at three high achof in Dayton.

ponse. Ths survec asked 40 questions in these areas -

`drug use, school drug programs, and drug knowledge.

compile the results in a way that will allow cross -

like; is .Lere any correlation between amount of

Mort.do drug users know more about drug< than non- users)

are of limited value.

tared to two mandatary classes in every grade of each

tspresentative sanpling this war Freshmen health,

rican history, and 'senior civics were the classes

tried to make sure the classes were homogeneous

ed at are scattered through-out the city and are

over-all community.
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SOME RESULTS

These figur.s can give you an indication of the type of things we've found.

Our result, cren't all in good order yet. we're fi:urinc the result: by

grade and the questioniabout personal drug abuse allow people to indicate

degree of use. There are also a number of questions whoa results are

not here at all.

13. How atm. have you used Hari uana or Hsh during the last three
48181/811. Via

months 45 47%

(these peroentages indicate use with some regularity)

14. alcolhol
66% 60%

15. pychedalics .." 14% - 11%

16. "... heroin..." 3% 3%

17. '... glue ..." 5% 5%

18. "...cough syrup..." 9% 7%

19. "...stimulants ..." 20% 13%

20. 1... &Ana ...I 26% 24%

20. ...whom in your school could you talk over a drug ireblen with...

Not a single student at Fairview or Col. White gait.: principal.

29. ... beeziarrested for aruga...

30. ... friends who have been arrested...

6$
32-41 are questions on drug knowledge

53%

(percent correct)

45%
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When viewed overall, perhaps the mol
student reports was that they raised ml
answeredwhich is good. It was due tim
such questions of themselves, of their
community. If the answers were freque
because the problem under investigatio
quick and easy solution. Or because th
asked often enough before.

Wh,i, there were answers, there was n
about them from group to group.
considerable disparity between the grou
in their project goals, in their technical k
situations involved. There was data
conclusions without data. There was sub'
was needed, and statistics when there
analysis.

Yet for all these difficulties and
astonishing how much the student re
issues. There was complete agreement,
abuse among young people was a serious
make the point that it was not. T
dissatisfaction with existing drug educa
drug policies. No group, including the
was able to report that drug educati
working.

Regarding recommendations for dr
recommended that drug abuse be tre
academic unit, such as plane geometry or
groups urged that drug educators stress t
drug use and abuse occurs. Many group
factor in drug education, encouraging ed
humanize drug education. They advocat:
prevalent subject-matter orientation
orientation for drug education.

Finally, several groups agreed that
beyond the classroom and outside the
integrated into the concerns and activit
large. Those groups recommended that
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&Wait*
and

beginning

o

When viewed overall, perhaps the most striking feature of the
student reports was that they raised more questions than they
answeredwhich is good. It was due time for young people to ask
such questions of themselves, of their peers, and of the adult
community. If the answers were frequently missing, it was often
because the problem under investigation did not lend itself to
quick and easy solution. Or because the questions had not been
asked often enough before.

When there were answers, there was not necessarily agreement
about them from group to group. And always there was
considerable disparity between the groups in their points of view,
in their project goals, in their technical know-how, and in the drug
situations involved. There was data without conclusions and
conclusions without data. There was subjectivity when objectivity
was needed, and statistics when there should have been critical
analysis.

Yet for all these difficulties and disparities, it is almost
astonishing how much the student reports did agree on basic
issues. There was complete agreement, for example, that drug
abuse among young people was a serious problem. No one tried to
make the point that it was not. There was also universal
dissatisfaction with existing drug education programs and school
drug policies. No group, including the Wisconsin Student Union,
was able to report that drug education in their schools was
working.

Regarding recommendations for drug education, no group
recommended that drug abuse be treated as an independent
academic unit, such as plane geometry or chemistry. Instead, most
groups urged that drug educators stress the social context in which
drug use and abuse occurs. Many groups also favored the human
factor in drug education, encouraging educators to personalize or
humanize drug education. They advocated a trend away from the
prevalent subject-matter orientation and toward a student-
orientation for drug education.

Finally, several groups agreed that drug education must go
beyond the classroom and outside the schoolsthat it must be
integrated into the concerns and activities of the community-at-
large. Those groups recommended that issues of drug abuse and
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drug education be returned to the community where they
properly belong, and that the community at last be willing to
accept its responsibility with reyard to drugs and its young people.

It was at the High School Student Conference in Washington,
D.C., in February 1973 that representatives of all nine student
groups were able to meet and to identify these areas of mutual
agreement. Aware of the limitations of some of their own reports,
the students expressed the feeling that they had learned a great
deal from the HSSP and indicated that they would be able to
demonstrate greater technical skill and thoroughness, were they
permitted to carry out a follow-up study at some future date.

Notwithstanding their difficulties and their disagreements, at
the conclusion of the three-day conference, the students were able
to prepare a joint statement for release to the press (Appendix C).
In that statement, they emphasized the principles outlined above,
and to a large extent those five principles together emerge as the
overall conclusions of the High School Student Project.

BEGINNING

The HSSP is over. It ended officially at the close of that
conference in February 1973. But in the minds of the student
participants and of all the individuals at DAC who were involved
in it, the HSSP represents, above all, a beginning. For it was their
belief from the outset that the greatest value of the HSSP will be
as a stepping stone. As an innovation and a pilot project in youth
drug research, it is hoped that the HSSP can now pave the way for
even more effective youth participation in the design of drug
education and prevention programs.

Throughout this report, DAC has tried to indicate the weak-
nesses or judgmental errors which existed in this first student drug
project. This was done in the hope that such errors might be
eliminated in future youth research on drugs. It is hoped that
other youth researchers on drug abuse might benefit sufficiently
from the experience of the HSSP to avoid some of those same
errors. DAC has also tried to emphasize the strengths of the HSSP
throughout the report, and to stress the special insights which

.d,
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were achieved because of the unique student perspective
project. This was done to encourage other agencies to initiati
integrate their own youth research.

DAC hopes that the HSSP has at least demonstrated the f
of having educators and policy makers in the drug field proc
planning drug education programs without the direct involv
and participation of young people. And the HSSP has additi
demonstrated that young people want to participate, that
care enough about drug abuse to become actively involved
work hard at finding more effective ways to deal with it.

It was stated above that the HSSP raised more questions
answered, and that means that much more work is left to be
Believing that more answers can be found by young peopl
confident that more questions can be raised by them,
earnestly entreats others in the drug abuse field to permit
encourage young people to participate in further drug pr
Fcr although DAC strongly urges educators to apply the pri
evolved by the HSSP (as summarized above), DAC believ
the most important application of the project would be
incentive for further youth participation in all sorts o
education and prevention efforts.

For this reason, DAC prefers to conclude this report, not
string of answers, but with more questions. All of these qu
emerged directly or indirectly from the HSSP, and some of
it is hoped, will motivate further investigation by young
seeking ways to curb drug abuse among their peers.

QUESTIONS
FOR FUTURE YOUTH RESEARCH

(1) Is it desirable for schools to attempt to influenc
attitudes? Is this the responsibility if the family?
community?

(2) Is it possible for schools to influence student attitud

(3) What other segments of the community should
responsibility for drug education? Law enforcement?
Health professions?

Ca
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were achieved because of the unique student perspective of this
project. This was done to encourage other agencies to initiate and
integrate their own youth research.

DAC hopes that the HSSP has at least demonstrated the futility
of having educators and policy makers in the drug field proceed in
planning drug education programs without the direct involvement
and participation of young people. And the HSSP has additionally
demonstrated that young people want to participate, that they
care enough about drug abuse to become actively involved and to
work hard at finding snore effective ways tb deal with it.

It was stated above that the HSSP raised more questions then it
answered, and that means that much more work is left to be done.
Believing that more answers can be found by young people, and
confident that more questions can be raised by them, DAC
earnestly entreats others in the drug abuse field to permit and to
encourage young people to participate in further drug projects.
For although DAC strongly urges educators to apply the principles
evolved by the HSSP (as summarized above), DAC believes that
the most important application of the project would be as an
incentive for further youth participation in all sorts of drug
education and prevention efforts.

For this reason, DAC prefers to conclude this report, not with a
string of answers, but with more questions. All of these questions
emerged directly or indirectly from the HSSP, and some of them,
it is hoped, will motivate further investigation by young people
seeking ways to curb drug abuse among their peers.

QUESTIONS
FOR FUTURE YOUTH RESEARCH

(1) Is it desirable for schools to attempt to influence drug
attitudes? Is this the responsibility of the family? Of the
community?

(2) Is it possible for schools to influence student attitudes?

(3) What other segments of the community should assume
responsibility for drug education? Law enforcement? Courts?
Health professions? 2



(4) If the schools do undertake drug education, how much of
the responsibility should lie with the teachers? With the students?
With the counselors? With the administration?

(5) How qualified are any of the above groups to provide drug
education?

(6) What should be the goals of a drug education program?
What are the goals of existing programs? How can these goals be
integrated into the total curriculum?

(7) What type of drug curriculum is most desirable? Most
effective? Most prevalent?

(8) How can one measure the succ
program? What difficulties are involved in
a drug program?

(9) What changes have been made i
changes need to be made?

(10) What is the effect of school dru
attitudes? What is a desirable school
users? What kind of school drug polici
any?



schools do undertake drug education, how much of
sibility should lie with the teachers? With the students?
unselors? With the administration?

qualified are any of the above groups to provide drug

t should be the goals of a drug education program?
he goals of existing programs? How can these goals be
into the total curriculum?

t type of drug curriculum is most desirable? Most
ost prevalent?

)

r.

(8) How can one measure the success of a drug education
program? What difficulties are involved in measuring the success of
a drug program?

(9) What changes have been made in drug education? What
changes need to be made?

(10) What is the Affect of school drug policy on student drug
attitudes? What is a desirable school policy on drugs and drug
users? What kind of school drug policies are most prevalent, if
any?
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The DRUG RESEARCH PROJECT will pro-
vide ten groups of high school aged
people with resources to do research
in their local communities on drugs.
For more information, read ont

August 15, 1972
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Drug Research Project

High school aged people are
group in our society who are dire
fected by the "drug environment'
policies, laws, and programs co
dregs. Yet high school aged peop
the most part, have had little
nity to affect the way institut
spond to what is called the "dr
lem".

High school aged people can
valuable input on the basis of
ence, understanding, and system
search into the drug situation.
put is necessary in many areas,
operation of community programs
rehabilitation centers) to the
approach to drugs (drug curricula
seling) to the legal system's
towards drug offenders.

To enable young people to do
search, the *Drug Abuse Council
tablished a program to award gr
groups of high school aged peopl
grants of $2,500 each will be d
ted. The newly founded Drug Abu
cil has asked the **High School
Information Center to identify
with interested groups.
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G RESEARCH PP1JECT will pro-
groups of aigh school aged

with resources to do research
r local communities on drugs.

information, read onl

August 15, 1972
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Drug Research Project

High school aged people are a major
group in our society who are directly af-
fected by the "drug environment" and by
policies, laws, and programs concerning
drugs. Yet high school aged people, for
the most part, have had little opportu-
nity to affect the way institutions re-
spond to what is called the "drug prob-
lem".

High school aged people can provide
valuable input oh the basis of experi-
ence, understanding, and systematic re-
search into the drug situation. This in-
put is necessary in many areas, from the
operation of community programs (such as
rehabilitation centers) to the schools'
approach to drugs (drug curriculum, coun-
seling) to the legal system's attitude
towards drug offenders.

To enable young people to do this re-
search, the *Drug Abuse Council has es-
tablished a program to award grants to
groups of high school aged people. Ten
grants of $2,500 each will be distribu-
ted. The newly founded Drug Abuse Coun-
cil has asked the **High School Student
Information Center to identify and work
with interested groups.

)



Since so little research has been done
concerning teenagers and drugs and even
less by young people, there are many ar-
eas which need to be investigated. You
may decide to include them all or to fo-
cus in great detail on one or more speci-
fic areas.

General areas that could be investiga-
ted but where there are few facts or sta-
tistics available (valid 'ones, at any
rate) include young people's attitudes
towards drugs; an evaluation of the size
and nature of drug use from the vantage
point of high school aged people; and an
examination of the reasons underlying
drug use among teenagers. Many of these
areas pose questions that only peers can
ask other high school aged people and get
valid answers.

Specific information might be gathered
on: school drug curriculums; community
and other school programs related to
drugs; drug laws, and how judges in juve-
nile courts treat young people arrested
on drug charges; the number and nature of
young people in reformatories on drug
charges; police drug policies; the number
and nature of arrests of young people on

A.J

drug charges; and how school o
and school counselors handle drug
in school.

Hopefully, in doing this resea
will be able to come up with cons
evaluations of existing drug pr
well as recommendations for el
provement of those programs or
ment of new drug programs, on th
nity, school, and/or government 1

The projects will be funded
months. At the end of this peri
information must be compiled in
port. The funding will begin on
15, 1972. A conference with rep
tives from all local projects is
for the end of January, 1973.

f

If you are truly interested in
ing one of the ten local projec
tact us describing the areas you
to investigate, how you will
your research, why you think it n
be done, and who will do it. The
Information Center Drug Project at
gether with representatives of t
Abuse Council will decide which
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o little research has been done
teenagers and drugs and even

ung people, there are many ar-
need to be investigated. You

to include them all or to fo-
at(detail on one or more speci-

areas that could be investiga-
ere there are few facts or sta-
Vailable (valid 'ones, at any
lude young people's attitudes
hgs; an evaluation of the size

of drug use from the vantage
igh school aged people; and an

of the reasons underlying
'among teenagers. Many of these
questions that only peers can
high school aged people and get
hers.

information might be gathered
1 drug curriculums; community
chool programs related to
laws, and how judges in juve-

s treat young people arrested
rges; the number and nature of
le in reformatories on drug
lice drug policies; the number
of arrests of young people on

drug charges; and how school officials
and school counselors handle drug users
in school.

Hopefully, in doing this research, you
will be able to come up with constructive
evaluations of existing drug programs as
well as recommendations for either im-
provement of those programs or develop-
ment of new drug programs, on the commu-
nity, school, and/or government levels.

The projects will be funded for three
months. At the end of this period, the
information must be compiled into a re-
port. The funding will begin on October
15, 1972. A conference with representa-
tives from all local projects is planned
for the end of January, 1973.

If you are truly interested in start-
ing one of the ten local projects, con-
tact us describing the areas you propose
to investigate, how you will perform
your research, why you think it needs to
be done, and who will do it. The Student
Information Center Drug Project staff to-
gether with representatives of the Drug
Abuse Council will decide which groups

J
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will be funded. Again, if you are inter-
ested, call the director of the Student
Information Center Drug Project at (202)
338-6316.

Pat Wilson, Director
SIC Drug Project

Since the projects are scheduled begin
on October 15th, we need to hear from
you as soon as possible!
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*
The Drug Abuse Council is a

independent source of information,
evaluation and research funding
field of drug abuse. It was crea
group of major foundations in res
a widely felt need for leadership
tion to overcome ignorance, confu
ineffective use of resources.

the DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
1828 L Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C.
(202) 785-5200

**
The Student Information Cen

a national organization, has work
February, 1970 towards education
in high schools. It collects ai

nates information ou various as
educational change and how to

the STUDENT INFORMATION CENTER
1000 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

(202) 338-6316
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ed. Again, if you are inter-
the director of the Student

Center Drug Project at (202)

Pat Wilson, Director
SIC Drug Project

ojects are scheduled to begin
15th, we need to hear from
as possible!

J.

*The Drug Abuse Council is a private,
independent source of information, policy
evaluation and research funding in the
field of drug abuse. It was created by a
group of major foundations in response to
a widely felt need for leadership and ac-
tion to overcome ignorance, confusion and
ineffective use of resources.

the DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
1828 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
(202) 785-5200

* *
The Student Information Center (SIC),

a national organization, has worked since
February, 1970 towards educational reform
in high schools. It collects and disemi=
nates information on various aspects of
educational change and how to achieve it

OMMIM11.11...0.10/1111011101101.1-

the STUDENT INFORMATION CENTER
1000 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 338-6316
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D
irections:

P
lease indicate on a separate answ

er sheet the num
ber that m

ost accurately answ
ers the

question, or is typical of your opinion. It is not expected that you w
ill know

 all the

answ
ers, but since there is no penalty for guessing please attem

pt to answ
er everything.

D
o not put your nam

e on the answ
er sheet. B

y m
aking these questionnairesanonym

ous it
is our hope that you w

ill answ
er these questions honestly.

1. A
re you m

ale or fem
ale?

a. m
ale

b. fem
ale

2. W
hat is your present educational level?

a. freshm
an

b. sophom
ore

c. jut. or
d. senior

P
E

R
S

O
N

A
L D

A
T

A
 Q

U
E

S
T

IO
N

N
A

IR
E

3. W
hat is your school program

?
5. N

um
ber of school activities in w

hich you
participate?

a. V
ocational-T

echnical
b. C

om
m

ercial
c. C

ollege P
reparatory

d. G
eneral

4. W
hat is your overall grade average?

a. A
 (3.5+

)
b. B

 (3.0-3.49)
c. C

 (2.0-2.99)

d. D
 (1.0-1.99)

e. E
 (.9or low

er)

a. none
b. one
c. tw

o

d. three
e. four or m

ore

t
i

T
he scales included in A

ppendix B
 are reproduced from

 "P
ennsylvania S

tate U
niversity E

valuation S
cales," by John D

. S
w

isher and John J. H
oran, A

ccountability in D
rug

E
ducation: A

 M
odel for E

valuation (W
ashington, D

C
: D

rug A
buse C

ouncil, 1973).
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THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY DRUG EDUCATION EVALUATIQN SCALE

Part Two: Drug Attitude Scale' -1

Developed by John J. Horan and John D. Swisher

1. Drugs are basically an "unnatural" way to enjoy life. 8. All drugs should be made legal and freely available.

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

2. I see nothing wrong with taking an LSD trip.

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
. strongly disagree

3. I'd have to be pretty sick before I'd take any drug including an aspirin.

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

4. Teachers ought to encourage their students to experiment with drugs.

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

5. Pep pills are a stupid way of keeping alert when there's important work
to be done.

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

6. I wish I could ,,it a hold of some pills to calm me down whenever I
get "up tight."

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

7. Students should be told about the harmful side effects of certain drugs.

a. strongly agree d. disagree
b. agree e. strongly disagree
c. have no opinion ,

'' Reliability and validity date located in Part Two of this chapter's Appendix.
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a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

9. Even if my best friend gave me some hash, I probably wouldn't use it.

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

10. In spite of what the establishment says, the drug scene is really "where
it's at."

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

11. As a general rule of thumb, most drugs are dangerous and should be used
only with medical authorization.

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

12. I admire people who like to get stoned.

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagree
e. strongly disagree

13. Taking any kind of dope is a pretty dumb idea.

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d, disagree
e. strongly disagree

14. I would welcome the opportunity to get high on drugs.

a. strongly agree
b. agree
c. have no opinion

d. disagreo
e. strongly disagree



TABLE 1
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY DRUG EDUCATION EVALUATION SCALE

Pert Three: Drug Use Inventory

DIRECTIONS: Answer only the questions that apply to you with the products listed across the top of this questionnaire. Put the letter which most
accurately describes you on the separate answer sheet. It is possible that you may answer only the first two questions for some products, but you may answer
all of the quotions for other products.

Cigarettes

Alcohol
Beer, Wine

Mixed Drinks Marijuana

Hallucinogens
LSD

Mescaline
Peyote

Stimulants
Amphetamines

Speed
(without a

prescription)

Depressants
Tranquilizers
Barbiturates
(without a

prescription)

To what extent do your best friends use this product?
a. not at all d. daily
b. monthly e. more than once a day
c. weekly

1 7 13 19 25 31

Have you ever used this product?
a. no
b. yes

2 8 14 20 26 32

If you checked "no" do not answer any more questions for this product, OTHERWISE CONTINUE.

How old were you when you first used this product?
a. under 12 d. 19.21
b. 12.15 e. over 21
c. 16.18

3 9 15 21 27 33

To what extent are you currently using this product?
a. not at all d. daily
b. monthly e. more than once a day
c. weekly

4 10 16 22 28 34

If you checked "not at all"do not answer any more questions for this product, OTHERWISE CONTINUE.

What is your primary source for obtaining this product?
a. friends (students) d. family members
b. friends (nonstudents) e. a store
c. other contacts

5 11 17 23 29 35

Which of the following is your primary reason for
using this product?

6 12 18 24 30 36

a. curiosity e. to escape pressure
b. pleasure, fun or kicks f. to help study
c. to be sociable g. other
d. to gain insight or creativity
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APPENDIX C

STUDENT PRESS RELEASE
following

February 1973 Conference

E COUNCIL

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

FEBRUARY 23, 1973

STATEMENT BY HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
at

PRESS CONFERENCE FOR
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT DRUG RESEARCH PROJECT
MARJORY WEBSTER COLLEGE
WASHINGTON DC

The problems of our society victimize adults AND young people. Young
people also suffer from personal alienation, family stress, the emotional
and physical strain of poverty and the lack of control over the institutions
and political processes that affect them. We feel that these are the major
reasons for drug abuse among high school aged people. In order to effectively
prevent drug abuse and holp those who are having problems with drugs the total
person and environment must be worked with. As only small steps toward this,
we recommend that youth controlled recreation centers be available to young
people, young people be afforded the right to work, bilingual and bicultural
education be available to students if they feel it is necessary, and most
important that young persons have the information and opportunities to make
decisions on the institutions that affect their lives.

Even though we recognize that there is drugabuse, wv do not believe that
drug use is drug abuse. Wo feel that it is important to figure out a
responsible role foi drugs in our oun lives and in society as a whole. To da
this we feel we need the cooperation of the schools. We feel schools should have
thug curricula on the effects of.diugs and the reasons for use. This
curriculum should bo developed by students, parents and people experienced in
dealing with drug use in each individual community. Not just high school students
ought to have the access to information about drugs and an opportunity to
discuss its role in their lives, but elementary children must also.

We have not forgotten that there are immediate drug Abuse concerns of high
school aged people, and so we feel certain medical and legal stops must be
taken. We believe that medical assistance should bo available to students on
school campus, teachers should receive training from community organizations
on drugs so they will be better able to help students who have identified
drugs as a problem and to help students who aro clearly having a problem with
drugs, but who may not have articulated it directly, A hoqine should be
established between the schools and hospitals and clinics in case of a drug emerges
in school, and young people be, given the tight to medical treatment under
age 16 without the consent of their parents. On the legal aspects, laws and
ordinances concerning the sale of can spray and glue should be enforced,
substances harmful if inhaled in can spray and glue be banned for production in
easily available products. Students and teachers must decide whether police
are necessary in schools and that if they are deemed necessary, that thoy bo
members of the community.

We feel that these immediate steps are necessary although they do not deal with
the root causes of drug Abuse. Yet these steps, if taken, muse be carried out
within students' rights to privacy, lawful search and seizure and due process.

In the three months times we have only had a chance to scratch the surface of the
drug issue and begin developing our own expertise to deal with that issue,
Therefore wo recommend that a fence up to those project be developed by the
Drug Abuse Council and high school students in order to develop more specific

recommendations and begin their immplentation.



THE DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL

PUBLICATIONS

The publications series of the Drug Abuse Council are offered as an informational
service to organizations and individuals engaged in formulating and assessing public
policies, operating programs, and conducting research related to the nonmedical use
of drugs in our society. Descriptions of individual publications appear on the
following pages.

Orders and inquiries should be directed to Publications, Drug Abuse Council, Inc.,
1828 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036. Prepaid orders only will be accepted;
prices are given below.

Per Copy
Per Copy

10 or More of
Same Publication

Public Policy Series no charge
Monograph Series $1.25 $ . 75
Special Studies $1.25 $ . 75
Fellows Series $1.25 S. 75
Handbook Series $2.25 $1.50

'Enclose with each order your check or money order for full amount, including 25'additional
for postage and handling.

Name

Organization
Address

PUBLICATION ORDER F
(prepaid orders only will be acce

PUBLIC POLICY SERIES

MONOGRAPH SERIES
$1.25 eaCh

SPECIAL STUDIES
$1.25 each'

FELLOWS SERIES
$1.25 each*

HANDBOOK SERIES
$2.25 each"

BOOKS

' $.75 each for orders of 10 or
more of the same publication

' $1.50 each for orders of 10 or
more of the same publication

Publications

DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL, INC.

zip code

# PPS-1

# PPS-3

# PPS-5

# MS-1

# MS-2
#- MS-3
#_____ MS-4
#- MS5
# MS-6

# MS-7

# MS-8

# MS-10

# SS-1

# SS2

# FS-1

# HS-1

# HS2
# HS3

# FDAP (
# ADAP (

postage & handlin
TOTAL ENCLOS

1828 L St, NW
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(1) A
 P

erspective on "G
et T

ough" D
rug Law

s

A
 D

rug A
buse C

ouncil staff report analyzing the effects of stringent crim
inal sanctions on drug abuse and crim

e. T
he futday of over-reliance f-.- the

crim
inal justice system

 to solve the com
plex problem

s of drug abuse is exam
ined from

 historical and legal perspectives.

(3) H
eroin M

aintenance: T
he Issues

A
 D

rug A
buse C

ouncil staff analysis of this controversial subject includes discussion of general concepts, public policy options, specific m
odalities

and anticipated problem
s. T

he V
era Institute of Justice proposal for experim

ents using heroin as inducem
ent to treatm

ent provides a case study.

(5) G
overnm

ental R
esponse to D

rugs: F
iscal and O

rganizational

A
 com

prehensive analysis of the issues and im
plications of the recent reorganization of federal drug abuse efforts and the requested 1975 fedI

A
I

drug abuse budget.
%

M
O

N
O

G
R

A
P

H
 S

E
R

IE
S

(1) M
ethadone M

aintenance: .'he E
xperience of F

our P
rogram

s

W
ritten for the D

rug A
buse C

ouncil by journalist P
aul D

anaceau, this study is a descriptive analysis of the treatm
ent process in clinics in N

ew
Y

ork C
ity, A

lbuquerque, E
ast B

oston and N
ew

 O
rleans, highlighting com

m
on issues, problem

s and needs.

(2) S
urvey of S

tate D
rug A

buse A
ctivities 1972

A
n analysis of stor drug abuse activities including objectives, priorities and needs

reported by state drug abuse officials during 1972. D
esigned

to yield general inform
ation on state efforts, the survey w

as conducted w
ith the International C

ity M
anagem

ent A
ssociation and N

ationa: A
ssociation

of S
tate D

rug A
buse P

rogram
 C

oordinators. Included are analyses by state size and ge:iraphic region.

(3) H
eroin E

pidem
ics: A

 Q
uantitative S

tudy of C
urrent E

m
pirical D

ata

O
ne explanation of the spread of heroin use is provided through the application of m

athem
atical m

odels. T
he study provides a fram

e of reference
for public policy analysis.

(4) T
he R

etail P
rice of H

eroin: E
stim

ation and A
pplications

T
his sum

m
ary of research designed to develop estim

ates of heroin retail prices in selected U
.S

. cities is applied to problem
s associated w

ith illicit
r:rcotics use. E

xtensions of the analysis to other policy.related questions including the effectiveness of law
 enforcem

ent policies are discussed_



(5: E
m

ploym
ent and A

ddiction: O
verview

 of Issues

N
ew

 Y
ork C

ity w
as the focal point for this investigation of

addiction and em
ploym

ent-related issues. It explores em
ployers' m

ethods of relating to

drug users and treatm
ent program

s' relationships w
ith em

ploym
ent groups.

R
ecom

m
endations for further study and action are provided.

(6) T
he O

rganization of the U
nited N

ations to D
eal w

ith D
rug A

buse

T
he origins of international` drug controls and structure of the U

nited
N

ations system
 form

 the background for this deziled study. P
rovided are

analyses and sum
m

aries of core com
ponents of the U

nited N
ations

including the C
om

m
ission on N

arcotic D
rugs, D

ivision of N
arcotic D

rugs, U
nited

N
ations F

und for D
rug A

buse C
ontrol, International N

arcotics C
ontrol B

oard
and W

orld H
ealth O

rganization.

(7i O
ccasional H

eroin U
sers: A

 P
ilot S

tudy

A
 report on the psychological testing of 12 non-addicted heroin users. T

his reprint of an article published in the A
rchives of G

eneral P
sychiatry is

free of charge.

(8) S
urvey of C

i/C
ounty D

rug A
buse A

ctivities 1972

A
 com

panion to the S
tate S

urvey, this report describes drug abuse
activities in cities and counties w

ith populations exceeding 50,000 and 100,000

respectively. T
he study analyzes efforts in law

 enforcem
ent, adm

inistration,
education, treatm

ent and rehabilitation.

(10) R
ecent S

pread of H
eroin U

se In the U
nited S

tates: U
nansw

ered
Q

uestions

E
m

pirical evidence suggests new
 heroin use has sequentially "peaked" in U

.S
. com

m
unities from

 1967 to the present. S
hifts in peak use from

 large

to sm
aller cities are discussed w

ith im
plications for

future drug abuse policy and planning.

S
P

E
C

IA
L S

T
U

D
IE

S
(1) M

orphine M
aintenance: T

he S
hreveport C

linic, 1919-1923

A
n in-depth study of the S

hreveport, Louisiana, m
orphine

m
aintenance clinic, based on clinic records and extensive interview

s w
ith D

r.
W

illis P
.

B
utler, director of the clinic during the period of its existence.

(2) D
rug U

se, the Labor M
arket and C

lass C
onflict

A
 historical survey bringing to light data w

hich indicates that not
only is the socioeconom

ic pattern of narcotics use the sam
e as it w

as a century

ago, but that the problem
 of w

idespread addiction
is a recurrent and cyclical one.

F
E

LLO
W

S
 S

E
R

IE
S

(1) M
ajor N

ew
spaper C

overage of D
rug Issues

A
 nation-w

ide study of the reporters w
ho cover drug stories, outlining som

e
of the m

ajor problem
s both w

ith new
spaper m

anagem
ent and the

understanding of policy am
ong reporters.



C
om

ing S
oon

(2) P
olice C

hiefs D
iscuss D

rug A
buse

T
he m

en w
ho head police departm

ents in the
nation's 27 largest cities talk about their perceptions

of all aspects of the drug problem
.

(3) T
he M

ethodology of a S
ociologicalD

rug S
tudy

A
 narration of personal experiences ofa sociologist conducting a com

m
unity drug study.

(4) A
 R

eaders' G
uide to the D

rug Literature

A
 com

prehensive survey of all m
ajor w

ritings
in drug abuse, pointing out the issues

and general theoretical orientations affecting
current policy.

H
A

N
D

B
O

O
K

 S
E

R
IE

S

(1) A
ccountability in D

rug E
ducation: A

M
odel for E

valuation
-4

D
esigned for use by educators, adm

inistrators
and researchers, this m

anual provides
step-by-step explanations of program

 planning
and assessm

ent,
keyed to the reader's level of involvem

ent.A
rranged in "w

orkbook" fashion are sections
discussing goal selection and dutcom

e
m

easurem
ent, including

a com
pilation of recom

m
ended know

ledge, attitude
and behavior scales. O

ther sections provide
useful inform

ation on the problem
s of

test
adm

inistration, considerations for scoring
tests, and advice about using results to design

m
ore effective program

s.

(2) D
rug P

rogram
 A

ssessm
ent: A

C
om

m
unity G

uide
T

his study w
as developed in

response to the need expressed by local officials,
com

m
unity leaders and coordinating councils

for reliable m
ethods to

use in evaluating their com
m

unities'
program

. P
rocedures are suggested for identifying pertinenttreatm

ent system
 objectives, evaluation criteria, data

requirem
ents, inform

ation collection, analysis
and reporting.

(3) S
tudents S

peak on D
rugs: T

he H
igh

S
chool S

tudent P
roject

N
ine student groups from

across the country investigated illicit drug use in their local
areas. T

heir findings and recom
m

endations
are detailed in this

report. P
roblem

s encountered by the student
researchers are also described.

B
O

O
K

S

D
ealing w

ith D
rug A

buse: A
 R

eport to the F
ord

F
oundation

P
ublished in 1972, by P

raeger, Inc., this
account of the tw

o year survey project led to the form
ation

of the D
rug A

buse C
ouncil. O

riginalfindings,
conclusions and recom

m
endations

are included. B
ackground papers discuss treatm

ent
m

odalities, drug education, econom
ics ofheroin, drugs and their

effects, altered states of consciousness,
federal drug abuse expenditures and the B

ritish
drug control system

. A
vailable at your local bookstore.

F
ederal D

rug A
buse P

rogram
s

A
 report to the A

m
erican B

ar A
ssociation

and the D
rug A

buse C
ouncil describing federal drug

abuse activities through July 1972. A
nalysis and

recom
m

endations regarding policies and program
g

are included. $15.



A
rm

y D
rug A

buse P
rogram

: A
 F

uture M
odel?

T
his follow

-up study to F
ederal D

rug A
buse P

rogram
s focuses on one F

ederal agency's drug
abuse efforts. T

he feasibility of replicating the m
ilitary

m
odel is discussed. $2.

C
om

ing S
oon

D
rugs: A

dm
inistering C

atastrophe
G

raham
 S

. F
inney recounts his experiences as form

er com
m

issioner of N
ew

Y
ork C

ity's A
ddiction S

ervices A
gency in this report. A

 useful prim
er for

program
 adm

inistrators, operators
and parsons interested in public decision-m

aking, the lengthy study includes chapters on planning, program
linkages,

intergovernm
ental relations, uses of technology and the "num

bers gam
e."
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